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PREFACE

HIS book has been planned and written with two main

objeds in view—first, to fill the long-felt want for a thorough

and reliable guidebook ; secondly, to give to all—though more

particularly to Americans—who might have the means to

travel to this part of the world a realizing sense of what the

Philippine Islands, long left to one side of the beaten track

of tourist travel, have to offer in the way of scenery, of

peculiar customs, of historic monuments, of natural resources,

and of visible signs of the change which has been wrought

under American guidance in the past half score of years.

Among those to whose part it has fallen to exercise this

guidance there has long been a widespread and surely a very natural feeling

that the work they have done and the land in which their lot has been

cast, and for which many of them have come to feel an affecftion, have

not received the attention that is no more than due from the mass of their

fello\A/'COuntrymen, whose sense of a great task needing to be done sent

them and keeps them there. If the pages that follow can accomplish some-

thing in the V\/ay of carrying the convidlion that the Philippines have in a

high degree the usual sights that attrad the traveler, a climate unsurpassed

in the Tropics, a people of much promise, and a Government which has

combined to an unprecedented extent the raising of the political status of a

dependent people with the encouragement of its material progress ; or, in

the event that they can not carry the conviction of themselves, if they can

at least induce the skeptic to come, to see, and then inevitably to believe,

their purpose will have been largely attained.

With such ends in view, it was necessary that the primary con-

siderations from start to finish should be accuracy, clearness, and com-

prehensiveness. While it is not to be expedted that a work involving

the collection of such a mass of details, much of which has never before

been published in a systematic form, should leave absolutely nothing to be

desired in these respecfts, it is believed that no reasonable pains have been

spared to attain the standard set. Much information had necessarily to

be taken on hearsay; but this, so far as possible, has been checked. The

majority of the various chapters have been read and correded by officials

or others having special acquaintance with the fields they cover. It will

be understood, of course, that although those in charge of the work have

[vii]



n
made every effort to see that the schedules and fares of transportation

companies, the rates of hotels, and similar statistical information were cor-

red at the time of compilation, they all have been inevitably subjed to

change in the interval.

The execution of this work was originally intrusted to Capt. R. A.

Duckworth' Ford, of the Philippine Constabulary, and some portions of the

material which he prepared have been utilized. Ultimately it was put into

the hands of Mr. John R. Arnold, who completed it in its present shape.

Portions of Chapter I of Part One ("The Philippine Islands") and Chap-

ter II ("The Philippines in history") are based upon drafts prepared by

Dr. James A. Robertson, Librarian of the Philippines Library and coeditor

of Blair and Robertson's "The Philippine Islands, 1493-1898." In a sim-

ilar manner the remarks on the subject of hunting in Chapter IV of Part

One are largely based on notes contributed by Mr. N. O. Noah, of the

Executive Bureau; the account of Taal Volcano in Chapter III of Part

Two on an article by Dr. Warren D. Smith, chief of the division of mines

of the Bureau of Science ; that of the ascent of Mount Mariveles in the

same chapter on an article by Dr. H. N. Whitford, of the Bureau of

Forestry; the sedions on the staple crops of the Islands in Chapters I

and II of Part Three on material contributed by various experts of the

Bureau of Agriculture ; and those on the principal mineral resources in

Chapter III of the same part on similar contributions by Dr. Warren D.

Smith, already mentioned, and by Mr. F. T. Eddingfield. of the Bureau

of Science. Credit is due to Mr. Samuel H. Musick, of the Bureau of

Printing, for the entire typographical design and color scheme, the illus-

trated initials and decorative borders, and the ornamented cover pages.

The thanks of those responsible for the work are also due in particular

to Mr, W. Brecknock Watson, of Manila, for information relating to the

Katipunan and to the tragedy of August 31,1 896. referred to on page 65 :

to a number of officials and employees of the Government, for reading and

correcting portions of the text; to several Bureaus of the Government,

officials of various provinces and of the city of Manila, and to numerous
railways, steamship agencies, hotels, and other private sources, for infor-

mation and statistics
; and to the business houses and individuals listed in

the note on page v for the use of photographs.

J. R. A.
Department of Commerce and Police

Jitanila.Janu<,ru4. 1912
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Chapter I

THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

MAGNIFICENT rosary of glowing islands that Nature
has hung above the heaving bosom of the vi^arm Pacific.

. . . The combination of mountain and plain, lake and
stream, everywhere rich with glossy leafage, clustered

growths of bamboo and palm, fields of yellow cane,

groves of bananas, great reaches of growing rice . . .

resulting from an abundant rainfall, a rich soil, an
even climate, and a warm influence of equatorial waters,

tend to make a picture richer by far than Nature ever

painted in the temperate zone. ..." In these words,

I ^-^iT" j^\j enthusiastic indeed, but, by the verdict of traveler after
'

^"- =!j traveler, none too strong, one writer describes the

natural beauty of the Philippine Islands. The water-color artist has not

yet discovered them; when he does, they should take their place in the

pages of the magazines and the editions de luxe, if not in the realms of

more permanent art, as among the beauty spots of the world. Add to

these natural attractions those bequeathed by four centuries of recorded

history, during which the Islands became the sole complete and permanent
conquest of Christianity in the Orient, the battle ground of the pioneer

sailors of Spain, Portugal, and Holland, and the scene of what, despite its

disastrous end, was one of the most remarkable of bygone experiments in

the government and advancement of a dependent race; add those con-

nected with what is certainly the most nearly unique of all such experi-

ments of the present day, and we have a total which should rightfully

make the Archipelago another Mecca for the globe trotter.

The Philippine Islands have been known under many names since the

medieval Chinese traders, who were well acquainted with these waters,

wrote of Luzon and the Visayas under names of their own. To the

earliest Portuguese voyagers they were the "Eastern" and to the earliest

Spanish the "Western" Islands, evidence in itself of the great historic fact

of the meeting of these two empire-building nations at this point in the

course of their triumphant progress around the globe. Their present

name was first given by one of the later Spanish voyagers, Ruy Lopez de

Villalobos, in honor of King Philip II.

This great Archipelago extends over about 16.5 degrees of latitude,

beginning between the fourth and fifth degrees north of the equator, and
lies in general between the one hundred and sixteenth and one hundred and

[3]
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twenty-seventh meridians of east longitude. Its total length from north

to south is somewhat over 1,150 miles and its breadth from east to west

nearly 700. From the furthermost of the Batanes Islands on the north it

is less than a hundred miles to Japanese Formosa; and from some of the

islets of the Sulu Group on the southwest it is less than fifty to the north-

east angle of Borneo. The general configuration is that of a triangle, of

which the apex is formed by the Batanes on the north, the right leg by

the east coasts of Luzon, Samar, and Mindanao, and the left by the west

coast of the first-named island and the shores of Mindoro, Palawan, and

many smaller islands to the south. On the north and west lies the stormy

China Sea, on the east the Pacific, and on the south the Celebes Sea.

There are altogether over 3,000 distinct islands, many of which are

inconsiderable islets or mere coral rocks. The two largest are Luzon and

Mindanao, with areas of about 40,000 and 36,000 square miles, respec-

tively; nine others range between 1,000 and 10,000, and about three

hundred and fifty more boast of more than one square mile of surface.

The total land area is approximately 115,000 square miles, while the water

surface is no less than 700,000.

Whether or not there is any truth in the theory held by many that

this vast array of islands once formed, at least in part, an extension of the

Asiatic continent, the fact remains that the surrounding waters are gen-

erally shallow, and that real sea depths are found only at a distance of

100 to 300 miles out in the Pacific.

In their geological structure the Islands are volcanic, with some addi-

tions of coral growth. All are mountainous, though this general state-

ment should not obscure the fact that Luzon and Mindanao are among the

very few bodies of land in this part of the world which contain considerable

stretches of comparatively level land, well adapted for grazing. These

two, as well as the other larger islands, are crossed by well-defined ranges,

running, as a rule, in a north-and-south direction. In Luzon the most
important are the main cordillera, or Sierra Madre, and the Caraballos

and Zambales Mountains. The central mountain mass of this island

runs to average heights of from 4,000 to 7,000 feet, with peaks (Mount
Pulog and Mount Data) of 9,450 and 7,500 feet, respectively. The chief

range of the Island of Negros cuts it into two parts that are almost without
communication, except by water. The highest peak in the Archipelago
is Mount Apo in southeastern Mindanao (9,610 feet). Mounts Canlaon
in Negros, Halcon in Mindoro, and Mayon, in addition to the two just
mentioned, in Luzon, are among those that reach an altitude of some 8,000
feet or more. There are still about a dozen active volcanoes, the most
important of which are Mayon and Taal in Luzon and Canlaon in Negros.
Those extinct or dormant are very numerous. As might be expected,

lit
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earthquake shocks are registered very frequently, but perceptible ones are
not very common and destructive ones are very rare.

Being- entirely in the Tropics, the Islands have but two seasons, the
dry and the wet or rainy. The first, over a great part of the area, lasts

from November to May with the northeast monsoon ; and the other, from
June to October, with the southwest. There is, however, seldom a month
without a little rain, and in the more southerly portions of the Archipelago
the rainfall is much more evenly distributed. The mean annual rainfall
in Manila is about 76 inches. This is nearly the same as that in several
localities in northern California and Oregon. The coolest months in all

the islands are December, January, and February; the hottest, March,
April, and May. During the height of the rainy season large sections are
more or less exposed to typhoons. These sometimes cause a good deal of
damage to standing crops, mountain roads, and the flimsier sort of build-
ings, but not many are powerful enough to do more than this. The danger
to shipping is minimized by the accurate forecasts issued by the Weather
Bureau in Manila. The climate of the Philippines is by no means neces-
sarily unhealthy, though the Islands, like almost all tropical countries, have
suffered very greatly from lack of scientific medicine and systematic sanita-
tion. These are now being applied, and the improvement in the past ten
years has been very marked.

As might be inferred from the mountainous nature of the country and
the statements just made in regard to the rainfall, the Islands are exceed-
ingly well watered. Everywhere in the higher portions there are small,

steep-walled valleys, down which clear streams make their way to the
larger rivers that wind across the lowlands and so to the sea. During the
rainy season these are all subject to sudden rise and, in the course of a
few hours, become torrents that occupy beds many times the width of

the dry-weather streams, and which, in some cases, inundate the surround-
ing country for miles. The problem of bridging them where necessary is

far from an easy one. As is generally the case, this abundant drainage has
its attendant drawbacks. It does not by any means do away with the
necessity for irrigation, for the water is not always to be had where and
when it is wanted. Furthermore, comparatively few of these numerous
rivers are of great commercial value throughout the year. The longest

are the Cagayan, Agno, and Pampanga in Luzon and the Agusan and Cota-
bato in Mindanao. The first in particular is navigable by launches of

moderate draft for about a hundred miles from tide water. All of them
wind through valleys of considerable extent which derive great fertility

from the periodical inundations. A moderate amount of irrigation in-

creases this many fold and would enable these districts to support a popula-

tion fully equal in density to that of Java. Even without this, the pro-
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ductiveness of the great valley of the Cagayan has been remarkable, and
those of Mindanao, which up to the present have been hardly scratched,

would yield extensively almost any of the principal tropical products.
Several smaller rivers are now for one reason or another of as great com-
mercial importance as these—notably the Pasig, in Luzon, which forms
the outlet of the great Lake of Bay and carries the products of many square
miles of fertile country to the doors of Manila. A trip in the Philippines
would hardly be complete without a sight of one of these rich valleys, where
the vegetation is so luxuriant as to have caused the land to be called "a
paradise for the florist, and for the botanist a wonderland."

The Lake of Bay j ust mentioned is the only lake in Luzon of great size

;

but fully as interesting is Lake Bombon, in the center of which stands the
grim volcano island of Taal. In Mindanao there are several lakes of im-
portance, the most interesting of which is Lanao, the center of a region
extremely fertile, but long the hunting ground of robber Moros.

The vegetation of the Islands presents a bewildering array of genera,
species, and subspecies, though comparatively little of it is peculiar to the
Philippines. The forms are mostly the familiar ones of the Tropics, though
in the higher altitudes such temperate trees as pines and live oaks 'flourish
and raspberries and dwarf tomatoes grow wild. In most parts of the
mountains the ordinary temperate vegetables and fruits are successfully

[6]
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cultivated. The higher mountain slopes are generally clothed with tangled

"mossy" forests or pine groves interspersed with stretches of bare, red

earth, and patches of coarse grass, ferns, and runos. The more open

portions of the low country are mostly covered with the tall cogon, similar

to the well-known pampas grass, but are variegated, in the more thoroughly

watered portions, with clumps of bamboo and nipa.

The economic plants, especially those that produce valuable fibers,

are legion. The abaca or manila hemp, the sabutan, the pandan, and the

buri palm are the most important of this class. The ordinary tropical

fruits are very generally found, especially in the southern islands. Here

the tourist will very likely make his first acquaintance with what many
consider the king of fruits—the mango; and several others, less known,

such as the chico, the lanson, and the santol, will probably meet with his

approval.

The hardwood forests of the Philippines, of which the systematic ex-

ploitation has only just begun, are of great area and enormous value, while

many of the useful minor forest products, such as the bejuco or rattan,

are very plentiful. Flowering plants are very numerous, including many
species of orchids, though, as is usually the case in tropical countries, the

flowers themselves do not strike the newcomer as forming an especially

prominent feature of the landscape. The staple tropical cereal—rice

—

[7]
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and the commoner tropical economic plants, such as the coco Pa ™' ^^gar

cane, and tobacco, which, with abaca or manila h^^^P'
"j'f

^ "P
^J';/*^ ^'s

cent of the exports of the Islands, complete the list of the classes of plants

and trees which the casual traveler will most often see
,,„«;hpHt,o-

The Philippines are not especially rich in animal life; and, considering

what a tropical country like India suffers from beasts of prey and from

vermin of all sorts, it must be admitted that this poverty has its com-

pensations. There is no large carnivorous animal. Monkeys are ex-

tremely common in some sections. Bats are very numerous, but all harm-

less The larger ones are of the fruit-eating variety ;
and enormous swarms

of them can be seen on the coasts of sparsely inhabited islands, rising out

of the forest at sunset. The only larger mammals which are at all common

in a wild state are several small species of deer, boar, and, m remote

regions only, two or three kinds of wild buffalo.

The domesticated species of this last animal, commonly known by the

native name of carabao, is the most useful beast of burden m the Archi-

pelago Heavy, ugly both in appearance and temper, and, when m a peace-

able mood, incredibly slow, it is nevertheless the mainstay of agriculture

throughout almost all the islands ; and the traveler soon becomes familiar

with the sight of the ungainly beasts cooling their parched sides m the

mud of some roadside ditch or swamp. Within the last ten years this

valuable animal has been fearfully reduced in numbers by the rinderpest.

The disease is now being gradually conquered by the application of strict

quarantines, but it has caused its chief victim to be to some extent replaced

by smaller, handsomer, and more active breeds of cattle from China, India,

and other parts of Asia.

Horses are small and generally poorly bred, but they do good work for

their inches. They are little used in the fields. Excellent results have

recently been obtained by the breeding of native mares with good foreign

stock.

Of the smaller domestic animals, goats and hogs, the latter unprepos-

sessing creatures of the "razorback" variety, run at large everywhere.

Cats and dogs are common. The former are noteworthy for their uncanny

tails, which usually have a double crook; the latter are of no particular

breed and do not seem to thrive except in the matter of numbers. The

ordinary domestic fowl is kept everywhere, mainly because of its im-

portance for what unfortunately is still, among the lower classes, the

national sport of cockfighting.

The number of species of birds is very large, but most of them are not

found in great numbers. One of the best known is a kind of hornbill,

which has a raucous cry and is the subject of some curious native super-

stitions.

[3]
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As has already been remarked, the Philippines are comparatively well

off in the matter of noxious reptiles and insects. There are a good many
species of serpents, but none of them are very common. The largest, a

species of python, never attacks human beings; and in the provinces, in-

deed, it is sometimes allowed to inhabit the thatch of houses, where it

serves to keep down the rats. There are some poisonous varieties, the

worst of which is the small green rice snake ; but deaths from snake bite

are extremely rare, even among the barefooted natives, and a foreigner,

with his feet and legs properly protected, is practically immune. The
shallower rivers and swamps in some sections harbor numerous croco-

diles. Lizards of various kinds are extremely common. The larger ones,

especially a kind of iguana, excessively ugly but harmless, may often be

seen on the rocks by streams and lakes. Very small lizards inhabit every

house in the lowlands. They are rather cheerful little animals, entirely

harmless, and one soon ceases to resent their scurrying over walls and ceil-

ings, for they render valuable service in keeping down the flies. Insect

life is very rich. Butterflies and moths, in gorgeous variety, are found in

every favorable location. The white ant is unfortunately very common
and very destructive, and its presence makes necessary great care in the

selection of structural materials. Mosquitoes are sufficiently plentiful,

though they are rarely as troublesome as in some localities in the United

States during the summer months.

As is almost invariably the case in the Tropics, the waters surrounding

the Islands are extremely rich in aquatic life. Fish, in favorable localities,

may be seen in extraordinary variety of color and form. Many of them

are edible, forming, indeed, a large part of the animal food of the people.

The lower forms of marine life are extremely abundant, and the sponge

and pearl industries are already of importance.

This great aggregation of islands and islets is inhabited by a large

variety of types of the human species. The aboriginal people were un-

questionably the race of pygmy blacks, of whom small remnants still exist

under the name of Aetas or Negritos ("little Negroes"), and from whom
the Island of Negros took its name. At present they are found only in

certain parts of the mountains of that island and of Luzon, Panay, Pala-

wan, northeastern Mindanao, and a few others of less importance. They

are essentially the same as the Semang of the Malay Peninsula and the

people of the Andaman Islands, and they doubtless represent a race once

widespread in this quarter of the globe. Excellent descriptions of them,

such as there is hardly space for here, can be found in various books on

the Philippines. Though they may not be doomed to absolute extinction,

they can hardly ever be an element of much consequence in the population.

The casual traveler is not likely to see anything of them; but, if he has

[9]
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the time, and, better, if he can make the acquaintance of some one who

has been among them, the nearest places to Manila where there is any

probability of their being found are in the Zambales Mountains, back of

the town of Floridablanca in Pampanga Province, and on Mount Mariveles

in Bataan.

Aside from the Negritos, who form much less than 1 per cent of tne

total population (now about 8,000,000), practically the whole of the people

of the Philippines belong to that section of humanity which is somewhat

vaguely and altogether incorrectly described in the school geographies as

the "brown or Malay race." Without attempting to plunge too deeply

into a vexed scientific question, it may be said that it is now rather

generally held by ethnologists that all the brown peoples of the vast island

world between Asia, Australia, and America form a series of very mixed

stocks, in which three important races are almost indiscernibly blended.

The chief elements of this mixture are first, the Negritos ; second, a pre-

historic race which had Caucasian features, if not a white skin ;
and third,

a Mongolian race from the continent of Asia. In the more civilized Fili-

pinos, the last of these elements is perhaps the most noticeable ; but, where

this factor, presumably the most recent, is least marked—that is to say,

among the pagan tribes of the interior of Mindanao and, to some extent,

of the mountains of Luzon—a considerable number of individuals are seen

with the straight faces, prominent noses, and abundant beards of our ovm

race.

According to the most plausible theory, all of the brown peoples of the

Philippines are included in this great mixture of races and are assigned to

that section of it which inhabits most of the eastern archipelago from

Formosa and Sumatra to the Moluccas, and, for lack of a better name, is

still called by scientists the "Malay." ^ Practically all the inhabitants of

the Islands bear distinctive marks of this relationship, in the way of

brown skins, coarse and straight black hair, and, with the exceptions

mentioned above, rather flat and beardless faces.

How these mixtures took place can only be conjectured. What is certain

is that, in the early part of the sixteenth century, the first white visitors

found the racial complexion of the Islands very much what it is at present

—

' Even with the explanation that has been given, it is necessary to caution the

traveler who may have been in Singapore or Java that the word "Malay" is there

ordinarily used in a more specific and still narrower sense, to mean that seafaring

people, probably from southern Sumatra, who were early converted to Moham-
medanism and, in the course of their extensive trading and plundering expeditions,

made this the current faith and their language, sometimes referred to as the "low
Malay," the lingua franca of the coastal regions from Malacca to New Guinea. This
people hardly more than touched the Philippines.
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that is, a small number of pure Negritos, a large number of primitive tribes

mostly dwelling in the mountains, and finally a widespread group of lowland

peoples. These last were physically very uniform, but were divided as to

language into many tribes, and were even less united politically, for they

had never progressed beyond the village community. They were the

ancestors of the Filipino people, properly so called, of to-day.

Of the more primitive tribes just referred to there are two main groups,

that of northern Luzon and that of central Mindanao, besides others of

less importance. Their chief resemblance lies in the fact that none of

them have been converted either to Christianity or to Mohammedanism;
in other respects they are divided into many tribes, speaking innumerable

dialects, and were, until pacified by American influence, invincibly hostile

to one another. In Luzon the principal divisions are the Benguet, Le-

panto, and Bontoc Igorots, the Ifugaos, the Ilongots, the Kalingas, and
the Tinguians. Of these the Ifugaos and the Tinguians have attained the

highest civilizations of their own, while the Benguet Igorots have probably

been influenced more than any of the others from outside. Their total

number is nearly 500,000. Though some of them are short of stature,

nearly all of them surpass the lowland tribes in physique ; and it is generally

conceded that, if they can be given the more important virtues of civiliza-

tion, without its parasitic vices, they have qualities which fit them to play

a considerable part in the land. The mountain peoples of Mindanao are

less known and less completely under control. They form very numerous
tribes, of which the most important are the Manobos, Mandayas, Bagobos,

Bilans, Subanuns, and Bukidnons. Physically they too are a fine stock;

and, externally at least, some of them have considerable cultures of their

own.

In addition to these, there are in the Islands of Mindoro and Palawan
two small but interesting primitive peoples, the Mangyans and the Tagba-

nuas. The most striking feature of their culture, in other respects far from

advanced, is the possession of a syllabic alphabet, of Sanskrit origin, with

which they write simple communications on joints of bamboo. One of

these, preserved in the Philippines Library, is a very fervent love letter.

No other pagan tribe in the Islands understands the art of writing.

Outside of these peoples, the non-Christian portion of the population

of the Philippines is of the Mohammedan faith and continues to be known

by the generic Spanish name of Moros, literally Moors. Racially these

are like other Filipinos, with a strain of pure Malay and a slight dash of

Arab blood, but their religion marks them ofl" as the peculiar people of the

Archipelago. The western peninsula of Mindanao and the Sulu Group,

where are the homes of the better-known portions of them, are partially

open to the tourist, and he will have ample opportunity to observe their
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barbaric and interesting culture. Their future is a matter of importance
for the rest of the Philippines, since their forays kept the country for
centuries in a state of turmoil and insecurity. Many of them are still a
long way from being respectable members of society, but they have made
perhaps more history than any other people of the Archipelago, and the
worst of them are not without those manly qualities which the faith of
the Arabian prophet, whatever its faults, rarely fails to impress on its

converts.

The Filipinos, properly so called—that is to say, some seven-eighths of
the total population—are distinguished from those who have just been
described by their general acceptance of the Christian religion, which
marks them off from every other Eastern people, and by their subjection,
for some three centuries, to the tutelage of Spanish civil authority and
Spanish missionary priests ; a process that has resulted in giving them a
civilization which, though often spoken of as a veneer, has still unquestion-
ably started them on the road toward a destiny different from that of
almost every other race of the Orient. It is this people on whom the
great experiments of the present American regime are being tried, and it

is of these that the traveler will see the most. A very wise man once
said that he could not draw up an indictment against a whole people, and
it is equally certain that it is a thankless and unprofitable task to draw

[12)
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up a list of the virtues and vices of 8,000,000 human beings. The trav-

eler must form his own opinion of their character and capabilities; if he

desires, he will find plenty of residents all prepared to furnish him with

a set of ideas ready made. A few things, however, he will do well to

remember. First, patience, tact, and courtesy do not come amiss in dealing

with any people. Second, it is certain that many of the most marked
Filipino characteristics are imported from Spain ; and from this fact it

follows that, if, to select but one example, the position of women in this

country could be raised above that of all other oriental peoples as much as

it unquestionably was under Spanish rule, it is not too much to expect

equally momentous changes after the lapse of a due period of properly

directed American sovereignty.

The great majority of this mass of Christianized peoples may be

roughly divided, mainly on the basis of language, into five large and about

as many small tribes. The former, which include more than four-fifths

of the total population, consist of the following: The Tagalogs (about 19

per cent) ,^ who inhabit the central provinces of Luzon ; the Visayans

(about 46 per cent), who people the great group of islands called by their

' This figure and those which follow are taken from the report of the Census of

1903, Vol. II, p. 46. They are, consequently, only approximately accurate at the

present time.
[13]
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name, and the northern coast of Mindanao; the Ilocanos (about 10 per

cent), of the northwestern coast of Luzon; the Bicols (about 7 per cent)

,

of the southern peninsula of the latter island; and the Pampangans (about

4 per cent), of the province of that name. The Visayans are the most

numerous and the Tagalogs the most alert politically, but the Ilocanos

are the only ones who emigrate and compete to any extent with the other

tribes on their own soil. The Pampangans have been included m this

category, though they are no more numerous than one or two of those

referred to as small tribes, because of their compactness, their relatively

high civilization, and their interesting history. Alone among the civilized

peoples of the Archipelago, they can be said to possess a strong military

spirit; and from the very first many of them, notably those from Macabebe

and other towns of the delta of the Pampanga River, are found serving

as soldiers. In the seventeenth century they were in the Dutch armies

in Java ; in the eighteenth they formed a very important part of the force

with which Simon de Anda fought the intruding British; and in the

nineteenth they helped to make the fame of the "Ever Victorious Army"

under Ward and Gordon against the Taipings and followed the French

flag in Indo-China. To-day they are an important element in the Phil-

ippine Scouts.

The names of the smaller civilized tribes are mentioned merely for

convenience in reference. They are the Pangasinans, Zambals, Ibanags

or Cagayans, Gaddans, and Isinays. All of these live in northern Luzon

;

and all, in the face of the competition of the energetic Ilocano immigrants,

are rapidly becoming of even less importance than they are at present.

Each of these tribes is credited with its own language, though within

the territory of each there are many dialectic differences. Scientific in-

genuity has found for them many points in common, but the essential fact

remains that two natives of different tribes converse with each other in

Spanish or English. Aside from the matter of language, which will not

of course make much impression on the stranger who is ignorant of all

alike, the external life of the civilized Filipinos is practically uniform,

and its details will best be learned through the traveler's own eyes.

He will observe, among the poorest classes, a standard of living that is

undeniably primitive; they are poor not only in worldly possessions, but

also, for the most part, in the desire for something better which would

impel them to add to those possessions. As he looks higher in the scale,

he will discover that this gradually ceases to be true ; and—the most
encouraging sign of all—that this tendency toward a higher standard of

living is penetrating year by year more deeply into the mass that has

heretofore been little touched. Having this in mind, the observer will be

less impatient with the desire of the younger generation for stylish hats

I
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and expensive shoes; for, after all, they are but like the Englishmen of

Queen Elizabeth's time, who, we read, copied the fine clothes of the Italian

dandies long before they equaled and surpassed that country's men of

genius. Beneath the surface there is going on a slower but very potent

change, of which the visitor must see something if he is to judge the

situation fairly. Equally unfair will be his conclusions if he has ignored

the many admirable aspects of the life of the ever-growing intelligent class

of Filipinos. Their courtesy, their temperance, their affection for children,

their consideration for the aged, and, as compared with any oriental people,

' their regard for women, are much older than American rule. To add

to these qualities some of a more rugged nature, which are greatly needed

if these people are to succeed in the struggle for existence as a community,

and to correct others which remain as the heritage of a government and

civilization that had in many ways dropped behind the times, have been,

consciously or unconsciously, the tasks of Americans here, whether their

instruments are the stafi" of office, the spelling book, the baseball, or the

business managed on modern lines; and the extent to which they have

succeeded furnishes the best of reasons for looking with pride upon the

past and with hope into the future.

Like most parts of the East which have long been the seat of an active

commerce, there is in the Philippines a considerable admixture of many
other races besides the predominant ones just described. None of them

appreciably affect the racial make-up of the country, but they add much

to the variety of its life, especially in the larger towns. The most numer-

ous of these aliens are the Chinese. Others are the Japanese, the natives

of continental India (generally known locally as "Bombays"), and smaller

numbers of men from the Dutch Islands and other parts of the Orient. No

doubt the Mexican Indian troops brought by the Spaniards have left their

mark. Finally there is the Caucasian element, of which the Americans

are now of course the most prominent factor, though some Spaniards

remain, and the principal commercial nations of Europe are well repre-

sented.

All of these, but especially the Chinese and the Spaniards, have contrib-

uted to form numerous mixed types of every degree. These mestizos, to

use the convenient Spanish word for half-caste that is locally current, have

already played an important part in every aspect of the life of the Islands,

and it is hardly to be doubted that they will continue to do so.

There have now been touched upon, as well as space will allow, the chief

physical elements—land, climate, flora, fauna, arid humanity—which make

up what the traveler will see of the Philippine Islands. It is time now to

glance briefly at the interesting sequence of historical influences which have

gone to form the social, economic, and political fabric as it is to-day.
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Chapter II

THE PHILIPPINES IN HISTORY

HE discovery of the Philippine Islands, the only

oriental territory held for any length of time by the

Spanish Crown, was an incident in a much greater

chapter of the world's history—the first circumnaviga-

tion of the globe by Ferdinand Magellan. This ex-

patriated Portuguese nobleman, courtier, and navi-

gator, the first of men who "knew how to find a strait"

hidden away at the end of the then unknown continent

of South America and the first to force his way across

the pathless Pacific, came, in his search for the storied

wealth of the Spice Islands, on what we now know as

the Philippines, when he sighted the coast of Samar
on March 16, 1521, and soon after landed on a nearby island.

On Sunday, April 7, the expedition reached the Island of Cebu, and
the commander, speedily making friends with the chief, landed his men
for rest and trade. One week later the history of Christian missions in

the Philippines began with the baptism of the ruler and many of his

followers, accompanied by a nominal submission to the sovereignty of

Spain. Magellan, eager to show that the protection afforded by their

common allegiance was no idle thing, volunteered to aid the Cebuan chief

in his war with the ruler of the neighboring Island of Mactan. His
chivalry cost him his life and the expedition its leader, for he was killed

while attempting to cover the retreat of his slender force to their boats

;

and, in some undetermined spot on the little island, the bones of the great
voyager found their last resting place. Deprived of their captain, the
remainder of the Spanish force hastily prepared for departure, but they
did not get away unscathed, for the Cebuan chief, who may have had his
reasons for complaint against them, contrived a plot whereby, on the 1st
of May, twenty-six more of the expedition were slain while ostensibly
attending a farewell banquet. With the later history of the epoch-making
voyage we are not immediately concerned. One ship out of the five, with
eighteen men out of some two hundred and fifty, finally dropped anchor
in the river at Seville.

Several voyages to this quarter of the world were attempted during the
forty years that followed Magellan's death, but none of them came to any-
thing. The first permanent settlement of Spain in the Orient was eflfected
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by the expedition which set out from Mexico ^ in 1564 under the command
of Miguel Lopez de Legaspi,= a Spanish Basque, who was to be governor

of the new possession. With him was associated as chief pilot a remark-

able man, Andres Urdaneta, long a successful navigator, and now become,

in his later years, an Augustinian friar.

The expedition sighted the Island of Samar on February 13, 1565, and
on the 27th of the following April reached Cebu. There the first Spanish

settlement was begun, in the face of the hostility of the natives, who had

been set against Europeans in general by the deliberate outrages of the

Portuguese through that region. The finding of the image of the child

Jesus, which Magellan had given to the wife of the Cebuan chief nearly

half a century before, was regarded as a most fortunate omen.

A settlement once made and communication established with New
Spain, the conquest, both temporal and spiritual, proceeded rapidly. The
natives were poorly organized and not particularly militant; still great

credit is due to the tact and humanity displayed by Legaspi, which did

much to win the people over and helped to make the conquest of the Phil-

ippines a spectacle more pleasing, if less thrilling, than the carnival of

bloodshed which accompanied the subjection of the Aztecs and the Incas.

The Portuguese at that time claimed the whole Orient under treaties which

sound as if they had been deliberately drawn to mean anything the

signers chose to read into them ; and, as a consequence, tried to dispossess

the Spaniards. They failed, but their hostility was among the reasons

which influenced Legaspi, in 1570, to transfer the settlement to the Island

of Panay, near the present town of Arevalo; and, a year later, after a

reconnoitering expedition under his grandson Juan de Salcedo and the

veteran soldier Martin de Goiti had confirmed the reports of the natural

advantages of Manila, to make another removal to the latter place, which

has ever since been the capital of the Philippines.

At Manila the Spaniards, who, it should be remembered, had but just

completed their triumphant crusade against the Moors of the Peninsula,

first came into violent contact with the eastern horn of the Crescent, and

not unnaturally denominated the followers of the Prophet, whom they found

there, "Moros." These latter had not been established long in Luzon, and

the successful attack of the advance expedition on the two native chiefs,

who divided between them what is now the city of Manila, completely

nipped in the bud their hopes of further conquest. In the course of

' It is well to note here a fact which goes far to explain a number of peculiar

features of Philippine history—that the Islands, from the time of this expedition

down to the loss of Spain's American possessions, were a dependency of Mexico rather

than of the mother country herself.

More correctly, but much less commonly, spelled Legazpi.

[17]
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comparatively few years more, the Spaniards, meeting in their rapid

occupation of the Islands the advancing tide of Mohammedanism on its

way north from Borneo, fought it to a deadlock and fixed the boundary

of the two faiths substantially where it remains to-day.

Legaspi died in 1572 and was buried in the Augustinian Church in

Manila. His name occupies an honorable place on the roll of empire

builders. In character, if not in genius, in the excellence, if not the

splendor, of his work, he ranks with Cortez and Pizarro, with Albuquerque

and Coen and Clive.

The conquest of Luzon proceeded rapidly under Salcedo and other

captains. Hand in hand with the soldiers went the friars. Urdaneta

had been accompanied by four of his brethren, who had been ordered to

attend to the spiritual needs of the Spaniards and engage in the conversion

of the natives. Gradually more of them came to aid ; and the immensity

of the field (for the Phihppines were looked upon as a portal to the entire

Orient) soon caused it to be shared by other orders—the Franciscans, the

Jesuits, the Dominicans, and the Recollects, or reformed Augustinians.

Though the primary object of the colony was undoubtedly rather com-

mercial than ecclesiastical, the conversion of the natives and the practical

government of the rural communities for many years by the friars were

nevertheless the great facts of early Philippine history; and, from the

mixed system of government which resulted, sprang in great part both

the unforgettable achievements and the final undoing of the Spanish

regime.

The opportunities for a lucrative commerce were quickly seen and many
were eager to take advantage of them. The Chinese, always keen traders,

came to Manila in large numbers every year, bringing with them all kinds

of Eastern merchandise. The theoretically annual galleon, which plied

between Manila and Acapulco in Mexico, and formed, up to within a

hundred years, the only regular connection between the Islands and the

western world, carried such considerable cargoes of Chinese goods that

restrictive laws were soon enacted.

The connection of the Chinese with the Philippines did not, however,
stop with trade. Many came to reside and spread from Manila through
the surrounding districts. By their handiness and diligence, assisted by
the industrial inertia of the Filipinos and Spaniards, they became the
mechanics, gardeners, and purveyors of the Islands. Existing native
industries very largely died away and Spanish industry was hardly culti-

vated. It amounted in some ways to a peaceful Chinese conquest, for
even to-day the Chinese are to a large extent the trading class.

Once indeed, in 1574, there was an attempt at conquest on the part of
people of this nation that was far from peaceful. The pirate Li Ma Hong,

[18]
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with a considerable fleet, very nearly succeeded in surprising Manila.
This scare the Spaniards naturally remembered, and they were continually

apprehensive of an invasion from China or a revolt among the resident

Chinese. The latter were early segregated in a district outside the wall,

known variously as the Parian and the Alcaiceria. The wealth of these

industrious immigrants also no doubt supplied pretexts for working them
into an uprising, which was sure to be followed by a massacre. Three
times did this happen in Manila—in 1603, in 1639, and in 1662. The
immediate cause of the last panic was the fear of an invasion by the

remarkable Chinese leader, commonly known as Koxinga, who had just

succeeded in expelling the Dutch from Formosa.
With the last-named people the Philippines had plenty to do, of the

reverse of a peaceful nature, during the first half of the seventeenth cen-

tury. The Portuguese, who had been the chief foreign trouble makers at

the time of the first settlement, did not remain so for very long; for, less

than ten years after the founding of Manila, all the Portuguese posses-

sions, with that Kingdom itself, fell to the Spanish Crown. For half of

the next generation, as a consequence, the latter power was practically

supreme in the Eastern seas, while Manila became, in a certain sense, the

capital of a great empire and the center of an enormous traffic. This
happy condition was rudely disturbed by the appearance of the first Dutch
voyager, who at that time, it must be remembered, represented a country
in desperate revolt against Spain; and, within half a century, the great

Portuguese-Spanish empire in the East was practically swept away. The
Philippines remained almost the only gap in the Dutch control of the

waters that stretch between Formosa, Sumatra, and the Moluccas. The
conquerors never captured Manila, but sanguinary sea fights took place

off Corregidor, and once at least they raided the shores of the bay.

The English were occasional visitors in Philippine waters ; and, during

the earlier period, were as little welcome as the Dutch. The appearance
of the heretic sea rovers, Drake and Cavendish, was long remembered and
spoken of with hatred.

The most incessant and longest-continued struggle, however, never

really finished by the Spaniards, was that with the Moro pirates of Min-
danao and the Sulu Islands. Annual raids, which inflicted untold suffering

on the population of every exposed coast and led to the building of the

watchtowers still to be seen in many of the southern and western coast

towns, were retaliated by Spanish expeditions, which hardly met even

with partial success, until the introduction of steam frigates in the middle

of the nineteenth century rendered of no avail the pirates' favorite device

of rowing, when pursued, directly into the teeth of the wind. To the last

the Spanish posts in Mindanao were little more than footholds.

[19]
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With Japan the relations of the Philippines were at one time rather

close. The massacres of missionaries and the suppression of Christianity

in the former country, however, put an end to them, though not till after

one of the great Shoguns had threatened an invasion.

During this period of varied strife the Government had been gradually
organized in its permanent form. The Islands had a regular fiscal system

;

but, during much of the Spanish regime, they were dependent on Spain
or Mexico for financial aid. Occasional revolts broke out among the
people; but, down almost to the very last, they were due to special local

causes and were easily quelled. More serious was the constant trouble
between the civil and the ecclesiastical authorities, for which both sides

must share the blame. It could hardly have been otherwise when the
church was a state within a state. At first the missionaries no doubt
were largely in the right, using their eflforts as they did to soften the rigors
of the temporal conquest. Later, with increased powers and wealth, they
themselves, at times, undeniably abused their authority. These troubles
were further complicated by quarrels between the regular and secular
clergy in which the Government took part, sometimes on one side and
sometimes on the other. The whole tangle of disgraceful squabbles reached
its climax in 1719, when the then governor, Fernando de Bustamante,
with his son, was murdered by a mob.

[20]
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Manila had by this time grown into a considerable city. The walls

had been begun prior to the end of the sixteenth century ; and, before the

next was far advanced, the place boasted of a cathedral, hospitals, and a

university. The first printing with movable types was done by the Domin-
icans in their convent in Binondo in 1602.

The struggle known in Europe as the Seven Years War, and in America

as the French and Indian, had its echoes in the Far East. The alliance of

Spain with France under the foolish "Family Compact" made the Spanish

possessions fair prey to England; and, with Pitt as war minister, the

latter country was sure to take advantage of the fact. In 1762 a mixed

military and naval force, the former mostly composed of Sepoys from
Madras, swooped down on Manila, which was utterly unprepared. The
British were not long in effecting a breach in the south side of the city

wall; the Spanish troops withdrew to Fort Santiago, and the Archbishop,

who was acting as governor, speedily capitulated. In accordance with

the barbarous custom, not then dead, the town was given over to pillage,

not even the churches being spared. Enghsh writers have defended the

act on the ground that the amount agreed upon as the price of immunity

was never paid in full.

During the earlier stage of the siege, the stout-hearted Simon de Anda,

one of the oidores of the Audiencia or Supreme Court, had escaped into

[21]
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the provinces. It was largely due to his successful handling of the natives

that the operations of the British, vi^ho were quite ready to take as much

of the Islands as they could get, were for the most part confined to Manila.

By the treaty of Paris in 1763 Manila was restored to Spain, though con-

siderable fighting took place before the news reached the East, and the

British troops did not finally leave for India until the following year. The

erratic but able Anda returned a few years later to play a prominent part

in the Philippines. In 1770 he became governor-general and held the

office with credit for a considerable time.

The British conquest marks in many respects a turning point in the

history of the Philippines. From that time modernizing influences began

to be felt ; and the old system of government worked with ever-decreasing

smoothness. That system had always had many defects; but, in spite of

these, it may well be maintained that, up to the time of which we are now
speaking, the Spaniards in the Philippines had come nearer to realizing

the modern ideal of the government of a dependency for the benefit of the

people than had any of their contemporaries—Portuguese, Dutch, French,

or English. It is unfortunately true that during the later period of Spanish

rule this can not be said, and an increasing state of unrest was the result.

It was possibly not without reason that the Spanish Government was
never noted for cordiality in its relations with foreigners; for foreign

influence was one of the great factors in the upheaval which finally came.
The first half of the nineteenth century found the Islands a hundred years

behind the times, and the process of catching up was very slow. The
revolutions in Mexico and South America had their eff"ect, especially in

that they brought to the chief remaining Spanish colony many men, who,
though they had no wish to leave their country's service, were yet liberal

minded. Improved methods of transportation and the opening of the
Suez Canal did much, and these were assisted by influences so diverse as
the return of the Jesuits, relatively a liberal body, and the establishment
of Freemasonry. Better schools sprang up, the "Economic Society of
Friends of the Country" was educating the people in many ways, and
more Filipinos traveled and studied abroad. The agitation against the
Spanish friars began—partly agrarian, and partly on behalf of the native
clergy, who felt themselves pushed to one side. The Government efi'ected
many commercial and economic improvements, but did not strike at the
root of the trouble by changing the medieval ecclesiastical system, and
did not make the administration really clean or efficient. Indeed the
successive upheavals in Spain, each producing a new herd of hungry
politicians to be fed in the most available pasture, rendered the latter
reform almost impossible.

Several insurrections in the earlier part of the century were confined
[22]



to some one locality or class. That of 1872 was the first flare of genuine

protest against the friars. It was put down with the execution of the

three secular priests—Burgos, Gomez, and Zamora—ever since reckoned

I
among the popular heroes of the country. From that time plotting against

the corrupt civil government and the autocratic religious corporations

never really ceased. In 1892 Andres Bonifacio organized the secret society

I
known as the Katipunan, which demanded general reforms and the expul-

sion of the friars. Unfortunately for the cause of peaceful progress, the

activities of this body overshadowed the quiet work of the young Dr. Jose

Rizal, a novelist of ability and a real patriot, with a genuine knowledge
of what his country most needed. Incurring the enmity of both civil and
religious authorities, he was exiled to Dapitan in Mindanao.

In the fall of 1896 the storm finally broke. The plans for rebellion

were betrayed to a Spanish priest, troops were rushed to the Islands, and
something very like a reign of terror was established in Manila. Its vic-

tims were many, but the most illustrious was Rizal. At his own request

he had started for Cuba to act as surgeon to the army there. He was now
arrested at Port Said on cabled orders and sent back a prisoner; once in

Manila he was tried by court-martial on vague charges, convicted, and shot

on the morning of December 30, 1896. He was a critic rather than leader,

a thinker rather than a man of action ; yet he is in more ways than one

an impressive figure and the Philippine people of to-day universally and

properly regard him as their greatest hero.

In the meantime the provinces in the immediate neighborhood of Ma-
nila had broken into open revolt, though the trouble centered in the moun-
tains of Cavite. The friar estate at Imus was raided and several friars

put to death. At this time Emilio Aguinaldo first appeared as an insurgent

leader. The revolutionists did not last long in the open field, yet their move-

ment continued to spread. The fight dragged on and both sides committed

great cruelties. The Spanish troops were mostly green, the best men
being in Cuba ; but on the whole they had the advantage. There was no

unanimity of aim among the insurgents, save perhaps in hostility to the

friars.

Finally, in August, 1897, after a devastating war of nearly a year, the

principal Filipino leaders were bought oflf by the payment of a large sum
of money and the promise of certain reforms. The agreement or pact

then made is known by the name of Biac-na-bato ("Cleft-in-the-rock")

,

a cave in the Province of Bulacan, where part of the negotiations took

place. The Filipinos kept their part of the agreement and their leaders

went into exile at Hongkong. Only half of the money promised was ever

turned over to them, however, and the reforms were never made. In

March, 1898, the revolt broke out afresh. When, a few weeks later, the
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entrance of Dewey's fleet into Manila Bay opened the last act in the drama
of Spain's sovereignty in the Philippines, there was but a crumbling fabric

left for her to lose.

Under the existing conditions, the destruction of the Spanish fleet, the

penning of the Spanish troops into Manila and a few other places by the

concurrent action of the Americans and insurgents, and the final capture

of the capital by the former were not long delayed. Of the treaty of

Paris and the events which followed in its train in the Philippines a

complete history has yet to be written. Only a few of the most salient

events need be mentioned here. The insurrection broke out on the night

of February 4, 1899. Aguinaldo established the capital of his nominally

republican government at Malolos, in Bulacan Province, some twenty miles

north of Manila. By the end of the year the organized insurgent govern-
ment and the resistance of its troops in the open field were alike at an
end. Then followed a period of guerilla warfare which lasted until the

capture of Aguinaldo in March, 1901, and the surrender of nearly all his

generals a few weeks later. After this nothing remained but the pursuit
and capture of a few desperate bands of irreconcilables. The disturbances
which occurred, sometimes on a considerable scale, for some years after

in many of the less accessible parts of the Islands can not be called anything
but brigandage, whatever name their authors may have chosen to give
themselves.

During this interval military rule had been gradually superseded by an
organized civil government, substantially in its present form. Many im-
portant reforms had been introduced by the Army, and others quickly
followed. On July 4, 1901, William H. Taft, who had come to the Islands
as the President of the Second Philippine Commission, became the first

American Civil Governor, a title subsequently changed to that of Governor-
General. He held office until 1904. The present Governor-General is his
fourth successor. During this period striking events have, fortunately,
been comparatively few. A catalogue of what has been accomplished in
every line can hardly be undertaken here ; but much of it, as referred to
from time to time in the following pages, the traveler will see with his
own eyes. Other achievements, which do not show so prominently to the
casual gaze, but for which the traveler should look, if he desires really to
know the Philippines of to-day, are the rapid spread of a working knowl-
edge of English among the younger people, the growing tendency of that
generation to realize to what an extent the future of the Islands depends
on the utilization of their economic resources, and the extraordinary
development, so remarkable that it has surprised even its sponsors, of the
interest in athletic games. It may well be that upon these things before
all others the happier history of the future is to be built.

[24]
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has important executive functions and is practically the Cabinet of the

Governor-General.

The legislative powers of both houses are exercised subject to the ap-

proval of Congress, and are, of course, subordinate to the general law--

making authority of the latter body. To care for the interests of the

Philippines in the House of Representatives, two Resident Commissioners,

who have, like the Delegates from the regularly organized Territories, the

right to a voice but not a vote, are elected by the Philippine Legislature

for terms of four years. Under the present procedure one is nominated
by each house; and the selections are then submitted to the other for its

approval. Unless both nominations are so approved, neither is elected.

So far all these Commissioners have been Filipinos and have been taken
from among the members of the body that nominated them. Powers of

general supervision of the administration of the Philippines are vested in

the Secretary of War, who commonly acts through a Bureau of the War
Department known as the Bureau of Insular Affairs.

The Governor-General is the chief executive authority and has direct
control over certain Bureaus which are not included in any of the reg-
ularly organized executive departments. The four Commissioners holding
portfolios bear the titles of Secretary of Commerce and Police, Secretary
of the Interior, Secretary of Finance and Justice, and Secretary of Public

[2G]
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Instruction. Under their authority come the various Bureaus and Offices

of the Government. One of the Secretaries is appointed Vice-Governor,
with power to act as Governor-General when that official is absent from the

Islands.

The judicial branch is organized in three grades—the Supreme Court,

the Courts of First Instance, and the justice-of-the-peace courts. The
first is composed of seven Justices—four Americans and three, including

the Chief Justice, Filipinos—all appointed by the President of the United
States and confirmed by the Senate. It administers both the local law and
such laws and statutes of the sovereign country as pertain to or are ex-

tended to the Philippines. As there is no regular Federal court, its powers
are perhaps more diverse than those of any judicial body elsewhere under
the American flag. In all cases involving constitutional questions or aris-

ing under acts of Congress, and in ordinary civil suits involving $25,000
or more, an appeal lies from it to the Supreme Court of the United States.

The Courts of First Instance are now eighteen in number, each includ-

ing in its jurisdiction from one to three provinces. There are twenty-four
judges of First Instance, of whom half are Americans. All are appointed

by the Governor-General and confirmed by the Commission. They hold

regular sessions in the capital of each province. These courts have juris-

diction in all cases appealable from the decisions of the justices of the
[27]
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peace; and original jurisdiction in such criminal and civil cases as are

beyond the jurisdiction of the subordinate courts.

The justice-of-the-peace courts are established in every municipality,

with a justice and an auxiliary. These are appointed by the Governor-

General, with the consent of the Commission. They may be removed by

the former for misconduct, and are under the general supervision of the

judge of First Instance of the district. Until recently all the offices of

justice of the peace were without compensation, other than that derived

from fees. Partly on account of this, and partly because of the semi-feudal

relations still subsisting between the local gentry and the working classes

in the rural districts, it has proved very hard to find intelligent and honest

men to fill the positions ; and the resulting condition of these local courts

has been anything but satisfactory. An act passed at the last session of

the Legislature, however, provides salaries, raises the qualifications, and

enlarges the jurisdiction in such a manner as to give ground for the hope

that it will bring about a needed improvement. In the city of Manila there

is a Municipal Court for criminal and a justice-of-the-peace court for

civil matters.

In addition to those just described, there is a Court of Land Registra-

tion, which administers the laws for the registration and guaranteeing of

titles to land. These laws are based on what is known as the Torrens

system. The process of registration has unfortunately, for a variety of

reasons, been very slow, but arrangements are now being made which will

result in greater progress.

The foregoing description covers practically the whole framework of

the Central Government of the Philippines, but it is hardly enough in

itself to give an accurate idea of the chief agencies by which the sovereign

power supervises and assists the system of probationary self-government

which it has established, while it increases the probability of future

efficiency by educating the people in the ways of civilized life and by

encouraging the industrial and commercial development of the country.

Perhaps the most influential of these agencies is the system of semi-

autonomous local government. This is based on two units—the province

and the municipality. There are thirty-eight of the former, divisible

roughly into two classes, which, for want of a better designation, are

known as Christian and non-Christian. The first class comprises thirty-

one provinces, possessing a uniform system of government. In each
there is a provincial board, which, as an entity, has limited legislative

and executive powers, determining the rates at which certain taxes are
levied, making the appropriations for roads, schools, and so forth, and
supervising to some extent the administration of the several municipal-
ities. The board is composed of a provincial governor, a treasurer, and

[28]
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a third member. The first and last of these are nowadays always Fili-

pinos and are elected for four years on the same franchise basis as the

members of the Assembly. The treasurer is appointed by the Central

Government. In most of the provinces he is an American, but a number
of recent vacancies in this position have been filled with experienced Fili-

pinos, so that in about ten of the provinces the whole board is composed
of natives. The functions of the treasurer relate mainly to the collection

of the revenues, not only for the province but for the municipalities which
it includes and for the Central Government. The chief official of the

province outside of the board is the fiscal, or district attorney, who is

appointed by the Central Government and, except in Manila, is a Filipino.

Each province is subdivided into municipalities, of which there are

altogether between six and seven hundred. They are for the most part

neither cities nor towns, as those terms are generally understood in the

United States. They commonly consist of a considerable area of country,

in which will be found one village or town, of moderate size, known as the

"central barrio" or poblacion, and a number of small outlying villages—in

some cases as many as fifty—called barrios. These embrace practically the

whole population of the municipality, for the Filipino farmer, like his fellow

in continental Europe, lives in villages rather than in isolated farmsteads.

Each municipality is governed by a council of from eight to eighteen

members, elected for four years on the usual franchise, and a presidente,

who is the chief executive officer. The municipal treasurer is an appointed

official of the classified service, and is also a deputy of the provincial treas-

urer. The council has jurisdiction in all small affairs of local importance,

such as licenses and the maintenance of by-roads. Unfortunately, local

politics in the Philippines are largely dominated by a class of men known

as "caciques," who might be described as combinations of the American

political boss and the English country squire. Among a population still

very generally ignorant and improvident their power is deeply entrenched,

and, until it can be broken by educating the working classes out of their

subservience, real progress in local self-government is bound to be very

slow. Both provincial and municipal governments represent compromises

between an ideal of local autonomy and an absolutely centralized and

efficient bureaucracy ; they have some of the defects of both, but they have

undoubtedly accomplished much.

The class of Filipinos from whom the municipal officials and justices

of the peace are drawn are almost invariably courteous and hospitable to

strangers. Their houses are frequently the only places of entertainment

for travelers in the smaller towns, and they can as a rule be depended on,

within reasonable limits, for information in regard to the locality and

assistance in procuring horses and other requisites for a journey.

[29J
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The city of Manila has an administration independent of that of the

other provinces and municipalities. It is governed by a Municipal Board,

modeled on the Commission that Congress has established for the District

of Columbia; but, besides the four members appointed by the Governor-

General—three Americans and one Filipino—there are tvi^o elected, both

natives. The powers of the Board are very general ; and the administra-

tion it has given the city is unquestionably superior to any that could have

been hoped for under present conditions from a purely elective body.

The non-Christian provinces, including the Batanes Islands (because,

although Christian, the people are isolated and primitive), are seven in

number. Their governments are variously organized, according to local

conditions. Those of the Moro and Mountain Provinces are described

more at length elsewhere. All are alike in having an appointive governor,

who combines with one or more of the other provincial officials, such

as the treasurer, secretary, or supervisor of public works, to form the

provincial board. The municipal subdivisions are generally known as

townships or settlements, and their officials and councilors are usually

appointed; in some parts their government is based on the tribal organ-

izations. The local conditions are too diverse to be described here. For
the most part, the system has been decidedly successful, especially in com-
parison with what went before, when these provinces were either no man's
lands plunged in chronic anarchy or were attached to Christian provinces
whose officials and traders plundered the tribesmen unmercifully.

The second important means whereby the sovereign power is assisting

the progress of the people in the ways of civilized life is found in the
activities of certain administrative branches of the Central Government.
Many of these the traveler will see in operation, and he will perhaps have
occasion to seek their assistance, so that some explanation of the work
they are doing can hardly be out of place.

Among agencies of this kind, which have accomplished much solid

good in the Philippines and furnish not a few lessons for many parts of
the United States, must be ranked the Philippine Constabulary. This is

a body of between 4,000 and 5,000 officers and men, with a semi-mihtary
organization and discipline. The officers are mostly Americans, either
detailed from the United States Army or appointed from civil life, but
some are Filipinos. The enlisted men are all natives.

For the first few years of its existence this force was chiefly engaged
in carrying on an uphill fight against the state of chronic brigandage,
often on a large scale, which the troublous times of the insurrections had
left as their legacy. This phase is now fortunately over throughout all
the islands except part of the Moro Province, and the men are chiefly
employed in patrolling the rural districts and in maintaining quarantines
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where disease, either of men or of animals, is epidemic. It is possible

to-day for a traveler to visit any of the civilized and most of the uncivilized

portions of the Islands alone and unarmed ; and much of the credit for this

state of affairs belongs to the Constabulary. Its services have also been
of great value in connection with the work among the non-Christian tribes

and in giving assistance of all kinds to the people and to the local

authorities.

At present the Constabulary is broken up in small detachments, one of

which has its headquarters in each of the more important towns, in most
cases with an American officer in charge. Travelers may always turn to

these places for assistance and information. Both men and officers may
be distinguished by their khaki uniforms with scarlet trimmings.

Another very important department, the Bureau of Public Works, has

general control of nearly all activities which its name implies. It is hardly

necessary to expatiate on all that good roads and bridges mean to com-
merce, that irrigation means to agriculture, and that artesian wells mean
to the public health, in a country like this. Though the work of intro-

ducing irrigation is still largely in a preliminary stage, one important

project, that of San Miguel, in the Province of Tarlac, has been nearly

completed, and construction work is about to be commenced on two others.

The projects on which preliminary work has been completed will ulti-

mately irrigate more than 150,000 acres ; and those on which preliminary

work is now being actively pushed about 875,000 more. The surveys in

progress look to the bringing of nearly the entire central valley of Luzon,

from Manila to Dagupan, under irrigation.

The artesian wells the traveler will probably, at one time or another,

have occasion to use. Starting with two wells in 1905, their numbers
have grown by leaps and bounds to 144 in 1909, 228 in 1910, and 538 in

1911. Where artesian well water is abundant the death rate has fallen

off noticeably, in some cases as much as 50 per cent.

What the traveler will have abundant opportunity to appreciate above

all is the work that is being done on the road system. There are now in

the Philippines 1,587 kilometers (about 986 miles) of first-class roads,

built in a most substantial manner and maintained throughout the year

by a system of constant inspection and repair. The best of them are

fully equal to any park roads in the United States. This system is being

continually extended, and the completion of a few sections, now projected

or under construction, will in a comparatively short time enable an auto-

mobilist to travel from Manila nearly the whole length of Luzon in both

directions, to Baguio (the summer capital), and to other places of great

interest to tourists. The man with a motorcycle, or even a bicycle, can

already travel over all these highways, as well as over most of the many
[31]
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miles of less substantial second-class roads, which answer every purpose
in the dry season, and over a large part of the excellent horse trails, which
extend through the mountains of northern Luzon. Hand in hand with
the development of the road system has gone the improvement, standard-
ization, and extension of the bridges, which the numerous and treacherous
streams of the Islands make so pressing a problem.

The Bureau of Public Works has also undertaken many miscellaneous
special projects, such as the protection of towns built on the low alluvial

plains from flood and erosion, investigations into the utilization of the
Islands' abundant water power, and the development of the automobile
carrying industry to a point where private enterprise will invest. An
excellent modem water-supply and sewage system has been completed
in Manila (though not directly under the oversight of this Bureau), a
similar one is now under construction for Cebu, and others, on a suitable
scale, have been built or are building for other towns. The improvement
of the harbors and navigable rivers of the Archipelago comes within the
jurisdiction, not of the Bureau of Public Works, but of the Bureau of
Navigation. The improvements already put through at Manila, Cebu,
and Iloilo are described in some detail elsewhere. Similar projects are on
foot for other ports, particularly one of those on the now rather inaccessible
coast of the Ilocos provinces.
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The system of public instruction comes under the general control of

the Bureau of Education. To attempt even a cursory outline of the work
that is being done would be impossible here, but the traveler will see on
every hand evidences of the manner in which is being sought the attain-

ment of the two chief ends of the system—to make the Filipino people

literate in the English language, and to send them out with such practical

training in some vocation as will add to their own and their country's

wealth. He will note the continually increasing number of the younger
people who speak a fair amount of English; the modest, but substantial

school buildings, well adapted to the climate, which are fast becoming a

prominent feature of even the more remote villages ; and he will un-

doubtedly be particularly interested in inspecting the important trade

schools, such as those of Manila and Iloilo.

A number of other agencies of the Government, whose work is of the

greatest importance, can only be briefly mentioned. The Bureau of Print-

ing gives many young Filipinos an excellent training in a trade for

which their inherent manual dexterity admirably fits them. The Postal

Savings Bank, which is older than that of the home country by some
years, and which has deposits of more than P2,000,000, is giving much-
needed lessons in thrift. The value of the work done by the Bureau of

Health is incalculable. Smallpox, once a fearful scourge, is kept within

[33]
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very moderate bounds wherever the people can be vaccinated in a thorough-

going manner ; the bubonic plague has been eradicated ;
cholera epidemics

are much rarer and less severe than formerly ; the insidious form of tuber-

culosis which, unchecked and almost unnoticed, was reaping greater har-

vests than many of the more dreaded diseases, is now being scientifically

combated in open-air sanitariums; war is being waged on the malarial

mosquito; and finally the fearful and so far incurable leprosy is being

fought by the segregation of those afflicted on the little Island of Culion.

The Bureau of Prisons has in hand more than one interesting experiment

in penology, notably that of the Iwahig Penal Colony. The work of the

Bureaus of Agriculture, Forestry, and Navigation, and that of the Weather

Bureau is also of immense importance ; but, as they do not differ materially

from analogous organizations elsewhere, they do not call for extended

notice here. Taking the Government as a whole, there are few of its

activities of which the traveler will not catch some glimpses, and to which

he can not profitably direct at least his passing attention.

It would be well to call attention, in conclusion, to the part played in

the Philippines of the present day by the United States Army and Navy.

Contrary to an impression which appears to be still very general among
stay-at-home Americans, the Army has no part whatever in governing the

Philippines, except so far as a few of its officers may be detailed to posi-

tions in the civil administration. In this way they do varied and valuable

work. The Army is in the Islands at present solely for defensive purposes

and as a guaranty of peace. Its mere presence has now for some years,

except for a few unruly districts in the Moro country, served to make good

this guaranty. The American troops, who comprise one division, about

12,000 strong, and the 5,000 Philippine Scouts, who form part of the reg-

ular army, are distributed in garrisons and posts of considerable size,

mostly selected for sanitary reasons. Their maintenance is the financial

contribution which the people of the United States make toward the sup-

port of the government of the Islands; and, despite a somewhat wide-
spread belief to the contrary, it is the only such contribution of any great
importance that they do make, for the Philippine Government is strictly

self-supporting, and does not receive any financial assistance from the
United States for its civil expenses. Many of the Scouts, who through
the generous cooperation of the Commanding General of the Division,

have been assisting in the fight against rinderpest, have done valuable and
efficient service.

The Navy calls for less extended description, for naturally less is to be
seen of it. There are two naval stations—at Cavite, across the bay from
Manila, and at Olongapo, in Zambales Province. These, as well as the
more important army posts, are described in the following chapters.
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Chapter IV

THE TRAVELER IN THE PHILIPPINES

ONDITIONS of life and travel differ sufficiently in

every country to make it a matter of some moment
that any book professing to serve as a guide should

treat of many little matters, such as the kind of ac-

commodations to be expected and the means of trans-

portation, ignorance of which might cause delay or

serious inconvenience to a tourist. Items of this

character have, as a consequence, been made the subject

of this chapter. To facilitate reference, they are

arranged in topical and alphabetical form.

Athletics. See SPORTS.

Automobiles.—These may be hired at a number of

establishments in Manila and in several of the larger provincial towns at

rates varying from T4 an hour for a four-passenger car to 1P8 for one

accommodating six or seven persons. The names of the principal garages

can be found in the classified list in the Manila Directory and in the local

papers.

Baggage.—On the interisland vessels and on the railways the method of

handling baggage calls for no special comment. In the case of the former
it usually has to be sent down to the ship's side a certain time beforehand

;

and the free baggage limit is usually 240 kilos (about 528 pounds) . On
the trains of the Manila Railway Company the limit is 50 kilos (about

110 pounds) on first-class tickets and 30 kilos (about 66 pounds) on second,

and the baggage is checked by a safe, though rather cumbersome, system

of written receipts. On those of the Philippine Railway Company the

limit is the same and the baggage is checked on the American system.

All packages should be plainly marked. On arriving at the dock in Manila,

baggage may be sent to the desired destination by entrusting it to a hotel

runner, or to a regular transfer concern (such as the Manila Transfer

Company) , or by securing from a livery stable one of the native carts

known as carretelas (usual rate ?1 per hour). Outside of the large

towns and the principal transportation lines it is desirable to travel as

light as possible. Large trunks can not be carried by porters, or on pack

horses, or in the small two-wheeled country vehicles. The stout wicker

baskets known as tampipis are very convenient for such trips.

Banks.—A list of the banks established in Manila, with their branches

and agencies, is given in Appendix D. They do all ordinary kinds of
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banking business. The facilities which they offer can be learned in detail

on application. The usual banking hours are 10 a. m. to 1 p. m.

Bathing.—The opportunities for sea bathing in the Philippines are

extensive, some of the best known places being mentioned in the text.

Manila Bay, which is shallow, muddy, and not over clean, is hardly to be

reckoned among them. In all cases it is necessary to observe a general

caution in regard to sharks, and to accept in this matter the warnings of

men on the spot.

Board. See HOTELS.

Boards of trade.—Boards of trade and chambers of commerce exist in

all the chief towns of the Philippines. In the capital every important

nationality has its chamber, but the organization of most consequence is

the Manila Merchants' Association, whose work covers more ground than

that of any one of the others. The officials of this body are always glad

to supply any information in regard to commercial opportunities in the

Islands.

Boats.—Occasionally trips and excursions will be mentioned which can

best be taken in the smaller native boats. These will sometimes be of the

type known as bancas—i. e., long and narrow dugout canoes, paddled by

a single boatman at the stern, and seldom carrying more than two pas-

sengers. Though not really dangerous, they are ticklish and far from
comfortable. Much to be preferred are the larger craft, with outriggers

on one or both sides and an arched awning of matting. The rate for a

single ferry crossing is from 2 to 10 centavos ; for longer trips the price

will have to be determined by bargaining and by inquiries of the local

officials.

Books.—The literature dealing with the Islands is very large, but the

number of trustworthy books, adapted to the general reader who wishes
to know the Philippines of the present day or of the generation just past,

is decidedly small. Much trash has been published by estimable persons
who had a theory to advance, and by half-informed globe trotters who had
no business to be writing at all. Some really good books have been put
out of date by the rapid march of events. To assist the intending traveler,

a short list of the more important titles is given in Appendix G.
Carriages.—Manila and the larger provincial towns have two classes of

carriages for hire—those from the livery stables (see lists in the Manila
Directory and in the local papers) and the street vehicles. The com-
monest type of both is a two-wheeled rig for two passengers, drawn by a
single horse or pony. Such of these as come from the livery stables have
folding tops and are called calesas; while those hired on the street have
fixed tops and are known as carromatas. The former are usually in
good condition, with satisfactory horses, and the liveried drivers are pos-

,
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sessed of a fair knowledge of the town. The latter are much poorer

—

almost useless, indeed, unless the passenger can tell the driver which way
to go at every turn. Livery rigs commonly cost from ^^1 to "PI.50 per

hour. For the street rigs there are legal rates, the schedule of which for

Manila is given in Appendix F and, for some other places mentioned, in

the text. The livery stables have also larger two-horse vehicles for three

or four passengers, called "victorias" and "vis-a-vis," which cost 'P^.SO

to ?3 per hour. In smaller towns the traveler is generally reduced to

carromatas, of a very inferior sort, but nearly always available, such as

they are. The prices have generally to be arrived at by chaffering and

by inquiries of the local officials. They depend a great deal on the locality

and the condition of the roads.

Carriers. See PORTERS.

Churches.—The great bulk of the civilized people of the Philippines are

Roman Catholics. In the chief village of every town there is to be found

a large stone church, usually with its attendant convento. It is often

dilapidated, but commonly possesses the flavor of age and not infrequently

some interesting architectural features. Manila and the older large towns

have numerous churches, the more important of which are mentioned in

the text. Manila is indeed one of the very few large cities, outside of the

older Christian countries, whose churches rank among its chief objects of

interest. Nearly all the principal Protestant denominations are repre-

sented in the Islands. A list of the churches in Manila where services are

held in English is given in Appendix C.

Climate.—The Philippines are in the Tropics, and consequently, in the

lowland parts, the traveler must expect continuous warm weather; aside

from this, their climate has been much maligned. The best months of the

year—December, January, and February—are very nearly ideal. Even

during the hottest months—March, April, and May—many sections enjoy

a cool breeze. The remainder of the year is more or less wet, but the rain

is seldom continuous for long periods. In many parts of the south the

rainfall is quite equally distributed throughout the year. There is little

of the oppressive "dog-day" weather of the United States; and, at its

worst, the heat is neither as trying nor as dangerous as in the height of

the summer in American cities. The nights, the late afternoons, and the

early mornings are almost invariably agreeable. For the rest, the worst

discomfort will be avoided by dressing lightly and moving round as little

as possible during the hours from 12 to 4. All over the Mountain Province,

in much of the high land of Mindanao, and in places like Antipolo the

altitude makes the temperature very decidedly lower.

Clothing.—In the lowlands the traveler will do well to stick to the

lightest clothing possible. The ordinary costume of all races and classes
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in the towns is the two-piece suit of white drill or duck with removable

buttons. It usually requires a change every day. The coats may be cut

with the standing military collar, which obviates the necessity of ordmary

starched linen. They can be made to order in about three days, m any

desired quantity, by any one of the numerous native or Chinese tailors in

Manila or the principal towns, for from P5 to F7 per suit. Similar suits

of linen and pongee, costing somewhat more, are a good deal worn. For

the traveler outside of Manila, however, whether on the road or on the

train, the most serviceable material is khaki. Suits of this, with collars

of either style and trousers plain or for riding, cost from T7 to ?=12. In

the mountains khaki or light woolen clothes are necessary for warmth.

Good shoes are rather expensive but are easily obtainable in Manila. Most

Americans wear straw or felt hats, but the tropical cork helmet has many

advantages. The light native straws look well, but are a poor protection

against the sun. Away from the main roads in any part of the Islands

some protection for the legs, such as the Indian puttee or the ordinary

leather leggin, is indispensable.

Clubs.—Manila and the other towns with foreign colonies of any size

are well supplied with clubs (see hst in the Manila Directory). The

enjoyment of their privileges, of course, depends, as a rule, on the ordinary

methods of introduction. A few exceptions are noted in the text.

Cockfighting.—This "sport" is the chief amusement of a large section of

the Filipino lower classes. In the average country town the cockpit

shares with the church the distinction of being the most conspicuous

building in the place. They are banned within the city limits of Manila,

but several are to be found immediately over the line. The attitude of the

present Government has always been one of bare toleration of an evil too

hoary to be abruptly displaced. It is probably true that the combats are

not cruel in the sense that bullfights are cruel, but they are very demoraliz-

ing and the amount of "sport" is pitifully small.

Consuls.—The following countries are represented in the Philippines by
consular officials of one grade or another : The Argentine Republic, Aus-

tria-Hungary, Belgium, Brazil, Chile, China, Denmark, France, Germany,
Great Britain, Italy, Japan, Liberia, Mexico, the Netherlands, Nicaragua,
Norway, Peru, Portugal, Russia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and Turkey.
All of these have representatives in Manila ; China, Germany, Great Britain,

and Noiway have them at Cebu; and China and Great Britain at Iloilo.

Many of these consuls are local merchants, having offices at their res-

idences or places of business.

Currency.—The currency of the Philippines consists of paper and silver

maintained at par by a reserve of United States gold. This par. value
bears a raiio to that of American money of exactly two to one—i, e-, one
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Philippine peso (symbol, P=) equals fifty cents ($0.50) in the latter cur-

rency. The peso contains one hundred ccntavos, each worth one-half of a

United States cent. Their official name is not much used, as they are gen-

erally called centimos by the natives and simply "cents" by Americans,

who distinguish the money of the home country by adding to amounts
expressed in it the qualifying word, "gold." The subsidiary coins now in use

are the silver peso, the fifty-centavo piece or medio peso, the twenty-centavo

piece or peseta, and the ten-centavo piece or media peseta; the nickel

nve-centavo piece ; and the bronze one-centavo. Paper money consists

either of Treasury certificates or of the notes of the Bank of the Philippine

Islands, known formerly (prior to January 1, 1912) as the Banco Espanol-

Filipino, the only bank of issue. There are no one-peso notes; otherwise

the denominations of paper in use are the same as in the United States. In

a few places described in these pages, especially in parts of the Mountain
Province, the traveler should be provided with silver, as the natives do

not comprehend paper money. Everywhere it is a good rule to be well

supplied with small change. Coachmen, boatmen, and the like are seldom

possessed of much, or at least rarely choose to show it.

Customs.—The officers of passenger vessels calling at Philippine ports

are supplied with forms for baggage declarations, which they are required

to have the passengers execute before arrival. The free list includes the

usual items, such as clothing, toilet articles, etc., in reasonable quantities.

Alcoholic beverages and tobacco in all forms are excluded from admission

as personal efl'ects. Dutiable articles are retained in customs custody for

a nominal storage charge, and are, upon reasonable notice, returned to the

owners aboard ship prior to their departure. Baggage landed at the piers

is examined within forty-eight hours after arrival of the vessel; at the

expiration of that time it is transferred to the custom-house at the expense

of the owners. In the case of vessels that do not go to the piers, pas-

sengers' hand baggage is inspected on board and returned at once, but the

bulkier articles are transferred to the custom-house, usually at the expense

of the owners, and examined there. In either case storage charges accrue

after forty-eight hours. To secure a permit to import live animals, it is

necessary to exhibit them to the quarantine officer. For the importation

of firearms, see under that head.

Express.—There is one regular express company in the Islands—the

Interisland—with which is combined the Union Ticket and Information

Company. The Manila offices of both are located in the Captain of the

Port's Building, on the Muelle de la Industria. The former has offices

throughout the Philippines and works in direct connection with the various

American and European express companies. The latter issues steamship

tickets to all ports in the Philippines and is the information center for the

il arrivals and sailings of both foreign and coastwise vessels.
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A sample catch from Philippine waters

Firearms.—The regulations relative to the importation and possession

of firearms of all classes are very rigid. Travelers are obliged to deliver

them, with any ammunition, to the customs inspectors, who will give

receipts. On applying at the Constabulary headquarters (Oriente Build-

ing, Plaza Binondo) the owners will be furnished with the necessary

information in regard to the issuance of permits, and the required printed

forms. If the arms are desired for hunting purposes, a special permit

may be issued by the Director of Constabulary, without the necessity of a

bond. In all other cases those desiring to have possession of firearms

must, in the case of every weapon, either deposit f^lOO in the Postal Savings

Bank or furnish a bond the particulars in regard to which may be learned

on application. The authorities reserve the right to reject any applications.

Fishing.—Fishing for sport is a subject which is just beginning to receive

attention in the Philippines. It is doubtful if there are any native fresh-

water game fish; and the black bass, which have been planted with some

success in the Mountain Province, have not yet increased in numbers
sufficiently to serve the purpose. There is some good sport to be had,

however, in the comparatively shallow interisland waters. A party of five,

on a recent excursion lasting about a week, captured forty-six pampanos,
with a total weight of 472 pounds ; fifty-seven barracudas, with a total

weight of 430 pounds ; fifty-six groupers, with a total weight of 229 pounds

;
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ten Spanish mackerel, with a total weight of 125 pounds; and seven red

snappers, with a total weight of 41 pounds—besides others bringing the

gross weight to 1,664 pounds, and the total number of species to twenty-

two. The best fishing grounds were found in Malampaya Sound, off the

Island of Palawan, but good results were also secured near the Islands of

Culion (north of Palawan) and Sitanki (south of Mindanao).

Food (see also Restaurants).—The average traveler will have little

difficulty in regard to his food. All hotels mentioned supply occidental

meals of good quality, in either American or Spanish style, as indicated.

Little reliance can be placed on railway stations except where specially

noted, and some food should be prepared in advance for long train journeys.

The houses of local officials and other residents in the provinces, where

the traveler who goes at all off the beaten track will often stay, furnish

meals which, while sometimes including strange dishes and served in a

primitive manner, are usually sufficient and palatable. They will ordinarily

include coflfee, but seldom tea; and condensed milk, but rarely butter.

Sugar and salt are apt to be of local manufacture and of poor quality.

Where such lodgings are not accessible, especially on the trail in the non-

Christian provinces, the traveler will have to rely on what he can carry

with him, such as canned meats and biscuits, and the rather limited range

of articles to be bought in the villages from the natives—chickens, rice,

[41]
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and eggs, a few vegetables, especially the variety of sweet potato known as

camote, and certain fruits; bananas at all times, and oranges, mangoes,

papayas, santols, chicos, and lansones in season.

Guides.—There are no reliable professional guides in the Islands, and

the ignorance of the average Filipino about his own town or locality is

simply colossal. The safest practice is for the traveler to learn in advance,

as far as possible, just where he wants to go, and then ask only the most

necessary and specific questions.

Health.—It has been sufficiently demonstrated by experience that for

the Caucasian who possesses an ordinary constitution and follows pretty

strictly a few general rules, the Philippines are by no means unhealthy.

The death rate among Americans, even after all allowances are made, is

low. Despite the warmth of the climate, sunstroke and heat prostration

are practically unknown. The most dreaded tropical diseases—cholera

(which is now epidemic much less often than formerly), dysentery, and

malaria—can be avoided with almost absolute certainty by means of such

precautions as those mentioned under the heads "Mosquitoes," "Water,"

and "Climate;" and by avoiding uncooked vegetables and fruits that are

not protected from promiscuous handling by a thick rind. The daily

dosing with quinine, common in some parts of the Tropics, is rarely neces-

sary. In Manila the medical and hospital facilities are of the very best

;

in a number of the larger towns they are adequate.

Horses.—Saddle horses are the only alternative to shanks' mare on the

mountain trails, and on the more remote provincial roads they are often

preferable to the bone-shaking rural carromata. The native ponies, which
can be hired in almost any town for from 1P1 per day up to ?4 in places

like Baguio, are strong for their inches, and will ordinarily carry a

foreigner of medium weight up to about 35 miles a day. They do not

require stabling, and any village policeman can look after them, but the

rider should see that they occasionally get a good meal of palay (un-

threshed rice), this being a detail about which Filipinos are apt to be
careless. Such mounts seldom have much to offer in the way of gait or

speed; but, on the mountain trails, where they are most used, an average
of three miles an hour is in any case about the best to be looked for.

Ordinarily 20 to 25 miles is a fair day's journey. The native saddles are
poor, but tolerable; the small native iron stirrups, which are frequently
too narrow to admit even the toe of an American boot, are impossible.

Hotels.—In Manila and a few of the other larger towns and in the prin-
cipal health resorts there are good hotels, in regard to which information
will be found in Appendix B or in the text. They vary in modernness of
equipment, but all are in the main satisfactory. Some are large boarding-
houses rather than hotels and do not cater much to transients. In the
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smaller provincial towns the establishments that go under the name of

hotels usually furnish accommodations not very different from those to be

had in the middle-class native houses. They answer well enough the pur-

pose of the tourist on a short side trip.

There are very few boarding houses in the usual sense of the word,

and such as exist offer no particular advantage in the matter of rates. In

a few out-of-the-way places there are special accommodations to be had in

clubs and in provincial and Constabulary messes; these are mentioned in

the text. On the main trails in the Mountain Province there are well-

built rest houses, in some places known locally as camarines, where the

traveler may stay without charge. They are frequently provided with

a caretaker, who, for a consideration, can also be pressed into service as

cook, etc. When none of these places are available the want is ordinarily

supplied by the house of one of the native officials, such as the presidente

or justice of the peace. Such accommodations are often more comfortable

than might be supposed. In them, if not before, the traveler will make
the acquaintance of the Filipino bed—a cane-bottomed affair, with a petate

or thick straw mat in lieu of a mattress. Those used to the latter luxury

are apt to find the native arrangement uncomfortable at first, but it is

clean and cool and in the end makes many converts. The ordinary rate for

such accommodations in the civilized provinces is PI for each meal fur-

nished, with the bed throv^oi in. In some of the remoter districts the rates

are lower.

Hunting.—The Philippines are hardly a sportman's paradise, but if the

traveler has the time and is willing to rough it there is plenty of good

shooting to be had. There are several species of duck, one of which, a

fine mallard, is peculiar to the Islands and affords good sport. The best

places for duck shooting within a reasonable distance of Manila are in

the network of creeks in the vicinity of Orani, Bataan Province, and in

the great Candaba swamp along the Pampanga River. During the dry

season (from December to March) immense flocks of these birds congre-

gate in the Laguna de Bay and similar large pieces of fresh water. The
jacksnipe furnishes good shooting in the rice-fields in the region of Manila

from September to November and farther south in December and January,

while the painted snipe is found in the Islands throughout the year. In

the interior there are great numbers of pigeons of various species. Among
the largest is the splendid Nicobar pigeon, the male of which is beauti-

fully colored. The best game bird is the timid jungle fowl, which much
resembles in appearance the domestic red Leghorn; it is quite plentiful in

the wooded valleys of Luzon. During the months of December and January,

curlew may be found on the mud flats around Manila Bay, and plover are

more or less common near newly plowed ground at the same season.
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Wild hogs are numerous and afford good sport, but on account of their

extraordinarily keen scent it is very hard to get a shot at them, except by

lying in wait to leeward of one of their watering places. Deer are very

plentiful in many districts, as, for example, in the forests of Bataan,

Laguna, and Rizal Provinces. The most exciting and dangerous sport to

be had in the Islands is undoubtedly the hunting of the wild carabao,

or water buffalo, to be found over a considerable area of north central

Luzon, and the timarao, a smaller animal of the same family, which is

confined to the Island of Mindoro. Both of these should be left alone by all

except the experienced hunter of big game, who is sure both of his nerve

and his aim. The timarao, which lives in the thick jungle and is very

hard to locate, is particularly dangerous. In all hunting it is advisable to

be accompanied by at least one native guide who is acquainted with the

locality and with the habits of the game sought.

Ice.—This is readily obtainable in Manila and in the larger provincial

towns and health resorts, and it is also to be had at a few places along the

railways. Elsewhere it can not be expected.

Language.—As a general rule, an English-speaking tourist can travel

over the routes described in this book without a knowledge of any except

his mother tongue. Most officials and employees of the Government speak

it to some extent, and, if there is no one else, a school child can generally be

found to interpret. Still it should be remembered that most of the munic-
ipal officials, the country people one meets on the roads, etc., do not speak

it ; so that, in view of this, and of the fact that so much of the atmosphere
of the country—the current names of things, the signs, etc.—is still

Spanish, no intending visitor of the Philippines will regret the time and
labor spent in learning to read the latter language and converse in it to a

moderate extent. There is little utility in attempting to learn any of the

native languages. They are far from easy, and no one of them will cover
the whole field.

Laundry.—The laundries to which the traveler will mostly resort are
the small establishments kept by Chinamen in Manila and a few other
places. They usually call for and deliver clothes and charge a flat rate of
from 7 to 10 centavos a piece. The quality of their work varies a great
deal; in Manila it is very good. In the capital there is also a modern
steam laundry, with a branch at Baguio. The casual traveler will see a
good deal of the time-honored native method of washing with a club and a
flat stone, but he is not very likely to have to put it to a test.

Libraries.—The chief hbrary in Manila is the Philippines Library, with
departments of periodical, general and current literature, and Filipiniana.
Its scientific branch is housed in the Bureau of Science building. Some
other collections of books, such as those in the various convents, can be
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seen by the use of a little diplomacy, but they do not contain much of any
except antiquarian interest.

Lodgings. See HOTELS.

Mail. See Post-Office.

Measures. See Weights and Measures.
Money. See CURRENCY.
Mosquitoes.—These pests are inevitably fairly plentiful, but, as compared

with many parts of the United States during half the year, they can not

be called excessively troublesome. Many localities are comparatively free

from them—some at all times, others during the drier part of the year.

The recent systematic campaign in Manila has shown the extent to which
their numbers can be reduced by scientific measures. Still the traveler is

not likely to visit any localities, except those well up in the mountains,

where a mosquito bar will not be needed both for comfort and for protection

against the unpleasant malarial variety. It will usually be provided,

though one may be carried in the baggage as a matter of precaution. Con-

siderable care should be taken to assure that it is in good repair, that it

is properly tucked in after going to bed, and, where practicable, that it is

let down over the bed before sunset.

Names. See PRONUNCIATION; Spelling.

Police.—Manila has an excellent police force, of which the American por-

tion, composed largely of ex-soldiers, is especially efficient. These men patrol

all the principal streets and parks, and will be found invariably courteous

and well informed. The state of public order over the whole of the Islands,

except for a few remote districts in the Mountain and Moro Provinces, is

maintained at a high standard by the Constabulary. The municipal police

of the various towns are generally available for small services, such as pilot-

ing travelers about the town, caring for horses, etc. They can usually be

found around the railway station and the presidencia or town hall.

Porters.—On the mountain trails a traveler's baggage must still for the

most part be carried on the backs or heads of native porters, who are

without exception known locally by the Spanish name of cargadores.

In the Mountain Province it is one of the duties of local officials to provide

them for travelers; hence there is seldom any difficulty in securing them,

though they often have to be changed every day. The current rates are

fixed by law in the several districts and vary from 1P0.50 to ?1 a day.

The ordinary load is 40 pounds, and single packages weighing much more

than this should be avoided. Unless conditions are very unfavorable, a

cargador will go as far in a day as the average traveler will care to walk

or ride. They are usually reliable, but it is often wise to keep them in

sight. To some extent they can be used as guides. Outside of Baguio

they rarely speak English or Spanish.
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A tiillage school building Augustinian Church, Manila

Post-oflce.—The Philippine postal service is well managed, though, be-

cause of the difficulties of transportation, somewhat slower than that of

the United States. There are post-offices in all the larger villages; often

in the presidencia or town hall, as the municipal treasurer frequently acts

as postmaster. Letters are given special delivery when the addressee
lives within a certain radius and the postage is in Philippine stamps.
The service is independent of that of the United States, and in no case
are letters hearing United States stamps or United States post cards re-

ceived into the mails. Bulletins of the principal mails, both domestic and
foreign, are displayed at intervals in the post-offices of the principal towns
and in some other public places. The various rates of postage and other
similar general information will be found in Appendix H.

Pronunciation.—The pronunciation of most native names is based on
the Spanish system, and for this reason alone it is advisable to study at
least the first few pages of a grammar of that tongue. The situation has
been so much complicated by the collision of Filipino, Castilian, and English
standards, all differing very greatly, especially in the matter of accent,
that there are many variants and irregularities that must be learned by
rote. A glossary of the names and words occurring in the text is given in
Appendix A. In this no pretense is made of following the phonetic nice-
ties of the native languages ; the application of the rules there laid down
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will simply give a fair approximation to the correct forms, as used by
reasonably careful English-speaking persons.

Eailways.—Under the American regime railway building has been
pushed with vigor. The mileage of lines now in operation is about 576;

under construction, about 51; definitely projected, 456. When, in a few
years, the present program is completed, Manila will have direct rail con-

nections with San Fernando (La Union Province), Baguio, Batangas,

Santa Cruz (La Laguna Province), and Nueva Caceres and Albay in

southern Luzon, besides minor branch lines. All these lines belong to

one corporation, the Manila Railway Company. The lines in the Visayas,

consisting of one on the Island of Panay from Iloilo to Capiz and one on

the Island of Cebu from the city of that name to Danao on the north, and
to Argao on the south, are owned and operated by the Philippine Railway
Company.

The first of these, originally a British corporation, is still operated by
English, or rather Spanish, methods. In many respects these are, accord-

ing to American ideas, extremely defective. The trains are slow (aver-

aging 15 to 20 miles an hour) , the cars not over comfortable, and the

stations, except a few of recent construction, unsatisfactory. There is

usually no safe and palatable drinking water and frequently none for

washing. There are three classes of coaches. Where there is any differ-
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ence at all between the first and the second, it is merely in the comfort-

ableness of the seats; in most cases the superiority of the former is so

slight that many foreigners habitually travel second class. In any case

the traveler will do well to provide himself with khaki or other clothing

that does not show dust, beverages of one kind or another, preferably

with some cooling device, and a good supply of reading matter. In the

near future the company expects to put many new coaches on its lines,

and make other important improvements. The average rates per kilo-

meter on this road are approximately P0.05 first class and rO.03 second.

The average number of trains is four each way a day.

All trains leave Manila from the main terminal (usually called the

Tondo Station) on Calle Azcarraga. It may be reached from the Escolta

by a carriage ride of about fifteen minutes, or by the cars marked "Azca-

rraga" in about twenty minutes. But, of the trains mentioned in the text,

only those referred to in Chapter IV of Part Two and those to Sibul

Springs should be taken from this station. All others, to avoid a tedious

trip around the city by the belt line, should be boarded at one of the subur-

ban stations—those for Montalban and Antipolo at Santa Mesa (about

twenty minutes from the Escolta by the cars marked "San Juan") and

those for points on the Cavite, Santa Cruz, and Batangas lines at Paco

(about the same time by the cars marked "Santa Ana," "Pasig," or "Fort

McKinley"). (See Appendix F.) The official language of the road is

Spanish and many of the employees speak no English.

The conditions of travel on the lines of the Philippine Railway Com-
pany are much superior. Everything is new and modern, and the rolling

stock is all American and of the first quality. All stations are of rein-

forced concrete and the trains attain an average speed of 30 miles an
hour. The superiority of first over second class accommodations is much
more marked. Besides the regular first class, there is, on all through
trains, a buffet and an observation section. The average rates per kilo-

meter are ¥=0.05 first class and ?=0.025 second, and the average number of

trains per day four each way. The station in Iloilo is in the barrio of

Lapus Lapus, which is situated across the river from the water front, and
is reached either by a drive of about fifteen minutes from the steamboat
landing or by the railroad ferry, starting near the same place; that in

Cebu is a little west of the town, about six minutes' drive from the docks.
In connection with this company, especial mention should be made of

their farsighted policy of assisting in every possible manner the agricul-
tural and industrial development of the country through which their lines

pass. To this end seed corn has been imported and sold at cost to the
farmer; and, in the same way, 4,000,000 maguey plants have been dis-

tributed. Every station has a rack in which are exhibited samples of the
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principal products of the locality with instructions in the local dialect for

their scientific cultivation.

Restaurants.—There are a few good restaurants in Manila and some of

the other large or much-frequented towns. All of any consequence are in

the retail trade centers and easily found.

Roads.—Some description will be found elsewhere of the system of first-

class roads now rapidly extending throughout the provinces.

Servants.—The only kind of servant for which the temporary resident is

likely to find much need is the universal house "boy," locally known as the

muchacho. While not by any means a necessity, one of these boys, who
can be hired through an employment agency or a hotel, or by inquiries

among acquaintances, will be useful to anyone making an extended visit,

as general handyman and even as cook, interpreter, and middleman for

making purchases. The best are intelligent and, if tactfully handled, will

do good service. The present rate of wages in Manila is about ?10 to

P15 per month if board is provided ; otherwise ?=20 or more.

Shopping.—Manila and a few of the other large towns are well provided

with American, European, and Indian shops. In Manila most of them

are in the downtown business district. They will be found as a rule well

stocked, and their prices for imported goods are fairly reasonable. The

Chinese stores in the Binondo district, especially those on Calle Rosario,

and in similar localities in other towns, carry a considerable variety of

imported goods at very low prices, but some caution is needed as regards

quality. The special products of the country, except tobacco, are much
better bought at the native shops in the quarters devoted to them. Thus,

in Manila, Calle San Fernando is the principal place for native textiles;

Binondo Plaza and the immediate neighborhood for hats, fiber goods, and

wooden ware; Calle San Jacinto (off the Escolta) for wicker furniture,

etc. Tobacco products can be had at the salesrooms of any of the principal

factories or at a number of reputable retail stores. In the provinces,

outside of the larger towns, there is little in the way of shops except the

ubiquitous tienda, kept by a Chinaman or a native woman. They seldom

have anything of use to a traveler except a few local curios, mineral water,

cigarettes, matches, and fruit. Nearly all these places, except the

American and European stores, are run on the Oriental theory that a

bargain is a running fight between merchant and customer. To pay the

first price asked is merely to submit to robbery. The amount by which it

can be lowered depends on the patience of the purchaser, that of the

seller being unlimited; and is best learned by bitter experience and by

consultation with residents of longer standing.

Spelling.—Travelers will soon find that there exists a delightful un-

certainty in the matter of spelling native names. Inasmuch as no con-
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sistent official system has ever been adopted, nothing more has been

attempted here than to use the most familiar form ; or, where there seemed

to be any choice, the one which appeared to come nearest uniting correctness

and simplicity.

Sports.—A number of athletic sports have obtained a considerable

foothold in the Philippines. There has usually been a professional base-

ball league in Manila, playing a regular schedule of games at the Paco

Field on Calle San Marcelino, from about November to April; and there

are ordinarily one or two amateur leagues, sometimes including Filipino

teams, as well. There is of course a great deal of school baseball. Amer-
ican teams play football occasionally, and the "soccer" variety of this

game is likewise to be seen. Polo and golf are played a good deal in

Manila and at Baguio; in the former place there are clubs for both, their

places being taken in the latter by the Country Club. Tennis is popular

among Americans, Europeans, and natives alike, and there are plenty of

opportunities for playing. There is a boat club in Manila, but yachting

has never been taken up. In Baguio, during the season, there are regular

semi-official schedules of athletics, embracing a great variety of sports.

Several clubs in Manila and the larger provincial towns have the ordinary

facilities for gymnastics of various kinds and for minor sports. Horse
racing, once the most popular sport in the Islands, was carried to such

extremes that it is now restricted by law to legal holidays and the first

Sunday in each month. On these occasions races are regularly held in

Manila on the San Lazaro track. Their reputation for honest manage-
ment is not very good.

Steamboats. See VESSELS.

Street railways.—At present the only street railway in operation is that
of Manila, but a franchise has been granted for one in Cebu which must
be completed in two years and a half from the date of the act ( February,
1911). The Manila system is very comprehensive and affords the visitor
a convenient, inexpensive, and effective way of reaching the important
parts of the city and its environs. The termini of the route upon which
each car runs are conspicuously shown upon glass plates on the front and
rear, but the stranger should use a little care to make sure that any car he
may board is going in the desired direction. The fare between any two
points, except those beyond the first fare limit on the suburban lines to
Pasig and Malabon, is 12 centavos first class and 10 second class. Trans-
fers are liberally given. The cars on every route may be taken at the
corner of the Escolta and the Bridge of Spain, which is the hub of the
system. (See Appendix E.)

Streets and squares.—A word of caution is needed in regard to the
method of naming streets and other public ways in Philippine cities and
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towns. The English words "street" and "square" are rarely used, the

official terms being the Spanish calle and plaza. Americans generally

drop the former and use the street name alone.

Stores. See SHOPPING.

Telegraphs.—The land telegraphs in the Philippines are owned and
operated by the Government. There are telegraph offices in 240 of the

larger towns and villages, ordinarily under the same roof as the post-office.

The foreign and some of the local cable lines, particularly those from.

Manila to Iloilo and Cebu, are under private management (the Eastern

Extension Australasia and China Telegraph Company). The office of this

concern and also that of the Commercial Pacific Cable Company, which
owns the line to the United States, are near the foot of Calle Anloague,

near Plaza Cervantes. In the Moro Province there are the beginnings of

an extensive wireless system. Schedules of rates and other pertinent

information will be found in Appendix H.

Telephones.—Manila, Cebu, Iloilo, Baguio, and Zamboanga have com-

mercial telephone systems. There are, however, no public booths or slot

machines. Most of the provinces have Government-owned lines connecting

the principal towns, and these, so far as they go, are usually available

within certain limits for use by travelers. They rarely extend outside the

province.

Theaters.—There are a good many places bearing this name in Manila,

and several in most of the other large towns. Very few of them, however,

are equipped for anything but cinematographs. The performances of

actual drama, even in the capital, are limited, for the most part, to an

annual season of Italian opera and an occasional visit from an English or

Australian comedy or comic-opera company on its way from the China

coast. These, as well as the cinematographs, may be found advertised in

the local papers.

Trains. See RAILWAYS.
Vessels.—All ports outside of Manila that are mentioned in the text are

reached either by one of the commercial vessels engaged in interisland

trade or by one of the Insular coast-guard cutters plying on a regular

route. The former, according to the present arrangement, are divided

into two classes, "contract" vessels, which operate under agreements with

the Government, whereby accommodations must be maintained at a certain

standard and regular schedules adhered to ; and "noncontract," which, with

some important exceptions, operate more or less as tramps, and are hable

to deviate from their usual routes. As regards rates and the average

time of a given voyage, there is little difference between them. The

sailings quoted in the text are those maintained under the existing con-

tracts. As these are soon to expire, and a change in the system, possibly
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of a radical nature, is imminent, all such information should be verified

before it is made the basis of definite arrangements. It is not probable,

however, that any of the changes will affect the average time of the

voyages, the ordinary commercial rates, or the approximate frequency

of sailings.

Water.—It is of the first importance to remember that the most dreaded

tropical diseases—cholera and dysentery—can be taken into the system

only through the mouth, and that the usual medium is drinking water.

Broadly speaking, except in the mountains, where springs issuing directly

from the earth or rock are available, the traveler should drink no water
that he does not know to have been distilled or boiled. In reputable hotels,

Government buildings and offices, and on the contract and the higher-

grade noncontract vessels no special caution is necessary. Elsewhere it

is wise to be skeptical. Many of the better class of native houses, where
foreign guests are frequently entertained, have suitable water or at least

expect to furnish it. When orders are given to have it prepared, some
supervision should be exercised, as the average Filipino servant rarely
understands that it makes any difference whether he boils or merely heats
it. When time and facilities are lacking, a substitute can be found in

mineral waters, which can be purchased in most provincial towns. It is

particularly important to remember that these warnings refer to water
[62]
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A new concrete bridge

used for cleaning the teeth as much as to that intended for drinking.

Every hotel room should be supplied with a stoppered bottle of distilled

water ; if it is not found, it should be demanded.

Weather. See CLIMATE.

Weights and measures.—The official weights and measures of the Islands

are those of the metric system. The old complicated Spanish and native

standards are still used to some extent, but the only unit that the tourist

is likely to encounter is the vara, a measure of length much used in con-

nection with the native cloths, which are commonly made in pieces of 24

varas (i. e., about 22 yards, 1 vara being nearly 33 inches). Some knowl-

edge of the metric system is necessary, as the average Filipino knows
nothing of English weights and measures. In the text practically all

distances are given in both systems. Among many of the lower classes

in the provinces the traveler will meet with the rather novel method of

measuring distances by cigarillos or cigarette smokes. The meaning of

the term is rather vague, but in most cases a half hour's walk would not

be far off. Generally speaking it is very unsafe to accept the statements

of the rural Filipino of the lower classes in regard to distances ; he travels

so little that his estimates are the merest guesswork. On the mountain
trails it is more common to measure journeys by hours than by units of

length. It is not safe to count on much over three miles an hour.

[53]
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Chapter I

THE CITY OF MANILA'

HE city of Manila is the heart of the Philippines ; not

geographically, indeed, nor because it is the center of

population, but because, ever since the first European
settlement, now nearly three centuries and a half ago,

its favorable situation on the largest island of the

Archipelago and its position as political capital have
given it a supremacy in nearly every respect, which
never has been and probably never will be menaced.
It is the point where the traveler almost invariably

gets his first impressions of the Philippines; and,

though it is indeed a pity that many see so little save

this one spot, this city, of all places in the Islands, has
unquestionably the most to show.

Perhaps the most striking part of its interest for the sightseer may
be summed up in the statement that there are three Manilas, in three

strata, which are still visible just as in Rome an original pagan temple

may be traced underneath a medieval and a modern Christian church, for

which it served as foundation. First, there is the Manila of the primitive

Malay, which, with its nipa shacks, its carabaos, and its quaint fishing

boats, exists much as it did in the days of Raja Lacandola, save that an
intruding civilization has prescribed a certain minimum of clothing and
made necessary a fair day's work. Secondly, there is the Manila of the

sixteenth and seventeenth century Spaniard—adventurer, merchant, and
crusader in equal parts—who, in the churches and convents, the walls

and gates, and the half-Moorish domestic architecture, has left ineffaceable

memorials of the fact that this, the oldest of the European settlements in

the East that are at present of much consequence, was in its day among
the chief glories of the "once imperial race." Finally, there is the Amer-
icanized Manila of to-day, the town of macadamized roads and sewers

and steel bridges, not ancient or picturesque, but fairly on its way, as the

elaborate plans laid down by Mr. D. H. Burnham, the well-known architect,

are gradually carried out, to become one of the beautiful cities of the

world. These are the elements of the Manila of the present. They can

hardly continue altogether separate, and what the product of their fusion

' The present population, by the Bureau of Health census of 1910, is very close to

235,000.
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will be it would take a rash man to predict. But, in its present transi-

tional state, the city has sights to show that will make it, once it is fairly

known, another Mecca for the tourist.

Manila may be reached from the ports of the United States, both on

the Pacific and the Atlantic coasts, by a number of steamship lines. As

will be observed, only a part of them send their vessels directly to Manila,

it being necessary, in a number of cases, to change at Hongkong, or at a

Japanese port, to a local boat. In the case of all the lines mentioned in

detail below, the regular rates include this portion of the trip. The Phil-

ippines could easily be reached from the Pacific ports in a much shorter

time than that shown in the schedules quoted here if the Japanese ports

were omitted. So far it has not been thought profitable to inaugurate

such a direct line. Although for commercial and political reasons this is

a good deal to be regretted, it is not probable that it will be considered a

drawback by the tourist.

The following are the regular routes from the United States

:

(a) From the Pacific coast ports, by the vessels of

—

(1) The Pacific Mail Steamship Company, running two or three vessels

a month from San Francisco, of which one each month goes directly to

Manila via Honolulu, Yokohama, Kobe, and Nagasaki ; returning to the

United States via Hongkong, Shanghai, and the other intermediate ports

;

and the remainder directly to Hongkong via the above ports and Shanghai,

returning by the same route. The average length of the voyage direct

to Manila is twenty-nine days; via Hongkong, twenty-seven days, plus

the time of stop-over (one to three days), and the trip from Hongkong to

Manila (about sixty hours). The rates from San Francisco to Manila are

$225, first class, including fare from Hongkong to Manila, if transfer is

made at the former port; or, on the smaller or "secondary" boats, $115;
round trip, good for four months, $332.52 ; for twelve months, $386.31

;

and from Manila to Hongkong, ¥=50 ($25).

(2) The Toyo Kisen Kaisha (T. K. K.), running approximately every
nineteen days directly to Hongkong via Japanese ports and returning via
Shanghai. The average length of voyage is twenty-seven days. The
rates between San Francisco and Manila are, single trip, first class, includ-
ing trip from Hongkong to Manila by local boat, $220; round trip, good
for four months, $330.48; for twelve months, $383.94. These rates are
subject to change at the end of the present year (1911)

.

(3) The Great Northern Steamship Company, running once every
three months from Seattle to Manila via the Japanese ports ; they return
via Hongkong, but, as there is a fifteen-day layover at the latter port, many
travelers will prefer to connect with the vessel of this line at that point by
a later local boat. The rates from Seattle to Manila, first class, are $225

;
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round trip, good for four months, $340; for twelve months, $395; from
Manila to Hongkong, $25 ; to Nagasaki, $70 ; to Yokohama, $90.

(4) The Nippon Yusen Kaisha (N. Y. K.), running a semi-monthly
service from Seattle ; the boats going alternately to Kobe via Yokohama and
to Hongkong via Yokohama, Kobe, Moji, and Shanghai. Passengers for
Manila may change at Kobe to one of the boats of the Australian line of
this company, running about every four weeks, via Moji and Hongkong,
or at Hongkong to any of the local boats. Return trip schedules are merely
the preceding reversed. The average length of the voyages mentioned are

:

Seattle to Kobe, twenty-one days; Seattle to Hongkong, thirty days; and
Kobe to Manila, twelve days. The rate, first class, from Seattle or Victoria,

B. C, to Manila, is $150.

(5) The Canadian Pacific Railway Company, running nearly every three
weeks from Vancouver, B. C, to Hongkong via Japan ports and Shanghai,
returning by same route ; time, about twenty-two days for larger vessels and
twenty-eight for "intermediate" (not including time of trip from Hongkong
to Manila) ; rates, $225 by the larger vessels and $125 by the intermediate.

(b) From the Atlantic coast the only line coming directly to Manila
is the Compania Trasatlantica, a Spanish company. The boats of this

company from New York, however, make a roundabout voyage via Havana,
so that a traveler would be most likely to use it going in the other direction.

For this trip the boats leave Manila once each month ; time, thirty to thirty-

five days to Barcelona via Genoa ; leave Barcelona for New York via Cadiz

on the 23d of every month; time, ten to twelve days. Rates, first class,

Manila to a European port, $250; Manila to New York, $350. By the

local boats to Hongkong, however, connection may be made with several

lines to Europe (e. g., the Peninsular and Oriental, and the Messageries

Maritimes) ; or with the vessels of the North German Lloyd,'^ running a

fortnightly service to Italy, Gibraltar, Southampton, Antwerp, Hamburg,
and Bremen, and connecting at Genoa, Naples, Southampton, or Bremen
with the Atlantic liners of the company for New York. The average

length of the voyage from Hongkong to Naples, is twenty-five days ; to

Genoa, twenty-seven; to Southampton, thirty-three; to Bremen, thirty-

seven. The rates from Manila to either a European port or to New York

(including first-class fare by a local boat from Manila to Hongkong)

are: First class all the way, £77 2s.; second class to Europe (considered

very good) and first class Atlantic, £58 4s. ; second class all the way, £50 4s.

All of the European lines make stops at intermediate Asiatic ports;

almost invariably at Singapore, Colombo, and Port Said; frequently at

Penang, Aden, and Suez.

1 As this was going to press the papers announced that the boats of this line,

beginning February, 1912, would call at Manila once a month on the homeward trip.
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(c) In addition to the above, Manila has connections with Hong-

kong by the vessels of

—

(1) The Philippines Steamship Company, every ten days, sixty-hour

trip. Rate, first class, ¥=50 ($25).

(2) The China Navigation Company, Limited; weekly service; time,

sixty hours; rate, first class, f=40; round trip, 1*=65.

(3) The Indo-China Steam Navigation Company, Limited, weekly

service; time, sixty hours; rate, first class, TiO.

(4) The lines to the United States mentioned above.

There are direct connections with Singapore by the vessels of the

Compaiiia Trasatlantica ; with the chief Chinese and Japanese ports by
those of the lines mentioned above and others; with Australia by those

of the Nippon Yusen Kaisha, North German Lloyd, and others, and
(from Zamboanga) with Singapore and the northern Borneo ports.

The passenger from foreign ports is now usually landed at one of the

new Government piers on the Port District south of the river. Here
baggage is examined; and from here carriages may be taken to the
desired hotel (see Appendix B), or other destination. In a few months
the street cars will reach the docks; even now the system, as regards
practically every other section of the city, is very comprehensive (see
Appendix E). Some of the smaller local boats still land their passengers
by launches at the Captain of the Port's Building. Carriages may also
be easily secured here; but there is a line of street cars within two or
three minutes' walk (see Appendix E).

The city lies on the inland shore of the great bay of the same name,
which sweeps around in a compressed circle with a circumference of
something over a hundred miles. The distance to the water front from
its northern and most-used entrance, between the Island of Corregidor
and the frowning headland formed by the foothills of Mount Mariveles,
is some thirty miles. So low are the inner shores of the bay and the
land on which the city itself is built that little is seen of them until they
rise above the horizon with startling suddenness, when the ship is within
a comparatively short distance of the breakwater. This general lowness
of the city's site is one of its most noticeable features, the average eleva-
tion of the central portion being but three or four feet. Through this
flat expanse runs the Pasig River, its tortuous course dividing the town
into two roughly equal portions.

It is, however, by no means only the districts which border on the river
that have abundant drainage and water carriage, for nearly the whole of
the site is cut up by the canals, or esteros, as they are always known locally
which have led some, with a good deal of exaggeration, to refer to Manila
as the "Oriental Venice." The principal esteros, with their muddy and
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not always fragrant waters and their burdens of native boats of various

types, which here to some extent take the place of drays and trucks, soon

become familiar sights to the visitor. They are hard to keep clean and
they make necessary the building of many bridges, but they are almost

indispensable as drains for the low land and as cheap highways for bulky

freight.

Any sightseeing tour will probably, of course, be started in the neigh-

borhood of the tourist's hotel, but, to make the description that follows

more intelligible, it will be convenient to begin with the section which is

on the whole most likely to be seen first—that in the neighborhood of the

new piers.^

The first portion of the city to be traversed after leaving them is the

tract of something over a hundred acres of reclaimed land known as the

Port District, the section which is to be the commercial Manila of the

future when this port, so long sidetracked, shall have come into its own
(as indeed it is rapidly doing) as a distributing center for the four hundred

millions of the earth's inhabitants who come within its scope. The develop-

ment of this district is only just beginning. The new warehouses of the

Bureau of Supply are now rising, and before a very long time a new
custom-house will be constructed on a neighboring site.

Just inland from this section is the old Walled City (still very com-

monly known by its Latin name of Intramuros). This is the original

Manila, of which every other part of the modern city is, historically speak-

ing, a suburb. It covers a tract something less than a mile long and half

a mile wide, and is surrounded by a battlemented wall a little over 2i

miles in circuit. This latter is still for the most part in an excellent state

of preservation. Its age is hard to state; its oldest existing portions were

undoubtedly built before the end of the sixteenth century, but it has been

continuously patched and added to, almost up to the present generation.

Parts of it are from twenty to thirty feet in height and thickness. Con-

sidering everything, it makes this district one of the best examples of a

medieval walled town in existence.

^ Before going further it may be well to call attention to the fact that, for historical

reasons which need not be gone into here, the city is divided into numerous districts

(see Appendix I), each of which was once independent, and consequently had its own
street names. As a result there are many duplicates and it is often very necessary

to know the district in which a given street is located. There are, for example, two or

three "Real's" and several "San Jose's." For this and other reasons also, streets

which were really continuous had four or five different names in as many districts.

The municipal authorities, consequently, though very chary as a rule of abolishing any

names of real local or historic interest, have recently been consolidating these thorough-

fares by giving them one name throughout. An effort has been made to incorporate

the changes in the text, but it is probable that some have escaped the compiler.
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The wall is pierced by several gates, still in regular use as entrances

and exits. In the casements behind them may still be seen some of the

pulleys, windlasses, and other machinery with which, as late as the middle

of the nineteenth century, they were every night closed and the draw-

bridges outside them raised. After the American occupation the moat
which formerly surrounded the walls was filled in as it had become a pest

hole. The wide strip of green which replaces it is now being rapidly con-

verted into parks and athletic fields.

The Walled City is laid out on a very nearly regular checkerboard plan,

The visitor who enters it, whether from the docks or from the Bridge of

Spain and the retail district, will ordinarily do so by Calle Aduana, and,
about midway between the western and eastern entrances on this street,

he will come to Plaza McKinley, which is the official heart of Manila and
the most convenient point from which to start on an inspection of that
part which lies within the walls. The plaza forms a small but pretty
park, in the center of which stands a statue of King Charles the Fourth
of Spain (1788-1808), erected in commemoration of the original introduc-
tion of vaccination into the Islands during his reign.

The street running north between this site and the plaza leads to Fort
Santiago, the oldest part of Spanish Manila, long the citadel of the place,
and now the headquarters of the United States Army in the Philippines'.
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It probably stands very nearly on the site of the native fort, which the

Spanish reconnoitering expedition carried by assault in 1570. It is the

oldest part of the Walled City and has undergone comparatively little

external change in three centuries. There are plenty of traditions con-

nected with the old place—stories of cells below the river level for the

"unintentional" execution of inconvenient persons, and of chambers found

filled with dislocated skeletons. Though none of these places are now
identifiable, it is a historical fact that one cell, either in the fort or in the

wall to the east of it (since removed) , was the scene, as late as the night of

the 31st of August, 1896, of a tragedy much resembling that of the Black

Hole of Calcutta. Fifty-six out of sixty Filipinos who had been crowded

into it, on being arrested on suspicion of complicity in the insurrection then

raging, were the victims of the poisoned atmosphere or of the desperate

struggle that took place within. One of the most interesting single relics

is the ancient gate between the outer Plaza Moriones and the courtyard of

the fort proper ; it is liberally ornamented with curious reliefs.

Returning to Plaza McKinley, the traveler sees on its east side the

Ayuntamiento. This unpretentious but decidedly pleasing building should

be, strictly speaking, the headquarters of the city government, for an

ayuntamiento is literally the corporation of a Spanish city. The present

building was built after the earthquake of 1863, to replace an older one,
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whose cornerstone, laid in 1735, may still be seen in the corner of the

entrance hall to the right of the staircase. On the main landing of the

latter is a statue, a replica of that in the Biblioteca Nacional at Madrid,

of Juan Sebastian Elcano, the navigator who, after the death of Magellan,

brought to a safe conclusion the first voyage around the world. The doors

on either side of the statue lead to the Marble Hall, where the Philippine

Assembly sits and official receptions and State entertainments are held.

The upper floor is entirely given over to the offices of the Governor-General,

the Secretaries of Departments, and their subordinates.

In the rear of the Ayuntamiento, and occupying the other half of the

same block, stands the building of the University of Santo Tomas, founded

in 1619, and the oldest educational institution of collegiate rank on

American soil. It is under the direction of the Dominican Order and has

departments for the education of students in all the principal professions

It contains a valuable and extensive though rather crowded collection of

zoological, ethnological, and other scientific specimens which is open to

male visitors only (the university being by origin a monastic institution)

on Sunday mornings from 9 to 11. In the little plaza on which the build-

ing fronts is a statue of Miguel Benavides, the second Archbishop of

Manila, and founder of the University.

At the end of this plaza stands the great Gothic Dominican Church, one

of the very few examples of that style in the city. It has very fine doors

and a beautifully decorated altar and pulpit. Connected with it, as with

all the old churches of the friar orders, is an enormous convent, very plain

outside, but containing much of interest within. Some of the interior of

this and other similar buildings, including the ancient libraries and some
very quaint and often beautiful courtyards, cloisters, refection halls, and
series of religious pictures, will generally be shown to the male visitor who
can speak a little Spanish and thus make the acquaintance of one of the

priests.

Just back of this church is the gap in the wall, whereby the car line

from the commercial center of the city enters. Hard by is the Intendencia
Building, in which is located the Insular Treasury and other Government
offices; and behind this, on the river front, is a modest monument to

Magellan, the only such memorial of the great circumnavigator in the

capital of the land he discovered.

Again retracing one's steps to Plaza McKinley, the circuit of the
latter is completed with the mention of the great Roman Catholic Cathe-
dral on the south side of the little park. It was built after the great
earthquake of 1863 on a site which had been used for the same purpose
since the sixteenth century. The present structui-e is in the Roman
Byzantine style, of great size, but with few special associations. Within
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is a tablet to Simon de Anda, whose connection with the history of the city

has already been mentioned.

From Plaza McKinley a walk or ride down Calle Palacio, which runs
in a southerly direction to the right of the Cathedral, will take the tourist

within two or three minutes of everything else worth seeing in the Walled
City. Immediately across fi'om the side of the Cathedral is the Audiencia
Building, the home of the highest court of justice under both regimes.

In the next block on the left-hand side is St. Paul's Hospital, a modern
Catholic charitable institution. Diagonally across from this is the Col-

lege of Santa Isabel, founded in 1594 and in all probability the oldest

school existing on American soil. It was endowed for the support and
education of orphaned daughters of Spanish officers and officials.

On the corner of Calle Palacio and Calle Real stands the Augustinian
Church, the oldest structure of any importance in Manila. It was begun
in 1599, under the direction of the lay brother, Antonio Herrera, nephew
of the famous architect of the Escorial. The exterior is not much orna-

mented, but it is massive and not daubed with plaster, as is the case with

so many fine Spanish buildings. Within are inscriptions marking the

approximate sites of the tombs of Legaspi, of his grandson Salcedo, and

of other makers of Spanish Manila; and a cenotaph of Magellan. The
immense convent attached to the church contains a fine courtyard, sur-

rounded by a massive corridor, decorated with a long series of pious pic-

tures illustrating the life and miracles of Saint Augustine. Across Calle

Real is an annex connected with the main buildings by an overhead

passage. The convent is said to have housed, at the height of its glory,

three hundred inmates.

In the next block south of this church, and on the opposite side of the

street, is the present headquarters of the Philippines Library, which has

under its jurisdiction practically all of the collections of books belonging

to the central government. Here is a public periodical reading room,

a good circulating library of general literature, and a practically com-

plete collection of books, pamphlets, and periodicals relating to the Phil-

ippines.

Calle Arzobispo, which runs parallel to Calle Palacio on the west,

contains the palace of the Archbishop (whence the name of the street)

and the church and other buildings of the Jesuit order. These are all

modern, for the Jesuits were only permitted to return to the Islands, after

a banishment of nearly a century, in 1859.

The church is a very plain structure externally, finished to imitate

brick, and looking not unlike a New England meeting house, but its

unique interior finishings make it undoubtedly the most beautiful place

of worship in Manila. These are of molave, a very fine native hardwood
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bearing some resemblance both to light mahogany and to rosewood, all

elaborately carved by native workmen under the direction of the mis-

sionary architect, and all of high artistic merit. "The ceiling is a lace-

work of paneling, the columns and arches are woven about with exquisite

tracery of leaf and scroll, and the figure work is natural and lifelike. . .
.

The pulpit is a work of especial merit. . . . and the altar would be remark-

able as a work of art in any city." '

The buildings immediately beyond the church contain the quarters of

the Ateneo de Manila, a high-grade Jesuit educational institution giving

instruction in various branches, and doing much excellent extension work.

It has a good museum, representing various sciences, which is open to

the public on Sunday mornings from 9 to 11.30.

The portion of the Walled City to the east of Calle Palacio contains

fewer points of interest. On the corner of Calle Cabildo, the next parallel

street on the east, and Calle Recoletos is the Church of the Recollects,

or reformed Augustinians. It is the second oldest structure of the kind

in Manila, dating back to the early part of the seventeenth century, and

the fine corner tower makes it somewhat noteworthy. The interior is

very plain, but contains an interesting old organ constructed about the

beginning of the nineteenth century by Fr. Diego Cera, who came out to

' Miller, Interesting Mavila. pp. 86-87.
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the Islands shortly before 1800 and acquired a great reputation as an
organ builder. The present instrument was finely made, but is much
defaced, and has been out of commission since it was damaged by Spanish

soldiers who were quartered in the church in 1898.

A few places of interest are to be found beyond Calle Cabildo. Turning

to the left down Calle Santa Potenciana, the latter street comes to an end

two blocks farther on, opposite the open space on which front, at right

angles to each other, the Franciscan Church and the Church of the Third

Order (a branch of the Franciscans). The former is of a rather unusual

Tuscan style and contains some good modern paintings. In it is kept

the image of Saint Francis, known as "Saint Francis of Tears," because

it is reported on one occasion to have extended its arms and wept copiously.

Still nearer the eastern wall, on Calles Real, San Francisco, and Legaspi,

are the buildings of the Hospital of San Juan de Dios, probably the oldest

existing institution of the kind in the Orient. It was founded about the

beginning of the seventeenth century as the result of a provision of funds

made still earlier. The main entrance is on Calle Real.

Returning to Calle Palacio, the large block of vivid yellow buildings

beyond the little park to the right is the Cuartel de Espana (Barracks of

Spain), where a small garrison of United States troops is quartered.

From this point the traveler may conveniently leave the Walled City by

i.
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the gap at the end of Calle Palacio, at approximately the place where the

British troops entered through the breach made by their cannon in Sept-

ember, 1762. In the large bastion, immediately outside of this gap, to

the right, is being constructed an aquarium, which will be completed in a

very few months. Considering the immense variety of aquatic life of

which the Philippines can boast, this will be equal to any other of the

great tropical aquariums.

The Walled City, except for a short space where the battlements of

Fort Santiago are washed by the river, is completely surrounded by fine

avenues, all bordered on the inside by the stretch of green which has

replaced the former moat. The Magallanes Drive runs for a short distance

between the walls and the river to the northeast. To the west is the

Malecon Drive, with an avenue of palms. This is now bounded on its

farther side by the new Port District, but in old days was the seaside

promenade of Manila. The old building which stands about midway of

its length forms the temporary quarters of the School for the Deaf and
Blind, which is making a modest beginning in a branch of education

hitherto much neglected in the Philippines. At the northern end, under
the walls of Fort Santiago, is a monument to Simon de Anda, with a

rather bombastic inscription. The space bounded by this part of the

Drive, the south side of the river, and the Port District is temporarily
occupied by the docks, shops, and offices of the Quartermaster's Depart-
ment of the Army. Further out, across a narrow channel, is Engineer
Island, where are the various buildings of the Bureau of Navigation. The
circuit of the wall is completed by the Bagumbayan Drive, which sweeps
in a fine quadrant around the east, southeast, and south.

This avenue is already to a great extent, and, in a few years, will

be completely, lined with Government buildings and grounds. It begins
at the river, near the end of the Bridge of Spain and opposite the present
central post and telegraph office. Continuing down it toward the bay
the traveler passes first the Botanical Garden, really a public park, of
moderate size, but finely kept. Originally the result of the work of a
Spanish botanist and forester, Sebastian Vidal y Soler, of whom a very
poor statue stands in its midst, it was completely neglected and used as
a camping ground during the insurrection, but was restored by the present
Government. Beyond the garden, in succession, are the building of the
Bureau of Printing and the present temporary City Hall. The street
branching off to the left between these is Calle Concepcion, on the right
hand side of which, immediately back of the City Hall, is the new
Pjuilding of the Young Men's Christian Association. This is finely
equipped for the usual activities, conducts excellent evening schools, and
furnishes board and lodging to a considerable number of its members.
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The present building is for Americans, but plans are now on foot for

others for Filipinos. Calle Concepcion, if followed in a direct line, leads

into Calle Marques de Comillas, on which are the factories of the Germinal

and Tabacalera Cigar Companies.

Beyond the Botanical Garden, parallel with Bagumbayan Drive and

terminating nearly opposite the Young Men's Christian Association, is

Calle Arroceros. On its farther side are the buildings of the Division

Hospital of the Army and, beyond these, the present modest quarters of

the Philippine School of Arts and Trades. This is the most important

of a class of educational institutions already referred to, whose work is

of supreme importance for this rich but undeveloped country, inhabited

by a people possessed of much dexterity and of rudimentary skill in

laany industries, yet utterly unprepared to make the most of them in

the markets of the M^orld. A glance at the work that is being done and

an inspection of the products, especially the beautiful small articles in

native hardwood, will be well repaid. Beyond this point are several

buildings occupied by the Army, and finally, at the foot of the Santa Cruz

Bridge, the Government ice plant, which manufactures and sells to Gov-

ernment employees and others ice and distilled water, very real necessities

in this climate.

Returning to the City Hall, the remaining portion of Bagumbayan

Drive may be passed over rapidly, for there is nothing further to be

seen of special interest until, at its extreme end, the traveler comes out

on the broad expanse of park, partly natural and partly made land, on

the inland side of which is the most famous recreation place of Manila

—

the Luneta. This little oval stretch of lawn, named after the crescent-

shaped outwork which until recently stood on the neighboring Wallace

Field, is the place where, nearly every evening, the music of the fine band

of the Philippine Constabulary or of that of some military organization

combines with the sea breeze and the gorgeous sunsets behind the top

of Mount Mariveles to bring together a crowd so varied and brilliant as

to make this gathering one of the most distinctively picturesque sights

of the city. Hundreds of carriages draw up along the curb or make

the circuit of the driveway, while thousands of pedestrians throng the

v/alks and lawns. It is a gay and cosmopolitan gathering—Government

officials, native politicians, wealthy Chinese merchants, Spaniards, of-

ficers of the Army and Navy, American women in the light and dainty

gowns of the Tropics, and Filipino women of every class in the pictur-

esque national dress of gorgeous semi-transparent native cloths, that has

caused one observer to describe them as "jet-crowned butterflies."

This central pleasure ground of Manila will in a few months be removed

to a new site farther out on the reclaimed land, where it will regain its

[?n
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old character as a seaside park, without, however, suffering any essential

change. On the green between the present and future sites of the Luneta

will be erected a fine monument to the national hero of the Philip-

pines—the physician, novelist, and patriot—Jose Rizal. This is now being

wrought in Switzerland by the sculptor, Richard Kissling, whose design

was selected out of many in a contest for a substantial prize. It will

consist of a granite obelisk, about fifty feet high, serving as a background
for a bronze statue of heroic size, and will probably be completed some
time in the latter part of 1912.

On either side of this expanse of park fine new buildings of a public

or semi-public character have been built or are now in process of erection.

To the north is the new Manila Hotel, which will be ready for occupancy
by the end of the current year. Immediately opposite the hotel site, on
the green at the corner of the former moat, is the monument to Miguel
Lopez de Legaspi and Andres Urdaneta, the civil and ecclesiastical founders
of Manila. This, as a work of art, is far superior to anything else of the
sort now actually standing in the city. The pedestal supports idealized
figures of the mailed warrior and the priest, holding aloft the banner of
Castile and the Cross. These were cast in Spain and sent out prior to
the last change of sovereignty, but never put up. They were found by
the American conquerors in a warehouse, and it is to them that the monu-
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ment owes its erection in its present excellent location. On the side of

the green opposite the hotel and the monument are the new buildings of

the Elks and the Army and Navy Clubs.

Immediately across the road, to the east of the present Luneta, is the

large tract of land known as Wallace (formerly Bagumbayan) Field. At

present the site of athletic grounds and of the annual Carnival, it boasts

a gruesome past and a distinguished future. Under the old regime it was

a public execution ground for political prisoners, and here, on the 30th of

December, 1896, in the shadow of the old Luneta outwork, since removed.

Dr. Jose Rizal met his death before the Spanish firing squad. In a few

years more, under the name of "Government Center," it will be the site

of the new Capitol, of which the center stone has already been laid, and

of other Government buildings.

For the present this tract is also the scene, for a week or more every

February, of the great Carnival, which, though but a scant four years old.

has become one of the established institutions and one of the greatest

attractions of Manila. While it lasts most of the town puts on festal garb

and takes a series of half holidays, and dominoes become familiar sights

on the public streets. Within the grounds are the usual amusement

features, a hippodrome with spectacular performances, and extensive and

interesting exhibits of the products of the Islands, sent by the provincial
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governments, the schools, and private concerns. Elaborate parades

—

military, industrial, and carnival—and great balls, both exclusive and

popular, complete the program. Beginning next year, the industrial and

commercial exhibits will be under the supervision of the Government, as

an appropriation has been made, and a board appointed to make plans for

them. The more valuable portions will become part of a permanent ex-

position, which will, in the course of two or three years, be housed in a new

museum building, to be erected, probably, on Bagumbayan Drive. The

time of the year when the carnival is held is for a variety of reasons the

best in which to visit the Philippines, and the intending tourist would do

well to lay his plans in such a manner as to take in at least part of it.

The section of the city immediately south of the Luneta and Wallace

Field, comprising the districts of Ermita and Malate, is the high-grade

residential district of modern Manila. There are comparatively few

landmarks, but many streets of comfortable bungalows, built almost wholly

in an airy style appropriate to the climate, and separated from the road-

v/ay by walls or fences overgrown with morning glories or pink cadena

de amor and backed with hedges of scarlet hibiscus and other brilliant

shrubs.

Just without and parallel to the bay shore of this section runs the new
sea wall of what will be when completed a fine boulevard sweeping around
the shore of the bay as far as Cavite. Near the present end of this

wall and just within the southern limit of the city is the old fort of San
Antonio de Abad, which bears the marks of the bombardment which
accompanied the operations of the American forces around Manila just

prior to its capture. The land about the fort and a considerable tract

immediately to the east and south of it, now partly occupied by the
corrals and stables of the Quartermaster's Department of the Army, will

shortly come into the possession of the Insular Government and will then
be developed into a fine park with a large botanical garden, fit to compare
with those at Buitenzorg, Singapore, and Colombo.

At present the main artery of Ermita and Malate is Calle Real, which
starts at the southern end of the Luneta. A short distance out on it is

Plaza Fergusson, where is to be erected a memorial to the late A. W.
Fergusson, the first Executive Secretary under the American Government.
Some distance beyond is a small park, in which is a statue (in crino-
line!) of Queen Isabel the Second of Spain (1833-1868). To the left of
the park is the great Malate Church. By turning to the left before
entering Calle Real, the traveler finds himself on Calle San Luis, which
borders Wallace Field on the south. By following hence for one block
any one of the north and south streets he will come to Calle Isaac Peral,
a handsome residential street, on which stands the Episcopal Cathedral
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of Saint Mary and Saint John, associated with the labors in this field

of Bishop Charles H. Brent. Just to the east of the Cathedral is the
Columbia Club, a prosperous and popular organization which, though en-
tirely undenominational, owes its inception and its pleasant quarters in

large measure to the efforts of Bishop Brent. Turning from this street

into Calle Nebraska, on which the car line runs, it is five or ten minutes'
walk to the Central Observatory of the Philippine Weather Bureau, on
Calle Padre Faura.

This interesting institution is open to the public on Tuesdays from half

past 2 to half past 4 in the afternoon and on Saturdays from half past 8

to half past 11 in the morning. It is one of the oldest and best of its kind
in the East, having been founded in 1865 by the Jesuits and operated con-

tinuously since then, even in 1898, while hostile armies were contending
for the possession of the city. The practical founder and director for many
years was Fr. Frederic Faura, after whom the street on which the building

stands is named. The present head is Fr. Jose Algue, who has made for

himself a world-wide reputation as a meteorologist. It is still directed by
specially trained Jesuit priests and supported financially by an arrange-
ment with the Government. Its greatest renown has been gained through
its work in the field of earthquakes and typhoons.

By continuing in an easterly direction along Calle Padre Faura to its

end the traveler brings up in a little open space on which is the entrance

to one of the most interesting spots in Manila—Paco Cemetery. This

structure, built by the city in 1810, is the best designed and best preserved

of a number of the same type, all of which have their origin in the fact

that the site of all the older portion of Manila is far too low to admit of

the digging of graves. The general plan is that of the Campo Santo of an

Italian city. There are two concentric circular walls, each seven or eight

feet thick and surmounted by a terrace and balustrade. These are cut up

into niches, arranged in three tiers, and each large enough to contain a

casket. The total number of niches is 1,782, of which about 500, in

separate courts at the back, are of smaller size for children. The fronts

of the niches are closed by slabs of marble with the customary inscriptions,

and burning candles and flower wreaths are frequently seen before them.

The space within the inner wall forms a small but beautifully kept park.

At the back, immediately opposite the gate, is a little oval chapel.

What seems to modern minds an extraordinary story of desecration is

recalled by the fact that though the cemetery is limited to a fixed number

of bodies and is now more than a century old, there are very few dates

on the slabs reaching back more than six years. The explanation of this

is that the funds for the maintenance of the cemetery are provided by the

rental of the niches, which must be prepaid every five years; so that, if
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as is apt to be the case the second payment is not promptly forthcoming,
the vault is opened, the bones removed, and some more profitable tenant
installed. It was this which gave rise to the witty, if somewhat cynical,

description of the cemetery as the place "where we pigeonhole our dead
for future reference." Formerly the ejected bones were cast into a charnel
vault back of the chapel. This cavalier proceeding has now been stopped,
but the place itself is still in existence, and the curious can find in it plenty
of gruesome relics. Under the present procedure the disinterments have
to be advertised, and the remains are reburied in consecrated ground.

Aside from these associations, the cemetery is of artistic design and
well worth a visit. This is specially true on the evenings before and
following All Saints' Day, when practically every niche is lighted and
decorated, often with tokens of a pathetic sort, the walls and the park are
brilliantly illuminated with electric lights, the chapel floor becomes a
miniature forest of candles, and half Manila goes out to mourn, to watch,
or to stare. At ordinary times the principal single point of interest in
the cemetery is the place where the remains of Dr. Jose Rizal were buried
after his execution. It is on the left-hand side of the outer wall and is

marked by a small wooden cross with the date of his death and his initials
reversed (R. P. J.). The place is cared for by the voluntary labors of
an association of Filipinos. The bones themselves were removed by the

1
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insurgents during the war, and the greater part are supposed to have been

made into talismans.

The main street of the surrounding district of Paco which passes im-

mediately in front of the cemetery is Calle Nozaleda. This begins at the

Bagumbayan Drive, opposite the southern entrance to the Walled City,

and, between this point and the cemetery, is crossed by Taft Avenue, a

very important new thoroughfare, which also starts on Bagumbayan (near

the City Hall) and runs out into the district of Ermita. It will soon be

extended to connect with the proposed Botanical Garden and the Cavite

Boulevard. The intersection of these streets is the heart of what will in

time be the medical, educational, and scientific center of Manila. Upon
Taft Avenue, in the direction of the City Hall, stands the new building of

the Philippine Normal School. In its vicinity will shortly be erected the

new dormitory for young women students in Manila, an institution which,

even in its present inadequate quarters, has had a most wholesome influence

on the social and home life of a very wide circle of Filipinos. Near it will

be new buildings for the Philippine School of Arts and Trades, the Filipino

students' branch of the Young Men's Christian Association, and the Temple

of Music, this last being the worthy purpose to which are to be devoted

the funds donated for a memorial to the soldiers and sailors of the United

States who fell in the Philippines.
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In the opposite direction, near the junction of Taft Avenue with Calle

Herran, stands a fine group of buildings devoted to medical and scientific

purposes. Prominent among these is the main building of the Bureau

of Science, which contains laboratories, a fine scientific library, and collec-

tions of plants, insects, reptiles, birds, fishes, shells, and minerals. These

last are for working purposes, but the public is welcome to inspect them

on application to the curators, from the hours of 8 to 12 and 2 to 4.

Nearby are the new quarters of the College of Medicine and Surgery of

the University of the Philippines, and the Philippine General Hospital,

one of the most modern and best equipped institutions of its kind in the

Orient. On the vacant land just north of these will be erected other

buildings pertaining to the university.

The remainder of that portion of Manila south of the Pasig comprises

the districts of Paco, Pandacan, and Santa Ana. The first is largely

residential, but contains in its northern portion, near the river (easily

reached from the Bagumbayan Drive by way of Calle Concepcion), two

of the largest cigar and cigarette factories—those of the Compaiiia Taba-

calera and the Germinal Corporation. The former is a Spanish company,

which carries on the cultivation as well as the manufacture of tobacco on

a very large scale; the latter is the largest business house in the Islands

entirely managed by Filipinos. Visitors are welcomed at both establish-

ments. The most convenient hours are from about half past 9 to 11 in

the morning. An inspection of their up-to-date methods and excellent

sanitary features will give the traveler a very favorable impression of the

manner in which this, the most important manufacturing industry of the

Philippines, is conducted.

On Calle San Marcelino, which starts at Calle Concepcion, just beyond

the Young Men's Christian Association building, are the fine quarters of

the Manila Club, an organization largely composed of British subjects

resident in Manila ; and the baseball grounds, where the principal games
are played.

The district of Pandacan, which is at present rather inaccessible, but

will soon be reached by the new extension of Calle Isaac Peral, contains

the cattle quarantine station and the buildings of the College of Veterinary
Medicine of the University of the Philippines. This latter is an institution

designed to train men for a profession not yet very popular among Fili-

pinos but of prime importance in this essentially agricultural country.
The district of Santa Ana, which occupies the southeastern corner of

Manila, and is picturesquely situated in a bend of the Pasig, is wholly
residential. It contains many fine old Spanish mansions, with gardens
stretching back to the river bank.

That portion of Manila which lies north of the Pasig is connected with
[78]
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the part which has so far been described by four bridges. The Bridge

of Spain, which is the nearest of these to the mouth of the river, touches

the south bank at the junction of Magallanes and Bagumbayan Drives.

There has been a bridge on this site, on substantially the same model,

since early in the seventeenth century, but repairs have been frequently

made and the present structure is almost entirely modern. A short

distance above this, continuing from the end of Calle Arroceros, between

the post-office and the ice plant, is the Santa Cruz Bridge, built early in

the American regime. At its northern end are Plaza Goiti, named after

one of the leaders of the Spanish expedition that conquered the Islands,

and Plaza Santa Cruz, and between these is the great Santa Cruz Church.

The large building with the pillared portico, which occupies the western

side of the first-named plaza, is the Monte de Piedad, which was the

government pawnshop in Spanish days, and is still operated, for that

purpose and as a savings bank, by the Catholic Church.

In a westerly direction from the side of the Santa Cruz Church, parallel

with the river and toward the Bridge of Spain, runs the Escolta, a

narrow and crooked but intensely busy street, which is the center of

Manila's retail trade. Throughout this street, on Plaza Goiti above men-

tioned, and on Calles Echagiie and Carriedo, which lead eastward from

the latter, are the principal American and European stores. Near the

lower end of the Escolta, at its junction with the northern approach to

the Bridge of Spain, is perhaps the busiest spot in the city, and here too

is the hub of the street-car system. (See Appendix E.) Shortly beyond

this point the Escolta comes to an end at Plaza Moraga, on which, together

with the neighboring Plaza Cervantes, are the banks and some of the

principal shipping offices. The quaint little monument in Plaza Cervantes

was erected to- the memory of George W. Hubbell, of Bridgeport, Connec-

ticut, who was one of the early American consuls in Manila and died

here in 1831.

One side of Plaza Moraga borders on the Pasig, and from this point

to the mouth of the river there stretches a long quay, divided by the

Binondo Canal into two parts, and known as the Muelle de la Industria.

By the river wall along its outer edge most of the smaller vessels that

make the port of Manila, particularly those plying between the various

islands, berth, and discharge their cargoes. On the inner side is a row

of buildings, mostly occupied as warehouses and shipping offices. Some

distance down, opposite a portion of Fort Santiago, is the present custom-

house and immediately beyond it is the little building, commonly called

the "Captain of the Port's" (from the name of an official of former

days by whom it was used) and now occupied by the Interisland Express

Company and the Union Ticket and Information Company. At this place
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almost any kind of transportation, passenger or freight, local or foreign,

may be arranged for, and it is also a convenient central point for those

intending to take the interisland steamers. The district which borders

on the muelle beyond this point is known as San Nicolas and is mainly

given over to wholesale concerns and warehouses. From a point on the

muelle near the foot of Calle Principe a new drawbridge will shortly span

the river, connecting this section with the head of the Malecon Drive near
the Anda Monument and bringing the railroad into the Port District.

Returning again to Plaza Moraga, the traveler will enter a more
extensive and interesting portion of the city by passing directly away
from the river along Calle Rosario, the chief thoroughfare of the densely

peopled district of Binondo and the heart of the busy and prosperous
Chinese quarter. The lower portion of the three-storied buildings with
pillared arcades shading the sidewalks, which line it on either side, are
entirely cut up into diminutive shops, presided over by one or more
Chinamen, while the customers for the most part chaffer outside. The
scene is intensely oriental and very interesting, but most of the goods
exposed for sale are cheap foreign importations.

Calle Rosario ends at Plaza Binondo, whose most prominent feature
is its great church, the space in front of which is the chief haunt of
native flower sellers. This plaza, together with Calle Sacristia, which
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runs off to the right of the church, is largely occupied by small dealers in

native hats, straw and fiber goods, and woodenware. Beyond the church

is the Insular Cigar Factory, at which visitors are admitted from 9 to

12 in the morning and 2 to 4 in the afternoon. Next to this is the Oriente

Building, formerly a well-known hotel but now the headquarters of the

Philippine Constabulary.

Parallel with Calle Rosario on the west runs Calle Anloague, a street

of warehouses and commission merchants. About midway of its eastern

side is the building at present occupied by the Philippine Museum. Here

are very complete and well-arranged collections representing the various

non-Christian tribes of the Islands, and many specimens showing the

chief economic resources, especially a fine collection of log and plank spe-

cimens of the native hardwoods. It is open to the public from 8 to 5,

except on Sundays.

From the western side of Plaza Binondo runs Calle San Fernando, the

south side of which is mostly devoted to tiny shops, kept by Filipino

women, who deal in the fine native cloths and embroideries. At its

lower end this street converges with the Muelle de la Industria near the

Union Ticket and Information Office.

That portion of the city which lies north and west of Plaza Binondo

and reaches to the water goes under the name of Tondo and is the heart of
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that Manila which has changed least since the first Spanish ships sailed up

the bay three centuries and a half ago. Though this section contains

comparatively few landmarks, it is historic ground. Under the same name

it formed, on the coming of the white men, an independent territory,

whose ruler was apparently at least equal to his kinsman in "Maynila"

on the other side of the river. Here, ever since, has been a teeming center

of lower-class native life. Here, in the building on the corner of Calles

Azcarraga and Sagunto, Andres Bonifacio founded in 1892 the Katipunan,

the secret society which lay back of the uprising of four years later ; and

it was to the priest of the great parish church, which forms so conspicuous

an object from the water front, that the secret of the rebellion was be-

trayed, thus precipitating the bloody work that followed.

To the visitor of the present day Tondo presents a strange medley of

sights, intensely interesting to the eye, even if occasionally offensive to

the nostrils. The universal "shacks" of bamboo, sauale, and nipa jostle on

one side squat and dingy rows of shops of plastered stone, and on the other

the moldering ruins of some victim of an earthquake or fire, whose unroofed

rooms have most likely been selected as good foundations for more shacks

and shops, and form an abiding place for incredible numbers of huddled-up
humanity. In many of the "interiors"—that is, the inner portions of large

blocks not penetrated by public streets—the dwellings, facing, on ill-kept

private lanes, are terribly overcrowded and provide a problem that is

taxing all the resources and ingenuity of the city government to solve ; but

absolute destitution does not seem to be extremely common. Tondo is

largely a slum, but a trip through it is a less painful experience than an
analogous one through a northern city. The ultimate cure for its conges-
tion lies probably in the "sanitary barrios"—that is, tracts of land on which
houses may be built only on condition that they front on public streets or
alleys, which have been laid out in advance with due regard to drainage.
One or two of these are already in use—for example, that on the Legarda
estate in the district of Sampaloc—and others are being planned.

In the course of his inspection of Tondo the traveler will probably be
interested to visit the Aglipayan Church, on the north side of Calle Azca-
rraga, but a short distance from the water front. This is the principal
edifice of the schismatic cult which was founded in 1901 and 1902 by a
Filipino priest named Gregorio Aglipay, who is still its head. The move-
ment was for a few years successful in a rather meteoric fashion. Despite
the fact, however, that many of the grievances which lay back of it were
genuine, it seems to have possessed little real spiritual force, and, when
the Supreme Court finally decided adversely in the matter of the church
property which its adherents were occupying, it rapidly declined. At
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present little is heard of it. The visitor to the church in Tondo will be
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shown as a sacred relic a bone of Dr. Rizal, who figures on its calendar

of saints.

There still remains to be described the northeastern districts of the

city—Santa Cruz, San Miguel, San Lazaro, Sampaloc, and Santa Mesa.

This section can be reached from Plaza Goiti and the Escolta by Calles

Echagiie and Carriedo, or, from the south side of the river, by one of the

two bridges across the Pasig which have not yet been mentioned in detail.

The first of these is a small suspension bridge, much out of repair,

whose southern approach passes to the right of the ice plant. It has been

very recently purchased by the city, which has abolished the tolls formerly

charged on it, and it will probably soon be replaced by a more up-to-date

structure. The other is the modern Ayala Bridge, which may be reached

from the end of Calle Concepcion, near the Germinal Cigar Factory. It

was built a few years ago to replace a picturesque but dangerous structure,

known generally as the "crooked bridge."

Very near this point the river is divided by a small island which bears

the quaint but appropriate name of "Convalecencia" or "Convalescence,"

and is reached by a causeway from the middle of the bridge. It is entirely

occupied by the buildings of the Hospicio de San Jose, a Catholic charitable

institution founded in 1792. By arrangement with the city of Manila it

cares for insane persons and juvenile delinquents, when committed by the

proper court. There are also departments for other classes of unfor-

tunates. Preparations are now being made to remove the boys' reform-

atory to the old administration buildings on the former Lolomboy friar

estate near Bocaue, in Bulacan Province, a much better site. A home for

girls will also be established in similar quarters on the Calamba estate.

Calle Echague, with several changes of name, first to General Solano

and then to Aviles, runs for a long distance close to the north bank of the

river and touches the northern ends of both these bridges.

The districts just inland from Calle Echague and the Suspension

Bridge, knowm as Santa Cruz and Quiapo, are Spanish and Filipino retail

and middle-class residential quarters. Here the life of the artisans and

small tradesmen of Manila may best be seen. The narrow streets are

lined with weather-worn buildings, whose lower stories are of plastered

and gaily painted stone, with barred windows, while the upper, with sliding

shutters glazed with tiny panes of translucent shell, overhang the side-

walks. A.ll about is a cosmopolitan crowd of Filipinos, Chinese, East

Indians, and men of mixed blood of every degree, whose raiment, wares,

and odors beggar description.

There are a few places in the neighborhood worthy of special notice.

On Calle San Pedro, off Plaza Miranda, with its ark of a church, is the

home of the Gota de Leche ("Drop of Milk") Society, which, with some
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Government assistance, is doing a work badly needed in this city where, of

every thousand deaths, nearly a half are those of children under one

year.

On the river bank at the north end of the Suspension Bridge, and

reached from Quiapo Plaza by Calle Santa Rosa, is the great Quinta

Market, the most favorably located and one of the largest of the public

markets of the city. This important center of the retail food trade is so

built that the whole place, floor and tables, can be flushed out nightly ; and,

considering the great difficulty of so doing in a tropical and oriental city,

it is kept admirably clean. Here, by inspecting the numerous stalls almost

invariably presided over by Filipino women, the traveler may get a very

good idea of what the other half eats in Manila. Chief among the articles

exposed are poultry, pork and fish—the latter in enormous and rather

malodorous variety—and extensive assortments of vegetables and fruits,

comparatively few of which the visitor from a temperate climate will be
able even to name.

Following the thoroughfare in front of the market to the eastward, the

traveler passes into Calle General Solano, one of the most attractive of

the high-class Spanish residential streets, and thence into Calle Aviles, on
which is situated Malacaiian Palace, the oflScial residence of the Governor-
General. The grounds, which border on the river, are not large, but are
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finely kept, and contain some magnificent trees. The building is very

unpretentious, but is a good specimen of Spanish tropical architecture,

and contains a few interesting historical paintings. The grounds are a

public park; on application to the policeman on duty certain rooms of the

building itself may be shown to visitors.

The street on which the palace is situated comes to an end at an open

space called the Rotonda. In the middle of this stands a fountain, erected

as a memorial to Francisco Carriedo, who, in the eighteenth century, left

the money with which, nearly a hundred years after his death, the original

water system of Manila was installed, on the condition that no charge

for the water should ever be made to the poor of the city. Calle Santa

Mesa, the main street leading in a general easterly direction from the

Rotonda, goes to the pleasant American suburb of the same name, and

thence to the San Juan River (the city boundary on this side) , which it

crosses on a stone arch bridge. It was near this latter that an exchange

of shots between outposts of the American and insurgent forces on the

night of February 4, 1899, precipitated the Philippine insurrection.

If the traveler approached this quarter of the city by the streets follow-

ing the north bank of the river, he can conveniently make his return from

the Rotonda by Calle Alix, the main thoroughfare of the district of Sam-

paloc. At a point some distance in he may either continue in the same
[8.5 1
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general direction, through Plaza del Carmen and Calle San Sebastian to

Plaza Miranda, or may turn into Calle Azcarraga, which crosses the whole

of the northern half of Manila and ends at the water front. If the former
route is taken, the traveler passes in front of the large church of San
Sebastian, commonly called the "Steel Church," from the fact that it is

built like a battle ship of steel plates—a remarkable experiment in earth-

quake-proof construction. It was manufactured in Belgium, brought out

in sections, and set up. Its twin towers are among the most prominent
landmarks in the city.

The broad thoroughfare formed by Calle Azcarraga has been called,

not altogether inaptly, though with some exaggeration, the "Bowery of

Manila." On or near it are numerous small shops, several theaters of

various grades, and a few places of special interest. On the north side,

about halfway across the city, is Bilibid Prison, the great central peniten-

tiary, one of the largest and best-managed institutions of the kind in the
world. The average number of inmates is between 2,500 and 3,000. The
main part of the prison, which altogether covers twenty acres, consists of
well-ventilated wards radiating from a central tower, for cells are little

used. There is a fine hospital, a school, and a highly developed system
of industries. Visitors are admitted every day for the ceremony of retreat,

which occurs at about 4.30 in the afternoon. The salesroom, where the
products of the prison shops may be seen and purchased, are open to the
public during the regular office hours. Perhaps the best work is to be
found in the furniture of native hardwood; but the wicker furniture, the
desk sets, and other small articles of hardwood, the silverware, and the
local curios are well worth inspection.

Shortly beyond the prison, the broad street leading to the right is

Avenida Rizal, the principal thoroughfare to the north central and north-
eastern portions of the city. Most of this section is included in what
is known as the San Lazaro estate, a property for a long time in dispute
between the Government and the Catholic Church, but now adjudged to
the former and leased to its occupants, who are mostly of the poorest
classes. A short distance down Avenida Rizal the tourist may turn to the
right into Calle Mayhaligue, on the coiner of which street and Calle Oro-
quieta is the Cervantes baseball field. Here every Saturday, Sunday, and
hoHday afternoon during the season, which lasts from November to May,
are played the games of the Industrial League. This is at present com-
posed of five teams, which represent the Manila Electric Railroad and
L'ght Company, the Bureau of Printing, the Executive Bureau, the Bureau
of Public Works, and the Bureau of Constabulary. The players are all
Filipinos, as are also the vast majority of the enthusiastic "rooters," who
attend the contests in increasing numbers. These games may fairly be
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reckoned among the sights of Manila, not only because they give the visitor

an opportunity to see some very good baseball but even more because of the

irrefutable evidence they furnish of the success which, particularly during

the last two years, has attended the efforts of Americans in encouraging

Filipinos to pay more attention to athletic sports. The benefits which will

accrue to the race as the generation which is now being habituated to these

amusements grows up are almost incalculable. They will tend enormously

to improve the racial physique, which at present—as the result of genera-

tions of unsanitary surroundings, innutritions food, and, among the upper

classes at least, lack of exercise—is not what it should be; they will do

much to inculcate the spirit of sportsmanship, the lack of which in oriental

peoples forms such a discouraging obstacle to the growth of genuine good

feeling between them and the men of the West; and they will go a long

way toward driving from the field such unwholesome amusements as

gambling and cockfighting, which now absorb altogether too large a part

of the leisure hours of the race. Short as is the time since this work was

first undertaken, cases have already been observed where the people of a

country town on a fiesta day have unanimously streamed away from the

cockpit to the diamond.

Some distance beyond the ball ground, on the west side of Avenida

Rizal, is the San Lazaro Hospital, a large Government institution for con-

tagious cases and the insane. On the other side, somewhat farther out,

is the course where take place the limited number of horse races now

allowed by law. Crossing the railroad, the street swinging ofi" to the right

is Calle Sangleyes, a name derived from Sangley, which was once the usual

appellation of a Chinaman in the Islands and is supposedly a corrupted

form of some Chinese phrase. On this is the hospital maintained by the

Chinese community ; and, farther on, the entrance to the great Cementerio

del Norte, the only modern garden cemetery in Manila. It covers a very

large area, of which only a small part has been developed. Here are

sections for Americans, Filipinos, and Chinese, each showing the dis-

tinctive emblems with which the several races are wont to mark the resting

places of their dead.

Beyond the cemetery, in the midst of the fields, is the chapel of La

Loma. The parallel walls on either side of the churchyard are fitted with

burial niches, like those in Paco Cemetery, and there is a very fine gateway

of ornamental ironwork. All the ground in this vicinity is historic, for

much of the fighting of the early days of the insurrection centered about

the cemetery and the blockhouse which formerly stood back of the church.

From here the return trip to the center of the city can best be made by

the car line which passes through Calle Sangleyes and Avenida Rizal,

and thence to Plaza Santa Cruz and the Escolta. -^
^
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Chapter II

THE ENVIRONS OF MANILA

LMOST all of what can properly be described as the

suburbs of Manila have been touched upon in the pre-

ceding chapter. The country within a radius of eight

or ten miles of the city limits is rather sparsely peopled

and not much cultivated; but it contains a number of

towns and places of interest, any one of which can be

reached in a day's or half-day's trip by trolley, carriage,

horse, or foot, and will well repay a visit. The most

important are described below.

Cavite.—The town of Cavite, the capital of the prov-

ince of the same name, and one of the oldest historic

towns of the Philippines, is situated on the south side

of Manila Bay, about nine miles by water from the capital.

It may be reached by three routes

:

(a) By the small steamers operated by T. R. Yangco ; five trips a day

each way ; time, about one hour ; boats leave from the Muelle de la Industria,

near the foot of Calle Principe ; fare, first class, one way, 1*0.45.

(h) By rail over the Cavite line of the Manila Railway Company (from

Paco Station) ; five trains each way daily; distance, 32 kilometers (about

20 miles) ; time, about an hour and ten minutes; fare, first class, =P1.79.

second, 1*1.22. The station for Cavite is in the suburb of San Roque, and
a walk or drive of about a mile (public carromatas available) is necessary

to reach the town proper.

(c) By road, following some little distance inland the shore of the bay
(42 kilometers, or about 26 miles) .^ The road is kept in excellent condition

as far as Zapote Bridge, but from there on it is at present poor.

The town contains one or two fairly good restaurants, which serve

American food.

By either the second or the third route above mentioned the traveler

passes through a part of the town of Pasay (6 kilometers, or about 3f miles,

out), just beyond which, on the main road, are the grounds and buildings
of the Manila Polo Club. A few miles farther out is Las Piiias, in the old

and dilapidated church of which is an extremely curious organ, made almost

' This distance, lilce all the others from Manila to points in the provinces, which
are piven in the following- pages, is calculated as nearly as possible from the cross
cm the dome of the Cathedral in the Walled City.
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entirely of wood, with pipes of bamboo. It was one of a pair built early
in the nineteenth century by Diego Cera, already mentioned as the maker
of the organ in the Recoletos Church in Manila, and was in working order
until comparatively recently. Its mate was sent as a present to the Queen
of Spain. A little beyond Las Pifias (16 kilometers, or about 10 miles,
from Manila) the road crosses the Zapote Bridge, around which sharp
fighting took place during both insurrections. Somewhat farther on (24
kilometers, or about 15 miles, out) , in the town of Kawit, formerly known
as Cavite Viejo (Old Cavite), is the home of General Emilio Aguinaldo, once
head of the short-lived insurrectionary government.

The main portion of the town of Cavite is built on a small curving
peninsula connected with the mainland by a narrow isthmus and causeway

;

the native name Kawit (a fishhook), of which the current one is a corrup-
tion, refers to its shape. At the landward end of the causeway is a small
monument to the "Thirteen Martyrs" who were put to death by the
Spanish (^vernment for participation in the insurrection of 1896.

The quaint little town contains such departments of the United States

Naval Station as have not been transferred to Olongapo, portions of the

ancient fortifications, and several fine old churches. Very early in the

Spanish regime it became a naval station and arsenal and was the place

where the annual galleon was fitted out for Acapulco. In the bay of

Cailacao, on the east side of the peninsula, lay the ships of the Spanish

fleet when Dewey made his approach on the historic May day of 1898. The
wrecks have all been raised and removed. In the suburb of Caiiacao, reached

by a road around the bay, is the United States Naval Hospital. Sangley

Point, the name of the sand spit which bounds the further side of the bay,

near the naval coaling station, recalls the fact that Cavite, even before the

coming of the Spaniards, was of importance as a trading place for the junks

of the Chinese ("Sangley"), which made periodical visits to Luzon.

The Province of Cavite, which extends in an easterly and southerly

direction from the town, is of much historic interest. Nearly all of it was

fought over again and again between 1896 and 1902 during the insurrec-

tions against the Spanish and American Governments. The railroad

extends from Noveleta, on the present line, to Naic, some twelve miles to the

southwest. The village of Temate, a barrio of the latter town, is of historic

interest in that it was founded by a colony of natives of the island of the

same name in the Moluccas, who had been converted to Catholicism and left

their home in company with the missionaries when it was conquered from

the Portuguese by the Protestant Dutch eai ly in the seventeenth century.

Pasig.—A very enjoyable trip can be taken to several points of interest

to the east and southeast of Manila, with the town of Pasig, capital of

the Province of Rizal, as a final objective.
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Bamboo organ al Las Pinas Ruined convent of Guadalupe

This place may be reached by three routes

:

(a) By an excellent carriage road, following the river most of the way
(12 kilometers or about 7i miles).

{b) By the Mariquina line of the Manila Railway Company (steam)
from Santa Mesa Station; six trains a day each way; time, about thirty
minutes; distance, 11 kilometers (about 7 miles) ; fare, first class, ¥=0.38,

second, f=0.30.

(c) By the Pasig line of the Manila Electric Railroad and Light Com-
pany; time, about an hour; cars every twenty minutes; fare, first class

It may also be reached by boats up the river, but, as there is no line
with a convenient schedule, this trip is best taken in connection with that
to Los Banos. The carriage road and electric car routes are the most
convenient to the intermediate points.

A little way beyond the city, the traveler passes, some distance from the
road to the right, the English cemetery; and, a little farther on, the town
of San Pedro Macati, in which there is an old church, scarred with marks of
the fighting of which it was the center during the insurrection. A short
distance beyond this, on a high hill overlooking the river, between the road
and the electric line, are the ruins of the great convent of Guadalupe, once
the finest in the Islands. This place is reached from the carriage road by
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a short but rather steep climb up the hill, while from the Guadalupe station

on the electric line it is a rough walk of about fifteen minutes. In either

case the visitor is well repaid for his trouble. The site is very typical

of those chosen by the European monastery builders, and commands fine

views in every direction. The building was begun in 1601 under the direc-

tion of the same Antonio Herrera who was mentioned in connection with

the Augustinian Church in Manila. For many years it was famous as

the shrine of the Virgin of Guadalupe, the original image of which was
brought from Spain. There was, too, a fine library with many relics and
manuscripts of great value. All of the latter, and all but the walls and

arches of the building itself, were destroyed by fire on the 19th of February,

1899, in the course of fighting between the American troops and insurgents.

The present condition of the ruin is unsatisfactory, for a dense growth of

vegetation fills every open space and obscures even recently made paths.

It can be explored, however, without danger or any great difficulty. The
two-story arched colonnade of the inner court is very fine, as are also the

round-arched windows of the chapel.

Beyond Guadalupe, at a distance of 10 kilometers (about 6^ mUes) from

the city, is the extensive tract which forms the military reservation of

Fort William McKinley. Th's possesses very complete buildings and quarters

of all kinds, in which are usually stationed a regiment of cavalry, two
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regiments of infantry, and several batteries of field artillery. The pic-

turesque stretch of rolling country, on which they are built, is intersected

by many fine roads.

A short distance beyond the fort both the road and the electric line, after

crossing the Pasig near its confluence with the Mariquina, enter the place

which takes its name from the former river. It is a typical and rather

favorable specimen of a moderate-sized provincial town, with its plaza,

its church and convent (large and dignified if somewhat out of repair), its

market, and its canal crossed by a high-arched stone bridge.

The Deposito and San Juan del Monte.—From the terminus of the car line

at the San Juan River (see p. 85) a start may conveniently be made, over
the road crossing the bridge, for a half-day's trip which will take in several

points of some interest in the district immediately east of the city limits.

At a distance of about 1 kilometer, or a little over half a mile, from the

bridge, on a hill to the left of the road, is the old powder magazine, which,
like so many other structures on the outskirts of Manila, figured in the
earlier fighting of the insurrection. Somewhat farther on the road forks.

The left-hand branch leads to the new distribution reservoir of the Manila
water system (dimensions, 764 by 509 by 20 feet; capacity, 50,000,000
gallons). The right-hand road ends at the old disused underground reser-

voir or "Deposito." The premises, with the large building which stands
over part of the reservoir, are now occupied by the Philippine Islands
Anti-Tuberculosis Society, which maintains here a sanitarium and camp.

If the tourist is on foot, he can conveniently return from here by the
path leading to the village of San Juan del Monte, where is an old church
with enormous buttresses against earthquakes. From here a road leads
through the village of San Felipe Neri to the bank of the Pasig opposite the
suburb of Santa Ana, whence, after crossing the river on a native banca
ferry, the street cars may be taken back to the city (see p. 78)

.

San Francisco del Monte.—From the terminus of the car line along Calle
Sangleyes (see p. 86), near the entrance to the Cementerio del Norte,
a foot and bridle path, sufllciently good in dry weather, leads over the
undulating country for a distance of about four miles, to the picturesque
and isolated village of San Francisco del Monte. Here is a ruined church and
convent, from the belfry of which a good view may be had over the
surrounding country. The courtyard of the convent is surrounded by a
well-built arcade, around the inside wall of which is a series of panels
inscribed with verses of gloomy religious poetry.

The north road and Malabon.—Several interesting trips may be taken due
north from the city by road (Calle Anloague) or by the street cars marked
"Malabon," "Caloocan," and "Maypajo." The town of Caloocan (about 7
kilometers, or some 4.^ miles, out) contains the grounds and buildings of
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the Manila Golf Club, and a church ruined during the insurrection. The
principal part of the town of Malabon (9 kilometers, or a little over 5.1 miles,

out) is built on the end of a long, narrow island, which parallels the shore

of the bay and is reached from it by an old Spanish bridge. Its church
is remarkable for its size and its nondescript architecture. The great

Grecian front and the Byzantine body, each rather fine in its way, even

though the latter is patched with galvanized iron, do not in the least

belong together. From the doors to the altar is fully two hundred feet.

The country in the vicinity is almost entirely cut up into salt pans and
ponds for the breeding of fish, an important local industry.

This trip may be further extended to Navotas, a fishing village on another

island lying beyond Malabon and reached from it by a banca ferry. It

is a poor and shabby town, but on the beach, across from the channel, may
be seen a typical and interesting collection of native fishing craft. Farther

down the same shore are the ruined walls of a convent in front of which,

along the water's edge, are the remains of a broad stone terrace, apparently

used as a sunset promenade.

By continuing along the main road north, beyond the point where the

Malabon road and the car line diverge from it, the traveler who chances

to be in Manila in the latter part of May can pay a visit to the interesting

fiesta at Obando, in the Province of Bulacan, about 18 kilometers (or some

11 miles), out from the city and 6^ miles from the car line. The festival

is held in honor of several saints, to one of whom numbers of childless

women may be seen praying for the gift of offspring. The main interest

for the casual traveler attaches to the extraordinary dances of certain

worshipers, approaching the performances of the whirling dervishes, and

to the lower-class holiday crowd thronging the booths in the churchyard.

The Bay.—A trip by launch or other craft around the bay is a common

form of sightseeing or picnicking, though there are no boats in regular use

for the purpose. The modern harbor defenses now being erected on

Carabao, Fraile (Friar), and Corregidor Islands may be seen at a distance.

Visitors are no longer allowed to land except on passes or by special arran-

gement with the military authorities. The trip may be extended to the

quarantine station at Mariveles on a pretty little harbor at the end of the

mountainous peninsula which forms the northwestern barrier of the bay.

Not far from here, on Sisiman Bay, an abattoir has been erected for the

slaughter of Australian cattle, which are to a great extent shut out of the

port of Manila proper by a rigid quarantine against animal diseases.

The trip across the bay to Cavite has already been referred to in this

chapter ; that to the coast of Bataan Province, consisting of the peninsula

on which the quarantine station is situated, is described later in connection

with the ascent of Mount Mariveles.
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Chapter III

THE MOST INTERESTING TRIPS FROM MANILA

HAT part of central Luzon which hes within a radius

of fifty or sixty miles of Manila contains a number of

places of great interest which can be easily reached in

trips of from one to four days from the city. A half

dozen such excursions, which include the chief places

of interest, are described in this chapter.

The Pasig River, the Lake of Bay, Los Baiios, and Pag-

sanjan.—One extremely interesting trip of three or more
days has as its objective several places on the southern

shore of the great Lake of Bay, usually known locally

by its Spanish name of Laguna de Bay. This shallow,

three-lobed sheet of fresh water is a natural curiosity

in itself, as a glance at the map will show. Its dimensions (25 by 30

miles, roughly) seem very great in comparison with its average depth

(mostly less than 20 feet) and its nearness to the sea (little more than

5 miles at the nearest point) . From its northwestern angle issues the

Pasig River, its sole outlet, which, after a tortuous course of 15 miles,

empties its waters, laden with masses of vivid green lake weed, into

Manila Bay. Though neither the lake nor the river will carry vessels of

great draft, it is easy to see, in view of the extensive coast line of the

former and the fertility of its shores, how important a factor it has been
in making Manila the commercial as well as the political capital of the
country.

The country about the river head and most of the western shore is low
and uninteresting; but the eastern verge, backed by the mountains that
form the spinal column of central Luzon, is very high and rugged, while
the southern is picturesque in the extreme—a strip of undulating, highly
cultivated country clothed with verdure vivid to a degree that is rarely
seen in temperate zones; and, behind, the skyline formed by the rugged
masses of Mounts Maquiling, San Cristobal, and Banajao.^ The scene
from a boat a few hundred yards out in the lake, especially just after
sunrise and just before sunset, is one of great beauty. Several square
miles of the southeastern shore, in the neighborhood of the towns of Pag-
sanjan and Paete, are covered with lotus, affording a treat to the traveler
who is fond of flowers. •

' .3,578, 5,288, and 7,066 feet, respectively.
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The trip to the lake towns may be made by the following routes

:

(a) By the small steamers run by T. R. Yangco, leaving the landing at
the foot of Calle San Jacinto (off the Escolta) every morning at 7 and
arriving at Los Barios about 1 p. m. and at Santa Cruz about 3.10; return-
ing, leave Santa Cruz at 6.15 a. m., arriving at Los Baiios about 8.30 and
at Manila at 1.50 p. m. There is one other boat each way per day, which
comes no farther down the river than Pasig, leaving there at 8.35 a. m.,

and returning from Santa Cruz in the evening. The fares, first class, are

:

Manila to Los Bahos or Santa Cruz, W ; Los Banos to Santa Cruz, f=0.50;

Pasig to Los Banos or Santa Cruz, P0.80. When there is sufficient water,

the boats go beyond Santa Cruz to Pagsanjan, the fare being ?0.20 to

¥=0.40 in addition to the amounts just mentioned.
The trip is for the most part interesting and the boats sufficiently com-

fortable, though decidedly slow. It is not improbable that there will

before long be established a faster line of boats covering the same ground,

but starting from the terminus of the Pasig car line.

(b) Over the Batangas and Santa Cruz lines of the Manila Railway
Company from Paco Station ; time, about two hours and a half ; distance,

to Los Bahos, 56 kilometers (about 35 miles) ; four trains each way per

day; fare, Paco to Los Baiios, first class, P3.08, second, ¥=2.10. The present

railhead is near the town of Magdalena; the traveler may proceed from
there to Santa Cruz and Pagsanjan over the road on foot or by carromata,

or may leave the train at Los Baiios and go on by boat. Work is being

pushed on the railroad and its completion may be expected in a few months.

(c) Before a very long time, with the completion of two or three un-

finished sections, an excellent carriage and automobile road, about 69

kilometers (some 43 miles) long, will be available through to Los Bahos,

going via Las Pinas, San Pedro Tunasan, and Calamba (part of the main

road south to Lucena).

If the trip is made by the water route, the traveler passes first between

portions of the city already described, getting an excellent view of the

river craft, from unwieldy cascos, painted with strange designs in colors,

and housing under their arched roofs of matting whole families, with

the indispensable adjuncts of bony dogs and gamecocks, all the way to

slender bancas, seemingly top-heavy with loads of green fodder or produce

and scantily clad boatmen wielding their queer shovel-shaped paddles. The

boat passes under the Ayala Bridge and past Convalecencia Island, and

then through the less thickly settled parts of the city, with low meadows

on either hand, varied by occasional patches of old Spanish suburban

mansions, whose high-walled back gardens stretch down to the river's

edge and connect with it by flights of moldering stone steps.

Once beyond the city limits at Santa Ana, the continual twists of the
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river reveal successive combinations of meadows, high banks fringed with

feathery bamboo, and here and there a village with its nipa houses and

its gray stone church embowered in groves of coconuts and mangoes.

The ruins of Guadalupe are seen on the right; and somewhat farther,

the town of Pasig is passed on the other side. About the end of the

second hour, the boat, twisting through a maze of canebrakes and bamboo
fish traps, emerges into the lake. From here the run to Los Banos is

mostly along the low western shore. There is a good dock at Los Banos,

but at Santa Cruz, the end of the route, there is at present no such con-

venience, and the shallow water near shore makes landing rather a

complicated process, in no way dangerous, but apt to be more entertaining

to the spectators than to the actors.

If the journey is made by the railroad route, the first dozen miles or

so is over an uninteresting country; but the remainder, parallel to and
occasionally in sight of the shore of the lake, takes the traveler through
a fertile and prosperous district, in which, at the proper seasons of the
year, the various operations of rice and sugar culture may be watched
from the car windows. A large part of this land belongs to the "friar
estates," purchased from the religious orders by the Government and
now for the most part passing into the hands of the tenants by sale on
the installment plan. At Alabang (23 kilometers, or about 14i miles out
by the road) is an important Government agricultural station and stock
farm, where work is being carried on in connection with the campaign
against rinderpest. Calamba (59 kilometers, or about 37 miles by the
road) is the birthplace of the Filipino author and patriot. Dr. Jose Rizal.
The site can be easily found, opposite the church and market place, though
the house is no longer standing. This is the junction point for travelers
to the lake towns. At Pansol, ten minutes beyond Calamba, there are
some curious hot and cold springs a few minutes walk from the station.

The next stop is Los Baiios, a small town which owes its name ("The
Baths") and its importance to the hot mineral springs, which abound in
the neighborhood and have been found to be of great medicinal value,
especially for the treatment of certain skin diseases and rheumatism.

Travelers may be accommodated at a hotel and sanitarium (with baths
in connection) conducted by a competent physician (prices, including
board, f^6 per day and 1*35 per week for single rooms, and 9=5 and ?30
when two occupy one room; single meals, 1*1.50; Turkish baths, PI) ; and
at the Hot Springs Hotel (prices for board and room 1*4 per day and
1*21 per week; rooms alone, 1*1.50 per day and 1*7 per week).

The springs have been known for a great length of time. Under the
patronage of the Franciscan friars, who had a church here and at one
time controlled the baths, the town was a much-frequented resort, and a
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hospital with pools and vapor rooms was built as far back as 1671. It
fell into decay during the nineteenth century, but under the present
regime has more than regained its old prestige. There has been a military
hospital here since the early days of American occupation.

On the hillside behind the town are the buildings of Camp Eldridge, a
small military post. In a ravine on the side of Mount Maquiling, at the
end of a rough fifty minutes' walk, is a picturesque waterfall much visited
by tourists. In the opposite direction, some two miles from the town by
a good road, and occupying an extremely picturesque site, are the farm
and buildings of the College of Agriculture of the University of the Phil-
ippines. This important institution, which forms the capstone of public
education in a calling which must for many years to come be the founda-
tion of the economic prosperity of the Islands, is comparatively young and
is still working on a modest scale. Permanent buildings have, however,
been recently completed, and preparations are being made for the installa-

tion of a combined irrigation and power plant.

When the railway line is completed, it will pass through several towns
beyond Los Banos and will be continued to the town of Pagsanjan; but
at present the latter has to be approached by the way of Santa Cruz, a
prosperous place in the midst of an important coconut-growing district

and the capital of the fertile Province of La Laguna. From here it is

about a half hour's ride, over a good road, to Pagsanjan. Just before

entering the latter village the traveler passes under a curious three-arched

gateway, which is crowned by two griffins bearing a grotesque resemblance
to the celebrated Cheshire Cat, the whole looking much like a burlesque

miniature of Napoleon's Arch of Triumph.
There are two small hotels at Pagsanjan, the rates at both being ¥=4 per

day.

The tov^m itself is picturesque and well kept, and an agreeable place

in which to get a glimpse of provincial life, but it is chiefly important

as the starting place for the remarkable gorge of the Pagsanjan River.

This trip is made in bancas or native dugout canoes, each carrying one

or two passengers and two boatmen. It takes about two hours each way.

There are numerous rapids to be passed, which furnish considerable excite-

ment, though there is very little real danger. The traveler, however,

should be dressed so as not to mind a thorough wetting from the spray.

The usual fare is about F3 per boat for the trip. The gorge proper is

reached at some little distance from the town. Its great picturesqueness

lies in the impression of vast depth and consequent gloominess produced

by the nearly perpendicular walls and the ratio which their height (300

to 400 feet) bears to the distance between them (about 100 feet). This

combines with the half light, the fantastic vistas revealed afresh by every
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twist in the river, and the mantles

of tropical vegetation, which al-

most conceal large portions of

the sheer rocks and cover the

haunts of many gaudily colored

kingfishers, to make a scene that

is not easily forgotten. The total

length is about 6 miles.

There are two large cascades

in the gorge, known respectively

as the Lower and Upper Falls.

The former is on the left-hand

side as the traveler ascends ; it is

not of great volume, but its con-

siderable height (about 100 feet)

and the unbroken reach of its fall-

ing water make it a sight of much
beauty. The Upper Fall is at the

point where the gorge comes to

an end in a large pool or well.

It is lower than the other (about

60 feet), but of greater volume.

Swimming in the pool near the

foot of the fall is decidedly dan-

gerous, and should be indulged in

only with great caution.

Either Santa Cruz or Magda-
lena,on the railroad, may be taken
as the starting point for the trip

to Majayjay (20 kilometers, or

about 12i miles, from the former
and 9 kilometers, or about 5^
miles, from the latter; the road
is kept in good condition). Near
Majayjay are the fine Botocan
Falls.

Antipole and the Mariquina Val-

ley.—To the east and northeast
of Manila and north of the Lake
of Bay are several points of in-

terest, which can be put into one
hard day's trip from the city, but
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are seen much more comfortably
in two separate excursions of a

day each. The Mariquina Valley,

which forms the center of this

district, extends in a northerly

direction from the towns of Pasig
and Taytay (on the northern shore

of the lake) for about 15 miles.

The river from which it takes its

name flows into the Pasig just

below the former town. It is

bounded by two nearly parallel

elevations, a row of low hills on

the west separating it from the

volcanic plain which stretches

down to the bay; while on the

east rises a range of much higher

and very picturesque mountains,

that form a part of the central

highlands of Luzon. The char-

acter of the soil and the influence

of the parallel mountains on the

rainfall make it a district of great

fertility; and several tropical

plants, such as the areca palm, a

species of breadfruit, and the

cacao, seldom seen in the im-

mediate vicinity of Manila, grow
here extensively. The scenery is

by far the prettiest to be found

anywhere so near the capital.

The valley may be reached (a)

by an excellent road, available for

autos all the way, a total distance

(to the reservoir at the head of the

valley) of 42 kilometers, or about

26 miles; (6) by the Mariquina

line of the Manila Railway Com-
pany from Santa Mesa Station,

which goes as far as the town of

Montalban (four trains each way
per day, three of which necessitate



a change at Pasig or Rosario; time, an hour and fifty minutes; distance, 31

kilometers, or about 20 miles; fare, first class, ?=1.56; second, Pi. 10; (c)

by the electric line to Pasig, and thence by (a) or (6). (d) Other possible

routes are from Pasig, in a banca, up the Mariquina River, giving glimpses

of some very pretty scenery; and, for fairly good walkers, that across

country on foot from the end of the Santa Mesa car line, taking the road

as far as the new distribution reservoir and thence the trail that follows the

line of the water main. From the point where this path crosses the top

of the western ridge, a fine panoramic view of the valley can be obtained.

From there it is necessary to walk to the river, where there is a banca

ferry which lands the traveler very near the town of San Mateo. The
total distance is about 12 miles.

So much of any of the first three of these routes as lies between Manila

and Pasig has already been described. Starting from the latter place, the

main road turns up the valley a short distance from the village of Rosario.

Then it traverses the towns of Mariquina, the most important in the valley,

and San Mateo, noteworthy to Americans as the place near which, in De-
cember, 1899, General Henry W. Lawton was killed while leading the

advance of the American troops into this district from Manila. The spot

is marked by a monument.
The railroad comes to an end at the next station, Montalban ("Alban

Mount"). From here it is about 4 miles by an excellent road to the head
of the fine gorge of the Mariquina, a section of which is occupied by the

reservoir and dam of the new Manila water system. The reservoir itself

is about 3,300 feet long and from 200 to 700 feet wide, and its depth
at the dam is 36 feet. Its capacity is 233,000,000 gallons. The present
average daily supply of water is 18,000,000 gallons, while the possible

maximum would be 25,000,000. The watershed has an area of more than
a hundred square miles. The dam is mainly of concrete. It is 36 feet

high from the bed of the river and the width of its base at that level

is 64 feet. The gorge itself presents a scene of much grandeur. The
peaks on either side are from 1,300 to 1,500 feet in height, and the path
for a considerable distance is hollowed out of the precipitous rock. Large
parts of the cliffs, the bowlders in the stream below, and the facing of the
dam itself are composed of a very hard white limestone, closely resembling
marble

;
and this feature gives a dash of color to the otherwise somber scene.

In order to visit the immediate neighborhood of the dam, the traveler
should procure a pass by applying in advance at the City Engineer's office

at the City Hall in Manila.

The interesting mountain village of Antipolo is perched on a cluster of
steep hills, at a height of some 900 feet, just east of the southern portion
of the Mariquina Valley.
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It may be reached by a train leaving the Mariquina line at Rosario, the
first station beyond Pasig, or by a steep road connecting with the main
highway of the valley near the same place (28 kilometers, or about 174
miles, from Manila)

; the road beyond Taytay is at present poor, but is soon
to be rebuilt. By the railway route there are, at ordinary times, four
trains each way per day. The distance from Santa Mesa is 28 kilometers
(about 17-i miles) ; the time, about an hour and thirty-five minutes; and
the fare, first class, P1.80; second, 1*=1.3.5. A hotel has been recently
opened near the railway station.

The railroad passes through the town of Taytay and thence to its des-
tination by a sinuous route with heavy grades, which represents as a
whole a considerable piece of engineering. It afi'ords many fine views
of deep valleys and rugged cliflFs and, at one point, of Manila Bay itself.

Just before reaching Antipolo, a fine waterfall is seen to the left of the
track. The trip over the carriage road takes the traveler through the
village of Cainta, a place of some interest because of the considerable
portion of its population that show distinct traces of Hindu blood, an
indelible memorial of the two years (1762-1764) when the conquering
British troops, largely Sepoys from Madras, were quartered in this and
the neighboring towns.

The village of Antipolo itself is a quaint place, whose streets, or rather

paths, run up and down at extraordinary angles and are practically im-

passable for horses. The usual means of transportation, other than
shank's mare, is in a rattan hammock, slung from a stout bamboo pole

and carried on the shoulders of two bearers—a form of locomotion other-

wise very rare in the Philippines.

The real importance of the place, however, lies in its possession of the

shrine of the most famous religious image in the Philippines, perhaps the

most famous anywhere outside of Europe and the other older Christian

countries. This image, "Nuestra Seiiora de Paz y Buenviaje" (Our Lady
of Peace and Prosperous Voyages), is preserved in the large church,

which, though not architecturally remarkable, forms a conspicuous object

from its perch on the great bare hill just above the village. The true

history of the image is interesting, but still more remarkable is the crust

of legend with which the facts have become overlaid. It was actually

brought to the Islands in 1626 by Juan Niiio de Tabora, who had just been

appointed Governor-General, and in 1672 It was removed to its present

home. According to the legends, which the curious will find recounted

at length in Foreman's Philippine Islands,^ the Virgin crossed the Pacific

eight or nine times, in addition to the original voyage, and, on each one,

calmed a tempest. On other occasions she is said to have descended and

' Ed. 1906, pp. 184-187.
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appeared among the branches of the antipolo or breadfruit tree (whence

the name of the present shrine), to have survived the roaring fire in

which the Chinese rebels cast her in 1639, and to have given the Spaniards

a complete victory over twelve Dutch warships off Mariveles

!

A visit to Antipolo is of interest at any time. The niche in which the

image stands, at the top of the great altar (itself a fine work of art with

much rich ornamentation of silver), is then closed in front, but the sacris-

tan will take visitors up by a back stair to a point where it can be easily

examined. In another place are kept the robes, liberally besprinkled with

diamonds; their value is variously stated, but must be enormous. The

town also contains several baths, with such names as the "Virgin's Bath"

and "St. Joseph's Bath." The stream from which they were, at least

originally, fed was reputed holy, and its water was for that season sup-

posed to have remarkable healing properties.

The place, however, is seen at its best during the great annual fiesta,

which lasts through a considerable part of April and May, but reaches its

climax on some Sunday in the early part of the latter month. Then great

pilgrimages are organized in Manila, and the usually quiet village displays

a strange mixture of pious fervor and keen appreciation of the financial

advantages to be derived from the presence of a crowd. Outside the church

doors the way is lined with sellers of candles and religious books and
pictures, while the actual village is completely eclipsed by a mushroom
town of bamboo and sauale booths, where may be found most of the simpler

delectations, whether for the eye, ear, or stomach, that are known at an
American beach resort. It is an admirable opportunity to see a Filipino

crowd of the better sort in two very different aspects—holiday-making
and practicing the forms of the faith that was inculcated in them by ten

generations of Spanish missionaries.

Taal Volcano.—Taal, the "cloud maker," as the natives of Batangas
speak of it, is perhaps the greatest scenic asset of the Philippine Islands.

Almost at the doors of Manila, it is easily reached with practically none of

the discomfort which a trip to nature's wild spots usually involves. How
long this island volcano has been smoking and travailing we do not know.
All the evidence points to the probability that it is now in its death throes

;

and that once, back somewhere in the geologic past, volcanic outbursts of
enormous magnitude disturbed the region about it.

Taal Volcano consists of an active crater near the center of a low island
not over 5i miles in its longest diameter. The whole is situated a little

west of the center of a lake about 17 miles long and 10^ miles wide, known
as Bombon ; and lies about 33 miles due south of Manila.

It may be reached from the capital by two routes, of which the best is

as follows: From Manila to Tanauan in the Province of Batangas by the
1102 1
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Batangas line of the Manila Railway Company (four trains a day, from
Paco station; running time, two hours and a half; distance, 63 kilometers

(about 40 miles) ; fare, first class, =t*3.40, second, P2.34). If the evening
train is taken, accommodations may be had at the Volcano Hotel at the rate

of P4 per day. From Tanauan to Banadero on the shore of the lake it is

about 7 miles, which can be covered by carromata or saddle horse accord-

ing to the state of the road (which is now generally bad, but is to be

rebuilt) in from one and a half to three hours. From Baiiadero a launch,

houseboat, rowboat, or banca is taken across the lake ; this stage of 8 miles

is performed in from one to three hours, according to the kind of boat and

the weather conditions. All facilities for the journey from Tanauan and

return will be provided for the lump sum of 1*20 by the proprietor of the

Volcano Hotel. This includes, besides the actual traveling expenses, meals

and lodging en route and guides and water carriers on the island. There

is no drinking water to be had there. For those who prefer to sleep on the

lake shore, in order to climb to the crater immediately after sunrise (that

being in many ways by far the best time), tents, cots, etc., will be provided.

In addition to this "personally conducted" trip, it is quite possible for the

traveler to go on his own account, at less cost and perhaps somewhat less

comfortably. If this is done, saddle horses may be had at Tanauan to go

to the lake one day and return the next, for about T5 per person; and a

boat may be had at the lake shore, on the same plan, for a lump sum of

about ¥=8.

The second route is from Manila to Lemery, the port at the mouth of

the Pansipit River, which forms the outlet of Lake Bombon, by the boats

of Florencio Tamate, sailing from the Muelle de la Industria, between

Calles Barcelona and Sevilla, every day at 3 p. m. and arriving at Lemery

between 1 and 3 the next morning; returning, leave Lemery at 7 p. m.,

arriving at Manila early the next morning; fare, first class with meals,

?=8.90 ; the boats are noncontract. From Lemery the route is by carromata

to San Nicolas over a poor road ; distance 6 kilometers, or about 4 miles

;

thence by small native boats to the island. There are no special facilities

for going by this route.

The present focus of activity on Volcano Island is in a huge crater,

lying in its center and now filled with hot water. It is approximately cir-

cular and its rim about a thousand feet above the lake level. There are a

number of dormant subsidiary and much smaller craters in other parts

of the island. The latter at present is treeless and has only a few patches

of grass. Previous to the great eruption of January, 1911, it had con-

siderable vegetation. There have been numerous eruptions within historic

times, the most important and destructive being those of 1680, 1716, 1731,

1749, and 1754.
[ 10.? ]
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Crater of Taal Volcano

The worst of these, however, was equaled, and probably eclipsed, by
that which took place early in 1911. Then, after a long interval, old Taal,

in a paroxysm of volcanic activity, showed that he was still lusty and
capable of making a huge disturbance. In addition to the steam which
had been coming from the crater more or less continuously, the volcano

began throwing out mud. This activity increased, and culminated in

a great explosion at about half past 2 on the morning of January 30.

The hot water, mud, and ashes completely devastated about 90 square
miles of country; while some mud and fine ashes fell over an area of

more than 800 square miles. Many villages were destroyed and the

official estimate of the dead was 1,335. The spasm of activity died away
until the volcano assumed again its normal state about February 8.

Since then it has been very quiet, though a small mud geyser has started

up along the old fault line which extends from Taal to the coast. This
is located on the beach at the village of Sinisian.

Before the eruption the floor of the crater stood about five feet above
the level of Lake Bombon.' In it were four prominent features : Two small

'The following description of the former state of the crater may not agree in all

details with others that the traveler will read or hear. Observers often contradicted
each other, especially as to the colors of the lakes. It is probable that these varied a
ffood deal from time to time.
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enjoy the beauties of the place. There are at present no regular boats

making the trip, and no accommodations on shore; but it is probable that

a rest house and other improvements will be undertaken in the near

future.

The interest of the place lies in the fine scenery along the coast and

in the unusual transparency of the water, which permits visitors, espe-

cially if glass-bottomed boats are at hand, to inspect at close quarters

the varied life which teems in the seas of this latitude. One eyewitness

has described this latter attraction as follows : "As we got into shallower

water (five or six fathoms) a marine garden of bewildering and exquisite

beauty spread itself beneath our eyes. It seemed as though nature had

here made special effort to crowd beneath a few acres of sea all of the

most entrancing wonders of the deep. There was coral, living and grow-

ing, of every design, color, and variety; some that looked like Scottish

heather, but more brilliant; some like juniper with winter frost sparking

on it ; some like leafless snow-clad trees ; some like enormous speckled

toadstools. There were thousands of plants, too, and no earthly garden
ever presented a wealthier or more gorgeous harmony of color; such a

garden it was as would be the despair of a horticulturist. Then gliding

hither and thither in this liquid Eden were myriads of wonderful fish

which outvied even the coral and the sea anemones in their variety and
richness of hue. Some were as large as good-sized lake trout, others no
bigger than minnows. Some were long and narrow, some stout, and
others flat. Some had tails like kites, others horns like unicorns. Some
were of a velvety peacock blue, with golden spots ; some semi-transparent,

with stripes of scarlet and emerald green ; and others of a rich chocolate

color with vivid belts of orange, crimson, and purple. Some were striped
like a tiger, others spotted like a pard. Some were green as grass, others
gold as a guinea, while still others had coats of pearly gray speckled with
a dozen difi'erent shades of red, green, and yellow! The scene was so
bewitching, so enthralling, that it would only have seemed fitting had our
eyes fallen on some lovely young mermaid reclining beneath a garlanded
terrace, or gliding out of one of the coral-walled grottoes

!"

The scenery about the shores is very fine; and only a few miles inland,
to the south, stands Mount Halcon, one of the highest peaks of the Islands
(8,504 feet)

. There are good camping grounds near the beach, and plenty
of fresh water ; and the facilities for sea bathing are excellent.

Mount Mariveles and the forests of Bataan.—Manila Bay, on its western
and northwestern sides, is separated from the China Sea without by the
heavily forested peninsula which forms the Province of Bataan. In the
midst of this rises the immense mass of Mount Mariveles (about 4,700
feet), which forms so conspicuous an object from the city when set off'

[106 1
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by the brilliant hues of the sunset sky. Though once an active volcano, its

sides are now clothed in verdure; and practically the whole of its slopes,
down to within a very short distance of the shore, are virgin tropical
jungles, through which a small number of Negritos are still scattered.

The best starting point for trips into this forest, whether for short
distances only or for the purpose of ascending the mountain, is the village
of Lamao, where the Government maintains an experimental farm. This
place may be reached by taking to Limay the small steamer of T. R.
Yangco, which leaves from the Muelle de la Industria on Tuesdays, Thurs-
days, and Sundays at 6.30 a. m. and arrives at Limay at 9.20; returning,
leaves Limay on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays at 10 a. m. ; fare,
first class, P0.80. From Limay to Lamao the route is along the shore
either in one of the native boats, which may be procured near the landing
(time, about an hour to an hour and a half) , or by a fair trail, a walk over
which will give a good idea of the forest as it is up to about a thousand
feet. Near the town of Limay itself is the sawmill of the Cadwallader-
Gibson Lumber Company.

Short walks along well-marked trails may be taken in a number of

directions from Lamao; and any of these will give good views of typical

bits of forest. Among the vegetable forms most likely to be seen are

the dense growths of the great bamboo known as cauayan, the great

dao trees with buttressed roots, the species of banyan called balete, and the

prickly tangles of bejuco, the rattan of commerce. There is not much
animal life in plain sight except ants, which are everywhere, often in

dense masses, and butterflies. Occasionally, however, a glimpse is caught

of a deer or a wild hog, or of a troop of monkeys. In the middle of the day

birds seem to be entirely wanting; but the early morning concerts dispel

this illusion. Leeches are plentiful and make imperative some stout

covering for the calves and ankles.

If the traveler makes the actual ascent of the mountain, it should be in

company with some one familiar with the trip, either as a companion or

as a guide. The trip takes from a day and a half to two days from Lamao
or Limay, the night being spent either at the point mentioned in the

description given below, or at the first peak. To the latter it is a walk of

six or seven hours. The remainder of the ascent and the return can be

made in one day. There are satisfactory camping places, but food and other

equipment must be taken with the party. The trail is fairly good, and

the climb not excessively hard. The following details, condensed from an

account by a representative of the Bureau of Forestry, will probably be

of some interest and assistance.

"The forest on the slopes of the mountain up to an altitude of 2,200

feet, while presenting various aspects, is not much different from that
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at the base. The trail up the mountain passes along a ridge, with here

and there steep but short slopes, and leads through a tall forest the entire

distance. A suitable camping place beside a small stream can be found

at this altitude. It will be well to stay here over night, and prepare for

the next day's wonders.

"From this camp to the top of the first peak, 2,800 feet high, one passes

from the tall forest to the mountain-top forest. The trees become notice-

ably smaller, and orchids, ferns, mosses, and the like much more abundant.

Here one can obtain a view the like of which can hardly be duplicated

anywhere, for all three of what Agassiz termed the greatest wonders of

nature—the sea, the mountains, and the tropical forest—lie before him.

From this point two or three hours more will take one through ever-

changing scenes of luxuriant vegetation, to the first peak on the rim of

the extinct crater of the volcano. As the ascent is made, the mosses, ferns,

and orchids become more and more abundant, until the rocks and the limbs

and trunks of the short, scraggly trees are literally encrusted with many
varieties of them. Here blueberry and huckleberry bushes are supplanted

by trees bearing similar fruits, . . . and rhododendron bushes in full flower,

scenting the air with a sweet fragrance, are found at intervals. The trail

itself lies along a ridge so narrow in places and with such steep slopes on

each side that the wonder is that it stands at all. . . .

"Pitcher plants are within one's reach in many places along the route.

Beds of ferns with leaves like those of the may-apple cover sunny spots.

Climbing ferns with stems mottled like snakes, and other curiosities of

nature, are abundant. The view from the top surpasses even that at the

first peak. To the east lies the bay, with Manila and Cavite in the dis-

tance; to the south nestles Corregidor Island with the surf beating its

shores; beyond is the China Sea, dotted here and there with specks of

vessels bound to and from Hongkong or the provinces; to the north and
west is a semi-circle of forest-covered peaks, standing as sentinels guard-
ing the amphitheater-hke crater, whose steep slopes are densely covered
with vegetation, save for the bare scars, here and there, that mark the
places of recent land slips ; and to the northeast, about the head of Manila
Bay, lie the cultivated fields of rice and sugar cane, studded here and there
with the church steeples, that mark the sites of the towns.

"After a rest of an hour or two the return trip can be made, and the
town of Lamao reached before dark."

Subic Bay and Olongapo.—Tourists desirous of a short sea voyage, which
will take them some distance up the western coast of Luzon, and give
them a view of the fine Subic Bay, may make the trip to Olongapo, in the
Province of Zambales, where is located the principal United States navy-
yard of this part of the world.
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The trip may be made in the steamer of T. R. Yangco, which leaves the
Muelle de la Industria at 7 on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday mornings
and arrives at Olongapo about 3.30 in the afternoon; returning, leaves
Olongapo at 9.10 p. m. and arrives at Manila shortly after 6 the next
morning ; fare, first class, f>=6.80.

There is one fair hotel (the White House) near the dock, and half a

dozen restaurants, run by Chinese, on the second street back from the

v^^ater front.

The only points of particular interest in or near Olongapo are the

United States naval station and the fortifications on Grande Island at the

entrance to the bay. To visit either of them permits from the military

or naval authorities are necessary, and the policy in regard to granting
these has varied somewhat. The floating dry dock Deivey, vv^hose voyage
from the United States was a matter of such public interest in 1906, is

now located here.

Sibul Springs.—This popular health resort in the eastern part of Bulacan
Province may be made the objective of a comfortable two-day trip from
Manila. The waters of the springs have enjoyed a considerable reputation

for a long time. They are "undoubtedly . . . valuable, . . . being very

beneficial in diseases of the intestinal tract, especially those of a chronic

catarrhal nature. . . . The baths, owing to the gases which the water con-

tains, are most refreshing, and apparently of considerable value as an aid

to the cure of the diseases for which the water is prescribed." ^

The place is reached via the station of San Miguel de Mayumo on the

Cabanatuan branch of the Manila Railway Company, leaving the main

line at Bigaa; time (from Tondo Station), about two hours and three

quarters ; distance, 70 kilometers (or about 44 miles) ; fare, first class,

P3.72, second, ?^2.58. From the station to the springs it is 13 kilometers

(about 8 miles), by a good road. Automobiles are nearly always avail-

able at the rate of P=l per passenger for the trip; and good carromatas

may always be had for T2. At the springs there are the International,

the Sibul, and the Shelbourne hotels, all fronting on the main plaza, and

all charging rates of from P4 to P5 per day. There are eight private and

four public baths ; the charge at the latter is PO.IO for each person. Al-

though it is so easily reached from Manila, Sibul Springs is on the border

of an extensive tract of sparsely inhabited country, running northward

into the Province of Nueva Ecija, and eastward to the cordillera of central

Luzon. It is, therefore, possible for the visitor, without any very great exer-

tions, to see some fine bits of tropical scenery and to reach locahties where

such game as deer, wild boar, and jungle fowl are reasonably plentiful.

'Annual Report of the Bureau of Health for the Philippine Islands for the fiscal

year 1907-8, page 20.
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Chapter IV

BAGUIO. THE MOUNTAIN PROVINCE, AND THE WAY THITHER

HE policy, well established in the past two years, of

moving a large part of the administrative and clerical

force of the Government away from Manila during

three or four of the hottest months, has brought into

prominence and made very accessible the summer
capital at Baguio; and, indirectly, has done the same

for other parts of the great Mountain Province.

This latter embraces nearly the whole of the

central mountainous region of northern Luzon. It is

more or less divided by natural barriers into distinct

districts, some of which are still rather inaccessible.

The main unifying feature is the general character of

the population, all but a small fraction of which are "non-Christian
;"

though, in a narrower sense these peoples are very far from homogeneous,

for they are split up into several tribes, having very diverse customs, and

speaking an indefinitely large number of dialects. The total population is

something over 400,000. The province is administered under a special

system of government with its center at Bontoc, and the territory is divided

into seven subprovinces, each with an American lieutenant-governor and
a small force of Constabulary, for the most part recruited from among the

inhabitants of the locality itself. The system of local government is very

simple, adapted to the primitive character of the people, and the admin-
istration is based as far as possible on tribal customs.

Though the civil condition of this territory (much of which the Spanish
Government hardly made even a pretext of controlling) is by no means
yet perfect, still what has been done constitutes an achievement of no
mean order. Head-hunting, once the chief end of existence for most of

the tribes, is in many districts entirely a thing of the past, and has every-

where been reduced to a minimum. Where, less than half a decade ago,

the men of one village hardly dared to venture into the next valley, at the
present time parties of Ifugaos and other outlying tribesmen travel without
fear to Bontoc and Baguio ; and it seems but a question of a very moderate
lapse of time before a veritable pax Americana will have settled perma-
nently upon this long-vexed country. Over any of the routes described
below a traveler can now pass alone and unarmed, with no difficulties other
than such as might arise from unfamiliarity with the country and ignorance
of the native dialects.
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The trip to Baguio.—The summer capital of Baguio is situated in the

southwestern corner of this great province and near the center of the

subprovince of Benguet, of which it is the capital. It is about 163 miles

from Manila by the most-traveled route. This is by rail from Manila to

Camp One and by automobile from Camp One to Baguio. Trains leave

Tondo Station every morning at 6.25, arriving at Camp One (fare, PlO.60,

first class; ?7.33, second) soon after 3 in the afternoon, with a change

at San Fabian. Automobiles leave Camp One shortly afterwards and

arrive in Baguio about 5.30 (regular fare P6, first or second class). The

return automobile leaves Baguio at 8 a. m., meeting the train which starts

from Camp One at 10.13 and sets the passenger down in Manila at 7 in

the evening. During the "season" (from about the 1st of March to the

1st of July) special trains, starting later in the morning from Manila and

arriving there earlier, run twice a week, without change to Baguio. They

connect with the regular automobiles. A night train is also usually run

for the benefit of "week-enders," starting from Manila about 10 p. m. on

Friday, and connecting with an automobile which deposits the passenger

in Baguio about 8.30 the next morning (fare, for the train alone, ¥=15.90,

first class; no second-class rate) ; for the return trip the automobile leaves

Baguio about 7.30 on Sunday evening and connects with the train which

leaves Camp One at 10 and arrives in Manila early the following morning.

The accommodations on this night train are not very up to date, but it is

cooler than the day trip. During this period round-trip tickets allowing

a stop-over in Baguio for any portion of the season, and covering both rail-

road and automobile fares, are sold at a reduced rate (P27.90, first class

;

f^23, second). They are not good on the night trains. As has been

before remarked, passengers should be thoroughly prepared for this

journey, if it is to be made with any approach to comfort. At present iced

beverages are sold at San Fernando (Pampanga), Tarlac, San Fabian,

and one or two smaller places; and there is a fair lunch counter at the

first named (reached by the regular trains at 8.40). In view of the

constantly increasing travel over this route, it is much to be hoped and

now seems probable that improvements as to speed and comfort will be

made in the course of the next season or two. Baggage on the trains is

handled as already described in the general remarks on "Baggage;" on

the automobiles the maximum quantity that may be carried free is two

pieces of hand baggage of a total weight of not more than 25 kilos (about

55 pounds). This might include, however, a light steamer trunk. All

other baggage is charged for at regular rates. Owing to the damage done

by the severe typhoon of July, 1911, that portion of this route beyond the

northern terminus of the railroad is in an unsettled condition; and the

facilities for transportation over it are somewhat liable to change.
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The railway route from Manila passes for nearly the whole distance

through the great valley of central Luzon, watered by the Pampanga River

in the south and by the Agno in the north, and comprising the fertile

Provinces of Bulacan, Pampanga, Tarlac, and Pangasinan. On the western

horizon, for most of the distance, may be seen the Zambales Mountains,

that separate the valley from the thin strip of coast along the China Sea

;

while to the east the level floor stretches without visible boundary, for the

actual eastern limit, the cordillera of central Luzon, is beyond the reach

of the eye.

In the course of the trip the following places of more or less interest are

seen or passed. Caloocan has already been mentioned. Polo is the nearest

point by any rapid transit route to Obando (a short mile from the station

by a good road ; see p. 93) . Marilao contains mineral baths of considerable
local reputation. Bigaa (27 kilometers, about 19 miles, out) is the point

of change for the branch line to San Miguel de Mayumo (the station for

Sibul Springs; see p. 109) and to Cabanatuan in Nueva Ecija Province.
Some miles beyond is Malolos, the capital of Bulacan and the seat for a

few months of the short-lived insurrectionary government of 1899. There
are few existing relics of its former dignity. At Calumpit the train crosses
the Rio Grande de Pampanga, the third most important river in Luzon.
San Fernando, a good-sized and very pleasant town, is the capital of the
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Province of Pampanga, the home of the interesting Pampangan people,

and the point of change for the branch line to Floridablanca, in the forests

near which are some wandering groups of Negritos. Some eight or nine

miles to the south lies the town of Macabebe, the chief place from which

the Pampangan soldiers have always been drawn and well known in the

United States a decade ago as a descriptive epithet for Philippine Scouts.

Angeles is the point of change for the branch line to Camp Stotsenburg, an

important cavalry post, at the foot of the Zambales Range. At San Miguel

(Tarlac) may be seen some portions of a large modern irrigation system,

which will supply the neighboring country, especially the large estate of the

Tabacalera Company. All of this section is composed of flat and fairly

fertile agricultural land, but suffers from a badly distributed rainfall, which

inundates it at one season and leaves it parched the next. For most of

the distance so far there can be seen on the east the curious isolated, dome-

shaped Mount Arayat, which, though more than 3,300 feet in height, rises,

with scarcely a vestige of foothills, directly from the plain. Around it

cluster numerous legends of the Pampangan people. Paniqui, in Tarlac

Province, is the point of change for the Agno Valley branch, which in

about a year will be completed to Tayug, referred to subsequently as the

lowland terminus of the Padre Juan Villaverde Trail from Bayombong.

Some miles beyond it the train crosses the Agno, the second river of Luzon,

M : [ 113 1
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and reaches Bayambang, which is the station for Camp Gregg, an army post.

Dagupan, on Lingayen Gulf, was long the northern terminus of the railroad

and is still a commercial center of some importance. It is an unprepossess-

ing town, but from it the traveler may go by a splendid road (such as

this province is noted for) to Lingayen, the capital of Pangasinan, a very

pleasant town with a considerable foreign colony ; distance, 13 kilometers

(about 8 miles) ; an automobile makes the trip. San Fabian, two stations

beyond Dagupan, is the point of change (on the regular trains) for Camp
One.

In this unimportant village the traveler is transferred to powerful

automobiles, and makes the remainder of the trip over the celebrated

Benguet Road. This remarkable feat of engineering runs for the greater

part of the distance through the canyon of the Bued River, following the

stream on a shelf hevm out of the rock at varying heights and crossing

several times from one side of the gorge to the other. The scenery is

extraordinarily wild and picturesque, and there are several very fine

waterfalls. That portion passing over the site of the enormous dam,
which was formed during the recent typhoon by simultaneous terrific

slides from the mountains on either side, and which, for a couple of hours,

completely held back the flow of the river, at a time when the rain was
falling at the rate of an inch and a half an hour, is of especial interest.

When this great natural dam finally broke, a veritable avalanche of trees

and enormous rocks rushed doviTi the canyon, driven by the fury of the

released flood and sweeping everything before it. At one point may be

seen a great steel bridge, tangled into a snarl as if its beams had been made
of fishline and tossed aside upon a sandbar, where it is likely to remain
for a century as an evidence of the fury of this unprecedented storm.

Some miles from Camp One the road ascends rapidly in a complicated

series of six switchbacks, known as the "Zigzag," and rises no less than
900 feet in a lineal distance of 2i miles. At the upper end of this the

traveler is in the pine country of Benguet and before long is set down in

Baguio.

There has now been opened up another line of communication with
Baguio, which gives unusual opportunities to enjoy a combination of

magnificent tropical vegetation, beautiful mountain scenery, and frequent
views of the sea. Justly famous as are the vistas on the line of the
Benguet Road, many consider those along the road connecting Naguilian,

in the Province of La Union, with Baguio to be equal or superior. The
former place may be reached in two ways

:

(a) By steamer from Manila to San Fernando, the capital of La Union
Province. There are contract steamers every week, and non-contract at

varying intervals ; fare, first class, 1*18.20 ; time, 20 to 24 hours. At San
I
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Fernando there is a satisfactory hotel, with an excellent livery stable in

connection, conducted by an American. The trip from San Fernando to

Naguilian (16 kilometers, or about 10 miles) is made in carromatas, which
,

,

may be secured at ?=8 for the trip. The proprietor of the hotel also i I

provides for the transportation of baggage. The road from San Fernando
to Bauang is part of the admirable level road which runs up the northwest
coast of Luzon to the Ilocos Provinces ; from Bauang it has recently been
rebuilt over the route of an old trail.

(b) By the regular train from Manila mentioned above, which reaches
Aringay, the present northern terminus of the railroad (to be extended in a

year or so to San Fernando), at 3.14 p. m. (fare, P11.02, first class; ?7.61,

second). From here the trip to Naguilian may be made by carromata
in about three hours. These vehicles may be secured by telegraphing the

proprietor of the hotel at San Fernando. The train leaves Aringay for

the return trip to Manila at 10.08 a. m. From Aringay to San Fernando
there is an excellent road (distance, 25 kilometers, or about 15i miles) ;

and the former town will also be the junction for the railroad to Baguio, for

which contracts and preliminary surveys have already been made.

At Naguilian accommodations may be had at the house of the justice

of the peace or in a good lodging house conducted by a Chinaman. Baggage

may be sent from Naguilian to Baguio in carts, which travel in the river

bed as far as the foothills at Ripsuan and thence over an excellent cart

road to Baguio. Travelers go on horseback over a good trail to Ripsuan

and thence to Baguio over the cart road. The distance from Naguilian

to Baguio is 44 kilometers (about 27i miles) and the trip can be made

comfortably in eight hours. One may stop for luncheon at Palali Camp,

where the subprovince of Benguet conducts a good rest house fitted with

beds, blankets, etc., and furnishes meals at Tl each. Palah is 3,000 feet

above sea level in the midst of a beautiful tropical forest, and those who

desire to break the trip at this point can be made very comfortable in

the rest house, while those who wish to reach Baguio in one day can readily

ride through from Palali in four hours.

The Hotel Pines of Baguio maintains a livery stable at Naguilian.

Saddle horses may be arranged for in advance by telegraphing "Williams,

Naguilian." Carts or Igorot carriers for transporting baggage, or for

carrying persons who prefer to ride in sedan chairs, can be obtained by

applying to or wiring the Naguilian agent of the Benguet Commercial Com-

pany; his telegraph address is "Become, Naguilian."

Baguio.—The summer capital covers an extensive tract of hilly land at

an altitude of about 4,700 feet. The air is so much cooler than in the

lowlands that it has a distinctly invigorating effect from the moment of

arrival. The temperature, except in the sun at midday, when it is like
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Igorot Warrior in his native garb Same man as a Constabulary soldier

a warm day in June or September, suggests late October or early November
in the northern United States. Wood fires, for which the fuel is cheap

and plentiful, are very welcome toward nightfall, and two or three blankets

are necessary throughout the year. The best season is from November
till March or April. But the latter month, with May and often June, is

characterized by crisp and clear mornings with more or less rain in the

afternoon. From June to October the rainfall is heavy, although even

then the forenoons are almost always bright and clear. The mean annual

rainfall, about 146 inches, is greater than that in any part of the United
States, the nearest equivalent being at Newport, Oregon (136.3 inches).

In spite of this fact, the climate of Baguio has proved very beneficial to

tuberculosis patients.

There are two hotels in Baguio—the Pines, on Governor Pack Road,
near the automobile station, and the Baguio, at the other end of the town
near the municipal building. Both have the same rates, ¥=120 per month
and upward. The livery stables attached to the above-mentioned hotels

furnish calesas for T2 per hour; saddles horses (Australian or American)

,

PI ; and saddle ponies, P0.50, with lower rates when they are hired by the

day. The ponies vary greatly, and are much better at the beginning
of the season than later on. There is a considerable mileage of excellent

metaled roads and a still larger one of trails and bridle paths. The

i il
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Observalory on Mount Mirador, Baguio Tree fen

former are always good, but the latter get decidedly sticky after a period

of rain. Both are built almost entirely with very easy grades (6 per cent

or less)

.

The country in and around Baguio is extremely picturesque and varied

in outline. The soil is of red clay, interspersed with crumbling red, yellow,

and gray rock, and thinly covered with coarse grass, runos,^ and ferns.

The only very common trees are the pines, which, singly or in groves, form

the most characteristic feature of the landscape. In the damper places

occur good specimens of the beautiful and uncanny tree fern. Much finer

examples of this, however, are found in the mossy forests which cover the

mountains above 5,000 feet, and are there mingled with live oaks and a

chaotic tangle of creeping vegetation. The vistas of the valleys thus

clothed, when seen in full sunlight, seem to give new meaning to the

hackneyed epithet "smiling."

The city of Baguio is being built up on a plan prepared by Mr. D. H.

Burnham, the famous architect, who did a like service for Manila. It is

roughly divided into two sections—that of Government buildings and

residences, and that devoted to trade. The wonderful natural features

of the location have been skillfully taken advantage of for park purposes

and landscape gardening. One of the most striking features to the ne^--

' A very coarse grass or small cane, with long: spear-like leaves.
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comer is the presence of the Igorots, the men in the "gee-string," some-

times with jackets and headbands, and the women in a very picturesque

costume, suggesting at once those of the Highlands and of certain Indian

tribes.

Such buildings and places of interest as there are within the town
itself will probably be discovered by the visitor with little difficulty. It

is almost impossible to describe their location, owing to the circuitous

nature of the roads. A hst of them would include the Luneta and the

neighboring mess hall, Government Center, the market, with its section

devoted to the sale of dogs to the Igorots for food (best seen on Sunday
mornings) , the municipal building, the Constabulary School, the hospital,

the North and South Drives, the Mansion House (the official residence

of the Governor-General), the Country Club, with its very good golf links,

the polo field, the Outlook Drive, Gibraltar Hill, and Topside, the private

residence of the present Governor-General. A reservation of 60 acres,

adjoining the polo field, has been set apart by the President of the United
States for a naval hospital, and plans for the buildings are in course of

preparation.

Trips out of Baguio.—In the environs of Baguio, at varying distances,

there are many points of interest to the tourist, a few of which can be
reached by wheeled vehicles, though in the case of most of them it is

necessary to choose between saddle and shoe leather. The most important
of these are described below. The distances given are the official measure-
ments from the municipal building. Allowance for the fact that this is

nearly a mile from the end of the town containing the post-office and the
Hotel Pines should be made where necessary.

Camp John Hay.—This beautifully situated army post, which is really

a part of the town, is reached by following Session Road southward from
Government Center to the little open space known as Military Corners;
and thence via Sheridan Drive, which runs over the hill between the
ornamental gateposts (total distance, 4 kilometers, or about 2i miles).
The reservation covers a great extent of ground and is beautifully laid
out, with fine carriage roads. The views from any point of the path along
the edge of the southeastern ridge by the officers' quarters and the house
of the Commanding General of the Division are very fine. The main road
continues round and runs into the Country Club Road through a pretty
bit of park. This post is the recognized sanitarium of the Division of the
Philippines, though the number of troops permanently quartered here
is small.

Major mines.—Quartermaster's Road, which starts at Military Corners,
leads downward by a circuitous route, past the ice plant and the quarter-
master's corral, to the Major mines, one of the several places in this
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neighborhood where the gold veins of Benguet are being tapped. A
branch of this road, known as the Kias Trail, ultimately comes out at

Camp Four on the latter highway. There is a good horse trail for the
first few miles with a fair grade ; thence conditions underfoot are uncertain.

The distance to the mines is 8 kilometers, or about 5 miles.

Mount Mirador.—This high hill, crowned with a large building and lying

almost due west from Baguio, is reached via the road passing back of the
municipal building. It is 3 kilometers, or about IJ miles, to the top. The
distance can be considerably reduced by taking the plainly marked but
steeper foot path. The regular road is easy for horses, but it is not

a long walk. Though so conspicuous from almost all parts of Baguio,
Mirador is not very much higher than the townsite (4,969 feet) . Its inter-

est is due to the large observatory of the Weather Bureau, where visitors

are admitted at all times (though preferably during office hours) to see the

many delicate instruments at work ; and to the fact that, situated as it is

on the extreme edge of the great central mountain mass of Luzon, the

view through the gap on the west takes in, on a clear day, a large part of

the coastal plain, Lingayen Gulf, and even the China Sea.

Trinidad Valley.—This pretty circular valley, occupying what was once

the bed of a lake, lies about three miles east of the town. It is reached by

a good carriage road, which makes a large loop, following the contour

of the. old lake shore. A short distance from the fork where the loop

begins, on the right-hand road (5 kilometers, or about 3 miles, out), is the

experimental farm of the Bureau of Agriculture, where interesting and

successful experiments are being conducted in the acclimating of temperate

fruits and vegetables. Sales are made to the public on the ground or for

delivery. Shortly beyond this is the village of La Trinidad, the capital

of the province in Spanish times. The road to the right from this point

connects with the Mountain Trail (which extends through the subprovinces

of Benguet, Lepanto, Bontoc, and Kalinga, and is a part of the main line

of communication with the north) and with the trail to the Agno Valley.

The left-hand road continues around the valley, passing the entrance to

the Stock Farm (7^ kilometers, or about 5 miles, out), where experiments

are being made in the improvement of native horses and cattle by breeding

with high-grade foreign animals. To the left of the Trinidad Road, just

past the bridge at the foot of the first long hill, is the road leading to the

industrial mission school of the Episcopal Church, generally referred to

locally as "Mrs. Hargreaves' School." Specimens of the pupils' handiwork

are usually on sale. The pretty expanse of lowland, below the school and

to the left of the road, is the Whitmarsh Valley.

Sua.—This valley is reached by the Bua Road from the end of the North

Drive. There is a good carriage road for some distance, and for the rest
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of the way a good horse trail (distance, 10 kilometers, or about 6i miles).

The main point of interest is the very successful industrial school for

Igorot girls, long conducted by Mrs. Alice M. Kelly, and generally known
by her name. This institution, however, will be moved during the present

year to Baguio, where substantial new buildings are being erected for it.

About 2^ miles beyond the school, by a road that dips rapidly down into

a very pretty valley, is the Igorot village of Antamok. The Benguet Con-

solidated Mining Company has here a gold mine and washing plant, at

present in regular operation. The road turning sharply off to the left,

about 7 kilometers out, goes through a very picturesque valley to the plant

of the Headwaters Mining Company, the largest and most complete in

this district.

Mount Santo Tomas.—The highest peak of this mountain is 7,429 feet

above sea level. It is reached by a fair horse trail, which starts from
Legarda Road in the southwestern part of the town. The ascent takes

about four hours and the descent about three. There is a fair rest house

in a clearing about an hour from the top and a very good one, with a

caretaker, just below and within 200 yards of the summit. The trip is

best planned in such a way as to spend the night at the latter place, thus

getting the view from the summit at sunrise. This view at its best is

very fine, taking in the coastal plain from San Fernando to Cape Bolinao,

the whole of Lingayen Gulf, and a great stretch of the open sea. Drink-

ing water, food, and blankets will be supplied at the rest house during

the coming season. The trail as a whole is good, but there are a few
heavy grades that have to be taken easily.

Haight's Place.—This extremely interesting trip of 56 kilometers (about

36 miles) has for its objective the homestead established by Mr. G. F.

Haight at an altitude of about 8,000 feet. The journey, as far as a point

just beyond the fiftieth kilometer post, is over the Mountain Trail, the main
thoroughfare of this part of the mountains, and the remainder over a side

trail. The road is excellent for horses all the way, and the scenery is very
fine. There is a good rest house, with a caretaker, at the thirtieth kilo-

meter post (about 19 miles out; altitude, 5,728 feet). Haight's Place
itself has good accommodations for about fifteen guests, with excellent

meals, at the rate of ¥=4 per day. It is an admirable place for a rest in an
invigorating and healthful spot. There is a magnificent mountain view
from a peak within a few minutes' walk of the house, the vegetation is

wonderful, and there is the successful garden, sawmill, etc., that the
proprietor has established. The trip is most comfortably made in four
or five days, but it is quite possible to do it in less.

At the start there is an alternative route via what is known as the
Pakdal Trail, which begins at the four corners near the end of the North
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Drive and joins the main route about 12 kilometers out. Some distance

beyond this point the trail to Ambuklao and the Agno Valley branches off

to the right. It strikes and crosses the river at Ambuklao, and goes thence

up the valley, which in places becomes a canyon, to Bokod (about 35 miles

from Baguio), Daklan, Kabayan (about 50 miles), Bugias (about 65 miles),

and Loo, shortly beyond which it joins the Mountain Trail again. From
Bugias a trail is being built into the Ifugao country. This trip affords the

traveler some fine views and many interesting glimpses of Igorot life.

Most of the trail is in good condition, though there is one bad hill between

Daklan and Kabayan.
The Mountain Province outside Baguio.—Some portions of the Mountain

Province outside of Baguio are still inaccessible to the ordinary traveler,

but there are a number of places of much interest connected with the

summer capital by good trails with easy grades that can be reached without

difficulty by anyone who is in sufficiently good condition to ride or walk

for two or three days running and has from one to four weeks at his dis-

posal. If these conditions can be met, the time and money spent will never

be regretted. There are more than a thousand miles of good horse trail

in the province. The traveler will be introduced to a district whose scen-

ery, while perhaps not usually sublime, ranks very high in respect of its

picturesque and rugged heights, its countless cascades, and its intricate

valleys, whether these are clothed with the somber and strangely untropical

pines or with the moist and tangled verdure of the mossy forest. He will

moreover have an opportunity to get, within a comparatively few days'

journey, glimpses of several primitive peoples, whom long isolation has

caused to develop cultures in many respects peculiar, and to whom a far-

sighted governmental policy has given civil order and good roads, without

the introduction pf those vicious features of a transitional civilization,

which are so often the melancholy result of opening up a country of

this kind.

The traveler in this section has inevitably to depend more or less upon

what he carries with him. Cargadores or porters for the baggage can

be secured practically everywhere. In most of the places mentioned horses

of a sort are to be had, but usually only for a day at a time. They can

not be absolutely relied upon, and should be engaged as far in advance as

possible. Such Americans and foreigners as are to be found will in-

variably assist travelers to the best of their ability. The natives are

almost always well-intentioned and hosp'table, but it is not very easy to

communicate with them. They rarely have any food to sell except rice,

chickens, and eggs, and their houses are not built to accommodate guests.

In practically every locality mentioned there is a comfortable rest house.

Some care should be exercised in the matter of keeping to the trail. There
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are no professional guides, but the

cargador generally serves this pur-

pose fairly well, and, where neces-

sary, the services of the local

policemen or polistas (inhabitants

of the lower class who serve as car-

gadores, etc.) may be availed of.

Ordinarily anywhere from 20 to

30 miles is a good day's journey,

but longer ones are occasionally

necessary. In any case the trav-

eler must be provided with a can-

teen or some similar vessel for

water, a few simple cooking uten-

sils, a moderate amount of extra

clothing, at least a small supply of

canned goods and condiments, and

two or more heavy blankets.

The most practicable route

from Baguio to the heart of the

mountains is via the Mountain

Trail, the itinerary for the first 60

kilometers being the same as that

for the trip to Haight's Place.

This latter is frequently availed of

as a stopping place for the second

night. The main trail can be re-

gained beyond it by a short ride of

a kilometer or two. There is also

a regular rest house at the sixtieth

kilometer post, where the second

night may be spent by those who
do not wish to make the detour.

From here it is a fairly hard

day's trip of about 24i miles to

Suyoc (99 kilometers out; altitude,

5,400 feet) , with magnificent

mountain views on the way.

There is a rest house at the eighty-

eighth kilometer post for those

who do not wish to go so far. At
Suyoc travelers are accommodated
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at two road houses, or small inns,

kept by Americans. A little way
from the town is the richest cop-

per deposit in the Islands, operated

by the Mancayan Copper Com-
pany. There is also some gold

mined in the neighborhood, and
specimens of the fine native pot-

tery are to be had. From Suyoc
it is approximately 20 miles to

Cervantes, the capital of this part

of the mountain country during
the Spanish regime and now the

seat of government of the sub-

province of Lepanto (altitude,

1,260 feet) . The scenery of this

portion of the journey is tame;
there is one river, unbridged,
which is likely to make trouble in

the rainy season. There is an old

church and convent in Cervantes,

but on the whole little to see. Ac-
commodations may be had at a

small hotel kept by an American
(rate, !P=4 per day) . At this point

the trail from Baguio is joined by
the cart road from Tagudin, the

capital of the subprovince of Am-
burayan and the seaport of the

Mountain Province.

Tagudin is 64 kilometers

(about 40 miles) distant from Cer-

vantes, and the scenery along the

route is very fine. There are pro-

vincial road houses, where food

may be secured at the rate of

?0.75 a meal, at Naiba (18 kilo-

meters, or about 11 miles, from
Cervantes) and Kuskusnong (47

kilometers, or about 29 miles).

The journey may be broken at

either; it is ordinarily done in a
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day and a half. From Tagudin it is practicable to go by a road, excellent

except for the delay caused by ferries, to San Fernando in a day; the

distance is 47 kilometers (about 29i- miles) . The portion of the same road

running to the north is the main line of land communication with the

populous, but at present somewhat inaccessible, Provinces of Ilocos Norte

and Ilocos Sur, and, when completed, will furnish a fine automobile route

to the important towns of Vigan, Candon, Laoag, and others. There is also

a semi-weekly service of contract steamers between Tagudin and Manila;

time, about thirty-six hours; rate, first class, ^^19. 60; landing facilities,

poor.

From Cervantes to Bontoc there are, as is often the case in these

mountains, two routes, an old and a new trail. As might be expected, the

new one affords much easier traveling, having a grade of 4 per cent or

less practically all the way, while the old offers a finer series of landscapes,

but is steep and apt to be in bad order. Except during the heavier rains,

however, the latter is quite passable ; and, on account of its greater natural

beauty, is likely to be preferred by many. By the first of these routes

the distance is about 34 miles, and the journey may be broken at Guinsaden,

about halfway. The trip may be shortened to about 30 miles by taking

a short cut (in fair order) via Bauko (also about halfway) , where accom-
modation may be had with the Belgian priest, who conducts a mission

school. The distance by the old trail is about the same as by the new.

At Sagada (about 22 miles out by this route) travelers are accommodated
at the mission of the Episcopal Church, which has some fine buildings, a

sawmill, and a brick-making plant. About 5 miles before reaching Sagada
the trail passes through Bagnin, where a meal may be got from one of the

residents ; and, in the country about and between these two towns, numer-
ous rice terraces, some of the finest outside of the Ifugao country, are to

be found. The traveler who desires to visit Sagada but does not like the

old trail can cross over to the new after going thus far, but this is hardly
worth while, as all the hard climbing is then behind him.

Bontoc, the present capital of the Mountain Province (altitude, 3,000
feet) , is a good-sized town, attractively situated in a valley, and separated
from Samoqui by a river. There is a large and typical native village and
the American quarter, with some substantial brick Government buildings,

the most important of which are the provincial building, the hospital,

the Mountain Province penitentiary, and the Bontoc Club. The latter

accommodates transients, though at present its quarters are limited.
There is not now anything in the way of a regular hotel, but it is very
probable that one will before long be established. The buildings of the
Roman Catholic and Episcopal missions, especially the fine church of the
latter, are worth visiting.

^

/;
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From Bontoc it is about 34 miles, over a good trail which crosses the

Polls Range, amid fine scenery, at an altitude of 6,447 feet, to Banaue, in

the subprovince of Ifugao. The journey may be broken at Talubin (about

10 miles out) , where there is a good rest house, or at a point about forty

minutes' traveling beyond the summit of the Polls Pass (about 17 miles),

where another good rest house is under construction. The interesting

people who call themselves Ifugaos inhabit a large tract of country in the

southeastern portion of the Mountain Province, most of whose square

miles, like the acres of the Scotch nobleman's estate, stand up on end.

Though somewhat remote from the beaten track, a trip through it is well

worth the expenditure of a few days. It is unusually picturesque in its

natural features ; it is well provided with excellent trails and good rest

houses (here known as camarines) ; and the harassing problem of drinking

water is largely solved by the numerous springs.

The people are extremely interesting. Though more primitive than

those of Benguet in the matter of clothing, which is largely restricted with

the men to a clout, and with the women to a short kilt, they rank far above

their neighbors in physique, cleanliness, and industry. A very large num-

ber of discriminating observers have pronounced them the most promising

stock in the Islands. It is to their industry, forced on them no doubt by

the lack of level land and the comparatively dense population (about

125,000 in an area of less than 800 square miles), that is due the chief

single attraction of the country—the rice-terraces. These do not differ

in kind from those to be seen in a few districts elsewhere in the province,

but they far surpass them in the neatness with which the stone walls are

built, the engineering skill, really remarkable for such a people, with

which they are placed on almost inaccessible hillsides, the luxurious and

carefully tended crops which are grown on them, and, above all, their

enormous extent. In a trip completely across the country, and perhaps

covering 75 or 80 miles by the road, the traveler is rarely out of sight of a

terraced mountainside. In some places, such as the Banaue and Sapao

Valleys, they rise literally into the clouds, two hundred and fifty or three

hundred of them, with an average height of ten feet, one above the other,

until the eye loses count of the parallel lines. An American who resided

in the district for some years has calculated the total length of terrace walls

to be two and a half times the circumference of the globe.

Banaue, the first point of importance reached from Bontoc, is in many

respects the heart of the Ifugao country. There is, however, hardly any-

thing that can be called a town, since these people live almost entirely in

very small villages, or family communities, scattered among the rice fields.

A center like Banaue offers little to the traveler's eye that can not be

enjoyed at many points along the trail. Exception should be made, how-
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ever, of the view along the remarkably beautiful valley in which the settle-

ment lies, the opportunity to see the picturesque, stalwart, and barbaric-

looking Ifugao Constabulary soldiers, and the chance for a rest at the

comfortable Constabulary headquarters, where a limited number of visitors

are entertained at the rate of ^4 per day.

From this place there is a trail, excellent either for riding or walking,

to Quiangan, the present capital of the subprovince, a distance of ap-

proximately 23 miles, with a comfortable rest house about half way.

There are one or two rivers which can not be forded when the water is

high. The first (and worst) of these, the Ibulao, has a cable ferry.

In the course of this trip the traveler will see something of nearly everj-

feature that makes the Ifugao country worth visiting. At Quiangan

there are accommodations, similar to those at Banaue, at the Government

house, and there is somewhat more of a town. A new subprovincial

building and an industrial school are in course of erection, and there is a

Catholic mission in charge of a Belgian priest.

From Quiangan there are three courses open to the average traveler : To
return to Baguio over the same route ; to go back by the trail through the

Asin Valley to Bugias (see p. 121) , and thence by the Agno River route ; or

to go on to Bayombong, the capital of the Province of Nueva Vizcaya. This

last involves a journey of about 38 miles over a good trail, with stopping

places at Payaoan (about 19 miles out; rest house in charge of a Filipino

road foreman) and Bagabag (27 miles out), a good-sized Christian toviTi,

where accommodations can be secured with one of the residents. The
first part of this journey is over a shoulder of Mount Santo Domingo, with

some fine scenery, and then through a good specimen of a tropical forest;

the last portion is over the flat and rich prairies of Nueva Vizcaya.

The Province of Nueva Vizcaya occupies an extensive plain, which lies

at a general altitude of from 900 to 1,500 feet, and is surrounded on all

sides by mountains of considerable height. It has an evenly distributed

rainfall; is well watered, chiefly by the river system of which the Magat,
a tributary of the Cagayan, is the center ; and there are many square miles

of fine grazing country. This whole territory, however, is very isolated

;

and the only connection at present with the main route north from Manila
is by a horseback journey of two or three days over the mountains. Of
the small population (about 30,000) some four-fifths are civilized, being
partly members of two very small local stocks, the Gaddans and the

Isinays, and partly Ilocano immigrants; while the remainder are chiefly

Ilongots, members of a rude and intractable pagan tribe, who live for the

most part in the cordillera to the east. They are not likely to be seen by
the casual traveler, although their territory can be reached in half a day
from Dupax (17 miles south of Bayombong) over an excellent trail.
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Bayombong, the chief town of this province, is a very pleasant place with
wide, grass-grown streets and a good many comfortable looking houses.
The even rainfall makes for growth of vines, shrubs, and flowers to a
degree of luxuriance unusual in Philippine towns. Though the place as
a whole has a somewhat stagnant appearance, there is little doubt that, :

j

with better communications, it would become the center of a prosperous
district. There is a small American colony, with one of whom travelers

can generally secure accommodations.
1

1 1

1

From Bayombong there is a choice of two main routes

:

'

'

'

'

(a) To Baguio by a trail which is fairly direct, but rough and un-

improved, and can not therefore be recommended. The following schedule

of hours for a jorney over it was contributed by a traveler: From Bayom-
bong to Bambangr, three hours ; Bambang to Salinas, two and a half ; Salinas

to Santa Cniz, four and a half; Santa Cruz to Pangpang, five and a half;

Pangpang to Inchipchip, four and a half; Inchipchip to Lusod, four; Lusod
to Pitican, three ; Pitican to Itogon, four ; Itogon to Baguio, three and a half.

It is probable that these are rather close estimates, and that it would be

better to allow a total of four days instead of the three that this schedule

represents. Fair accommodations may be had at the presidencia, or at

the house of a local official, at any of the above places, except Inchipchip

and Salinas. At the latter there are some interesting native salt works

and a remarkable salt spring. At Itogon it is necessary to ford the Agno

;

and great caution should be used about this in the rainy season.

(b) Via the Padre Juan Villaverde Trail over the mountains to Tayug
in Pangasinan Province. This is an interesting trip and ofi'ers no dif-

ficulty. The trail, which follows approximately the route surveyed by the

Spanish missionary priest after whom it was named, is kept in fair order.

There are a few steep hills. The first half of the journey is over the plain

of Nueva Vizcaya ; thence over a well-defined range into Pangasinan. The

stopping places are Bambang (8 miles), a considerable village; Aritao (18

miles), a similar but smaller village; Bone (22 miles), a village of Ilocano

immigrants; Santa Fe (32 miles), with a good rest house, but no town;

Imugan (39 miles), a small, but very picturesque, settlement of Benguet

Igorots in a beautiful valley; Nozu (53 miles), a fair rest house, with a

good spring (between these two latter the highest point of the trail, 4,600

feet, is passed) ; and San Nicolas (64 miles), the first town in Pangasinan;

from here it is only about 3 miles to Tayug, where there are good quarters i

j

in the house of a Spanish merchant. From the latter place the traveler has

the option of going dovim the Agno by boat to Rosales, to which place the

branch railroad (see p. 113) is just about completed, or to Bautista, on the Ij

main north line of the road, an interesting but tedious trip ; or of proceed-

ing over an excellent road to Dagupan (about 31 miles; see p. 114), either
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by carromata, horseback, or the automobile which makes a daily trip

between Tayug and Lingayen.

In addition to the main route described here, the traveler will learn of

many interesting variations and side trips, the feasibility of undertaking

which will depend on his purse, the length of his stay, and the state of his

muscles. Such are the trips to Lubuagan, capital of the subprovince of

Kalinga, and to Tabuk, which is only a day's ride from Tuguegarao, the

chief town of the Cagayan Valley. Lack of space forbids detailed descrip-

tions here, but they can easily be obtained on the ground.

No account of the Mountain Province of the Philippines or of any
similar territory should omit to call attention in the most emphatic rhanner

to the extremely important part which those portions of the Tropics situated

at high altitudes are already playing and are likely to play to an even

greater extent in the future in the civilization and economic advancement
of those hotter regions of the globe. The discovery that white men in

such climates need periodical relief from the unaccustomed temperature

was not, of course, made for the first time in the Philippines, or by
Americans; nor was it they who first realized that the desired change
could be secured to a very great extent by developing mountain resorts,

either primarily for recreation or as a location for the seat of Government
for at least a portion of the year. A number exist outside of the Philip-

pines, of which Simla, in India, is undoubtedly the best known, though
Buitenzorg, in Java, is probably the oldest. Americans in the Philippines,

however, are fairly to be credited with seizing the idea at a very early

stage of their work and of carrying it out on a comprehensive scale. In

the pine country of the subprovince of Benguet they had a territory which
was in many respects ideal for this purpose. What its attractions for the

! tourist and the summer resident are has been set forth in the foregoing

I
!

I pages. The splendid system of trails, in addition to their inestimable

1 services as agents of civilization to the native tribes, add immensely to

those attractions.

It would be one-sided, however, and by no means fair if the beneficial

effect of this policy upon the American and other Caucasian employees
and residents were alone considered. The fact that it is little if any less

valuable for the Filipinos, though little emphasized heretofore, is of great
importance. Just how rapidly peoples of the tropical lowlands, once given
an opportunity to spend part of their time at a considerable altitude, could
be expected to exhibit any profound alteration in general physique and
temperament is not easy to say ; but it is quite certain that the increased
desire for physical exertion among Filipinos on their first removal to

Baguio was very marked, and that the transfer has been growing more
popular.
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Chapter V

SOUTHERN AND NORTHERN LUZON

I

HERE now remain to be described the southern and
northeastern portions of the Island of Luzon, which
are at present without rail connections with Manila,
but yet contain places of such considerable interest as

to make the expenditure of time and money required
to visit them an outlay for which the traveler is likely

to feel well repaid.

Southern Luzon.—The first of these districts has
irreverently been described as the "tail" of the island.

It includes the Provinces of Ambos Camarines, Albay,
and Sorsogon—the country of the Bicol people, who
rank among the most energetic and progressive of the

Philippines. The land is well adapted for many crops, but the staple is

manila hemp, for which it is the most important producing district in the

Islands. There are a number of good-sized towns, several points of natural

or historic interest, and, what is likely to strike the tourist especially, many
miles of fine roads, for which the local authorities have made liberal

appropriations. There are several commercial centers of some importance,

but the chief is Albay, the capital of the province of the same name.
This town, or rather its port, Legaspi, is at present reached from Manila

by a line of interisland contract steamers, running five or six times a month
and making the trip in two or more days, according to the number of

stops. There are also noncontract boats. The regular fare is ?28.40,

first class, with no round-trip rate. A railroad is being surveyed over a

route which will ultimately connect Albay with Manila, and must be

completed under the concession by 1918. It is probable that in a somewhat
shorter time it will be practicable to go by rail to Lucena, the capital of

Tayabas Province; thence by a comparatively short water journey to

Pasacao in Ambos Camarines, and thence by automobile over a good road

to Legaspi. There are no hotels in the latter place, but transients and

visitors are put up at the Commercial Club.

The municipality of Albay now contains something over 40,000 inhabit-

ants. It is, however, divided into three distinct parts, which were at one

time separate towns : Legaspi, the port ; Albay proper, the official center

;

and Daraga. The first of these is primarily commercial. There are several

docks, to which the largest steamers trading here can tie, and some good

stores and shops. Most of the business is handled by American, European,
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and Chinese firms, and tiiere is a considerable foreign colony. The Com-
mercial Club before mentioned, a prosperous institution with good quarters,

includes all nationalities. Albay proper is about 2 kilometers (something

over a mile) from Legaspi, on the main road. The plaza is one of the

prettiest in the Islands; on it are located the new provincial building,

the presidencia, the High and Trade Schools, the Constabulary barracks,

and the church. Daraga is on the main road about 2 kilometers from
Albay. It was the favorite residential district in Spanish days, but was
burned during the insurrection and is now being slowly rebuilt. The
cloth known as pinolpog, made of beaten abaca, and much resembling
Canton linen, is manufactured only in this and the neighboring towns. On
the road between Albay and Daraga is the attractive army post known as

Regan Barracks. There are automobiles on the run between the several

sections of the municipality.

There are a good many trips which can be made from Albay or Legaspi
as a center. One is to the ruins of the old town of Daraga, which was
destroyed by the eruption of Mount Mayon in 1814. Several of the others
center around this beautiful mountain (7,943 feet), which is perhaps the
most symmetrical natural cone in the world. There have been a good
many eruptions in historic times, of which the most important were those
of 1769, of 1814, already mentioned, and the most recent one in 1897.
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Mount Mayon

Around the base of the mountain there is a triangle of good roads of

which the angles are at Legaspi on the south, Ligao on the northwest, and
Tabaco on the northeast. The whole circuit (between 80 and 90 kilometers,

or something over 50 miles) can be made by automobile. The scenery is

in many places very fine.

There are several garages in Albay. Automobiles are usually to be

found, either running on regular schedule or for hire by parties, to cover

any portion of this triangle of roads. Going up the west side, the traveler

passes through Camalig (14 kilometers, or about 9 miles) and Guinobatan

(21 kilometers, or about 13 miles), to Ligao (30 kilometers, or about 19

miles) . When a regular car is running the trip takes about an hour and a

half, and the fare is about ?1.50. The trip up the east side of the triangle

takes the traveler through libog and Malilipot to Tabaco (26 kilometers,

or about 16 miles) ; time, if a regular car is running, about an hour and

three-quarters ; fare, F4. Tabaco can also be reached by boat from Manila

(semi-monthly contract service; time, about three days and a half; fare,

first class, F29.60, with no round-trip rate) . The distance along the north

side of the triangle from Ligao to Tabaco is 27 kilometers, or about 17

miles, and the fare about ?2. There are no hotels at any of these places.

From Tabaco it is a drive of 12 kilometers (about 7A miles) , via Malinao,

to Tiwi. This place manufactures a good deal of pottery for local consump-
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tion, but its chief importance lies in the hot mineral springs, which are

located at the village of Naga, about 3 kilometers (a trifle less than 2 miles)

from the town. They are firmly believed by the natives to possess mirac-

ulous curative properties, and are undoubtedly valuable in the treatment of

rheumatism and certain skin diseases. They cover a considerable area

and embrace sulphurous pools, hot mud lakes, and small geysers. One
spring contains boiling salt water, which rises and falls with the tide.

There is a bath house, into which a stream of cold water is turned, so that

the bather may adjust the temperature.

The actual ascent of Mount Mayon, though fairly arduous, is perfectly

practicable. It requires from a day and a half to two days from Albay.

By leaving the latter place on horseback at noon it is possible to ride one-

third of the way up before dark. The horses must be left at the camping
place. The summit can be reached and the return trip made to Albay on

the following day. A vivid description of the trip, written by Dr. Paul

C. Freer, Director of the Bureau of Science, is worth quoting

:

"This great volcano rises from the seacoast, between Legaspi and

Tabaco, in the form of an almost perfect cone—the white houses and church

towers of the surrounding settlements and the deeper-colored verdure of

the trees at its base, higher up the brilliant green of the bare grass streaked

here and there by old lava flows, and still higher a grayish-black cinder and
ash cone tapering to the peak, with a small plume of steam escaping ap-

parently from the extreme summit. The ascent is interesting, but may, if

proper precautions are not taken, be dangerous. The rise of the land in the

first part is scarcely perceptible, the road winding through forest inter-

spersed with great plantations of manila hemp; above, as it becomes
steeper, the latter give way almost entirely to tropical jungle; and finally

the path emerges into cogonal,^ which extends as far as the angle of the

slope will permit. Here and there the entire slope is cut by deep ravines,

indicating old lava flows. The way up the cone at first invariably lies

in one of these ravines, but now and again the mountain climber is com-
pelled to cross rolling cinder beds only a few inches deep, and lying upon a
harder base, almost invariably with an abrupt descent below. The angle
is so great that every precaution must be taken, as a slip would prove fatal.

A good steelshod alpenstock is practically indispensable. The last five hun-
dred feet are along the perpendicular lava and tufi" crags of the summit,
the ambitious climber clinging to the latter with hands and toes, wherever
support is possible, and slowly working his way to the edge of the crater.

Finally standing upon the rotten foothold afforded by the latter he looks
down into what appears to be a deep dark well, from which small quantities
of sulphur-laden gas escape. Around him on the margin jets of steam

' A tract of land covered with cogon grass.
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arise
;
the ground on which he stands is hot, the boys carrying the canteens

are far below, the dry breeze helps the evaporation, and he realizes that
he is very, very thirsty. However, the view from the top repays all effort.
The entire southern portion of Luzon is visible, stretching away in a suc-
cession of fields, forests, and diminutive villages to the straits of San
Bernardino, across which Samar may be seen, and even Leyte on a clear
day. The lake of Bato, the interisland waters, and finally Burias are
seen to the west; to the north there appears apparently one unbroken
stretch of land with here and there a glimpse of the sea; and the Gulf
of Albay with the towns of Legaspi, Albay, Tabaco, and Daraga, as well
as the smaller islands to the east, seem to be almost within a stone's throw.
I have been high up on the slopes of ^tna, at the entrance to the Val del
Bove, from which many travelers maintain the finest view in the world
is to be obtained, but I certainly think that from the summit of Mayon
the vista surpasses the one from its sister volcano in Sicily. . . . Mayon
Volcano is decidedly one of the show places of the Philippines, and the
wonder is that many of our visitors do not take the opportunity to make
the ascent."

The most extensive trip from Albay that is at present very practicable

is that to Nueva Caceres, capital of Ambos Camarines, the adjoining prov-

ince on the north. The trip is interesting principally because of the view
it gives of a prosperous hemp-producing district, with a good deal of fine

scenery. There are few points of special interest. The town of Nueva
Caceres lies in a favorable situation on the Bicol River, but a considerable

distance from any harbor or anchorage. It is one of the older towns of

the Philippines, and has been the seat of a bishop since a very early date.

The route from Albay is the same as that already described as far as

Ligao; thence there is a good road via Oas and Polangui to Libon (45 kilo-

meters, or about 28 miles) . Automobiles may generally be had to this

latter point. If a regular car is running the time is about two hours and

a quarter, and the fare ^5. From Libon it is at present necessary to take

a native boat via Lake Bato, to the town of Bato ; whence another automobile

may be taken to Nueva Caceres. Work is being pushed, however, on an

interprovincial road from Polangui to Bato; and, as soon as this is com-

pleted, automobiles will make the trip through from Albay to Nueva

Caceres (101 kilometers, or about 63 miles), and possibly to Pasacao, on

the west coast. There are no hotels in any of these towns.

Northern Luzon and the Cagayan Valley.—At the opposite extremity of

Luzon from the country of the Bicol people and from Mount Mayon lies

the valley of the Rio Grande de Cagayan, to use its sonorous Spanish name,

the greatest river of that island, and probably the second greatest of the

Philippines. If we include with it the Magat, its total length is well over
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200 miles. It traverses great parts of the Provinces of Isabela and

Cagayan and makes them, isolated as they are, among the richest of the

Islands. It is navigable to a greater or less extent, according to the state

of the vi^ater, for 150 to 200 miles, but its chief importance lies in its

periodical inundations, which, leaving their deposits of alluvial loam along

the strips of low land by the banks of the stream, make it the finest

tobacco country of this part of the world. This crop has for a very long

time been the staple source of wealth, though other plants can be cultivated

with success. How great is the productivity of the soil, despite the

exhausting effect of tobacco upon it, may be gathered from the following

remark made in an official report. "The 'good land' was understood to

be those parts fertilized annually by the overflow of the river. . . . The
other land was not considered first class because it could only produce

tobacco for ten or twelve years without enrichment, the subject of fertiliz-

ing never having received any attention from the planters of that region."

From the point of view of the traveler the valley must be characterized

as a beautiful and interesting but somewhat inaccessible district. The
principal towns are Aparri, at the mouth; Lal-loc, a little farther up; Alcali;

and Tuguegarao, the capital of the Province of Cagayan. The very rii^hest

tobacco land is in the Province of Isabela, higher up the river, but this is

among the most isolated districts of the Islands. The people of the valley

are partly Ibanags, one of the smaller Christian tribes, and partly Ilocano

immigrants. Economic and social conditions among most of the natives

are, generally speaking, rather backward. Some of this may be attributed

to the influence of the tobacco monopoly, accompanied by compulsory
culture, which the Spanish Government maintained up to about 1880, and
a good deal to the comparative geographical isolation of the district. The
larger towns, however, especially Tuguegarao, have considerable foreign

colonies, and are pleasant places of residence.

The valley can be reached overland from Nueva Vizcaya via the new
road which is now being built from Bagabag (see p. 126) to Echagiie in

Isabela Province, though this is a long and rather hard journey. The
ordinary route is by sea to Aparri and Lal-loc, and thence by launch up the
river. There is a line of contract steamers between Manila and the above-
mentioned ports, running twice a week, and taking about two days and a
half for the trip to Aparri. When the tide permits, they continue up to Lal-

loc. The fare, first class, is P29.90.

Most of these boats also make stops at the principal ports on what is

commonly known as the Ilocos coast—that is, the west coast of Luzon, north
of Lingayen Gulf, a narrow strip between the mountains and the sea,

inhabited for the most part by the Ilocanos, probably the most energetic
and economically progressive of the civilized peoples, and divided into
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three provinces—La Union, whicii has already been mentioned (p. 114),
and, to the north, Ilocos Sur and Ilocos Norte. The population is quite
dense, and the towns are not infrequently continuous for miles. In spite

of this fact, however, there is an extensive Ilocano emigration, and these
people are rapidly becoming a dominant element in many of the neighbor-
ing provinces. In industrial skill they rank high ; they grow considerable
quantities of cotton and make many kinds of textiles, mostly of a more
durable sort than the piiias and jusis of other districts. The principal

towns are Vigan, the capital of the Province of Ilocos Sur, and Laoag, the

capital of Ilocos Norte. Neither of these is directly on the coast; the

port of Vigan is Pandan, distant about 4 kilometers, or about 2^ miles,

while that of Laoag is about twice as far. An excellent level road, now
available for automobiles most of the way, has been for some time in

process of construction between these towns and Aringay and San Fer-

nando, the present and future termini of the railroad (pp. 114, 115).

Vigan is one of the oldest towns in the Islands, having been founded by
Salcedo in the course of the conquest of northern Luzon. Besides the two
capitals, the towns of Candon, with its curious church, fortified against the

Moros (about 34 miles south of Vigan and 20 north of Tagudin), and San

Esteban (about 22 miles farther north) , where nearly the whole population

is engaged in the manufacture of mortars, hand mills, and floor tiles of

stone, may be visited in Ilocos Sur; and Batac, with its excellent school

farm (about 10 miles south of Laoag) , in Ilocos Norte.

The journey from Aparri or Lal-loc up the Cagayan River is performed

in launches, mostly small boats without eating, sleeping, or toilet accom-

modations. The larger boats of the Tabacalera Company, which make the

trip when the water permits, are much more comfortable. One other boat

supplies cots, and one or two more eating accommodations. All, in gen-

eral, maintain a weekly service from Aparri. In fair weather some of them

make Tuguegarao the first day, but, as a rule, two are needed. Where

there are no sleeping arrangements, the halfway stop is made at Alcala.

The expense of the journey up the river to Tuguegarao from Aparri is

?13 on the mail boat ; this has no living accommodations, but exactly what

the sum mentioned includes is not stated. The rate down river is about

half of that up stream. There are two small hotels in Aparri, which have

accommodations for some six persons each, and furnish good beds and

fair board at about ?3 per day. There are no hotels in Lal-loc or Alcala,

and travelers are dependent on the residents. In Tuguegarao there are

no hotels, but there are two public messes. There are tobacco plantations

and factories to be visited. Some 18 or 20 miles from the town by a horse

trail, there is a picturesque canyon ; and, immediately across a small river

from this, a large cave, with interesting features.
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Chapter VI

^

THE VISAYAS AND PALAWAN

HE "Visayas" is the general name given to the central

portion of the Philippine Archipelago. It includes

the large Islands of Panay, Negros, Cebu, Bohol, Leyte,

and Samar, and a very great number of smaller islands

and islets. Though greatly broken up by mountains,

these contain the most thickly populated districts in

the Islands and constitute by far the largest area

inhabited by a single stock (the Visayan) and speak-

ing, though with many dialectic differences, one

language. Within this area are the best sugar and

some of the best hemp lands, and many other important

products of the Islands grow well. To the tourist,

perhaps, they do not, outside of the cities of Cebu and Iloilo, abound in

"sights." But the larger islands exhibit many fine vistas ; and the smaller

ones, mostly mountainous, form with the surrounding tropical waters a

combination which, for color and variety of outline, rivals the Inland Sea

of Japan at its best.

The territory covered by this group is so great, and a thorough explora-

tion of it would take so long, that it can not be treated with any fullness

in a work of this scope. The notes which follow on the two principal

cities and their environs, vdth a few side trips, will probably cover as

much of the field as the casual traveler is likely to reach.

Iloilo and Panay.—The city of Iloilo, the western entrance to the Visayas,

is situated on the east coast of the Island of Panay, along the lower
reaches of the river whose name it bears, and is about 300 miles from
Manila, in a direction a little east of south. It is one of the most im-

portant ports of the Philippines and carries on with Cebu an amiable
contest for the dignity of ranking as the second city. Its present popula-
tion, including suburbs, is about 40,000. It has direct shipping connec-
tions with Europe, the Straits Settlements, China, Japan, and Australia;
and there are many boats sailing to other portions of the Archipelago,
including a regular service to Cebu. There are two prosperous banking
institutions and a number of importing and exporting houses, and the
local trade reaches up into high figures. The river has recently been
dredged for a distance of about 2 miles, leaving it at a depth of from 16
to 24 feet; and substantial walls have been built along the river, where
large steamers can unload. Ships of greater draft anchor in the harbor,
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where they are well in shore and protected. The city has good connec-

tions with a large part of the interior of the island, for the railway

reaches a number of towns and there are excellent highways.
Iloilo may be reached from Manila by two routes. The most used is

via the direct line of contract steamers, maintaining a weekly service;

fare, first class, ¥=27.70; boats leave Manila every Saturday at 4 p. m.,

arriving Monday at 6 a. m. ; returning, leave Iloilo every Tuesday at 4

p. m., arriving at Manila Thursday morning at daybreak. The other

method is by boat to Capiz, on the north coast of Panay, for which, besides

several noncontract boats without fixed sailing dates, a contract vessel

leaves Manila the 10th, 20th, and 30th of every month, arriving at Capiz

the 13th, 23d, and 2d; fare, first class, ^22.40 (no round-trip rates) ; and

thence to Iloilo by the Panay line of the Philippine Railway Company
(distance, 116 kilometers, or about 73 miles; two through trains each way
per day, of which the faster takes about three hours and three-quarters;

fare, first class, ?=5.85 ; second, ¥=2.95) . If the traveler visits Cebu first,

he may come thence to Iloilo by the boats of the Philippines Steamship

Company (noncontract, but very high grade) , leaving Cebu about the 8th,

18th, and 28th of every month, and arriving at Iloilo the following day;

then leaving Iloilo for Manila on the 10th, 20th, and 30th, and arriving

on the second day thereafter ; rates, Cebu to Iloilo, ?14.80 ; Iloilo to Manila,

¥=27.70. The whole sea trip abounds in beautiful scenery, among which

should be particularly mentioned that of the Verde Island Passage between

Luzon and Mindoro, and that among the Romblon Islands, one of the

smaller of which, containing the town of Romblon, has one of the best

natural harbors in the Philippines, extensive marble deposits, some ex-

tremely pretty scenery, and an old fort, built as a defense against the

Moro pirates. Mount Giting-giting, the peak of the small Island of Si-

buyan (about 7,170 feet), is another conspicuous mark to many vessels.

The city of Iloilo has four hotels—the Metropole, on Plaza Libertad

(American) ; rates, ¥=2.50 to ¥=4 per day, and ¥=75 per month ; the Universal,

on Calle Marina, and the Bilbao, on Calle Rizal (both Spanish), and the

Panay, on Plaza Libertad (Filipino), all with rates of about ¥2.50 per

day. There are three livery stables—the Park, the Iloilo, and the Panay

;

the first and last are on Plaza Libertad, and the second on Calle P. Gomez.

The usual rates are ¥=3 per hour for victorias, and ¥=1 for calesas. Automo-

biles may be had of De la Rama Bros., on Calle Progreso, at ¥=3 the first

hour, and ¥=2 for all succeeding; and of the Bachrach garage, on Calle

Iznart, at ¥=5 and ¥=6. The rate for street rigs is ¥=0.60 per hour; the

minimum charge for short rides is ¥=0.10.

Iloilo contains comparatively few landmarks in the ordinary sense of

the word, but it has much to show that will interest the traveler and make
[137]



his stay agreeable. It is a well-built town, with a number of modern
concrete buildings and several good European and American stores. The
population, though mainly composed of Visayans, contains a large cosmo-

politan element, with Chinese, Americans, and Spaniards in the lead.

There are three clubs—the American, Spanish, and English—each with

a large membership, and there is something in the way of theaters and
similar amusements. The Chinese do a large business, some of their more
important merchants paying import duties of more than half a million

pesos each per annum. There is also a considerable and prosperous Syrian

colony.

The principal points of interest to the visitor are the tower on the

plaza in the neighboring town of Jaro (3| kilometers, or about two miles

by a good road ; carromata fare, ?0.50, including bridge toll) ; the church
at Molo, a suburb (4 kilometers, or about 2i miles, by a good road; carro-

mata fare, P0.50) ; the church at Oton (11 kilometers, or about 7 miles,

by a good road) ; old Fort San Pedro, at the mouth of the river; Camp
Jossman, an army post, on the Island of Guimaras across the bay; and
the provincial schools, especially the extremely successful Trade School,

situated on the Jaro road, a few minutes' ride from the center of the
town. The Oton road also reaches the old town of Arevalo, which is

supposed to be the place where a force of Legaspi's men first landed on
ri38]
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Panay in 1569. There are a number of establishments where the work
of preparing and weaving the fine native jusi and pina cloths can be

inspected. Iloilo is one of the chief homes of these beautiful fabrics, and
their manufacture is carried on as a household industry in most of the

towns of the province.

The country surrounding the city, for which it serves as shipping port,

is one of the most fertile sections of the Philippines. The whole Province

of Iloilo, which occupies the eastern and southern portions of the Island

of Panay, consists of an extensive plain, extending far back to the foot of

the range of mountains that traverses the western part of the Island.

This wide stretch of country is splendidly adapted to the production of

rice and sugar. The Panay line of the Philippine Railway Company cuts

directly through it, extending as far as Capiz, the capital of the province

of the same name, in the northern portion of the island. Owing to the

enlightened methods employed by the company, the railway, though it

has been in operation only a short time, has already had a marked influence

on the development of agriculture. Several rice and sugar mills have

been put in, and one new hacienda, with a modern mill, comprises nearly

3,000 acres. Near the city extensive irrigation works are being con-

structed.

The trip over the railroad takes the traveler past several points of
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interest. Just beyond Ventura there are seen to the west of the track a

series of high mountain cliffs of white coral rock. These are hollowed

and honeycombed by caves of wonderful structure and great beauty.

Some of the most interesting of them may be reached from the town of

Dumalag, the station for which is Buntog (distance 4 kilometers, or about

2| miles). This is a pretty village, nestling on the bank of a river at

the foot of the white mountains. It has a pleasant climate, with good

bathing at Sohut Spring, under the overhanging cliffs. There are no

special accommodations for transients. The caves are in several separate

localities. None of them are very distant, but the walking is rather hard.

One of the most beautiful resembles an immense stage, set with elaborate

scenery. Another of great extent and variety is entered by descending

through a shaft resembling a well.

There is nothing more of special interest along the line before reaching

Capiz, the northern terminus of the railway, and an intermediate point on

the journey from Manila if the second route described above is followed.

It is a moderate-sized and fairly prosperous provincial town, pleasantly

situated, but without special points of interest. There is one small hotel,

but foreigners more often stop at one of the messes maintained by
American employees.

Cebu.—Cebu, the metropolis of the eastern Visayas, is the oldest

European city in the Philippines and one of the oldest occidental settle-

ments in the East. Discovered and temporarily occupied by Magellan in

1521, it became a permanent Spanish possession in 1565, being thus almost
exactly the same age as that other Spanish settlement of St. Augustine
in Florida. It is situated about midway of the east coast of the island
of the same name; and this latter is practically coextensive with the
Province of Cebu, of which the city is the capital. The province has the
largest population of any in the Archipelago and is one of the most thickly
inhabited. The city has a good harbor, protected by the Island of Mactan,
and the scene which presents itself from the moment of entering the channel
between this and the mainland is a very busy one. Extensive port works
have been practically completed, and seagoing vessels of large draft are
able to tie up along the docks.

Cebu is reached from Manila (a) by a regular line of contract vessels
leaving every Wednesday at 4 p. m. and arriving at daybreak Friday;
returning, leave Cebu at noon Saturday and arrive at Manila at daybreak
Monday; fare, first class, P30.90; or (b) by the vessels of the Philippines
Steamship Company (noncontract, but high grade), leaving Manila on
the 5th, 15th, and 25th of every month and arriving at Cebu two days later

;

returning (via Iloilo) , leave Cebu on the 8th, 18th, and 28th; arrive at Iloilo
on the 9th, 19th, and 29th ; leave Iloilo for Manila on the 10th, 20th, and
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30th; and arrive on the 12th, 22d, and 1st or 2d; fares, first class, Manila
to Cebu, ?30.90; Cebu to Iloilo, ¥=14.80; or (c) by one of three or four
noncontract vessels, which have no regular sailing dates and charge the
same rates. The monthly boat to the Moro Province ports also stops at
Cebu both on its outvi^ard and invs^ard trips.

Cebu has tvs^o hotels, centrally located—the San Marcos and the Uni-
versal; rates, f=3 to T5 per day. There is a good garage and a livery
stable, the rate for calesas being Tl per hour and for automobiles T4
to T6. The rubber-tired street rigs knovra as tartanillas are Tl per hour

;

ordinary carromatas, ?0.50, single trip vi^ithin the city limits ¥=0.10; to

Mabolo or San Nicolas, ¥=0.20.

The present population of the city is about 65,000, including a con-
siderable number of Chinese and other foreign Orientals. The American
colony, exclusive of the military and transients, numbers about 200, and
the British and German communities are also important. There are a

number of clubs, of which the Cebu, the United Service, and the Casino
are the chief. A franchise has been granted to a street-car company,
whose line will be in operation within two years, and work is being rapidly

pushed on a fine modern water system, which should be ready for use about

the end of 1911.

Cebu is a fascinating mixture of old and new and contains a considerable

number of places of special interest. The water front is busy with the

various activities arising from the city's position as one of the chief

centers of the Manila hemp trade. Here is a good opportunity to see the

finest grades of this important staple, of which the Philippines have

practically a monoply. Most of the places of historic interest are within

a short distance of this point. On the main plaza is a small building

housing a large hollow cross. This contains within it another cross,

which, according to the most probable story, is the original one erected

to mark the spot where Magellan and his companions gathered for the

first mass on Philippine soil. But a short distance away is the old trian-

gular Fort San Pedro, standing approximately on the site of Magellan's

fortification ; and in the same neighborhood stands the Augustinian church

and convent. Here the sacristan will show to visitors the curious image

knowrn as the "Holy Child of Cebu." It is agreed by historians that this

is the one which was given by Magellan in 1521 to the temporarily con-

verted wife of the rajah of Cebu, and recovered forty years later, after

the landing of Legaspi. Calle Colon, the oldest street in the Islands, with

its many time-worn buildings, is well worth a visit. The main street

leading west from the town, past the railroad station, continues out a short

distance to the provincial building and the provincial High and Trade

Schools ; and thence to the new Southern Islands Hospital.

i
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Inasmuch as the Island of Cebu consists chiefly of a chain of rugged

mountains with a very narrow coastal plain and innumerable small valleys,

the scenery, outside of the center of the town, is picturesque. There are

good roads to and past the suburban villages of Mabolo (2i kilometers, or

about 1-i miles), Guadalupe (3 kilometers, or about If miles). El Pardo

(5 kilometers, or about 3 miles), Talisay (8 kilometers, or about 5

miles), Mandaue (6 kilometers, or about 4 miles), and to the waterworks

(5 kilometers, or about 3 miles). Talisay has a splendid beach with

facilities for sea bathing. The road which crosses the island to Toledo

on the west coast (48 kilometers, or about 30 miles, maintained in first-

class condition) exhibits some beautiful and typical landscapes, combining

mountain, forest, and valley.

Mactan Island, across the bay, is one of the sites which connect the

Philippines with the current of world history; for here, on the 27th of

April, 1521, Ferdinand Magellan, probably the greatest navigator and
discoverer that the world has known, met his end in a skirmish with the

then savage natives. The exact spot of his death (which took place in

the water, just offshore) and the place where his bones rest are alike

unknown, but a monument marks the approximate site of the struggle.

The place may be reached from Cebu either by boat to the town of

Opon, and thence by a drive of 8 kilometers (or about 5 miles) , for which the
[1421
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available vehicles are few and poor, or by water transportation to a point as

near the monument as possible. The whole trip takes about seven hours.

Aside from its historic interest, the island is a favorite place for picnicking

and sea bathing.

Several of the more important districts of the province are reached by

the Cebu line of the Philippine Railway Company, which stretches from
the city in both directions along the east coast, north to Danao (31

kilometers, or about 20 miles) and south to Argao (64 kilometers, or about

40 miles). There are four trains a day each way; time, to Danao, an

hour and ten minutes, to Argao, two hours and a half; fares, first class,

?1.55 and ?3.20; second, ?=0.80 and ?1.60. Near Danao and the neighbor-

ing town of Compostela are the old workings of the first coal mines in the

Islands. At Barili, on the west coast, reached by a good road of 19 kilo-

meters (or about 12 miles) from Carcar, a station on the Argao line of the

railway, are some much frequented hot mineral springs. They are ap-

proached by a bridle path of a couple of miles from the main road.

Negros, Bacolod, and Dumaguete.—The important Island of Negros lies in

a general westerly direction from Cebu. It contains much rich land, and

is the most important sugar-producing district of the Philippines. The

transportation facilities, however, are not very highly developed, and

there are few points of special interest. Stops at the towns of Bacolod and
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Dumaguete, the capitals of Occidental and Oriental Negros, the two prov-

inces into which the island is both physically and politically divided, are,

however, quite practicable, and will be well repaid. Bacolod may be reached

from Iloilo by taking the daily boat to Silay (fare, Tl ; time, about four

hours), and going the rest of the way by a good road (distance about 20

miles). The town possesses a hotel, and travelers are accommodated at

the messes maintained by American employees. There are several large

sugar plantations in the neigborhood that may be visited by automobile.

Aside from these the principal places of interest are Mount Canlaon, an

active volcano, and the Mambucal hot springs. The ascent of the former

is a three days' trip by carriage, horse, and foot, and is practicable only in

April and May. The latter are distant about half a day on horseback;

they are highly recommended by medical authorities.

Dumaguete is the second stop on the schedule of the monthly boat to

the Moro Province ports, which touches at Cebu on the 3d of every month
and reaches Dumaguete on the morning of the 4th, leaving on the afternoon

on the same day. On the return trip the vessel leaves Dumaguete at noon
of the 22d and Cebu on the 23d, arriving at Manila on the 25th. The
fare from Manila, first class, is ?35.05. There are also other boats from
Cebu and Iloilo, and various noncontract steamers. There is no dock, but

the sea is usually calm, and landings easily made. There are no hotels.

The principal points of interest in the town itself are the old watch-
tower on the plaza, built to guard against surprise by piratical Moro fleets,

and the buildings of Silliman Institute. This latter is a high-grade Prot-

estant endowed school, with preparatory, classical, and industrial depart-

ments; in it are enrolled some 500 students, representing a wide range of

localities. It was founded in 1901 with a gift of Dr. Horace B. Silliman,

of New York, and is now maintained by the Presbyterian Board of Foreign
Missions. The buildings are located on the beach, about five minutes'
walk from the central part of the town.

There are a few other places of some interest within a moderate
distance of Dumaguete. Among these are some hot springs, about 6 kilo-

meters (some 4 miles) west of the town. There is a fairly good horse
trail to within a few minutes' walk of them, and the scenery along the
route is picturesque. Of more interest is the active volcano of Magaso,
which lies 14 kilometers (about 9 miles) to the south. It is accessible by
a good trail; and a horse can be ridden to the top of the crater. The
descent into the latter is not difficult.

Palawan.—Though this island is not ordinarily considered one of the
Visayas, the passing reference to it, which is all that is practicable in a
work of this scope, is included in this chapter, partly for convenience and
partly because it lies in the same central region of the Archipelago. It is
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the westernmost of the Philippines and is remarkable in that it is situated

entirely outside the volcanic belt. Most of it is still untamed jungle. There
are a very small number of civilized inhabitants, chiefly in the neighbor-

hood of the capital, Puerto Princesa, which was a place of deportation for

undesirables in Spanish days. The pagan inhabitants include the Batak
Negritos and the Tagbanuas, already referred to. In the south there are

a good many Moros of a somewhat ungovernable type, most of them being

exiles from their homes in Mindanao, Sulu, and Borneo.

The island is not very accessible to travelers, the only regular con-

nection being a contract service from Manila to Puerto Princesa every

twenty days ; time, about four days ; fare, first class, f^29.70. About 8 miles

from the latter, across the bay, is the only place of special interest that

can be in any sense easily reached, the Iwahig Penal Colony—a daring,

but, as experience has proved, a wise, experiment in the reformatory

treatment of criminals. Here something over a thousand convicts, who
have conducted themselves well at Bilibid, are gathered under the name of

"colonists," in charge of a handful of Americans and Filipinos, and entirely

without armed guard or any special restraint. All of the petty officers are

colonists, as are also all the police. Agriculture and various trades are

carried on, and, under certain conditions, the men are given an allotment

of land and their families are allowed to join them.

Aside from this, there is not much to be seen by the traveler in Palawan

unless he has a private yacht or is specially equipped for journeying over

mountain and jungle. On the little Island of Culion, to the north of the

main island of the province, is the Philippine leper colony. There is no

transportation there except by the Government cutter that makes periodical

trips, and it is not ordinarily open to visitors. Although the number of

lepers in the Islands has proved to be very much smaller than was at first

supposed, they constitute a sufficiently serious problem. The segregation

of existing cases is now very nearly complete, and the incidence of the

disease has decreased in a very marked manner. The colony, at which

there are now about 2,300 inmates, is in charge of a small American staff,

assisted by a few Sisters of St. Paul de Chartres; in minor matters the

lepers form a self-governing community, electing their own council and

supplying the policemen and other petty officials.

On the west coast of Palawan, almost uninhabited and still largely

uncharted, there is a very remarkable underground river. This has been

explored several times by Government officials, a launch having in one

instance entered the mouth and proceeded under the mountain for more

than 2 miles. At present the river can only be reached by taking a long

and expensive trip away from the main routes of travel, but it is destined

some time to be known as one of the remarkable sights of the world.
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Chapter Vll

MINDANAO AND THE MORO COUNTRY

HE great Island of Mindanao is the second largest, and

potentially perhaps the richest, of the Archipelago.

It is divided, both by geographical barriers and by the

racial and historical peculiarities of its varied popula-

tion, into a number of distinct districts, which for the

most part coincide vi^ith the political divisions. Tvi^o

sections on the east and north coasts, forming the

regularly organized Provinces of Surigao and Misamis,

are partially inhabited by Christian Filipinos who
have immigrated from the Visayas. This part is rather

inaccessible and does not offer many attractions for the

traveler. The whole northern section of the island

between these provinces is included in the great Province of Agusan, com-

prising two important districts—the valley of the great Agusan River

and, to the west and southwest of it, the inland plateau of Bukidnon. Both

these districts are inhabited by interesting peoples, nearly all pagan, and
possessed of peculiar cultures of their own. In the way of landscapes and

the sight of great tracts of enormous potential productiveness, this prov-

ince affords much that would interest the traveler ; but limitations of space

forbid its being further treated here.

All the rest of Mindanao, with the great Sulu Archipelago, which dots

the whole sea as far as Borneo with islands, islets, and rocks, is included

in the Moro Province. This extensive administrative division has a special

form of government, the most prominent feature of which is that most
of the offices, though legally civil, are filled by the detail of Army and
Constabulary officers. There is a local legislative council, which makes
laws for the whole territory, subject to the approval of the Philippine

Commission ; and several branches of the administration, such as the public

works and the schools, work independently of the same departments under
the central government.

Though there are a good many pagan tribes in the more remote portion,

the population is predominantly composed of Mohammedan Moros, and
it is of these, along with the sprinkling of Christian Filipino settlers, that
the traveler will see most. For administrative purposes the province is

divided into five districts, each with a local district governor ; and, as these
coincide with the natural geographical divisions, it will be convenient to

take them up in order.
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The various ports of the Moro Province are at present reached from

Manila by a monthly contract vessel, besides more or less irregular non-
contract boats. The former is the same already referred to as making
stops at Cebu and Dumaguete.

Sailing schedule

[Sails from Manila on the 1st of every month. Round trip, 24 days. No round-trip rate.]

Arriv Port. Arrive.

Manila 1st, 4 p.m.
Cebu 3d, 10a. m. 3d, p. m.
Dumaguete 4th. a. m. 4th, p. m.

Zamboang-a 6th. noon. 6th, p. m.

Jolo 1 7th, a. m. 7th, noon.

Malabang- 1 8th, a. m. 8th, p. m.
Parang 1 8th, p. m. 9th, a. m.

Cotabato '

9th, a. m. • 10th, noon.

Davao 1 12th, a. m.
I

16th, p. m.
I

I

Mati 1 16th,10a.m.

Cotabato ! 18th, a. m.

Parang '

18th, p. m.

Malabang i 18th, p. m.

Jolo
1

19th, p. m.

Zamboanga
j

21st, a. yn.

Dumaguete 22d, noop.

Cebu ' 23d, a. m.

Manila
|

2.5th, a. m.

Leave.

16th, 4 p. m.

18th, a. m.

18th, p. m.

18th, p. m.

20th, p. m.

21st, p. m.

22d, p. m.

23d, p. m.

i

The first of the administrative districts of the Moro Province in im-
portance and accessibility is the district of Zamboanga, which includes the
whole of the western peninsula of Mindanao. The central portion is

covered with dense forests containing much valuable hardwood timber.

Copra is the principal product, though sugar, cacao, hemp, and rice are

cultivated to some extent. As a whole the district is not at present very
accessible, and most of the attractions which it offers to travelers center

in its capital city of Zamboanga, at the extreme end of the peninsula. This

is also the capital of the whole Moro Province and one of the most important

ports in the Islands. Its present population is about 24,000 and is very

cosmopolitan. It consists in the main of Moros and "Zamboanguenos"

—

that is. Christianized Filipinos of various stocks, of whom a considerable

part are the descendants of slaves and captives escaped or rescued from the

Moros; but there is a large admixture of other Filipinos, Orientals, and

Caucasians. That the first two of these elements are the most important

in the population testifies to the great historic interest of the city, for

Zamboanga was for more than three centuries the rallying point of the

Christian forces in their seemingly endless contest with the Mohammedan
pirates of these eastern seas.

Zamboanga is on the schedule of the monthly vessel to the Moro Prov-

ince ports both on the outward and inward trips; fare, first class, ?=40.65.

There are also several noncontract vessels, charging the same rates. The

town contains two hotels, the Plaza and the Zamboanga, whose rates for

transients are from ^4 to T5 per day. There are two livery stables,

furnishing good automobiles and carriages, at rates of f^5 to ?10 for the
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former, P=3 for two-horse carriages, and ?=1.50 for calesas. This last sum
is also the charge for the street rigs. There are besides jinrikishas, not
found in the Philippines save here and in Jolo. They are drawn by Moros

;

and the rates are f=0.10 for a single trip within the city fire limits or the

military reservation, and P0.30 by the hour. There are five clubs, the most
important being the Mindanao Club.

Zamboanga has a healthful site and is generally considered by the
residents somewhat cooler than Manila. At present preparations are being
made for the installation of a modern water system, combined with an
electric-lighting plant. Mr. Thomas F. Millard, the well-known writer on
oriental subjects, describes it as ".

. . the prettiest town in the Islands.
It ... is surrounded by a beautiful country. . . . The streets are clean,

the buildings neatly whitewashed and painted, and the place has an air of
prosperity and progress." All visitors agree that, in the matter of neat-
ness, cleanness, shade, and verdure, it aff'ords an example to many other
towns in the Archipelago. In addition to these attractions, its position
with respect to Borneo, Australia, the Dutch possessions, and the Malay
Peninsula give it great potential Importance as a trade center.

The principal specific sights of the town itself are the provincial build-
ing, which is possibly the handsomest architecturally in the Islands, being
fitted up with fine polished native hardwoods ; and the old fort of Nuestra
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Town of Jolo from the wharf

I.

Seiiora del Pilar (Our Lady of the Pillar), long the center of Spanish

opposition to the Moros. Both are near the center of the town and easily

found. In the outskirts there are several points of interest reached by

excellent carriage roads; the gorge, which has some beautiful mountain

and river scenery and is distant 5 miles, of which the first four are over

a good road and the last over a trail ; the road along the beach to San Ramon

(13 miles), where an experimental farm has been maintained and the new

provincial prison is now being built ; and the drives over excellent roads to

Mercedes (9 miles) and to Talon-Talon (2f miles).

Outside of the capital city, the only place in the district which offers

much of anything to the traveler is Dapitan, on the north coast at the base

of the Peninsula. This was the place of exile of Dr. Rizal, while under

suspicion of seditious conduct, from 1892 to 1896. There is still to be seen

the relief map of Mindanao which he constructed in the plaza, and other

things associated with his stay there. Plans are now on foot for turning

the premises which he occupied into a public park.

Dapitan may be reached by a weekly contract vessel from Cebu, which

leaves there at 6 p. m. on Monday and arrives at 6 a. m. on Wednesday;

returning, leaves Dapitan at 8 a. m. on the latter day and arrives at Cebu

at 6 a. m. on Saturday. The fare, first class, from Cebu to Dapitan,

is ?9.70. There are no direct boats.

[149]
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Next to Zamboanga, geographically, is the district of Lanao, which

includes the section of the island centering about the large lake of that

name and lying between Iligan Bay on the north and Illana Bay on the

south. It consists for the most part of a plateau (altitude, about 2,200

feet) , with an invigorating climate and fine stretches of grazing land. The

soil is in the main excellent and, at various altitudes, produces a very great

variety of crops, including the usual staples, some fruits like the durian,

unknown or rare in the northern islands, coffee, and a variety of wild

rubber, for which plant, in its cultivated form, the district is well adapted.

For many years this valuable country has been cursed by the lawlessness of

the Lanao Moros, who have never ceased to be thorns in the side of suc-

cessive governments. Of late conditions have improved somewhat; but,

outside of the ports, it is not yet safe for casual travelers to venture them-

selves without a guard. It is much to be hoped that the next few years

will see a change in this state of affairs, for the trip across the Lanao
country, from Iligan on the north to Malabang on the south, is one of

extraordinary interest and beauty. Much of the scenery is among the

finest in the world, uniting the various elements of tropical forest, moun-
tain, and lake; while the people, apart from their lawlessness, are ex-

tremely interesting, and manufacture many small articles of great artistic

value, especially brasswork and weapons. The lake is full of fine fish.

Iligan may be reached by the coast-guard vessel leaving Zamboanga the

1st of every month at 8 a. m. and arriving on the 3d at 6 a. m. ; returning, it

leaves Iligan at noon of the 3d and arrives at Zamboanga at 3 p. m. on
the 5th. The fare is 1P20, single trip. There are noncontract vessels plying

between Manila and Iligan (twice a month ; fare, ?=39.70) , and several of the

same kind between Cebu or Zamboanga and the latter port. Malabang is

on the route of the monthly vessel for Moro Province ports. The fare

from Manila is ?=50.80.

The journey between Iligan and Malabang is made by the following
route: Camp Overton (3 miles), Reina Cristina (6^ miles), Mumnngan (10
miles), Pantar (17 miles), Camp KeitUey (22 miles). Lake Lanao (23^
miles) , all by land ; thence by water across the lake to Lumbatan (37-i- miles)

;

and thence again by land to Camp Vicars (38-i miles), Mataling Falls (49i
miles), and Malabang (63 miles). There is a good road between Camp
Overton and Camp Keithley and a fair one between Camp Vicars and Mala-
bang. There are no hotels or regular rest houses for travelers at any of

these places, so that it is necessary to depend on the army posts and such
casual shelter as may be available. There is an automobile line running
from Iligan to Camp Keithley. The rates are stated to be P=20 for single

passengers one way and P30 for two, with a slight reduction for return
trips. Aside from this, the only transportation is that furnished by
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the army, and it is of course entirely optional with them as to whether
they accommodate unofficial persons. The trip is made by these vehicles
if they can be secured, in about two days. A few saddle horses are to
be had, but the supply is uncertain. Under present conditions casual
travelers are not allowed to go alone over the entire trail.

Aside from the attractions of a general nature mentioned above, the
chief points of interest on this trip are the two fine cascades known re-
spectively as the Maria Cristina Falls, situated at Reina Cristina (a short
distance off the main road) and about 191 feet high, and the Mataling
Falls, at the stopping place of that name and about 40 feet in height.
There are various army posts on the route, of which Camp Keithley, on
Lake Lanao, is the most important.

The great body of southern and southeastern Mindanao is divided into
the two districts of Cotabato and Davao. The former, on the west, com-
prises chiefly the basin of the Rio Grande de Mindanao or Cotabato, the
longest river of the islands ; the latter, to the east, comprises the country
which lies around the great bay of the same name.

Cotabato has an area of about 12,000 square miles, inhabited by a
sparse population. On its landward sides it is surrounded by mountain
ranges, within which, along the course of the great river, and the lakes
into which it from time to time expands, lies a country of surpassing fer-
tility, well adapted for cultivation of the chief staples of the Islands. The
abaca, tobacco, sugar, rubber, cacao, and coff'ee grown here are all of
excellent quality, but they are not at present exploited by any means as
extensively or profitably as they might be. The agricultural importance of
the district lies not so much in its actual production as in its possibilities,

but no one who has been over the ground questions that these are very
great.

Davao, though perhaps less fertile for some crops than Cotabato, com-
prises the finest hemp land in the Archipelago, and there is a considerable

colony of American planters. As yet, however, only the fringes of its

great forests have been touched. In time it may be expected to develop

into one of the richest agricultural sections of the Islands.

The principal ports of these districts are all on the schedule of the

monthly boat referred to on page 147. The fares, first class, are as fol-

low: Parang, ¥=51.50; Cotabato, P51.05; Davao, ¥=65.60; Mati, ¥66.40.

There are also noncontract boats charging the same rates. There are no
special accommodations for travelers in any of these towns. The places

where transients are usually accommodated can best be learned by inquiry

on the spot.

At both Parang and Cotabato there are good opportunities to observe the

picturesque Moro life. From the latter in particular a very interesting
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side trip may be taken in a launch or a native boat, a few hours up the

Cotabato River to Fort Pikit. Along the river are the homes of several of

the wealthy Moro datus or chiefs of this district. Parang is a military

station of considerable importance. Davao is the center of the American

colony of hemp planters of that district, and there the traveler will see

something of the Bagobos, perhaps the most picturesque of the pagan tribes

of the Philippines. Their jackets or tunics of bead and shell work are

marvelously elaborate and frequently of much beauty. Muti is a small

port which derives its chief importance from the trade in cattle, the

surrounding country containing much excellent grazing land.

The last of the five districts into which the Moro Province is divided

—

that of Jolo—is not on Mindanao at all, but comprises what is known as

the Sulu Group, lying between that island and Borneo. Most of it was
once included in the dominions (if they can be called such) of the Sultan

of Sulu, of musical-comedy fame. This potentate still lives on the Island

of Jolo, in the enjoyment of pensions from the Philippine Government and
the British North Borneo Company, and still keeps up more or less of

the show of a barbaric power, of which the reality has long passed away.

The toviTi of Jolo, the political and commercial center of the group and
the point most accessible to visitors, is on the Island of Jolo and is reached

from Manila by the monthly vessel to the Moro Province ports, of which
the schedule is given on page 147 (fare, ?42.50) . The trip through

the island-studded Sulu Sea is one of great scenic beauty. There is

one hotel which takes its name from the town, and charges rates of from
?3 to =P5 per day. There are no livery stables and no public carriages,

but jinrikishas can be obtained at the same rates as in Zamboanga.
Jolo consists of a picturesque little walled city and a considerable town

outside, the whole having a cosmopolitan population of about 10,000. In

name it was continuously a Spanish possession after its capture in 1849,

but the Spaniards, down practically to the end of their rule, controlled

little more of the surrounding country than came within the range of the

guns on the walls. The place was kept under an iron military discipline,

Moros being allowed to enter only by one gate, where their arms were
taken from them and stored in a chamber in the fortifications, two land-

marks which are still shown. Despite these precautions, numerous at-

tempts were made to rush the town. The relations of the people outside
the city with the American Government have been by no means uniformly
friendly, and the greater part of the island is not yet open to travelers.

There is no probability that the military authorities would at any time
let tourists run into danger, but, in order to avoid the making of plans
that might be disappointed, it would be wise in every case to learn of the
existing state of affairs in advance.
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The town possesses many attractions for the traveler. The part within
the walls has excellent streets and walks and is adorned with parks,
gardens, and fountains. One of the most curious sights is furnished by the
half-tame deer, which run at large about the streets. The point of
greatest interest in the outer town is the "Chinese pier," a rickety affair,
on which most of the merchants of that nationality have their shops, both
as a measure of safety and for convenience in handling cargoes. These
shops are the best places to look for Moro curios.

The town as a whole is an excellent place in which to see the daily life

and occupations of the Moro people in their most characteristic forms.
The fact that it is the chief center of the pearl fisheries of the Islands
puts the pearling boats when in port, the market where the pearls and
shell are sold, and the places of manufacture and sale of the shell ornaments,
among the principal sights. Leading from the town to the barracks at
Asturias is a fine coconut avenue, known as "Arolas' Walk." It is named
after its builder, who was the Spanish military governor here in the early

nineties of the last century. He was a somewhat eccentric but very
energetic and able man, who, for a brief time, made the name of Spain
really respected in the neighborhood. There are now under construction

some 40 miles of macadamized roads, which will lead to Maibun, Dalrymple,

and Parang.

In the foregoing chapters an attempt has been made to describe as fully

as limitations of space would allow such parts of the Philippines as can

reasonably be said at the present time to come within the scope of tourists.

It has been necessary, of course, to pass over some portions very lightly.

The Provinces of Batangas, Tayabas, Nueva Ecija, and Sorsogon in Luzon,

the great Islands of Samar, Leyte, and Bohol in the Visayas, the interesting

Province of Agusan in Mindanao, have been hardly more than mentioned.

None of these are wholly void of interest, and all, except the last, are quite

accessible. When that too has been thoroughly opened up by trail building,

and by the conciliation of the pagan inhabitants, it will in many respects

rival the Mountain Province in attractiveness. That improvements in the

means of communication with such places as these will be effected in no

very long time is beyond the shadow of a doubt ; for nothing in the Philip-

pines of to-day is more remarkable than the rapidity with which the

unsightly and the inconvenient is yielding place to the attractive and the

up to date. Probably four-fifths of the facilities for travelers which have

just been detailed are the creation of the last five years; and there can not

be the remotest danger in assuring the reader that, just in so far as he

finds the actual state of affairs to differ from that depicted in these pages,

he will find it that much improved. In facilities for travelers, as in so

much else, progress is the order of the day.
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Chapter I

THE STAPLE CROPS: MANILA HEMP, SUGAR, AND COPRA

ITH a view to giving added force and a concrete mean-
ing to the frequently repeated statement that the Phil-

ippines are a land of undeveloped possibilities, the
concluding portion of this work is devoted to a survey
of the principal resources of the Islands, of the progress
made in putting them on the world's markets, and of

the measures taken by the Government to assist their

development.

By far the most important part of the resources of

the Islands lies in their agricultural products. With a

large rainfall and a soil for the most part of volcanic

origin and decidedly fertile, they are well adapted for

producing a large variety of crops, and these, as a matter of fact, form
the basis of about 95 per cent of the total exports.

The whole land area of the Archipelago is approximately 115,000

square miles, of which a very large part is public land, held by the

Gk)vernment for sale or lease to settlers and planters under the public-

land and mining laws. There are no figures at hand to show the exact

area susceptible of cultivation in its present condition, but it is roughly

estimated at from 15,000,000 to 30,000,000 acres, the largest part of which
is in the public domain and has as yet hardly been touched. It should be

remembered that these public lands are distinct from the "friar lands,"

which were purchased from the various religious orders, who had acquired

them under the Spanish Government, in order to avoid the very serious

agrarian question which seemed to threaten if they remained in the hands

of their then owners.

In spite of the very considerable variety of soils and climatic conditions

which may be found in the Philippines and the very large number of

tropical plants of commercial importance which experiment has proved

can be grown there, the actual staple agricultural products are very few.

As has already been stated, no less than 95 per cent of all the exports are

made up, either in raw or manufactured form, of copra (the dried meat

of the coconut), sugar, abaca (manila hemp), and tobacco; and these, with

the chief food products which are not exported—rice, Indian corn, and

camotes (a variety of sweet potato)—form a very large part of the total

agricultural production of the Islands. Numerous other crops are pro-

duced for local consumption in varying quantities, especially various
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vegetables and fruits, cacao and coffee, but production of any of them on

a commercial scale must at present be regarded as in the nature of an

experiment.

Abaci or manila hemp.—Of all the crops grown in the Philippines, there

is none more interesting than abaca or manila hemp. It stood first on

the list of exports for a good many years, and it still affords an example

of the situation, not very common, of a practical monopoly in an important

agricultural product being given by nature to one group of islands. At-

tempts to introduce it into other tropical countries have met v^^ith little

or no success, and, up to the present time, the world's supply of this

valuable fiber has been drawn exclusively from the Philippines.

The manila hemp of commerce is a structural fiber obtained from the

leafstalk of the plant known locally as abaca, the Musa textilis of the

botanists. This so closely resembles the ordinary banana, to which it is

nearly related, that the inexperienced eye can hardly discover any dif-

ference between them. It is, however, ordinarily smaller than the banana

and its stalks are more slender, while its leaves are darker in color,

narrower, and more tapering.

Abaca requires a large amount of rainfall, fairly well distributed

throughout the year, for which reason its highest development is reached

only over comparatively limited areas. The best sections are located in

Albay, Leyte, Sorsogon, Samar, and Mindanao, though there are others

in which it could be produced. A good deal can be found around the

Laguna de Bay, which is easily reached by train or boat from Manila.

The abaca plantations vary in size from a few to many hundreds of

acres. For the most part the crop is raised on the share system—that is,

small areas are turned over to individual farmers, who care for the plants

and extract the fiber in return for a part of the product.

The operation of preparing abaca for market consists of two distinct

processes : First, the removal of the fiber strips or ribbons from the leaf

sheath; and, second, the separation of these ribbons into the individual

fibers. The laborer, after cutting down a mature stalk, places it across
his knees; and, by inserting a piece of sharp bone under the back of the

leaf sheath, separates the upper strip from the lower fleshy part. These
upper strips are then tied in bundles and carried to the stripping ap-
paratus, while the fleshy part is throvm away. This apparatus is set up
under a shed or in the shade of a tree, and is very simple in construction.

It consists of a log set in a horizontal position two or three feet from the
ground, on top of which is fastened a level block of smooth hard wood or
bamboo. Over this block is placed a knife about a foot in length, with
a handle a little longer. A rattan or rope is fastened to the end of the knife
handle and connected with a spring above. Another rattan or rope con-
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nects the handle with a treadle. The spring above presses the knife
firmly on the block ; but it can be raised by means of the treadle in order
to put in or remove the fiber. In the process of stripping, the operator
inserts one or more of the fibrous strips under the knife and draws them
toward him with a steady pull. Every strip is passed under the knife
twice, the second time to clean the butt by which it was held during the
first pull. This process removes all the pulp and leaves in the hands of
the operator a bunch of clean, white fiber. This, as soon as cleaned, is

hung over a bamboo pole to dry.

The fiber is employed chiefly for the manufacture of rope, but it has
many other uses. Large quantities are exported to the United States for
making binder twine. The well-known manila paper is manufactured
from the old ropes. The finer, softer fibers are tied together at the end
and reeled on to spools for shipping to France and Switzerland, where
they are used for making fine grades of laces and hat braids. A con-

siderable quantity is consumed in the Islands in the manufacture of various

articles for local use, particularly certain native cloths, some of which are

of very beautiful texture.

Many economies and improvements could be introduced in the cultiva-

tion and preparation of abaca and its products. The paper could be

made much more cheaply and in larger quantities from the fiber wasted
in the process of stripping; and this, either in its raw state or as pulp

or paper, should be an export of considerable importance. The present

system of hand stripping is very toilsome and wasteful. Carelessness in

performing the operations and the use of serrated instead of smooth knives

have combined to produce a falling off in the quality of much of the

product, and this in its turn has helped to bring down the price. Yet the

market for carefully prepared fiber is still extensive. Its only serious

competitor is sisal, which is inferior in almost every respect. A really

successful stripping machine would cure much of the trouble. There are

several now on the market, and ultimate perfection is no doubt chiefly a

matter of time.

Sugar.—Sugar is an especially promising crop in the Philippines, for

prices have lately been rising, and the removal of the high duties which

for some years barred its entrance into the United States greatly stimulated

production. During the quarter ending in September, 1911, it stood first

on the list of exports by a considerable margin.

More than a century ago sugar was being grown commercially in the

Philippines and exported in small quantities to the United States. The

ships which came to the Orient for the spices of Malaysia and the silks

and teas of China often sailed into Manila Bay and took on a part cargo

of sugar. The history of this industry has only been recorded in a frag-
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mentary way, but it is quite certain that a wild species of cane lias been

growing in the Philippines from time immemorial.

The principal sugar island in the Philippines is Negros, which produces

some 40 per cent of the total, though less than a third of the land well

adapted for sugar is cultivated. Pampanga is the chief source of "pilon"

sugar, which is rather limited in quantity and used largely for local con-

sumption. There is, however, no province in the Islands where sugar will

not grow to some extent.

In the matter of soil, such lands as those of Negros may be classed with

the better of the sugar lands of the world, and with the same care and

money should produce fully as much as the nonirrigated portions of

Hawaii. Though little attention has been paid to fertilization, the cane

grown has been shown to be, in respect to the purity and richness of the

juice, of high quality. The methods of cultivation, while often painstaking,

are generally unscientific.

Many devices have been used for extracting the juice from the cane,

and it is only during the last half century that modern machinery, con-

sisting of iron mills of small type, using animal, water, or steam power,

was introduced. The method of evaporating the juice for the production

of sugar has remained practically unchanged for a century and consists of

the use of shallow iron vessels placed over a fire, by means of which the

juice is concentrated suflSciently to cause the crystallization of the sugar.

Most Philippine sugar is of the kind known in the world's markets as

"mat sugar," because it is packed in buri palm-leaf bags holding about

forty pounds each and securely tied with long strips of rattan. The
Chinese use a very difi'erent method, known here as the j^Hon system.

A pilon is an earthenware vessel resembling a large flower pot, even to the

hole in the bottom. After the cane juice is boiled down to a heavy mass
it is poured into these vessels, where it solidifies on cooling. The pilones

are then placed over troughs and the molasses drips out of the hole in the

bottom, thus making the product in some respects resemble centrifugal

sugar.

These processes are crude and antiquated, yet the amount of juice

extracted by them, averaging about 64.5 per cent of the gross weight of

the cane, is fully as good as that attained by other countries using similar

methods. The average polarization is about 82°, a relatively low figure,

which is largely due to lack of care, as in one case the polarization of juice

on a certain plantation was raised from 84° to 90° simply by employing
a more skillful superintendent. An important feature of the substitution

of modern methods of manufacture would be the establishment of large

central factories. One modern mill of this description is now being built

on the property of the Mindoro Development Company, and various plans
[162]
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are on foot whereby the Government might assist in the estabhshment of

others.

Coconuts and copra.—Coconut growing and the manufacture of copra are
among the most important of Phihppine industries, and a visit to one of

the sections largely devoted to them is well worth while. One of these,

in La Laguna Province, is comparatively near Manila. The land upon
which the groves are located rises gradually from the shores of the Laguna
de Bay to a height of 1,000 to 2,000 feet on the crest of the ridge which
divides the lake from the Pacific Ocean.

All parts of the coconut tree—the wood, the leaves, the meat of the

nut, the husk, and the oil—are used in almost innumerable ways by the

people. The most important use, however, is for the production of copra

—

that is, the dried meat of the nut—and millions of dollars' worth of this

product are shipped every year from Manila to all parts of the world.

The coconut trees begin to yield nuts in from six to ten years after

planting, and continue to bear for an almost indefinite period. There are

records of trees one hundred and twenty years old still producing. The
nuts are not harvested at stated seasons, but are gathered from the tree

every two or three months. They are detached by means of a hooked

knife on the end of a long bamboo pole, or by a man who climbs the tree

and cuts the fruit from the stalk. They are carried to market by means
of carts, sleds, or pack horses; or, where the groves are located along the

rivers, are floated downstream in the form of rafts.

In the manufacture of copra the nuts are husked, cut in halves, and
partly dried, so that the meat can be easily removed. The drying is done

either in the sun or by artificial heat. After the meat has been taken from
the nut, it is again dried, and is then ready to be sacked and sent to market.

A part of the copra is made into oil by means of a very primitive process.

In some cases the coconut trees are not allowed to bear nuts, but are used

for producing coconut wine. This is made from the sap of the young

flower stalk, which is collected each morning by a man who passes from

tree to tree along slender bamboo poles.

Although the district which has just been described is one of the

most important in the Islands, there are numerous others. The coconut

flourishes particularly well near the sea ; and it is needless to say that the

Philippines, with a coastline twice that of the continental United States,

oflfer suitable land in abundance. Though the present methods of manu-

facture are crude, the industry is one of the most flourishing and profitable

in the islands. There is no question that the introduction of modern

coconut-oil factories would be a gainful venture, for the demand for this

oil as a basis for vegetable butter, soaps, and cosmetics is continually on

the increase.
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Chapter II

THE STAPLE CROPS: TOBACCO AND RICE- RUBBER-MINOR
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

TT! Z^OBACCO is grown to a greater or less extent in many
^^ 8 parts of the islands, but the leaf used for the manu-

facture of cigars is produced only in the Cagayan Valley

in northern Luzon and a few isolated localities in other

sections. Many of the smaller valleys which would

otherwise produce good tobacco are located too near the

sea coast. The Cagayan Valley is comparatively near

the Pacific Ocean, but is protected from it by a high

range of mountains running parallel with the coast.

Transportation through this district is rather difficult,

for the roads are very expensive to keep up and the

river is so shallow during the dry season that it is al-

most impossible to navigate it with a boat drawing more than 18 inches

of water. It is also difficult to maintain permanent landings.

That portion of the valley suitable for tobacco culture is about 80

miles long and varies in width from half a mile to 3 miles. The soil is

unusually well adapted to the crop, for it is enriched by deposits of sedi-

ment during the annual overflows of the river. Modern methods have not

as yet been adopted for the growing of tobacco in the Islands. The farmer
continues to plow his land with a small native plow drawn by a carabao.

As a result the land is scarcely half prepared ; and the young tobacco is

set out, in many cases, among large clods, which are used as a shade for

the plant until it gets a foothold. Later the farmer gives the crop such
cultivation as he can with his crude implements and his hands. When it

is ready to harvest he gathers the leaves, places them on a sled drawn by
a carabao, and hauls them to his house to be cured. The curing sheds are
very crude and in many cases are not at all adapted to the purpose.
After the leaf is cured and sorted, it is packed in bales, covered with dry
banana leaves, and shipped to Manila for working up.

The primitiveness of these methods might easily give an erroneous
impression as to the quality of the leaf. As a matter of fact the Philip-

pines produce large quantities of the very highest grade, both for local

consumption and for export, and in both crude and manufactured form.
Still, there is no doubt that the industry might be made even more
profitable and important than it is at present by a thorough process of
modernization.
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Rice.—Rice is the most universally cultivated plant in the Philippine
Islands. It has been the main food crop for many years, and is grown
more or less wherever soil conditions will permit. Owing to the fact that
it has been so long cultivated in the Orient, there are now a very large
number of varieties, the Bureau of Agriculture having collected some 900.
Some of them are used only in making confections ; a few, when heated,
pop like corn.

Practically the entire crop is cultivated by hand. The preparations for
planting commence as soon as there is sufficient rain to soften the land.
First a seed bed is made ready and sown. In this the grain sprouts quickly
and in from three to four weeks the shoots are ready for transplanting.

The fields are prepared for this by plowing with a small native plow,
which consists of a crooked tree trunk with an iron point. As soon as
the land is turned over, the cross plowing is commenced ; and, after the soil,

to the depth of about a foot, has been reduced with a kind of harrow to
the consistency of thick cream, the transplanting begins. This is usually
done by women and children. The young plants are pulled up and tied

with bamboo strips in small bundles about 3 or 4 inches in diameter ; and
are then transplanted to the rice field proper. The workers stand in

a line side by side about a yard apart and move backwards. The seedlings
are held in the left hand while the right is used to pull off from one to

six plants, which are then, by a rapid movement of the thumb and fingers,

stuck into the muddy soil from eight to fifteen inches apart. Where a

large number of persons are engaged in transplanting, the work is fre-

quently enlivened by music. A man with a guitar or banjo walks along
the dike playing some lively tune, and the operatives are supposed to work
in time with it.

After planting there is little or nothing to do to the crop until the

harvest. This is accomplished in some sections by cutting off each indi-

vidual head and putting them aside in bundles to cure ; in others the grain

is cut and tied in small sheaves very much like wheat.

After the rice has been stacked and allowed to cure, it is ready to

thresh. This is done in many ways. Some modern threshing machines

are now in use, but simple hand methods are more common. In some
instances the grain is tramped out by carabaos, in others it is beaten out

by pounding the small bundles against a board ; in still others it is threshed

with the feet. After the threshing it is winnowed, either by the time-

honored method of tossing in a shallow basket or by a simple fanning

machine. The final preparation for market is partly done in modern
mills, of which the traveler through the central valley of Luzon will see

specimens at Calumpit in Bulacan and at Bautista in Pangasinan. Most

of the rice used for local consumption in the rural districts, however, is
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bought and sold in the hull, under the name of palay, and is prepared

in small quantities for daily use by pounding in a wooden mortar. The

traveler entering a Philippine village about sunset is pretty sure to have

his ears greeted on all sides by the thump of the rice pestle.

All over the Islands the rice fields form perhaps the most prominent

feature of the landscape. From the carriage or the train, on both sides

of the way, they stretch out over the floors of the lowland valleys, their

little dikes and ditches giving them the appearance of irregular checker-

boards. In the more mountainous districts the fields are built in the form
of terraces up the slopes, rising frequently to great heights and exhibiting

no small engineering skill. Yet, despite the extent to which this crop

is cultivated, only about two-thirds of the total amount of rice consumed
in the Islands is raised within their borders. For the rest large sums
of money are annually spent in the neighboring countries, particularly

Indo-China. The necessity and desirability of this outlay has been the

subject of much discussion. There is a natural desire to keep the money
in the country ; but, at the same time, many hold that other crops are in

the long run more profitable. Whatever may be the true solution of this

question, there can be no doubt that the Philippines contain much good
rice land that is at present lying quite idle.

Rubher and gutta-percha.—Although the interest in rubber as a cultivated
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crop has risen rapidly in the past few years, the Phihppines, for several
reasons, have not received their due share of attention as a field for this

branch of agriculture. Their neighbors—the Malay States, Borneo, and
the Dutch East Indies—have already many thousand acres planted with
Para rubber, and the income derived from them is very large.

Three of the principal kinds of rubber have been planted in various

localities in the Philippine Islands—southern Luzon, Negros, Panay, Min-
doro, Mindanao, and some smaller islands; of these the varieties known
as "Para" and "Castilla" seem to be doing fairly well where the conditions

of soil and climate are favorable; "Ceara" grows in almost any soil, but it

is quite unable to withstand strong winds and yields only a small amount
of rubber. The amount of genuine rubber exported at present is in-

significant, there being only two or three plantations that have begun
tapping; and the very small quantity of wild rubber is not kept distinct

by the local buyers.

Neither the planting nor the tapping of rubber present any serious

difficulties aside from the labor question; but it should be borne in mind
that both the Brazilian Para and the Central American Castilla require

an evenly distributed rainfall and protection from strong winds, for,

being trees of the denser forests, they are not adapted to resist drought

in any degree ; and, since their wood is very soft and brittle, any wind above
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30 or 40 miles per hour is likely to break the slender branches. Para

trees are especially liable to be damaged by wild pigs and deer, if the planta-

tion is not properly fenced. Cogon grass, moreover, should not be allowed

to grow near the young rubber trees on account of the poisoning effect

of its roots.

The Philippines have for many years produced a very considerable part

of the world's supply of gutta-percha, but the very crude and wasteful

methods employed by the natives in obtaining the latex have resulted in the

destruction of most of the mature trees near the coasts ; and, as a result, the

supply is on the decrease. Gutta-percha differs from rubber in having

little or no elasticity ; it can be molded into any shape, mixed with various

other substances, and even vulcanized. On account of its pliancy and
excellent water-proofing qualities it is largely used in electrical work. Its

value is usually less than one-half that of rubber. The producer here

in the Philippines gets only some ?300 to P400 per ton for it in the crude

state; but of course the two or three successive middlemen who attend to

the partial cleaning and the shipping in Jolo and Singapore, make good

profits before it reaches the manufacturers.

The amount of gutta-percha exported from the Philippines is probably

about 150 tons per year, nearly all of which comes from western Mindanao,
where it is gathered by the hill tribes. The process of extraction is simple

but very destructive. The tree is felled and rings of bark are removed
every few feet all the way from the butt up to the branches ; the j uice

which drips from these cuts is collected on banana leaves or some similar

surface, dried, made into large grayish red lumps and carried to the house

of the headman ; then, when the latter has concluded his deal with the first

middleman, it is packed down to the coast. Unfortunately the gutta

stump does not produce any sprouts.

A small amount of wild rubber is gathered in Mindanao, but it is

mixed, or at least sold, with gutta-percha, and, strangely enough, brings

no higher price. Several kinds of lianas, or large vines, and some banyans,

or wild figs, yield genuine rubber. A banyan tree of this kind with a

trunk over 30 feet in diameter, is one of the landmarks on the shores of

Lake Lanao in Mindanao.

Minor agricultural products.—It is beyond reasonable dispute that the

Philippines are well adapted for the production of many crops besides the

great staples so far described. The familiar Indian corn is a local food

crop of much importance, while maguey and sisal hemp have been rather

widely introduced in some districts not well fitted for the production of

abaca. A number of native fruits and vegetables, now grown in a hap-

hazard manner for local consumption, could be much improved, and some
of foreign origin could well be introduced. Cacao has long been grown
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on a small scale and its cultivation might be much extended. Although
the coffee plantations, which once produced very extensively for export,
were practically ruined by the blight in the early nineties, the shrub still

grows well in certain sections, and the trouble could probably be largely
remedied by the introduction of a hardier stock. More cotton could be
produced than is now the case. The essential oils of flowering shrubs,
such as ilang-ilang, are very valuable for the manufacture of perfumery,
and their production might well be made more systematic. Finally, given
the requisite capital and knowledge, it is certain that a success could be
made of the manufacture of paper from various materials, notably abaca
waste and bamboo.

Animal industry—Grazing—Fisheries.—The Philippines have much land
well adapted for cattle raising, and the demand for neat cattle for work in

the fields, and, in a somewhat less degree, for slaughter, is very great.

Though this industry is at present unfortunately classed as extra-hazardous,
owing to the presence of rinderpest, it can hardly be doubted that the

ultimate outcome of the never-ceasing fight against the disease will be
a complete victory; or that, when the day comes, the development of this

industry has in store large possibilities.

Another source of wealth which may for convenience be referred to

here is silk culture. Both mulberry trees and the imported worms of

the ordinary variety flourish well, while one especially productive kind

that has been introduced feeds on the leaves of the castor-oil plant, which
is very common throughout the Islands. What has been done so far has

been chiefly with the object of educating the people to take up the manu-
facture as a household industry; there should probably, however, be profit

in it for persons with more energy and capital who might go into it on a

larger scale. Some of the most attractive and popular of the native

textiles are partly made of silk, which material is at present almost entirely

imported. If this very promising industry could once be freed from this

dependence on foreign countries for its raw material, it would be a great

economic boon.

The fisheries of the Islands are, as in all tropical countries, a great

local source of wealth ; and the variety of edible fishes is very great. Until

lately, however, the exploitation of the fishing grounds has been carried

on on a small scale, and considerable quantities have been every year

imported. Very recently the Philippine Fisheries Company has brought

from England a steam trawler of the general type used successfully in

the North Sea, and will enter upon the business on a scale heretofore

unknown. The related industries of gathering such miscellaneous marine

products as pearls, sponges, coral, and tortoise shell could also undoubtedly

be much extended by the application of capital.
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Chapter III

MINERAL RESOURCES— FORESTS— MANUFACTURES

HE mineral resources of the Philippines do not as yet

furnish a very large part of the total commercial pro-

duction, but there can be little doubt that they form a

potentially considerable source of wealth. Those which

have so far been in some degree developed are gold and

coal, and, on a smaller scale, copper, iron, silver (found

alloyed with the gold), and manganese. The descrip-

tions which follow should give a fairly adequate idea

of the extent of the principal deposits and the probable

importance of the industry in general.

Gold.—In the matter of value by far the most im-

portant of these products is gold. The history of the

mining of this metal in uncivilized countries is usually very much the same.

The first explorers note the gold ornaments and decorations of the natives,

and tales of untold wealth go back to the home country. In the Philippines

the case is slightly different, for it is reported that the people used gold in

their trade with the Chinese as far back as the third century A. D., and
seemed to value it chiefly as a means of obtaining silks and other manu-
factured articles. They also learned to adulterate the gold with copper,

silver, or brass, so that to-day it is unsafe to buy gold from the Igorots

in northern Luzon. The majority of native tribes worked placer ground;
but some of them washed down the hills with great volumes of water, a

process called "booming;" and others even dug into solid rock, burrowing
deep into the hills, though making for the most part but a small recovery.

One of their theories on the origin of gold was that it is produced by a

golden carabao that lives in the earth and comes out only at night. This
belief is still maintained by many, though the animal is sometimes described
as a snake.

The Spaniards took great interest in mining and investigated both
placer and quartz deposits in many localities, but failed to develop any
properties successfully in the modern sense. Some Englishmen also did
prospecting before the American occupation, but the extremely unsettled
condition of the country and the hostility of the natives made their work
difficult and dangerous. With characteristic enthusiasm, a number of
Americans scattered over the entire country soon after the Spanish war
and began active prospecting. Most of them are still located on the
properties they staked out in the early days.
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Gold is found in all parts of the Islands both in alluvial deposits and
quartz veins. In some districts the veins are very numerous, several hun-
dred being found within the space of a few square miles. It would be

difficult to find another region as large as the Philippines where so many
veins occur, or where there is such a general distribution of gold.

The principal mining districts are those about Paracale and Mambulao
in the Province of Ambos Camarines, where three mills have been erected,

two of which are now in working order ; the Benguet district, near Baguio,

in the Mountain Province, where five or six mills have operated and two
are now being erected, the largest being that of the Headwaters Mining
Company, with a twenty-stamp mill and a cyanide plant ; the district about

Aroroy in the Island of Masbate, where the deposits are perhaps the largest

in the Philippines and four stamp mills have been erected or are under

construction ; and the districts in the neighborhood of Suyoc, in the Moun-
tain Province, and Pozorrubio, in the Province of Pangasinan, where

valuable deposits have been located, though without actual production.

There are placer deposits in a majority of all the provinces in the Islands.

The richest, and the only one where dredges have been successfully worked,

is that at Paracale. In the Nueva Ecija fields small quantities of platinum

are found with the gold.

Iron.—Although iron deposits of greater or less extent have been found

in Ambos Camarines and other portions of the Archipelago, the red

hematite in the hills on the western slopes of the eastern Cordillera of

Luzon is the best known. Here, in the Province of Bulacan, the only

active smelting operations are being carried on; and upwards of half a

dozen crude furnaces are now turning out a few thousand pesos worth of

pig iron each year. The most successful operator is a Tagalog woman,

Dona Maria Altesa Fernando, a leading figure in the industrial develop-

ment of the Philippines and a fine example to her race. All day and all

night, the little furnaces, not over 15 feet high, wheeze away in the jungle,

melting down the red ore from the hills. The molten metal issuing from

the bottom of the furnaces, is poured into waiting molds, and when cooled

comes out as plow points. These the active people of the hills carry slung

across their shoulders on bamboo poles down by the devious mountain

trails to the town of Angat, where they are stored in the warehouse of

Dona Maria and thence sent out over the neighboring fertile provinces of

Tarlac, Pampanga, and Pangasinan.

In the smelting of this iron only charcoal and ore are put into the

furnace, the natives not having yet learned the value of a flux. At present

the pieces of ore which they use are so pure as to be self-fluxing, but in

time it will be necessary to use limestone, of which there are great

quantities in the surrounding hills, with the poorer grades of ore. The
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metallic iron content of the best of this ore is over 60 per cent, making

it of Bessemer grade.

There is a well-defined iron belt in Luzon extending from Bulacan

southward into Ambos Camarines, but this has not been mapped in detail.

Proper exploration would entail the expenditure of many thousands of

dollars and would necessitate the use of the diamond drill. As a satis-

factory coking coal has not yet been found in the Philippines, the develop-

ment of these deposits may depend upon the utilization of the electric

furnace in the smelting operations.

Coal.—Nearly every island of the three thousand or more in the Phil-

ippine group has outcrops of coal. The natives of course have made very

little use of these deposits, as there is an abundance of firewood, and they

have not as yet much need of fuel for other than cooking purposes.

Technically the product varies from lignite to sub-bituminous—that is to

say, it is of rather low grade. With the exception of one outcrop in

Mindanao, which has 84 per cent, the best of it runs from 48 to 54 per

cent fixed carbon.

For two hundred years after the Spanish conquest no attention was
paid to this coal. The first actual operations were begun in 1872, though

the existence of "black diamonds" had been known for some time. From
that date there were many unsuccessful attempts to put the mining of

Philippine coal upon a commercial basis, the most serious being that made
on the Island of Cebu near the towns of Danao and Compostela. Here
two tramways were built from the coast into the mountains to the mines,

but the insurrection of 1897 nipped the enterprise in the bud and at the

present time but little of the former workings remain. The only other

scene of a real attempt at coal mining is the little Island of Batan, which
lies within the shadow of Mount Mayon, in Albay Province. This is

to-day the only place where the industry is being actively carried on. One
mine in the district was worked for several years by the United States

Army; but the results were not wholly satisfactory, and it is now, for

the present at least, shut down. Another is that of the East Batan Coal

Company, a local concern, which began operations in 1905. This enter-

prise was not well managed, and is now being operated for the benefit of

the creditors by an expert selected by the Government. The plant and
methods of work have been modernized and prospects are very good.

The Government is purchasing the product and using it successfully on the

coast-guard boats. In general, Philippine coal has been found satisfactory

for ordinary steaming purposes when burned on proper grates and with
care in firing.

Minor mineral resources.—There is at least one potentially rich copper
district in the Islands, in the Mancayan-Suyoc section of the central high-
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land of northern Luzon. Both the native Igorots and the Spaniards long

operated here, though by crude and wasteful methods. Comparatively
little mining in the modern sense has been done, and most of that has been

by quarrying, a method which could not be kept up indefinitely. It is

believed, however, that, when the district becomes a little more accessible,

the cost of extraction will not be unreasonably high.

Silver is found alloyed with all the gold of the Philippines, and silver-

bearing galenas exist. There are also considerable deposits of manganese
oxide.

Some of the nonmetallic mineral resources of the Islands—other than

coal—are undoubtedly capable of development. Good building stone is

scarce, but cement, the basis of the reinforced concrete which is becoming

to an ever-increasing extent the standard building material of the tropics,

could unquestionably, in view of the fact that all the necessary ingredients

exist in the Islands, be manufactured locally at a profit. The same is true

of cement tiles for roofing. The pottery industry is undeveloped, yet

very good clays are known to exist, and a great deal is manufactured in

a haphazard way. Recently there have been discovered somewhat prom-

ising indications of the existence of valuable stores of petroleum and

natural gas.

The forests.—A very substantial portion of the natural wealth of the Phil-

ippines lies in their forests. The total stand of merchantable timber is

roughly estimated at 200,000,000,000 board feet, and the whole of the virgin

forest area covers about 40,000 square miles, or approximately one-third of

the total land area of the Islands. In addition there is perhaps half again

as much territory covered with second-growth forest, which will yield a

great deal of value in the way of small timber, firewood, and minor forest

products.

The merchantable forest area may be roughly divided into five por-

tions—the dipterocarp forests, the molave forests, the pine forests, the

mangrove forests, and the mountain-top forests. The last will have to be

reserved for the protection of water supplies and the soil of the valleys

beneath.

The dipterocarp forests, so called because the members of one botanical

family, the Dipterocarpacew, largely predominate in them, cover about

three-quarters of the virgin forest area. Roughly speaking, they take the

place of the pine forests of temperate regions. Three groups of trees in-

cluded in them are believed to be of special value from the lumberman's

standpoint. The first is called by the name of its most characteristic

and abundant species, the yacal. This is particularly widely distributed

in Mindanao, Leyte, and Luzon; and, with its allied timbers, is the most

abundant of the more durable commercial woods. The second group com-
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prises several woods, of which the most important are apitong and guijo,

the latter being considered the better. They are not unlike the hard

pine of the United States, though somewhat heavier, and are being widely

used to-day for construction purposes.

The greatest wealth of this portion of the forest lies, however, in the

third group, which includes what may be generically called the laiians.

They are similar in structure to the soft pines of temperate climates,

though heavier. There are two main classes, the white and the red

lauans. The better grades are excellent for inside finishings and furniture,

and the cheaper for all light and temporary construction. These diptero-

carp forests are fairly homogeneous, and occasionally approach pure stands

of one or two groups. In one case 95 per cent of a stand was either apitong

or lauan. On an average from 70 to 80 per cent of one of them would be
dipterocarp timber.

The molave forests include perhaps 10 per cent of the forest area. The
most important timbers which characterize them are molave itself, a hard
durable wood suitable for general construction, floors, and finishing, and
several beautiful furniture woods. The more valuable trees of these forests

are much scattered, and consequently do not permit of lumbering on a

large scale, but they are also found mingled in the drier coast districts of

the dipterocarp forests.
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In a plantation of maniia hemp A giant of the Philippine forests
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The pine is confined chiefly to the central highland of northern Luzon,
where it grows in quantities sufficient for local use. The mangrove forests

are swampy areas on the coasts, especially the tidal flats along the mouths of

the larger rivers. Where not already badly culled, they yield good quan-
tities of small timber and firewood; and the bark, under the name of

"cutch," is valuable for tanning.

Logging is comparatively easy and cheap in the forests close to the

beaches and large rivers ; but these are rapidly being destroyed by small

operators for local use. In the future most of the commercial lumbering

must be done from five to twenty or thirty miles inland, where short

railroads will be necessary.

The public forests of the Philippines, which include all but a very small

fraction of the total forest area, are under the control of the Bureau of

Forestry, which does not sell them but develops them under a license

system. For tracts not exceeding 2,500 acres exclusive licenses may be

granted by the Secretary of the Interior, if the applicant can show that

he possesses the will and the resources actually to develop the area in

question within the license period. For larger areas the license is let to

the highest bidder. Many smaller cutters operate under yearly licenses,

mainly for local use. The stumpage charged by the Government ranges

from ?0.50 to ¥=2.50 per cubic meter. Thus on one grade of lauan, which
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sells for ¥=70 per thousand board feet in Manila at present prices, the

stumpage is ?1.35.

The Bureau has recently announced its readiness to locate at least

eight modern lumbering companies, provided they are possessed of suf-

ficient capital to make the necessary outlay to secure foreign markets. A
large part of the 2OO,OOO,OOO,0OT board feet of American lumber used

annually in Australia, China, and Japan could be supplied by the Phil-

ippines. There should also be a market for the finer woods in cabinetwork

and interior finishing in the United States and other countries, where fine

hard woods are scarce.

At present, however, the Philippine forests do not supply the whole of

the local demand ; and, as prices for the chief native timbers have stood in

recent years, the domestic trade is the most profitable. The Bureau of

Forestry estimates that a well-equipped company could deliver lumber in

Manila for half the current prices. There is also room for the development

of mangrove products—small lumber, poles, firewood, and cutch.

Manufacturing.-—It is only natural that manufacturing should now occupy

a very secondary place among the sources of wealth of the Philippines.

Yet, although in the making of such miscellaneous commodities as house-

hold goods, tools, and cheap textiles, the Islands are not likely to compete

with the United States, Europe, or Japan, there are two kinds of manu-
factures which already exist to some extent and are capable of great

development.

The first of these consists in the working up for the foreign market of

the great staple agricultural products. This is already being done, for

the most part, in the case of the tobacco, which is largely exported in the

form of cigars and cigarettes. Much of the capital of the factories is

local, and the methods of manufacture are by all accounts efficient. But
in the case of the other great staples the opportunity to keep in the Islands

whatever profit might be drawn from the finishing of the product is made
use of only in a slight degree. There are, for example, but one sugar

refinery and one or two cordage factories. In the case of manila hemp we
have figures which enable us to compare roughly the value of the raw and
finished products. The total exports of raw hemp in 1910 were valued
at over $17,000,000, while those of cordage, its most important manufac-
tured product, amounted to less than $41,000. For the development of

such industries as rope making, paper making, the weaving of certain

fine textiles, sugar refining, and coconut-oil making the Philippines offer

a very favorable field. The natives learn readily the use of machinery,
and, for skilled labor under careful direction, have been found steady and
efficient.

The second kind of manufacturing referred to comprises the numerous
[176]
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domestic handicrafts which produce suppHes of various textiles of manila
hemp, pifia (pineapple) and other fibers, hats, mats, light furniture, etc.

At present the difficulty with all these industries is that they are conducted
in such a haphazard manner that, while the quality is often excellent,
there are no standards and no regularity of production. The Government
is now endeavoring, especially through the trade schools, to correct these
failings. An important advance toward the systematization of this work
has recently been made in the appointment of an official sales agent, who,
under the general direction of a board, will study the markets in the
United States for these secondary manufactures of the Islands.

Throughout the remarks that have been so far made upon the resources
of the Islands, the attention of the reader has from time to time been called

to the part which is being played by the Government in assisting their

development. The efforts of the Bureaus of Agriculture and Forestry,

and, in a very large degree, those of the Bureau of Science, are directed

specifically toward this end ; while of course the work of almost all depart-

ments is planned with this same object more or less completely in view.

The various fields upon which the Bureau of Public Works has entered have
already been referred to at some length ; and it is with an identical purpose

that the Bureau of Navigation regulates and assists interisland commerce,
and other offices the various activities which properly appertain to their

work. Something has already been said in regard to the large place

which the prison system gives to industrial instruction, and this latter

is also one of the most absolutely essential parts of the whole fabric

of public education. It should not, moreover, be forgotten that all such

work is being most ably seconded by many Americans and foreigners and

by not a few natives engaged in commercial business and in industry.

It is not too much to say that, if the mass of the Filipino people are to

have before them any more promising future than that of the average

unskilled agricultural laborer in the Tropics, their salvation lies in these

various agencies which are aiming to teach them to make some practical

use of the almost unexampled riches with which nature has stored the

land of their birth. The desire of such a large proportion of the present

generation of educated Filipinos to become professional men or artists

is natural enough; and Americans should be the last ones to quarrel

with them. It still remains true, however, that it is simply a physical

impossibility for a country like the Philippines in its present economic

state to support, with any view to its ultimate interests, such a large

number of men in the purely intellectual and ornamental callings; and

the recent change in the attitude of so many of the younger educated

men toward this phase of the situation is one of the best of possible omens

for the future.
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Chapter IV

THE COMMERCE OF THE PHILIPPINES

HEN the Philippine Tariff Act of 1909 was passed it

was very generally prophesied that its enactment

would mark an era in the trade relations of the Islands.

It was expected that this would result primarily from

the fact that it provided for what, under existing

conditions, was practically free trade with the United

States ; but it was also generally believed that the new
legislation would have the indirect effect of so stimulat-

ing the eeonomic and commercial condition of the

country as to bring about a very material increase in

the strictly foreign trade as well. In the main these

expectations were realized. The letting down of the

tariff bars between the Islands and the United States, coinciding as it

did with the general economic recovery which accompanied the complete

restoration of public order and the systematic combating of such evils

as cholera, rinderpest, and locusts, made itself felt, when the trade figures

for the fiscal year 1910 were compiled, in a very decided change in the

amounts and channels of commerce. Now that more than another year

has passed, it has become quite certain that the ground gained in those

first months has been held, and even to a considerable extent added to.

The total value of exports and imports for the fiscal year 1910 was
$76,948,777, an increase over the preceding year of 30 per cent, as against

an increase for the whole period from 1901 to 1909 of only 9.9 per cent.

The figures for the fiscal year 1911 could hardly have been expected to

maintain this abnormal rate of progress—relatively three times as great

as that of the whole eight years preceding—but they do show an increase

to $89,597,351, or 16.4 per cent.^ It should be remembered, moreover,
that under the Spanish Government the total trade, though subject to

n II

' It is impossible to compare these totals exactly, however. Both export and
import figures for 1911 exclude gold and silver in ore and bullion, whereas they
were included in those for 1910. In the same way the export figures for 1910 Include
the reexportations of foreign merchandise, valued at $146,209; but, although these
i-eexportations were nearly twice as great during 1911 ($268,205), they were not
included in the export figures for the latter year. This one item would be enough
in itself to make up for the small apparent loss in the total value of the exports.
A further discrepancy is caused by the inclusion in the figures for 1911 of non-
dutiable merchandise imported by the Government, though all of this had been excluded
the preceding year.
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extreme fluctuations—so extreme, indeed, as to raise grave doubts as to
the reliability of the existing figures—seldom exceeded $30,000,000, and,
in 1870, the most prosperous year prior to 1901, rose only to $54,000,000.'
There have been fluctuations since the American occupation, but not
nearly so marked.

Of the total trade for the fiscal year 1911, $39,778,629 represented
exports and $49,818,722 imports. On the face of these figures it would
seem as if the balance of trade had turned heavily against the Islands ; but
this diflference is really due, in part, to the change just referred to in the
manner of making up the figures, and very largely to the fact that, on
the one hand, great stocks of goods imported during the year were await-
ing purchasers at its end, while, on the other hand, exports were curtailed
by the great quantities of Philippine products which had been rushed to
the United States on the passage of the' new tariflf, and had somewhat
overstocked the market. The temporary nature of these superficially
unfavorable conditions is evinced by the trade figures recently published
for the first quarter of the fiscal year 1912. They show the imports to
have been less than for the corresponding quarter of the preceding fiscal

year (—6.6 per cent), but that the exports had increased in a marked
manner (+22.6 per cent), thus restoring a favorable balance of trade,
and holding forth the promise, should the same rate of increase be main-
tained for nine months more, of a total trade for the whole fiscal year of
not less than $97,000,000—a very substantial gain.

As has long been the case, the great bulk of the exports during these
periods consisted of a few staples, notably manila hemp, copra, raw sugar,
and raw and manufactured tobacco. The following table shows, for pur-
poses of comparison, the actual amounts and values of the staple exports
during these two years :

1910

Commodity.

Quantity.

Hemp kiios__ 170,788,629

Copra do.-- 115,284,851

Sugar do .. 157.717,042

Cigars - number - 196, 192, 000

Cigarettes do-- .30,886,000

Othertobacco .-.kilos . 9,920,054

All other exports I

$17, 404, 922

9, 153, 951

7, 040, 690

2, 973, 630

34, 045

1. 629. 820

1,649,794
!

Per
cent of
total
value.

43.64

22.90

17.62

7,40

.08

4.20

4,10

1911

Quantity. Value.

1

165, 649, 626

115,602,012

149,376,454

132,217,000

33, 662, 000

12,487,162

$16, 141, 340

9, 899, 467

8, 014, 360

1, 700, 712

36, 1.32

1, 868, 723

2, 117, 906

Per cent
Per

I

of
cent of increase
total :

(-1 ) or
value.

1 decrease

40.57

24.88

20.14

4.27

.09

4.69

5.32

— 7.24

8.15

113. 83

-42. 82

I
6.13

I
14. 78

+28. 37

Total

-

39,886,852 I I 39,778,629 1
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From this table it appears that the relative standing of the four chief

exports remained the same during these two years. During the quarter

just past, however, there was a marked change; for hemp, which in 1911

had formed but 40 per cent of the exports, as against 43 per cent in 1910

and more than 50 per cent the previous year, fell from first to third place.

This falling off is very generally attributed to the great decline in price

which, in its turn, is due, at least in part, to lack of care in cleaning and
grading, and is to that extent quite remediable. Copra during 1911

increased slightly in quantity and very materially in value, though this

last, amounting to 8 per cent, was not as great as during the preceding

year. Sugar increased considerably in quantity and value, both being
greater than ever before under the American regime. Both of these last

two commodities increased very materially during the first quarter of the

fiscal year 1912, and together form the most satisfactory feature of recent

trade developments.

The decrease shown by this table in the exports of cigars is very
marked, though the figures are still far ahead of those for 1909. This
unsatisfactory showing is almost wholly due to the partial collapse of the
"boom" in exports of cigars to the United States, which followed on the
passage of the Payne Act. The loss is unfortunate, but it is retrievable:

and, indeed, improvement was already evident during the last months of
[180]
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A village under the bamboos

1911 and the first quarter of the succeeding year. Cigarettes and miscel-
laneous tobacco products both showed increases during 1911, in the latter

case very considerable (14 per cent), as compared with slight decreases
during the preceding year. Products other than the staples just mentioned,
though continuing to account for a very small part of the total exports,

showed a healthy increase of more than 28 per cent. A part of this was
due to the great increase in the number of native hats exported. All these

gains are being maintained. In general, it would appear that sugar and
copra are just now the most promising products, and that, had not hemp
and cigars fallen off from special causes, trade would now be increasing at

a rate not very different from that maintained during 1910. It is probable

that these great staples will continue to monopolize a very large part of the

export trade of the Islands for a long time to come ; but the question of what
may fairly be expected in the way of building up a commerce in the minor
products for which the country is well adapted is, nevertheless, of great

moment. Without insisting too rigidly on the extreme "home-market"
theory, it is still hardly possible to deny that the Philippines are importing,

or at least neglecting to export, many things with which they could well

supply themselves ; and from this fact arises the very great importance of

the efforts already referred to, to stimulate and make safe such industries

as silk culture, grazing, and the raising of fruits, rubber, cacao, and coffee.
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The principal purchasers of exports from the Philippines during the

fiscal years 1910 and 1911 are indicated in the following table:

Destination.

United States

United Kingdom.

France

Spain

British East Indies .

Belgium

Hongkong

China

Germany.

Italy

1910

Value.

Per
cent of
total
value.

$18,

6,

6.

1,

Netherlands

British Australasia .

Japan

All others

761, 421

849, 419

486, 599

980, 145

886, 925

407, 276

495, 332

819, 461

896, 748

723. 708

170, 520

478, 609

335, 369

$16,

7,

6,

1,

716, 966

547, 706

685, 823

178, 730

057, 996

990, 528

874, 700

670, 519

647, 053

538, %5
.503, 478

480. 493

372. 457

513, 226

Per
cent of
total
value.
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The values of the chief commodities imported during the fiscal years
1910 and 1911 and their relative standing are shown in the following table :

Commtxlity.

Cotton goods

Rice

Iron and steel, and manufactures of _

Provisions (including meat)

Coal

Cattle

Flour ._

Illuminating oil

Leather, and manufactures of

All others - - - . . _ _ . _ _ _

Value.

$8,522,307

5,321,962

3,305,695

2, 377. 466

972,341

871,966

1.534,442

1. 142, 250 !

760,463
j

Per
cent of
total
value.

23.0

14.4

8.8

6.4

2.6
j

2.3

4.1

3.1

2.1

l«11

$10, 305, 017

6, 560, 630

6, 887, 227

3, 000, 028

1, 548, 437

1, 476, 500

1, 422, 279

998, 678

994, 191

17, 626, 735

Per
cent of
total
value.

Per cent
of

increase
( 1 ) or

decrease

20.6

13.1

11.8

6.0

3.1

2.9

2.8

2.0

1.9

,20.9

i 23.2

+78.0

126.1

;-59.2

1-62.2

— 7.3

-12.6

-1-30.

7

The total value of these imports for 1911 represents an increase over

the total for the other year shown of 34.4 per cent ; but a part of this, as

has already been remarked, is due to the inclusion in the 1911 figures of

the nondutiable merchandise imported by the Government. It will be

seen from this table that the relative importance of the principal items

did not change very greatly in the course of these years, except that coal

and live cattle became, for the time being at least, of more importance

than illuminating oil and leather goods. This stability in the order of

importance of the chief imports has continued for some time. Further-

more, with the exceptions on the one hand of iron and steel and of coal,

in which the gains exceeded 50 per cent, and of illuminating oil and leather

on the other, which suffered slight decreases, the imports of these com-

modities all increased moderately, in most cases at about the same rates

as the total imports. The importations of cattle and coal will inevitably

be large until, by overcoming the rinderpest, the valuable grazing lands

of the Islands can be put to use, and until coal fields are successfully

developed. The lack of native cattle also helps, of course, to swell the

importations of meat. The only item in this table about which there is

much discussion is rice. The importations of this staple cereal have tended

to increase steadily, and it would appear from the latest figures that this

process is going on unchecked. During the first quarter of the present

fiscal year the value of the importations of most of these commodities, except

rice, sufl^ered slight decreases, attributable to the same causes as the falling

off in the total imports. A more careful study than is practicable here of the

proportion of each of these chief imports that is supplied by the United

States would probably make interesting reading for the American exporter.
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The following table shows the principal sources from which the im-

ports of the Islands, during the same two years, were drawn

:

1010

Source.

United States

French East Indies .

United King-dom

British Australasia -

Japan --_

Germany

China

Spain

France

British East Indies -

Value,

1!)11

$10,

6,

6,

2,

2,

1.

2,

1

1

776, 1^8

454, 674

657, 151

302, 234

241, 694

974, 838

700, 660

386, 729

032, 433

971, 177

Per
cent of
total
value.

29.0

14.7

16.2

6.2
;

6.0 i

6.3

7.3

3.7

2.7

2.6

Per
cent of
total
value.

Per cent
of

increase
(+) or

decrease

_l_

$19,4a3,6.58

7, 400, 881

6,290,169

2,720,-324

2, 474, 605

2,360,037

2, 170, 601

1,409,048

1, 213, 558

1, 094, 465

.39.1

14.8

12.6

5.4
\

4.9
'

4.7

4.3

2.8

2.4

2.1

+ 80.8

+35.6

+11.2

+ 18.1

+10.3

+ 19.5

—19.6

+ 1.6

+ 17.5

+ 12.6

In 1911, as in 1910, the United States occupied first place by a wide
margin, though her percentage of the total was not quite so great as in

the case of exports. It became apparent that the preeminence over

England, which the new tariff gave her in the course of 1910, was destined

to continue. The relative standing of other countries continued much the

same, Japan maintaining her position above that of Germany. There
were only two changes in the order of importance—the United Kingdom,
which last year lost her long-enjoyed first place to the United States, lost

second place this year to the French East Indies. The heavily increased

importations of rice, which come largely from this nearest of the great

rice-exporting countries, were no doubt chiefly responsible for the change.

The loss, moreover, was merely relative, for the United Kingdom made
a considerable absolute gain. The other change to be noted is in the case

of China, which not only lost relatively to Australasia, Japan, and Germany,
but was the only country on the list to suffer an absolute decrease. Finally

it will be noted that, although all the strictly foreign countries, except
China, made considerable gains—mostly between 10 and 20 per cent—in

their exports to the Philippines, all of them except the French East Indies

enjoyed in 1911 a slightly smaller percentage of the total than was the

case in 1910; and that it was reserved for the United States alone not
only to make an increase of over 80 per cent, but to control 10 per cent
more of the total than during the preceding year. These facts would
indicate that practically the whole of the year's increase in importations
was supplied by the United States. During the first quarter of the present
fiscal year the amount of goods received from the sovereign country, like

the total importations, suffered something of a decrease. Though her
[184]
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relative share had then fallen from 40 to 35 per cent, it still remained
greater than in 1910.

Generally speaking, it may be said that the Philippines to-day enjoy

a total trade three times as great, on the average, as during the Spanish
regime, with the balance of trade somewhat shifting, but generally inclin-

ing in favor of the Islands. Since the beginning of the American regime
there have been fluctuations in the value of this total trade, with a net

increase up to the end of the fiscal year 1909 (just before the passage

of the new tariff) of about 10 per cent. Then, under the stimulus of

practically free trade with the United States, the fiscal year 1910 saw a

phenomenal increase of 30 per cent. This rate of progress was quite

naturally not kept up during the following year; but the figures for the

quarter just past are very encouraging, and, taking all in all, it would

seem that the ground gained has been held and that the fact that the

increases are now less rapid is largely due to special conditions in the

hemp and cigar trades. It will probably take the returns of two or three

years more to show with any degree of certainty what the permanent

effect of the new conditions on Philippine commerce is to be, but these

most recent figures practically preclude the chance of any retrograde

movement, even though the time for a "boom" is past.

Very closely connected with the development of the commerce of the

Islands is the question of the place in the trade of the Far East to which

their geographical situation seems normally to entitle them, and of the

steamship connections which would give these natural advantages some

practical eflfect. As regards the first point, it would be hard to deny that

the Philippines are very favorably placed. They are not, indeed, directly in

the line of that profitable commerce which for centuries crept along the

southern coast of Asia to India, the Straits, Java, China, and Japan, while

the old route of the monopolistic trade between Manila and Mexico has

for a century been disused; and these facts, even to-day, seriously affect

the steamship connections of the Islands, as an unduly large part of the

great trans-Pacific and trans-Indian lines still passes to the north and to the

south. There is, however, no adequate reason why this should continue

to be true indefinitely. For many routes of trade which have been opened

up in the last few decades, or which are likely to come into prominence

in the near future, the situation of the Philippines is almost that of a

hub in a wheel. Few ports could be better placed than Manila as regards

the circle roughly formed by Soerabaya, Batavia, Singapore, Saigon, Hong-

kong, and Nagasaki on one side, or Honolulu and the principal American

and Australasian ports at greater distances on the other; and, to meet this

opportunity, improvements in the means of communication have, during

the last few years, been very extensive.
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have various forms of local government, sometimes based on the tribal

organizations and sometimes on units known as townships, settlements,

and rancherias (p. 29).

Justice is administered by a Supreme Court, composed of a Chief Justice

and six Associate Justices; Courts of First Instance, with a total of 24

judges, who hold sessions in each province; justice-of-the-peace courts in

each municipality (see p. 27 and following) ; and a municipal court in

the city of Manila.

There is under the Central Government a body of military police known
as the Philippine Constabulary, composed of about 4,500 officers and men.

Manila has a modern municipal police force, and each municipality has

a small body of municipal police under the direct control of the local

authorities (pp. 30 and 45).

There is one central penitentiary (Bilibid Prison, see p. 86) with

several outstations (Baguio, Camp Avery, Iwahig Penal Colony, p. 145,

etc.), containing altogether (May, 1911) 5,165 inmates. There are local

jails in each province in which were on the same date about 1,600 prisoners.

Area and population.—The Philippine Archipelago consists of over three

thousand islands, the large majority of which are very small. The total

area was estimated in the census of 1903 to be 115,026 square miles. This

is a trifle less than the area of the New England States plus New York

(115,635 square miles), and a little more than that of Arizona (113,020).

Some later estimates put the area of the Islands as high as 120,000 or

125,000. The names and areas of the more important islands are given

in the census as

:

Area in
square
miles.

Luzon 40,969

Mindanao !

36,292

Samar i
5,031

NegTos 4,881

Panay I

4,611

Palawan I
4,027

Mindoro
[

3,851

Leyte 2,722

Cebu 1.762

Bohol 1.441

Masbate i

1,236

Catanduanes

Basilan

Busuanga

Marinduque -

Polillo

Jolo

I Tablas

Dinagat

j

Tawi-tawi -_-

Guimaras

Burias

Area in
square
miles.

478

390

362

333

326

324

309

232

228

197
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retained for conservation purposes; but about 33,000,000 acres, or some-

thing over 52,000 square miles, is agricultural or mineral land, available

for sale under the public-land and mining laws. Of this only about 600,000

acres have been actually applied for. The total area suited for cultivation

is estimated at from 40,000,000 to 60,000,000 acres.

By the census of 1903 the total population v^^as put at 7,635,426, of

whom 6,987,686 "enjoyed a considerable degree of civilization" and 647,740

consisted of wild people (p. 11). There must, of course, have been a

considerable change in the population since that time, and it is now knovvm

that the numbers of the wild people at least were greatly underestimated.

The total population is now undoubtedly well over 8,000,000. The excess of

births over deaths for the year 1910 alone was approximately 80,000;

emigration and immigration are factors of very minor importance. The
most recent estimate of the population of the wild tribes puts it at 981,846,

of which all but about 80,000 were in the 7 non-Christian provinces. The
population of the most important islands was given in the census as shown
in the table below. The figures for Luzon and Mindanao are under-

estimates.

^

Popula-
tion.

Luzon 3,798,5(17

Panay 743,646

Cebu __ .592,247

Mindanao 499, 634

Popula-
tion.

Nesjros 460, 776

Leyte-- 357.641

Bohol 243,148

Samar '

222,690

For reasons already explained (p. 29) a list of the largest municipalities

from the census can not properly be taken as a list of the largest cities and
towns. The following table includes only a few which are compact enough
and of sufficient commercial importance to be regarded in any correct

sense as cities. The populations given include suburbs; they are recent
estimates, but are subject to revision.
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rate, 39.16; deaths, 7,788; general death rate, 33.22; death rate among
Americans, 12.21. Provinces (calendar year 1910), births, 239,749; birth

rate, 44.18; deaths, 156,054; general death rate, 28.75; death rate among
Americans, 9.19. The figures for the provinces are approximate only.

Education.—Pubhc education is free, secular, and coeducational. During
the school year 1910-11 there were 4,404 ordinary public schools with a

total annual enrollment of 610,493, and an average monthly enrollment
of 446,889, of which last 278,396 were boys and 168,493 were girls. Of
the schools 4,121 were primary, with an average monthly enrollment of

423,047; 245 were intermediate, with an enrollment of 20,952; and 38 were
secondary, with an enrollment of 2,890. These figures are exclusive of the

schools of the Moro Province, which had a total enrollment of 5,302. For
education in special branches there are in Manila a Normal School, with

an average monthly enrollment of 773 ; a School of Commerce, with an
enrollment of 282 ; and a School for the Deaf and Blind, with an enrollment

of 26. There is a thorough system of industrial education carried on in

the primary and intermediate grades and in the School of Arts and Trades

in Manila, with 336 students, and in 5 provincial trade schools, 30 provincial

manual-training schools, and 200 municipal manual-training shops. The
total number of teachers in all these schools (1910-11) was 9,086, of whom
683 were Americans, 1,054 were Insular (Filipino teachers paid by the

Central Government) , 7,190 were municipal, and 159 were aspirantes (a

sort of apprentice) . The capstone of the public-school system is the

University of the Philippines, which consists at present of the College of

Law, with 137 students; the College of Veterinary Science, with 13; the

College of Liberal Arts, with 59; the Department of Pharmacy, with 33;

the College of Medicine and Surgery, with 58 ; the College of Agriculture,

with 175 ; the School of Fine Arts, with 870 ; and the preparatory courses

in engineering, law, and medicine, with 36, 21, and 47, respectively;

total, 1,449.

There are numerous private schools, of which 19 have attained to the

standard set by the Government and whose degrees and diplomas are, as

a consequence, given official recognition. Thirty more are now seeking

such recognition. Of these 49, 32 are Roman Catholic, 16 are secular, and

1 is Protestant (Presbyterian). Approximately 10,000 students of all

grades are enrolled in them. Two schools give the entire course in English

;

seven more give their primary, intermediate, and secondary instruction

in that language, and eight use it through the intermediate grades. None

of these schools are subsidized by the Government.

There are at present no reliable statistics to be had in regard to literacy.

The figures of the census of 1903 were compiled before the present school

system had much more than started, and are consequently wholly out of date.
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Defense.—The defense of the Islands is undertaken directly and its cost

defrayed by the Government of the United States. There are quartered

in the Islands one division of American regular troops (about 12,000

strong) and a body of native infantry vi^ith American officers, known as

the Philippine Scouts (5,000 strong). The entrance to Manila Bay and

other strategic points are being strongly fortified. The Asiatic Fleet of

the United States Navy has its headquarters in the Philippines ;
there are

naval stations at Cavite, on the south shore of Manila Bay, and at Olon-

gapo, on Subic Bay in Zambales Province.

Industry.—The principal industry of the Islands is agriculture, in vi'hich

a very large part of the population is primarily engaged. During the fiscal

year 1911 the area under cultivation and the product of the principal crops

were as follows

:
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lows: Timber, 78,278,032 board feet; firewood, 10,029,176 cubic feet; dye-
wood, 3,794,746 pounds ; tanbark, 4,427,247 pounds

;
gum mastic, 1,556,570

pounds; rattan, 10,106,041 pounds; gutta-percha, 254,483 pounds; and
pitch, 275,805 pounds.

Currency and banking.—There is an Insular currency of silver and paper,
maintained at par by a reserve of United States gold, and bearing a fixed

ratio to the money of the sovereign country of 2:1. On November 29,

1911, the total circulation of silver was P20,749,210.77; of treasury cer-

tificates, ?30,165,877.50; and of the notes of the Bank of the Philippine

Islands,' ¥=3,567,171.90. The average monthly total of deposits in the local

commercial banks during the fiscal year 1911 was ?»=24,500,000 as against

¥=13,250,000 during the preceding year. There is a Postal Savings Bank
with 28,804 depositors (of whom, on June 30, 1911, 23,174, or over 80 per

cent, were Filipinos) and total deposits of ¥2,846,155.46.

Finance.—The revenues of the Government of the Philippines are

derived mainly from (a) customs receipts, (b) internal-revenue receipts,

and (c) land-tax receipts. The first accrue wholly to the Insular Govern-

ment and the last wholly to the provincial and municipal governments,

while the internal-revenue receipts are distributed.

The principal internal-revenue taxes are those on alcohol and tobacco

products ; licenses of dealers in alcohol and tobacco, of merchants, manu-
facturers, and common carriers, and of occupations, trades, and profes-

sions ; taxes on banks and bankers and insurance companies ; documentary

stamp taxes; the cedula tax (i. e., a poll tax on males between 18 and 60) ;

and taxes on the removal of timber and forest products.

In all of the Christian provinces the cedula tax is now fixed at ¥2,

one-half being devoted solely to the roads and bridges. The principal

share of the internal-revenue taxes consists chiefly of one-half of the

regular (¥=1) cedula, the whole of the road-and-bridge cedula, and a por-

tion of the other collections. The municipal share consists chiefly of one-

half of the regular cedula, certain licenses (particularly those on cockpits)

,

and a portion of other collections.

The land tax is based on a valuation which was calculated in 1908 to

be ¥=279,760,047 for all the Christian provinces (outside of Manila) and

a few towns in other provinces. The provinces are required to lay a tax

of one-eighth of 1 per cent of this valuation for roads and bridges, and

the municipalities to lay a tax of one-fourth of 1 per cent for schools. In

addition to this each may lay a further tax of one-fourth of 1 per cent for

general purposes. The total of seven-eighths of 1 per cent is the maximum

that may be imposed.

In a statement compiled in December, 1911, the per capita taxation of

" Name changed on January 1, 1912, from the Banco Espanol-Filipino.
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the Philippines was placed at f»=4.90 (including provincial and municipal

taxation), as against P14.64 (in 1910) for the United States (excluding

local taxation). Even this moderate figure is really too high; for the

population by the census of 1903, which is used in determining it, is, as

remarked above, much below the present actual number.

The total ordinary revenue of the Insular Government for the fiscal

year 1911 was ¥=25,445,520.45, as compared with 1*=24,013,213.77 for the

fiscal year 1910. Of the former sum, P16,544,795.56 was derived from

customs receipts, P8,269,752.12 from the Insular share of internal-revenue

receipts, P55,347.11 from franchise taxes, and ¥=575,625.66 from miscel-

laneous sources (i. e., rent of land, mining claims, etc.).

The total revenue of the provinces for the fiscal year 1911, exclusive

of that derived from allotments, loans, and donations, was ¥=6,553,900.71,

of which ¥=6,314,247.61 was secured by taxation. Of this latter sum
¥=2,801,413 was derived from cedulas, ¥=1,766,378.79 from the provincial

share of miscellaneous internal-revenue collections, ¥=1,054,203.01 from the

land tax, ¥=72,548 (in the non-Christian provinces only) from the road

tax, ¥=440,088.10 from that portion of the customs collected in and accruing

to the Moro Province, and ¥=119,800.48 from the Moro Province cedula,

road, and land taxes. That portion of the total revenue not derived from
taxation was classified under numerous heads, such as registry of mining
claims, tolls, telephone rents, etc.

The total income (exclusive of receipts from loans, allotments, and
transfers of funds) of the municipal governments, except the cities of

Manila and Baguio, for the calendar year 1910 was ¥=6,355,447.92. Of
this sum, ¥=4,654,258.31 was derived from taxation, the more important
items being : Municipal share of miscellaneous internal-revenue collections,

¥=1,348,748.44; municipal share of the cedula tax, ¥=917,241.58; internal-

revenue licenses, ¥=419,985.09; land tax, PI,387,893.28; and municipal

hcenses, ¥=493,897.39. The remainder of the total income was derived

from such miscellaneous sources as fisheries, registration of cattle, fines,

etc., and amounted to ¥=1,701,189.61. The taxes and revenues of the

city of Manila for the fiscal year 1911 were ¥=3,095,783.70, of which
¥=1,286,062.07 was derived from the real-estate tax.

The expenditures of the Insular Government for the fiscal year 1911,

exclusive of public works and improvements paid for by the sale of bonds,
were =¥27,988,227.38, as against ¥=22,734,875.96 for the preceding year.

Of the former sum, ¥=17,471,279.08 was classified under the head of

current expenses, ¥=3,218,798.03 under the head of fixed charges, and
=¥7,286,269.95 under the head of pubhc works and improvements from
revenue. The apparent excess of expenditures over current revenues was
met by the large surplus from all sources of ¥=20,062,545.84, which existed
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in the Treasury at the beginning of the fiscal year 1911. At the end of the

same fiscal year the surplus from all sources amounted to t*17,180,112.94.

The expenditures of the provincial governments for the fiscal year 1911,

exclusive of transfers between funds and a few other payments of a

similar nature, amounted to 1»=7,013,559, of which P2,707,831.23 went for

administrative purposes (salaries, maintenance of public institutions, etc.),

?1,482,501.79 for the maintenance of buildings, roads, and other public

works, P2,785, 174.75 for plant (purchase of real estate and construction

of buildings, roads, artesian wells, and other public works) , and =P=345,024.06

for equipment (machinery, furniture, etc.). The provincial surplus at

the beginning of this year was 1*^2,531,041.94, and at its end, P2,750,331.85.

The expenditures of the municipalities for the calendar year 1910, except

the cities of Manila and Baguio, amounted to P6,669,973.76 (exclusive

of transfers between funds, payments on loans, etc.). Of this sum

^4,837,989.57 was classified under the head of administrative expenses

(salaries, office supplies, rent, street lighting, etc.), P745,579.48 under the

head of maintenance of streets, bridges, and buildings, and f=l,086,404.71

under the head of capital expenses (public works, non-expendable sup-

phes, etc.). The municipal surplus at the beginning of this year was

^2,610,331.73; at its end, ?2,370,517.94. The total ordinary expendi-

tures from revenue of the city of Manila for the fiscal year 1911 were

^=2,305,635.90.

Religion.—Church and state are entirely separate. The great majority

of the civilized population are Roman Cathohcs. In 1901 and 1902 an Inde-

pendent Filipino Church was founded by secession from the Roman Church

;

it is commonly known as the Aglipayan from the name of its founder (see

p. 82) . All of the principal Protestant churches are represented.

Public works and communications.—The following statistics indicate the

means and volume of internal commerce during the latter half of 1911

:

Railways in operation (miles) -- --- 576 Teleeraph receipts _ --- P368. 018. 70

Railways under construction (miles) 51 Post-offices . -_ 572

Railways for the construction of which con- Telegraph offices 238

tracts have been signed (miles) 456 First-class roads (miles) 986

Electric street railways in operation (miles) 49.5 Second-class roads (miles) 664

Commercial telegraphs (miles) 4.184 Third-class roads (miles) -— 1,837

Interisland commercial cables (miles) 1.160 Mountain trails (miles), over 1,(^00

Provincial telephone lines (miles) 1,855 Total number of bridges 3,499

Telegrams sent 606,302 Artesian wells _
.

638

Commerce,—The total trade of the Islands for the fiscal year 1911

amounted to $76,948,777, of which $49,818,722 represented imports and

$39,778,629 exports. For detailed statistics of foreign commerce see

Chapter IV of Part III.
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APPENDIXES

Appendix A
GLOSSAKY SHOWING THE PRONUNCIATION OF THE NATIVE NAMES AND WORDS

USED IN THE TEXT

Note.—In the following list the accent of each word is indicated by the use of

accented vowels (a, e, etc.) except when it falls on a diphthong, in which case, to

avoid confusion, the accent mark is placed at the end of the syllable. Where two
pronunciations are in common use, both are given. Words marked (A.) among
Americans are as a rule practically anglicized in pronunciation. Otherwise the letters

should be sounded as follows:

The vowels have the Latin or Continental sounds—i. e., a as in father, e as in

cafe, i as in police, o as in pole, u as in rvle; though, to be strictly correct, they

should be rather shorter and closer than in these words. There is a separate syllable

for every vowel, except that the combinations ai, ay, ei, ey, oi, oy, an, and ao are ordi-

narily diphthongs, with the following sounds: ai and ay like ai in aisle; ei and ey as in

seine and they; oi and oy as in oil and hoy; au and ao like ow in how. When these

combinations in the following list have the accent mark placed on the second vowel,

however, they form two syllables (e. g., I-lo-i'-lo; Ba-u'-ko) ; and ao, when accented

at the end of a word, is often, though not very correctly, pronounced as if it formed
two syllables with the accent on the first (e. g., Min-da-na'-o)

.

Most of the consonants are pronounced as in English; but the following peculiar-

ities should be noted: ;' is practically the same as the English h; h is sounded as

in English, not silent as in Spanish; gii, before e and i, is hard, as in guest; before

a, 0, and ii, or when written gii, it is like giv ; qu is always like k; c, before e and i,

is like .s as in English, not like th as in Spanish; z is properly like .s in cats, but in

American mouths generally receives its ordinary English sound; ng properly has

the same sound as in singer, but very frequently gets that which it has in finger;

n and II are as in Spanish (English sounds ny and ly)

.

abaca
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Appendix C

list of the churches in manila holding services in english

Cathedral of Saint Mary and Saint John (Protestant Episcopal), corner Isaac Peral
and San Antonio, Ermita.

Cathedral of the Immaculate Cotieeption (Roman Catholic), Plaza McKinley, Intra-
muros.

Central Methodist Episcopal Church. 120 Nozaleda, Ermita.
Christian Church, Azcarraga, Santa Cruz.
Christian Science Society of Manila, 272 Nueva, Ermita.
First Presbyterian Church, Padre Faura, Ermita.

Appendix D

list of banks in the philippine islands

The International Banking Corporation. Head office in New York; branch in Manila,
15-21 Plaza Moraga; local branch in Cebu; agents in Iloilo, Messrs. W. F.

Stevenson & Co., Limited, and the Bank of the Philippine Islands.

The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation. Head office in Hongkong; agency
in Manila, 5-5 Calle Anloague; subagency in Iloilo; local agents in Cebu, Messrs.
Ker & Co.

The Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China. Head office in London; agency
in Manila, 34 Plaza Cervantes; subagencies in Cebu and Iloilo; local agents in

Zamboanga, Messrs. Behn, Meyer & Co.

The Bank of the Philippine Islands {formerly the Banco EspaHol-Filipino) . Head
office in Manila, 16 Plaza Cervantes; branches in Iloilo and Zamboanga.

Appendix E

points reached by the various street-car lines in manila

'1

I Note.—All these routes start from the junction of the Escolta and the Bridge of Spain, going thence

in one of three directions: Up the Escolta feast), down the Escolta (west), or across the bridge (south) ;

these directions are all indicated below.

)

(a) Cars marked Intramuros (south) :

Magallanes Drive (p. 70), the whole of the Walled City (pp. 63 to 70), and

thence to Malate (6), Santa Ana (d), or Pasig (/).

(6) Cars marked Malate (south) :

After traversing the Walled City, by the aquarium (p. 70) to Bagumbayan
Drive (p. 70), the old and new Lunetas (pp. 71 to 73), Legaspi Monument,

Manila Hotel, Elks and Army and Navy Clubs (p. 72), Wallace Field (Car-

nival grounds, p. 73), and all points in the districts of Ermita and Malate

described on pages 74 and 75.

(c) Cars marked Pasay (south) :

Post-office, Bagumbayan Drive, and all points on or near this and Calle Arro-

ceros (pp. 70 and 71); thence by the same route as (6), but continuing

beyond its terminus some distance into the town of Pasay (p. 88).
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(d) Cars marked Santa Aria, (south) :

The same route as (h) to the junction of Basumbayan Drive and Calle Noza-

leda (p. 77) ; thence through the whole length of the latter, past or near

Paco Cemetery (p. 75), and points on Calle Taft, Calle Herran, and vici-

nity (pp. 71 and 78) ; thence through the farther part of Calle Herran
and the district of Paco, past the Paco Station of the Manila Railvt^ay

Company (p. 48) to Santa Ana (p. 78).

(e) Cars marked Fort McKinley (p. 91) (south) :

The same route as (d) as far as Santa Ana Junction Station on Calle Herran;
thence (over the company's own right of way) to Fort McKinley, stopping

at San Pedro Macati, Guadalupe (p. 90), and Hancock Road (for a portion

of Fort McKinley) ; fare, P0.22, first class.

(/) Cars marked Pasig (p. 92) (south) :

The same route as (e), but continuing beyond to the town of Pasig; fare, 1*0.32,

first class.

(«/) Cars marked San Marcelino (south or east) :

Bridge of Spain or Santa Cruz Bridge and Bagumbayan Drive to Calle Con-

cepcion; thence up the latter, past the end of Calle Arroceros and the

Y. M. C. A. (p. 71), and near the Tabacalera and Germinal cigar factories

(p. 78) and the Ayala Bridge (p. 8.3) ; thence up Calle San Marcelino to its

intersection with Calle Nozaleda, past the Manila (English) Club and the

baseball grounds (p. 78), thence over the same route as (rf).

(h) Cars marked Ciistom-House (west) :

Plaza Moraga, Calle Rosario, Calle Anloague, Plaza Cervantes, Plaza Binon-

do, and buildings and places in their vicinity (pp. 79 to 81), Calle San Fer-

nando (p. 81) to a point near the Captain of the Port's Building (pp. 79

and 81) and the Muelle (p. 79).

(i) Cars marked Azcdrraga (west) :

Same route as (h) through Calle San Fei'nando; thence via Calles Madrid.
Clavel (or Aceiteros), and Sagunto (p. 82) to Calle Azcarraga (p. 86);
thence through nearly the whole length of the latter, past Bilibid Prison

and the main terminal of the Manila Railway Company (p. 48) and near
the Ag-lipayan Church (p. 82), to Calle Alix (p. 85); and thence by the

same route as (n) as far as the Rotonda.

(j) Cars marked Maypajo (west) :

Same route as (/() to Binondo Plaza; thence via Calle Anloague, through
the district of Tondo, and past or near the points mentioned on pages 81

to 83, to Maypajo, a barrio of Caloocan (p. 93).

ik) Cars marked Caloocan (west) :

Same route as above, but continue to the town of Caloocan (p. 93, fare P0.22,

first class).

{I) Cars marked Malabon (west) :

Same route as (k) , but continue beyond, past the Golf Club, and the main
road north, to Malabon (p. 93) ; fare, 1*0.32, first class.

(tit) Cars marked Cervantes (east) :

E.scolta (p. 79), Plaza Santa Cruz; thence via Calles Enrile and Alcala,

through a portion of the district of Santa Cruz, to Calle Azcarraga (near
Bilibid Prkson, p. 80) ; thence through Avenida Rizal and Calle Sangleyes,
past or near the points mentioned on pages 8(5 and 87, to the Cementerio
del Norte.
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(») Cars marked Sati Juan (east) :

Escolta, Plaza Goiti (past or near the Hotels Metropole and de France),

Calle Carriedo, Plaza Miranda, Calle San Sebastian, past or near the points

in the districts of Santa Cruz and Quiapo mentioned on pages 83 and 84,

Plaza del Carmen and the Steel Church (p. 86) ; thence through Calle Alix

(p. 85) to the Rotonda, and thence through Calle Santa Mesa, past the Santa
Mesa Station of the Manila Railway Company (p. 48), to San Juan Bridge

(p. 85).

(o) Cars marked San Miguel (east) :

Escolta, Plaza Goiti; thence via Calles Echagiie (p. 83), General Solano,

and Aviles, past the points in the vicinity mentioned on pages 83 to 85, to

the Rotonda.

(p) Cars marked Rotonda (east) :

As far as the Rotonda by either (i), («), or (o).

(q) Cars marked Herran (south) :

Same route as (c) as far as the junction of Bagumbayan Drive and Taft Avenue

(p. 77) ; thence through the latter, near the points mentioned on pages 77 and

78 and thence via Calles Herran, San Marcelino, San Andres, and Sandejas,

through a portion of the district of Malate.

A new line is now (January, 1912) under construction to the Port District (p. 63).

It will connect the new docks with the business and residential sections of the city.

Points which are not mentioned or referred to above are not at present within

easy reach of a street-car line.

Appendix F

rates of fare for use of public vehicles

"Sec. 876. Rates of fare.—The rates of fare for use of each public carriage shall

be computed from the time the same is engaged until dismissed, in accordance with

the following schedule . .
."

Calesa, carroniata, quilez, or other vehicle for one horse^

I

Time.
0"<='"' Three Four^^ persons. , persons,
persons.

For one-half hour I'O. 30 PO. 40 PO. .50

Forfirsthour -40 .60 .70

For each succeeding: hour .30 .40 .50

'Revised Ordinances of the City of Manila (1908), page 286.

The legal or customary carriage fares for Cebu, Iloilo, Zamboanga, and one or two

other towns have been mentioned in the text. In the smaller towns and in the country

the hiring of a vehicle, like most commercial transactions, is a matter of bargain.

The proper fare depends very largely on the state of the road and the chance of

securing a return passenger, and therefore varies very greatly. The customary rate

over a frequently traveled route can usually be learned by consulting some disinterested

person, preferably an American. In every case the amount to be paid should be settled

in advance.
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Appendix G

list of the best books on the philippines for the general reader

(Note.—This is in no sense a bibliography of Filipiniana. All works in foreign languages, all historical

works except one or two brief summaries, all works of a highly specialized character, and all works of a

purely controversial nature have been omitted. It should be noted that nearly all of the books mentioned

here are more or less out of date. Events are moving so rapidly in the Philippines that no work which

does not take into account the progress of the last three years can be considered wholly accurate.)

UNOFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS

Atkinson, F. W. The Philippine Islands; Boston, Ginn, 1905.

An interesting descriptive work, now out of date.

Barrows, David P. History of the Philippines; New York, Merrill, 1905.

An excellent short history of the Islands.

Blair, Emma H., and Robertson, James A. The Philippine Islands, H93-1898; Cleve-

land, Arthur H. Clark, 1903-1909, 55 volumes, including an exhaustive bibliog-

raphy and 2 volumes of index.

This is a collection of translations of the documents and books, mostly Spanish,

which form the principal sources of information about the Philippines during

the period indicated. Though primarily intended for the scholar, it is very

valuable for reference, and many of the separate works are of general interest.

The introductory essay in Volume I, by Edward G. Bourne, is complete in

itself and admirably written.

Fee, Mary H. A Womayi's Impressions of the Philippines; Chicago, McClurg, 1910.

The critical chapters on Filipino life and character are well argued and in the

main sound ; the descriptive portions are to some extent out of date.

Forbes Lindsay, Charles H. A. America's Insular Possessions; Philadelphia, J. C.

Winston, 1906, 2 volumes.

Volume II deals with the Philippines. It contains much information, but is

of little or no critical value.

Foreman, John. The Philippine Islands; Shanghai, Kelly & Walsh, 1906.

Perhaps the best-known book on the subject. The portion relating to the

Spanish regime contains an immense amount of information, rather poorly

arranged. Though there are many errors, this part as a whole is of great value.

The part relating to the Islands under American rule is largely inaccurate and

out of date.

Freer, W. B. The Philippine Experiences of an American Teacher; New York,

Scribner's, 1906.

An interesting descriptive book, written some years ago, and somewhat super-

ficial, but still of value.

Ireland, Alleyne. The Far Eastern Tropics; Boston, Houghton, 1905.

The author of this book is an Englishman, a warm advocate of the English

methods of colonial government, and somewhat hostile to the American; he is,

however an authority on the subject, and his criticisms are temperately expressed.

Some of the conditions of which he complained have changed since he wrote, and
events have answered many of his criticisms.

Jernegan, Prescott F. A Short History of the Philippines: New York, Appleton,

1905.

This book ranks with that of Barrows, mentioned above, as the best of the kind.
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Landor, a. Henry Savage. The Gons of the East; New Yoik, Harpers, 1904.

An entertaining- descriptive work, written in a rather pushing style, and to

some extent of questionable accuracy.

Leroy, James A. Philippiiw Life in Toivn and Country; New York, Putnam, 1906.

The ablest work on the subject in English. The unpretentious title is some-
what misleading, for the book consists largely of acute analyses of various phases

of Philippine life and character. Some of the conditions criticized have improved
since it was written.

Miller, George A. Interesting Manila; Manila, McCullough, 1906.

A descriptive work which, along with some inaccuracies, contains a great deal

of information not to be found elsewhere in convenient form.

Sawyer, Frederick H. The Inhabitants of the Philippines; London, Low, 1900.

Contains an immense amount of valuable information on the Islands as they

were from about 1875 to 1898. That on the uncivilized tribes is to some extent

out of date. The author was hostile to the American Government, and most of

his predictions in regard to it have been falsified.

Stevens, Joseph E. Yesterdays in the Philippines; New York, Scribner's, 1899.

An interesting account of personal experiences in the Islands during the last

years of the Spanish regime.

Stuntz, Homer C. The Philippines and the Far East; Cincinnati, Jennings & Pye,

1904.

The best book from the standpoint of the Protestant missionary.

WiLLOUGHBY, William F. The Territories and Dependencies of the United States;

New York, Century, 1905.

Chapters VI to VIII contain a description of the government of the Islands,

excellent at the time it was written, and still useful, though there have been

many changes in details in the interval.

Worcester, Dean C. The Philippine Islands and their People; New York, McMillan,

1901.

A very interesting book, dealing almost wholly with the collecting and hunting

trips of a scientist in the uncivilized provinces during the last ten years of the

Spanish regime.

Wright, H. M. A Handbook of the Philippines; Chicago, McClurg, 1905.

Exactly what its name implies; wholly superficial, but containing much useful

information.

YoUNGHUSBAND, George J. The Philippines and Roundabout ; New York, McMillan,

1899.

An entertaining but superficial descriptive work, now largely out of date.

OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS

I

These are far too numerous to list but a few brief notes may be useful. The

report of the Census of the Philippine Islands of 1903 (Washington, Government

Printing Oflice, 1905, 4 volumes) contains much descriptive matter, very useful for

reference and by no means bad reading; the census was taken at an unfavorable time,

and much of it is inevitably out of date. The Annual Report of the Philippine

Commission, as now issued by the Bureau of Insular Affairs, is a small volume of

convenient size, containing only the reports of the Commission, the Governor-General,

the Executive Secretary, and the Secretaries of Departments. It is an excellent

official summary of the progress of the year past. The annual reports of the several
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Bureaus of the Insular Government can usually be had free of charge in pamphlet

form. They frequently contain matter of general interest and some of them are

illustrated. A number of the Bureaus, especially those of Education, Science, For-

estry, and Agriculture, issue publications on special subjects connected with the

industries and resources of the Islands, either for distribution or sale; and the two

last publish important periodicals {The Philip-pine Journal of Science and The Philip-

pine Agricultural Review). A certain proportion of these publications would be of

interest to the general reader. The Pronouncing Gazetteer and Geographical Dic-

tionary of the Philippine Islands (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1902)

and the book published in connection with the Philippine exhibit at the St. Louis

exposition (Official Handbook of the Philippines, Manila, 1903, 2 volumes) contain an

immense amount of information, much of which is out of date.

Appendix H

postal, telegraph. and cable rates

(a) Rates on mail addressed for delivery in the Philippine Islands:

First class, f*0.02 each half ounce or fraction; no limit of weight; post cards,

1*0.02 each.

Second class (newspapers and periodicals), when mailed by publishers,

=P0.02 per pound or fraction ; when mailed by others, P0.02 for each four

ounces or fraction; no limit of weight.

Third class (printed matter) , 1*0.02 for each two ounces or fi-action, except

single books weighing more than that amount; limit of weight, four

pounds.

Fourth class (merchandise), 1*0.02 per ounce or fraction; limit of weight,

four pounds, except single blank books.

(6) Rates on mail addressed for delivery in the United States (including Hawaii and
Porto Rico), Guam, Tutuila, the Canal Zone, the Shanghai Postal Agency,
Canada, Cuba, Mexico, and Panama:

First class, P0.04 each ounce of fraction; weight limit, four pounds.

Second, third, and fourth classes same as (a) above.

(c) Rates on mail addressed for delivery in all other countries:

Letters, 1*0.10 each half ounce or fraction; no limit of weight.

Post cards, 1*0.04 each.

Printed matter (within certain limits of size), 1*0.02 each two ounces or
fraction; limit of weight, four pounds six ounces.

Samples of merchandise (within certain limits of size), 1*0.04 for first four
ounces or less; and 1*0.02 for each additional two ounces or fraction;

limit of weight, twelve ounces.

(d) Rates on mail specially addressed via the Trans-Siberian Railway

:

Letters, f*0.20 for each half ounce or fraction.

Post cards, 1*0.08 each.

(e) Rates on registered mail, 1*0.16 in addition to ordinary postage. All classes of
mail may be registered.

(/) There are parcels post arrangements between the Philippines and a considerable
number of foreign countries. Details in regard to the size, weight, and value
of parcels, and the rates may be obtained on application at the Bureau of Posts.
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ig) Money orders are now issued in the Philippines to be paid in the United States

and its possessions, Cuba, Mexico, and most of the British dominions in the
Western Hemisphere, at the following rates:

Amount of order.
United
States

currency.

I

Payable
in the

. Philip-

[
pines

1 (United
!

States
currency),

For orders for sums not exceeding ,
i

$2. 50

Over $2 and not exceeding
j 5.00

Over 5 and not exceeding I 10.00

Over 10 and not exceeding __
j 20.00

Over 20 and not exceeding 1 30. 00 '

Over 30 and not exceeding 40. 00

Over 40 and not exceeding 50. 00

Over 50 and not exceeding , ' 60. 00

Over 60 and not exceeding 75. 00
I

Over 75 and not exceeding 100. 00 I

Payable
in the
other

countries
named
above

;

(United
States

currency).'

$0.06
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(}) Rates for cablegrams, etc., from Manila—Continued.

To Honolulu:

Commercial Pacific Cable Company, PI. 70 per word.

To Hongkong:
Eastern Extension, Australasia and China Telegraph Company, M.42

per word.

Commercial Pacific Cable Company, 1*0.42 per word.

To Shanghai

:

Eastern Extension, Australasia and China Telegraph Company, M.74

per word.

Commercial Pacific Cable Company, P0.74 per word.

To Japan

:

Eastern Extension, Australasia and China Telegraph Company, PI. .56

per word.

Commercial Pacific Cable Company, PI. ,56 per word.

To Europe:
Eastern Extension, Australasia and China Telegraph Company, PI.42

to P2.54 per word, according to locality.

To the Visayas (Iloilo, Cebu, and Bacolod) :

Eastern Extension, Australasia and China Telegraph Company, P0.22

per word.

Appendix I

LIST SHOWING NAMES AND LOCATIONS OF THE DISTRICTS INTO WHICH
MANILA IS DIVIDED

Binondo, north of the Pasig, between San Nicolas and Santa Cruz (p. 80).

Ei-mita, between the Pasig and Intramuros on the north, the harbor on the west,

Malate on the south, and Paco on the east (p. 74),

Intramuros, the Walled City, south of the Pasig, between the Port District and Ermita

(p. 63).

Malate, the southern and southwestern portion of the city, beyond Ermita (p. 74).

Paco, the south central portion of the city, inland from Ei'mita and Malate (p. 78).

Pandacan, south of the Pasig and immediately east of Paco (p. 78).

Port District, the reclaimed land between Intramuros and the bay. (This district is

not oflScially recognized as such by the city government.)

Qiiiapo, north of the Pasig, between Santa Cruz and San Miguel (p. 83).

Sampaloc, the northeastern portion of the city, beyond Santa Cruz, Quiapo, and San
Miguel (p. 8.5).

San Miguel, north of the Pasig, between Quiapo and Sampaloc (p. 84).

Saw Nicolas, the north side of the Pasig at its mouth, between Binondo, Tondo, and the

bay (p. 80).

Santa Ana, the southea.stern corner of the city, beyond Paco and Pandacan (p. 78).

Santa Cruz, north of the Pasig, between Tondo and Quiapo (p. 83).

Tondo, the northwestern section of the city, between San Nicolas, Binondo, Santa
Cruz, and the bay (p. 81).
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PUBLICATIONS FOR SALE BY VARIOUS BUREAUS OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

I

THE BUREAU OF SCIENC:E

THK I'lUMPPINE JOUKNAI, OF SCIKNCK

Edited by Paui, C. Fkeer, M. D.. Ph. I).

The Philipi..iiie Journal of Science is issued in four sections of six numbers eiich per year, makinw;
venty-four numbers per year for the entire Journal.

Section A. Chemical and tleolofcical Sciences and the industries, f2 United States currency iier year.

Section B. Medical Sciences, $3 United States currency per year.

Section C. Botany. ?2 United States currency per year.

Section D. General Biology. Ethnology, and Anthropology. $2 United States currency per year.
The entire Journal. ?7 United States currency per year.

SPECIAL PUBLICATIONSOrder

No.

102. A Check-List of Philippine Fishes. By David Starr Jordan and Robert Earl Richardson. Paper. $0.7-5

103. A Manual of Philippine Birds. By Richard C. McCregor. Paper. $4.

37. On the Coconut Palm in the Philippine Islands. By Freer. Walker. Copeland. and Banks. Reprinted
from the Philippine Journal of Science. Paper. $0.50.

411. Indo-Malayan Woods. By Fred W. Foxworthy. From section C of the Philippine Journal of Science.

Paper. $0.50.

412. The Sugar Industry in the Island of Negros. By Herbert S. Walker. Paper. $1.25.

413. A Manual of Philippine Silk Culture. By Charles S. Banks. Paper. $0.76.

41.5. Philippine Hats. By C. B. Robinson. Reprinted from the Philippine Journal of Science. Paper. $0.50.

ETHNOLOGICAL PUBLICATIONSOrder

No.

401. The Bontoc Igorot. By Albert Ernest Jenks. Paper. $1.

402. Negritos of Zambales. By William Allan Reed. Paper. $0.25 ; half morocco. $0.75.

405. Studies in Moro History, Law. and Religion. By Najeeb M. Saleehy. Paper. $0.25 ; half morocco. $0.75.

106. The History of Sulu. By Najeeb M. Saleeby. Paper, $0.75.

The above publications may be obtained in Manila from the Business Manager, Philippine Journal of

Science. Bureau of Science. 153 Calle Herran. Malate ; or from Messrs. E. C. McCuUough & Co., Plaza Goiti.

FOREIGN AGENTS FOR BUREAU OF SCIENCE PUBLICATIONS

The Macmillan Company. 64'66 Fifth Avenue. New York City. U. S. A.

Messrs. Wm. Wesley & Son, 28 Essex Street. Strand. London, W. C. England.

Mr. Martinus Nijhoff, Nobelstraat 18, The Hague, Holland.

Messrs- Mayer & Mtiller, Prinz Louis Ferdjnandstrasse 2, Berlin. N. W., Germany.

Messrs. Kelly & Walsh. Limited. 32 Raffles Place. Singapore. Straits Settlements.

Messrs. A. M. & J. Ferguson. 19 Baillie Street. Colombo. Ceylon.

THE BUREAU OF FORESTRY

Bulletin No. 8. The Forests of Mindoro. By M. L. Merritt. Price. $0.80 ; map alone, $0.60,

Bulletin No. 9. A Philippine Suljstitute for Lignum Vita; (Mancono). By W. I. Hutchinson, M. F.

Price, $0-10.

Bulletin No. 10. The Forests of the Philippines (in two parts). By H. N. Whitford. Ph. D. Price, $1.25.

Bulletin No. 11. Uses of Philippine Woods. (In press.)

Bulletin No. 12. Metric Volume Tables for Round Timber.

THE BUREAU OF AGRICULTURE

The PhUiitpine Agricultural Review.—A monthly publication issued in English and Spanish and

circulated free of charge in the Philippine Islands. Price of subscription in the United States. $1 United

States currency per year ; in foreign countries in the Postal Union. $2 United States currency per year.

A Handbook of the Sugar Industry of the Philippine Islands, by G. E. Nesom and Herbert S. Walker.

Published in English and Spanish. Price of either edition, $2 United States currency.

The Sugar Industry of the Philippine Islands, by G. E. Nesom. Published in English and Spanish.

Price of either edition, $0.75 United States currency.
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Aliaca. 7, ISl. 159, 119-182.

Acapulco. IS.

Aetas. 9.

Aglipay, GreBorio ; .\gliliayan

Church. 82.

.Agno River. 5. 113. 121, 127.

Agriculture, 48, 169rt, 190.

A,uruinaldo, Emilio, 23, 24. 89.

Afiusan Pro\ince, 146.

Agusan Ri\er. 5. 146.

Alabang, 96.

Albay Province, 129tr.

Albay (town). 47, 129, 130.

Aleala, 134, 135.

Algue. Fr. Jose, 75.

All Saints' Day, 76.

Alphabets. 11.

Am bos Camarines Province, 129. 171.

Ambuklao, 121.

Amburayan subpro\ ince, 123.

Americans, 15, 189.

Anda, Simc.n de, 21, 22, 67, 70.

Angat, 171.

Animals, importation of. 39.

Animal industry, 169.

Antamoic, 120.

Antipolo. 37, 100-102.

Aparri, 134.

Apayao subprovince. 128.

Apitong, 174.

Apo (mountain), 4.

Aquarium, in Manila, 70.

Aiayat (mountain), 113.

Area of Philippine Islands, 159,

187, 188.

Arevalo, 17, 138.

Argao. 47. 143.

Aringay, 115.

Army of United States in Philip-

pines, 34, 190.

Army and Navy Club, Manila, 73.

Aroroy, 171.

Artesian wells, 31, 193.

Asin Valley, 126.

Assembly, lower house of Legisla-

ture, 25. 66. 186.

Asturias, 155.

Ateneo de Manila. 68.

Athletics, 50. 86. 87.

Audiencia Building, Manila, 67.

Augustinians, order of friars. 18.

Augustinian Church. Manila, 67.

Australia, steamship connections

with, 62.

Automobiles, 32, 35, 114.

Ayala Bridge, Manila, 83.

Ayuntamiento, Manila, 65, 66.

1 The distance from this to

I

Hiiculod,' 143, 144.

Uagabag. 126, 134.

Baggage, 35, 39.

Bagnin, 124.

Bagobos, 11, 154.

Baguio, 31, 44, 47, lUff, llStf, 171.

Country Club, 50, 118.

Bambang, 127.

Banadero, 103.

Banajao (mountain), 94.

Banaue, 125. 126,

Bancas, 36.

Banks, S3, 36, 36, 79, 191, 199.

Bank of the Philippine Islands. 39.

Bank notes, 38, 39, 191.

Barili, 143.

Barrios, 29.

Baseball, 60, 86.

Bataan Province, 106, 107.

Batac, 135.

Bataks, 144.

Batan Island. 172.

Batanes Islands, 4, 30.

Batangas (town), 47.

Bathing, 36. 142.

Bato (lake and town), 133.

Bauang, 115.

Bautista, 127. 165.

Bay (lake). 6. 43, 94-96.

Bayambang. 114.

Bayombong, 126, 127.

Beds, 43.

Benavides. Miguel, 66.

Benguet subprovince, 171.

Igorots, 11-

Road, 114.

Biac-na-bato, agreement of, 23.

Bicols, 14, 129.

Bicol River. 133.

Bicycles, 31, 32.

Bigaa, 112.

Bilans, 11.

Bilibid Prison, 86, 187.

Binondo, 80.

Birds, 8.

Births, 188. 189.

Board, boarding houses, 41-43.

Boards of trade. 36.

Boats, boating, 36, .50.

Bohol Island. 136.

Bokod. 121.

Bombon (lake), fi. 102-106.

Bone, 127.

Bonifacio, Andres, 23, 82.

Bontoc, 124.

Club. 124.

Igorots, 11.

wn to Silay given on page 144 shou
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Bonks on the j'hilippines, 36, 202.

Botanical (iarden, Manila, 70, 74.

Botocan Falls, 98.

Bridges. 32. 78, 79, 80, 193.

Bridge of Spain, Manila, 50, 70, 79.

Brigands. See Ladrones.

British, capture of Manila by, 21,

70, 101.

Bua, 119, 120.

Bued River, 114.

Buffalo. See Carabao.

Bugias, 121, 126.

Bukidnon, territory in Mindanao,

146.

Bukidnons, 11.

Bulacan Province, 112.

Buntog, 140.

Bureau of

—

Constabulary. Set' Constab-

ulary.

Education. 33.

Forestry, 175.

Health, 33, 34.

Insular Affairs, 26.

Navigation, 32, 70.

Posts, 46.

Printing, 33.

Building, 70.

Prisons, 34.

Public Works, 31.

Science, 44.

Building, 78.

Supply, buildings, 63.

Burgos, Fr. Jose, 23.

Burnham, D. H., plans for the im-

provement of

—

Manila, 57.

Baguio, 117.

Bustamente, Fernando de, 20.

Cabanatuan, 112.

Cables, cablegrams, 51, 193, 205. 206.

Cabmen, 36, .37.

Cacao, 169.

Caciques, 29.

Cadwallader-Gibson Lumber Com-
pany. 107.

C'agayans, 14.

Cagayan Province, 134.

Cagayan River. 5. 133, 134, 164.

Cainta, 101.

Calamba, 96.

Friar estate, 83.

Calesas, 36. 37. 201.

Caloocan, 92.

Calumpit, 112, 166,

Camarines, 43.

Id read 10 instead of 20 miles.
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Avery, 1K7.

Eldredge, 97.

Cregg, IM.

John Hay, 118.

Jossman, 138.

Keithley, 150.

Overton, 150.

Stotsenbury:, 11:1.

Vicars, 150.

Canacao, 89.

Canadian Pacific Railway Co.,

transpacitic steamships of, 59.

Canals. 62, 63.

Candal)a swamp, 43.

Candon, 1.35.

Canlaon (volcano), 4, 144.

Capitol, Manila, proposed, 73.

Capiz, 47, 137, 140.

Captain of the Port's Building,

Manila, 39, 62, 79, 80, 81.

Cars. See Eaihvays ; Street rail-

ways.

Caraballos Mountains, 4-

Carabao, 8, 44.

Carabao Island, 93.

Carcar, 143.

Cargadores, 45, 121.

Carnival, 73, 74.

Carretelas, 35.

Carriages, 36, 37, 201.

Carriedo, Francisco, 85.

Carriers, 45.

Carromatas, 30, 37, 201.

Cathedral, Roman Catholic, Manila,

66, 67.

Cathedral of Saint Mary and Saint

John, Manila, 74, 76.

Catholic Church, 18, 20, 22, 37.

Cattle, 8, 169, 183-185.

Caucasians, 15.

Cavendish, Thomas, 19.

Cavite Province. 89.

Cavite (town), 34, 88, 89.

Cavite Viejo, 89.

Cebu Island, 47.

Cebu (city), 47, 48, 136, 140-143.

Cedula tax, 191, 192.

Cement, 173.

Cementerio del Norte, Manila, S^^, 87.

Cera, Diego, 68, 69, 89.

Cervantes, town, 123.

Cervantes baseball field, Manila, 86.

Chambers of Commerce. 36.

Charles IV, King of Spain, 64.

China Navigation Company, 62.

Chinese, 8, 14, 18, 19, 80.

Hospital, Manila, 86.

Cholera, 34, 42, 62.

Christianity, 16. 18.

Churches, 37. 193. 199.

Church of the Third Order, Ma-
nila, 69.

(Cigars and cigarettes, 78, 176,

179-182, 190.

Cigarillos, 53.

Cinematographs, 51.

Cities, population of, 188.

City Hall, Manila, 70.

Clergy, Roman Catholic, 20.

Climate, 5, 37, 42, 116.

Cloths, 49, 63, 81, 176, 177.

Clothing, 37, 38, 48.

Clubs, 38, 43, 60.

Coal, 172, 183-185.

Coconuts, coconut oil, 8, 163, 176.

Cockflghting, cockpits, 8, 38.

Coffee, 169.

Cogon grass, 7.

Coins, 38, 39.

College of

—

Agriculture, 97, 189.

Law, 189.

Liberal Arts, 189.

Medicine and Surgery. 78, 189.

Sta. Isabel, Manila, 67.

Veterinary Science, 78, 189.

Columbia Club, Manila, 75.

Commerce, 18, 178ff.

Commercial Pacific Cable Co., 51.

Commission, executive body and

upper house of the Legislature,

26, 26, 186.

Compania Tabacalera, 78.

Compaiiia Trasatlantica, 59.

Compostela, 143, 172.

Congress of the United States, 26.

Conquest of the Philippines—

By Spain, 17.

By the United States. 24.

Constabulary, 30, 31, 45, 81, 110, 126,

187.

Band, 71.

School, 118.

Consuls in Manila, 38.

Convalecencia Island, 8o.

Convents, 37, 44, 45, 66.

Conversion of Filipinos to Chris-

tianity, 18.

Copper, 123, 172.

Copra, 163, 179-182.

Cordage, 176.

Corn, 48, 168.

Corregidor Island. 19. 93.

Cotahato (district and town). 151.

Cotabato River. 5, 161.

Cotton, 136. 169.

Courts, 27, 28, 187.

Court of Land Registrati()n. 28.

Crops. See Agriculture,

t'uartel de Espaiia, Manila. 69.

Culion Island, site of Philippine

leper colony, 34, 41, 145.

Currency, 38, .39, 191.

Customs, cuslom-house, 39, 191, 192.

205.

Cutch, 176.

Dagupan, 114, 127.

Daklan, 121.

Dalrymple, 165.

Danao, 47, 143, 172.

Dapitan, 149.

Daraga, 129, 130.

Data (mountain), 4.

Davao (district and town), 151, 154.

Deaf and blind school, Manila, 70,

189.

Death rate, 42, 188, 189.

Defense, 190.

Del Cano. See Elcano.

Deposito, 92.

Dewey, Admiral George, 24.

Dewey, floating dry dock, 109.

Dipterocarp forests, 173, 174.

Diseases, 33, 34, 42.

Districts, division of Manila into,

63, note, 206.

Division Hospital, Manila, 71.

Docks, Manila, 62.

Dominicans, order of friars. 18.

Dominican Church, Manila. 66.

Drake, Sir Francis, 19.

Drama, 61.

Dumaguete. 143, 144-

Dumalag, 140.

Dupa.x, 126.

Dutch, connection of, with Philip-

pines, 19.

Duties, customs. 39, 205.

Dysentery, 42, 52.

Earth(iuakes, 4.

East Batan Coal Company, 172.

Eastern Extension Australasia and
China Telegraph Company. 51.

Eehagiie. 134.

Economic Society of Friends of the

Country. 22.

Education, 33, 189.

El Pardo, 142.

Elcano, Juan Sebastian. 66.

Elks Club, Manila, 73.

Engineer Island, 70.

English in the Philippines. 19. 21.

English Cemetery, 90.

English language, 33, 44.

Ermita District, 74.

Ethnological Museum, Manila. 81.

Europe, steamship lines connecting
with Philippines, 59.

Exports. 8. 169. 179ff.

Exposition. Philippine, in Manila. 74.

Express companies, 39.

Fares, for public vehicles, in Ma-
nila, 201.

Fauna of the Philipiiines. 8, 9.

Fnura, Fr. Frederic. 76.
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Fergrusson, A. W., 74.

1' ernes, Hti.

Fernando, Da. Maria, 171.

fibers, y, 177.

Finances of the I'hilippines. 20, 34,

191-198.

Filipinos :

Racial composition of, HI. 11.

Character, 12 14-

Firearms, 40.

h iscals, 29.

bish. lishiny:, lish^'i-ies. 9, 40. 106.

150, it;9.

t loods, 5.

Flora of the Philippines, tl-t^.

Floridablanca, 10, Ho.

Flowers, 7.

Flower sellers, m.

Food. 41-42, 121. 122.

Foreigners, attitude toward, in

Philippines. 14. 22.

Forests, 7. 106, 107. 173-176. 187. 188,

190, 191.

Fort—
Nuestra Seiiora del Pilar,

Zamboanga. 148, 149.

Pikit, 154.

San Antonio de Abad, 74.

San Pedro

—

Cebu, 141.

lloilo, 138.

Santiago, Manila, 64, 65.

William McKinley, 91. 92.

Fraile Island, 93.

Franchise, elective, 25.

Franchise tax 192.

Franciscans, order of Friars, 18.

Franciscan Church, Manila, 69.

Freemasons, 22.

Freer, Paul C quoted, 132.

Friars, IS, 20, 22, 23.

Friar lands, 159.

Fruits, 6. 7. 42, 168, 169.

Furniture, 49. 177.

Gaddans, 14, 126.

Galleon, annual, to Acapulco, 18.

Gates of Walled City, Manila, 64.

Germinal Corporation, 78.

Girls" Dormitory, Manila. 77.

Giting-Giting (mountain), 137.

Goiti. Martin de, 17. 79.

Gold, 170, 171.

Golf, 50.

Gomez, Fr. Mariano, 23.

Gota de Leche Society, 83, 84.

Government of the Philippines,

25ff, 186.

Government Center. Manila, pro-

posed, 73.

Governor-General. 24. 25.

Grande Island. 109.

Great Northern Steamship Co., 58. 59.

(iuadalupe, Cebu, 142.

Guadalupe, ruined convent uL", Rizal

Province, 90, 91, 96.

Guides, 42 44.

Guimaras Island, 138.

Guinobatan, 131.

Guinsaden, 124.

Gutta-percha, 168.

Gymnasiums. 50-

HaighL's Place, 120, 122.

Halcun (mountain ) , 4, 106.

Half-castes, 15.

Harbors, 32.

Hargi'eaves, Mrs., school of, 119.

Hats. 38, 49, 80, 81, 177.

Head-hunting, 110.

Headwaters Mining Company, 120,

171.

Health, 42.

Heat prostration, 42.

Herrera, Antonio, 67-

Holy Child of Cebu, 17, 141.

Hongkong, steamship connections

with, 58, 62.

Horses, 8. 42, 116, 121.

Horse races, 50, 86.

Hospicio de San Jose, 83.

Hospitals, 42.

Hospital of San Juan de Dios, 69.

Hotels, 41. 42, 198.

House boys, 49.

Hubbell, George W., 79.

Hunting. 40, 43, 44, 109.

Hygiene. See Health ; Sanitation.

Ibanags, 14.

Ibulao River, 126.

Ice, 44.

Ice plant, Government, Manila, 71.

Ifugaos, 11, 125, 126.

Igorots, 11. 118, 121.

Iligan (bay and town), 150.

Illana Bay, 150.

llocanos. 14, 134, 135.

Ilocos Norte Province, 134, 135.

Ilocos Sur Province, 134. 135.

lloilo—

Province, 139.

City, 47, 48, 136-139.

Trade School. 138.

Ilongots, 11. 126.

Imports, 183flF.

Imugan, 127.

Inchipchip, 127.

Indians :

British, in Philippines, 14.

Mexican, in Philippines, 14.

Indo-China Steam Navigation

Company, 62.

Industrial Baseball League. 86.

Industry of the Philippines. 190.

Insects, 9.
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Insurrections, 23, 24, 85.

Intendencia Building, Manila, 66.

Inlerisland Express Company, 39,

79, 80.

Internal-revenue taxes, 191, 192.

Intramuros. See Walleu City.

Iron, 171, 172.

Irrigation, 5, 31. 113,

Isabel II, Queen of Spain, 74.

Isabela Province, 134.

Isinays, 14, 126.

Itogon, 127.

Iwahjg Penal Colony, 34, 145, 187.

Japan, steamship connections with

Manila, 20, 58-62.

Japanese in Philippines, 14.

Jaro, 138.

Java, 5, 14.

Jesuits, 18, 22.

Jesuit Church, Manila, 67. 68.

Jinrikishas, 148, 154.

Jolo, 154, 155.

Judiciary, 27, 28. 187.

Justices of the peace, 27, 28, 43,

187.

Kabayan, 121.

Kalingas. 11.

Kaiinga subprovince, 128.

Katipunan. the, secret society, 23, 82.

Kawit, 89.

Kelly, Mrs. Alice M.. school of, 120.

Kias Trail, 119.

Koxinga, 19.

Kuskusnong, 123.

La Insular Cigar Factory, 81.

La Laguna Province. 163.

La Loma Chapel, 87.

La Union Province, 114.

Ladrones, 24, 30.

Laguna de Bay. See Bay, lake.

Lal-loc, 134.

Lamao, 107.

Lanao

:

District. 150, 151.

Lake, 6, 150.

Land in the Philippines, area and
classification, 28, 159, 187. 188.

Land tax. 191. 192.

Languages. 11. 13, 14, 44.

Laoag, 135.

Lapus LapuR, station, lloilo, 48.

Las Pinas, 88.

Laundry, 44.

Lawton, Gen. Henry W., 100.

Lf^eches, 107.

Legaspi, Miguel Lopez de, 17, 18.

67, 72. 129, 130.

Leggins, 38.

Legislature, of the Philippine Is-

lands. 25, 186.



Lemery, lOIJ.

Lepanto

;

Subprovince, 123.

Igorots, 11.

Lepers and leprosy, 34, 146.

Leper colony on Culion Island, 145.

Leyte, Island and Province, 136.

Li Ma Hons?, 18, 19.

Libog, 131.

Libon, 133.

Libraries, 44.

Ligao, 131.

Limay, 107.

Lingayen, 114.

Literacy, 189.

Live stock, 119, 190.

Livery stables, 36-37.

Lodgings, 43.

Lolomboy friar estate, 83.

Loo, 121.

Los Bancs, 94-96.

Lubuagan, 128.

Lucena, 129.

Lumbatan, 160.

Lumbering, 176, 176.

Luneta, Manila, 71, 72.

Lusod. 127.

Mabolo, 142.

Macabebe, 14, 113.

Mactan Island, 16, 140, 142, 143.

Magaso (volcano), 144.

Magat River, 126, 133.

Magdalena, 95.

Magellan, Ferdinand, 16, 66, 67,

141-143.

Maguey, 48, 168.

Maibun, 155.

Mail, 46, 204-206.

Majayjay, 98.

Major Mines, 118.

Malabang, 150.

Malabon, 50, 93.

Malacaiian Palace, Manila, 84.

Malampaya Sound, 41.

Malaria, .34, 42.

Malate

:

District, Church, and Park, Ma-
nila, 74.

Malays, 10.

Malilipot, 131.

Malinao, 131.

Malolos, 24, 112.

Mambucal Hot Springs, 144.

Mambulao, 171.

Mancayan Copper Company, 123.

Mandauc, 142.

Mandayas, 11.

Manganese, 173.

Mangyans, 11.

Manila

:

Bay, 43, 62, 93.

City, 17. 30, 47, 67IT.. 206.

Manila—Continued.

Club, 78.

Golf Club, 92, 93.

Hemp. See Abacii.

Hotel, 72.

Merchants' Association, 36.

Polo Club, 88.

Railway Company, 47, 48.

Manobob, 11.

Manufacturing, 176, 190.

Maquiling (mountain), 94, 97.

Marble Hall, Manila, 66.

Maria Cristina Falls, 151.

Marilao, 112.

Mariquina (river and town) , 98ff-,

100.

Mai'iveles

;

Mountain, 106-108.

Town, 93.

Masbate Island, 171.

Mataling Falls, 160, 151.

Mati, 154.

Mayon (volcano), 4, 130-133.

Measures, 53.

Mercedes, 149.

Messes, 43.

Mestizos, 15.

Metric system, 53.

Me.xico, 17 note, 41.

Millard, Thomas F., quoted, 148.

Mindanao, 37, 146ff.

Mindoro Island, 44, 106, 106.

Mindoro Development Company, 162.

Mineral resources of the Philip-

pines, 170-173, 190.

Mineral waters, 52.

Mirador (mountain), 119.

Misamis Province, 146.

Missions at Bontoc and Sagada, 124.

Moat, Manila, 64.

Mohammedanism, 11, 12, 18.

Molo, 138.

Money, 38, 39, 191.

Money orders, 204, 205.

Montalban, 100.

Monte de Piedad, Manila, 79.

Moros, 6, 11, 17, 19, 144, 146IT.

Moro Province, 146.

Mosquitoes, 9, 34, 45.

Mosquito bars, 45.

Motorcycles, 31, 32.

Mountain Province, 37, 45. IIOIT.

Mountain systems of the Philip-

l)ines. 4.

Mountain Trail, 119, 120, 122 24.

Muchachos, 49.

Mumungan. 160.

Municipal Board, Manila, 30.

Municipal governments, 29, 1S6, 187.

Municijial ofRciuls, 43.

Municipalities, 29, 186, 187.

Museum building, Manila, proposed,
74.

r212 1

Museum of the Ateneo de Manila,

68.

Museum of Santo Tomas University,

66.

Naguilian (town and road), 114,

115.

Naga, 1.32.

Naiba, 123.

Naic, 89.

Names, native, spelling and pro-

nunciation of, 46, 49, 50, 197.

Natural gas, 173.

Naval Hospital

:

Baguio, 118.

Cavite (Canacao), 89.

Naval stations, 34, 190.

Cavite, 89.

Olongapo, 109.

Navotas, 93.

Navy of United States in Philip-

pines, 34, 190.

Negritos, 9, 113, 144.

Negros Island, 136, 143, 162.

New York, steamship connections
with Manila, 59.

Nippon Yusen Kaisha, 59.

Non-Christian provinces, 30, 186.

Non-Christian tribes, 11, 26, UOff.,

146, 188.

North German Lloyd Steamship
Company. 59.

Noveleta, 89.

Nozu, 127.

Nuestra Senora de Paz y Buen-
viaje. See Virgin of Antipolo.

Nueva Caceres, 47, 133.

Nueva Vizcaya Province, 126.

Oas, 133.

Obando. 93, 112.

Observatory, Weather Bureau at—
Manila. 76.

Baguio, 119.

Occidental Negros Province, 143.

Olongapo, 34. 108, 109.

Opera, 51.

Opon, 142.

Orani. 43.

Organs. 68, 88, 89.

Oriental Negros Province, 143.

Oriente Building, Manila. 81.

Oton. 138.

PaciHc Mail Steamship Company, 68.

Paco district, 77ff.

Paco :

Baseball field. Manila. 50, 78.

Cemetery, Manila, 76-77.

Station, Manila, 48.

Padre Juan Villaverde Trail, 113. 127.
Pagans. See Non-Christian tribes.
Pagsanjan, 97, 98.
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Pakdal, 120. 121.

Palali Camp. 115.

Palawan Island, 144, 145.

Pampangans, 14.

Pampanga :

Province. 112, 113, 162.

River, 5, 43, 112.

Panay Island, 47, 13611.

Pandacan District, 7S.

Pandan (town), 135.

Pangasinans, 14.

Pangasinan Province, 112.

Pangpang, 127.

Paniqui. 113.

Pansol. 96.

Pantar, 150.

Paper, manufacture of, 161. 169. 176.

Parang

:

Mindanao, 151, 154.

Jolo, 165.

Paracale, 171.

Parian, 19.

Pasacao, 129.

Paaay. 88.

Pasig River, 6, 62, 94-96.

Pasig (town), 50, 8992, 96.

Payaoan, 126.

Payne Tariff Act, 178.

Pearls, 9, 155, 169.

Perfumes. 169.

Petroleum, 173.

Philip II, King of Spain, 3.

Philippine

—

General Hospital, 78.

Fisheries Company, 169.

Islands, general description, 3ff,

Library, 44, 67.

Museum, 81.

Normal School, 77, 189.

Railway Company, 47-49, 137,

139, 143.

School of Arts and Trades, 71.

School of Commerce, 189.

Scouts, 14, 34, 190.

Philippines Steamship Co., 62.

Physicians, 42.

Piers, Manila, 62.

Pine belt. Benguet. 6, 114, 117, 175.

Pirates. 19.

Pitican. 127.

Plague, 34.

Platinum. 171.

Plazas. 50, 51.

Polangui. 133.

Police. 45, 187.

Polls Pass. 125.

Politics. 29.

Polo, 50.

Polo (town), 112.

Ponies. See Horses.

Population :

Manila, 57.

Philippines. 10. 187, 188.

£

Port diytrict. Manila, &l, fi3, 80, 201.

I'ort works. 32.

Porters, 45.

Portutvuese, connection with the

Philippines, 3, 17, 19.

Post-othce, postaj^e stamps, 46, 198,

204-206.

Postal Savinjrs Banlts, 33, 191.

Pottery. 173.

i'owder magazine, San Juan del

Monte, 92.

Presidentes, 29.

Printing, 21.

Prisons, 34, 187.

Pronunciation of native names, 46,

197.

Protestant Churches, 37.

Provincial governments, 28, 186.

Public order, 31, 45.

Public works, 31, 32, 193.

Puerto Galera, 105, 106.

Puerto Princesa, 144, 145.

Pulog (mountain), 4.

Quarantine station, Mariveles, 93.

Quiangan, 126.

Quiapo (church and district), 83.

Quinine, 42.

Quinta Market, 84.

Races of the Philippines, 10.

Railways, 35. 47-49. Ill, 193.

Rainfall, 5, 37, 116.

Rancherias, 187-

Recollects ( Recoletos ) , order of

friars, 18.

Recollects Church. Manila, 68.

Reform schools, 83-

Regan Barracks, 130.

Registration of land, 28.

Reina Cristina, 150.

Religions, 10-12, 193.

Reservoirs, Manila water works, 92,

100.

Resident Commissioners of Philip-

pines in Washington, 26.

Resources of the Philippines. 159ff.

Rest houses, 43, 121.

Restaurants, 49.

Revenues, 191. 192.

Rice, 7, 41, 165, 166-

Rice terraces, 124, 126, 166.

Rinderpest, 8, 34, 169.

Rio Grande de

—

Cagayan. See Cagayan River.

Mindanao. See Cotabato River.

La Pampanga. See Pampanga
River.

Ripsuan, 115.

Rivers of the Philij^pines, 5, 6, 32.

Rizal, Dr. Jose. 23, 72, 73. 76, 77,

83, 96, 149.

Roads. 31, 32, 193.
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Romblon, (Island and Town), 137.

Rope, manufacture of, 176.

Rosales, 127.

Rosario, 100.

Rotonda. 85.

Rubber, 166-168.

Saddles, 42.

Sagada, 124.

St. Francis of Tears, 69.

St. Paul's Hospital, 67.

Salcedo. Juan de, 17, 67.

Sales Agency, Manila, 177.

Salinas, 127.

Samar, Island, 136.

Samoqui, 124.

Sampaloc District, 83.

San Cristobal (mountain), 94.

San Esteban, 135.

San Fabian, 114.

San Felipe Neri, 92.

San Fernando

—

Town in Pampanga. 112.

Town in La Union, 47, 114, llo.

124.

San Francisco, Cal., steamboat con-

nections with Manila, 58, 59.

San Francisco del Monte, 92.

San Juan Bridge, 85.

San Juan del Monte, 92.

San Lazaro

:

District, 83.

Estate, hospital, 86.

Race track, 50, 87.

San Mateo, 100.

San Miguel

:

District, 83, 84.

Town in Tarlac, 31, 113.

San Miguel de Majiumo, 109, 112.

San Nicolas

:

District, 80.

Town in Batangas, 103.

Town in Pangasinan, 127.

San Pedro Macati, 90.

San Ramon, farm, prison, 149.

San Sebastian Church, Manila, 86.

Sangleys, 86.

Sanitary barrios, 82.

Sanitation, 33, 34.

Santa Ana, 78.

Santa Cruz :

District, 83, 84.

Town in La Laguna, 47, 96. 97.

Rest house in Nueva Vizcaya.

127.

Bridge. Manila. 79.

Santa Fe, rest house, 127.

Santa Mesa:

District, 83.

Station, Manila, 48.

Santo Domingo (mountain), 126.

Santo Tomas (mountain), 120.

Schools, 33. 189.
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School of Fine Arts, 189.

Scouts. See rhilippine Scouts.

Seattle, steamtihiij connections with

Manila, 68, 6a.

Secretaries ol Departments of the

Philippine Government, 26, 27.

Secretary of War, authority in

Philippines. 26.

Sepoys, 101.

Servants, 49.

Settlements, 30.

Sewer systems, 32.

Shanghai, steamship connections

with Manila, 58, 62.

Sharks, 36.

Shopping, 49.

Sibul Springs, 109, 112.

Sibuyan Island, l'>7.

Silk culture, 169.

Silliman Institute, 114.

Silver, 173.

Singapore, steamship connections

with Manila, 59, 60.

Sinisian, 104.

Sisal hemp, 16.

Sisiman Bay, abattoir, 93.

Sitanki Island, 41.

Smallpo-x, 33, 34.

Snakes, 9.

Sohut Spring, 140.

Soldiers, Pampangans as, 14.

Sorsogon Province, 129.

Southern Islands Hospital, 141.

Spain, 12, 13, 22.

Spaniards, 15.

Spanish language, 44.

Spelling of native names, 49, 50.

Sponges, 9. 169.

Sports, 60, 87.

Springs, 52.

Squares, naming of, 50, 51.

Stations, railway, in Manila, 48.

Statistics pertaining to the Philip-

pines, 18611;.

Steamboats, 51, 52.

Steel Church, 86.

Stirrups, 42.

Stores, 49.

Straw goods, 81.

Streets, 50, 61. 63, note.

Street railways, 48, 60, 79, 141, 193,

199-201.

Subanuns, 11.

Subic Bay, 108, 109.

Suez Canal, steamship lines to Ma-
nila via, 59.

Sugar, 41, 144, 161-163, 176. 179-182.

Sultan of Sulu, 164.

Sulu Archipelago, 146, 154.

Sunstroke, 42.

Supreme Court of the PhilipT»ine

Islands, 27, 67, 187.

Surigao Province, 146.

Susi»ension Bridge, Manila, 83.

Suyoc, 122, 123, 171, 172, 173.

Taal

;

Lake. See Bombon (lake).

Volcano, 4, 6, 102-105.

Tabaco, 131.

Tabora, Juan Nirio de, 101.

Tabuk, 128.

Taft, William H., 24.

Tagalogs, 13.

Tagbanuas, 11, 144.

Tagudin, 123, 124, 135.

Tailors, 38.

Talisay, 142.

Talon Talon, 149.

Talubin, 125.

Tanauan, 103.

Tariff, 178.

Tarlac Province, 112.

Taxes, taxation, 29, 191, 192.

Taytay, 101.

Tayug, 113, 127.

Teachers, 189.

Telegraphs, 61, 193, 205.

Telephones, 51.

Temple of Music, Manila, proposed,

77.

Tennis, 60.

Ternate, 89.

Textiles. See Cloths.

Theaters, 51.

Timber supply of Philippines, 173.

Tinguians, 11.

Titles to land, registration of, 28.

Tiwi, hot springs at, 131, 132.

Tobacco, 8, 49, 134, 164, 176, 179-182.

Toledo, 142.

Tondo

:

District, 81, 82.

Church, Manila, 82.

Station, Manila, 48.

Townships, 30.

Toyo Kisen Kaisha, 58.

Trade of the Philippines, 178lf.

Trade schools, 33, 177, 189.

Trails, .32, 42. 193.

Trains. See Icailways.

Transfer companies, 35.

Travelers, suggestions for, 35ff.

Treaty of Paris (1898), 186.

Trinidad (valley and farm), 119.

Trunks. 35.

Tuberculosis, 34, 116.

Tuguegarao, 128, 1,34, 136.

Ty()hoons, 5, 114.

Underground river, Palawan, 145.

Union Ticket and Information Com-
pany, 39, 79-81.

United Slates, cost of Philippines

to, 34.
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University of the Philippines, 97,

189.

University of Santo Tomas, 66.

Urdaneta, Andres, 17, 72.

Vaccination, 34.

Vancouver, B. C, steamship connec-

tions with Manila, 58, 59.

Vegetables, 6, 7, 42, 168, 169.

Ventura, 140.

Verde Island Passage, 137.

Vessels, 39, 51, 62, 35, 79.

Victoria, B. C, steamship connec-

tions with Manila, 58, 59.

Victorias, 37.

Vidal y Soler, Sebastian, 70.

Vigan, 135.

Villalobos, Ruy Lopez de, 3.

Villaverde Trail. See Padre Juan
Villaverde Trail.

Virgin of Antipole, 101.

Virgin of Guadalupe, 91.

Vis-a-vis, 37.

Visayans, 13, 136.

Visayan Islands, Visayas, 13611.

Vital statistics, 188, 189.

Volcanoes, 4.

Wages of servants, 49.

Wallace Field, 73, 74.

Walls of Manila, 21, 63, 64.

Walled City, Manila, 63ff.

Water, 47, 48, 52, 53.

Water buffalo. See Carabao.

Water power, 32.

Water-supply systems, 32.

Manila, 100.

Cebu, 142.

Weather. See Climate
Weather Bureau, 75, 119.

Weights, 63.

Wharves, Maniia, 62.

Wild tribes. S c e Non-Christian
tribes.

Wireless telegraphs, 51.

Women, position of, 13.

Writing among non-Christian tribes,

11.

Yachting. 50.

Young Men's Christian Association,

70, 71. 77.

Zambals. 14.

Zambales Mountain!.. 4, 10, 112.

Zambnles Province, 109.

Zamhoanga (district and town). 147-

149.

Zamboangueiios. 147.

Zamora, Fi-. Jacinto, 23.

Zapote Bridge, 89.

Zigzag of the Benguet Road, 114.














